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I am a successful businessman living near a fairry large city in the
west.

To outsiders and most insiders, I am the epitome of honesty and
respectability. These people know that I work hard at my business.
that I hunt, fish and camp a lot, and that I write feature stories for
outdoor, travel. hunting and fishing magazines on a regular basis.

What they don'r know is that in the last twenty years t have
tpent less than $200.00 for meat. I have two large freezers and both
rre full of deer. elk. bear. salmon, sturgeon, trout, bass, ducks and
8eese. to mention a few. Including the vegetables from my garden
and add in the money I receive from hides and furs. skuris]horns
lnd paws. I make money rather than spend it on food each year.
This in spite of the fact that r have three hungry teens to feed.

So how do I do it?
I am a poacher. For the last forty years I have poached game

with impunity and ease, ro the point where it is now a big glme.
During the course of these forty years, I have developei 

-many

quick and easy methods of collecting deer, bear, game birdi
furbearers. fish, and reptiles. In poachJs jargon, thisls known as
"reducing to possession."

survival Poaching is not about destroying ourcountry's naturar
nesources. Rather it is about techniques that allow you io keep the
odible things all around you for yourself. I have also included a
chapter about my philosophy of poaching, as welhas one on the
conservation of resources. But most important of all is the chapter
on extrance, evasion, and exit. lt tells how to enter a posted area,
cvade any authorities there, and safely exit with your catch.

- In the final analysis, this book will give you the tools needed to
_byput, the jerk anti-hunter, environmentalist, preservationist,
land-poster, and college-educated game warden, all of whom
make this book so necessary.

Ragnar Benson
Boulder, Colorado

January, l9t0
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POACH?

l, - ,'Tt.r: are a.number of important reasons for fairly and honestly
addressing this question.

. Recenr negative pubricity in the major media. incruding ail of
the large circulation hunting and fishing magazines. mat<e l-t aiffi-
cult ro discuss the subject of poaching. Significant to.io+cono,nic
forces are at work, however, that arJ conlributing migrrtity to ihe
necessity for poaching which should be openly explored.'
. Hopefully everyone who picks up this bookwiliarso read this

chapter. but I am nor an appre pie optimist. I rearize poachersi already kngw why they poach. atitrougtr most may not be able to
verbalize their feelings well. conversery, people w-ho donl poach' may read this chapter and no others. For them, a few pages on trre

; philosophy of poaching may have positive impact. It ii my conten_
, tion that those who scorn the poacher a.e, in many cases, the same

ones who created the ne_cessity for poaching in ihe first place.
My own poaching philosophy began evol-ving in 1947, when I

1nd my new bride moved into a smail house in a chicago'suburb.
i: The neighborhood was tree-covered and most homes had a small

yard. My wife, who grew up in the slums of philadelphia. thought
we were living on a farm. I grew up on a farm in Indiana and kn-ew

r'we were living in a densely populated area.
Things were tough for us that first year, and we made it princi_

pally because I had a good .22 rif7e, a box of BB caps, unC u f.r"l''traps.

, For much to my surprise, I discovered that our city_part of
' greater metro Chicago-had a major game population. Thire was
I saturation population of tree squirrels, hundreds of less desirable
yet entirely edible pigeons, and a surprising number of coons,



possums. rabbirs and doves. I am confident enough game diedfrom naturat attrition each winter to feed many families rike ours.
The big hurdle I had to overcome was rhe iffegafit' oitati;;;;
using any of this game inside citv limits.

Having been raised on a farm. it n.u., o..urred to me that a lawmight prohibit me from catching and eating u plump. ;llil;
squirrel. or that r might have to sneak arouno in it. a"rr. to.rrr.t
my rabbit traps. I philosophized about this situation q"i";;;
that winter.

^ 
According to my diary, I killed and ate sixty_three squirrels,

four coons. several possums. about a dozen rabbit. 
"nO 

too ,uiypigeons by the following fail when we moved back to trre rarm.
_ six years went by. we now had a family and decided to tute ou,first honest-to-goodness, away-from_home vacation. Our few dol_lars got us as far as a small lake in central Michigan wf,ere werented a cabin and went fishing.

During our second day at the lake, I was sleeping in the row boat
"fishing"_wirh a drop rine in one hand. My wifi and two tios naal
hook and line tied to a wilrow cane we .ui on the bank. we hadn,t
caught and never did catch a single fish.

About noon the localgame *aiden came roaring up in his bigpower boat and demanded to see our licenses. parmers in Indianr
weren'r required to buy a hunting or fishing ricense ut trtut ii''l,and I had forgotten all about the necesjy of Uuying on.-ln
Michigan.

- I told the possum sheriff that we didn,t have a license, and that Ijust now realized we wourd need one because we were out of state. Iclaimed we weren't hurting the resources, since it ** unritrry trrui
we wourd catch a fish with our primitive equipment. r offeredio goright to town and purchase ali.enr..

All of this mattered not one twiddle to The Law. The fine was
$40.00, payable now, and that was that.

I don't know how the bastard knew it, but $40.00 was all the
cash we had in the wortd. For thirty minutes we tatked. then
argued, pleaded and then begged. Bui my pleas were all futile.
_ In those days I believed myself to Ue a Uasic, law_abiding person.
The warden followed us to ou, cabin and I dutifully,i;nj;;
our cash. All we had left was the gas in our pickup ana a tewgroceries in our cabin. Our vacation was over.

. Time heals many wounds and often wisdom comes from adver-sity. It was tough to appreciate at the ro,n.nt, but even in the Cotlontoil Robbif

, sgbtlgtts



shorr run I was the winner of that littte contest. tt was the last time
I was ever arrested for a game violation but, more important, my
philosophy about poaching changed dramatically.

Later on in fall. two of us went back to the same lake duck
hunting. only that's not ail we did. comprete with ticense and
stamp. we looked and acted like duck hunters. We also put out a
line of rraps for beavers which. at the time were ( r) proiected in
Michigan. (2) abundant in the lake. and (3) worth no ress than
$30.00 each.

Besides the eight beavers we caught. we shot one deer and
several ducks. lt was foolish to carry the deer home in our truck all
that way. but we were novices in those davs.

other than the practicar need for food and crothing. the first and
most obvious point to these stories is that many game laws are
stupid. They are out of step with conditions in ine rieta. mother
nature enforced rearities. the nature of the game. and the people
taking the game.

Tons of scluirrels. pigeons and rabbits stilr die every winter in
that chicago suburb. I realized that the law would never change
so. rather than go hungrv. I became a poacher.

Although cities are good cases in point. it's not rhe only place it
happens. Man-v western srates prohibit the taking of tr..
squirrels-totally. other states rike Michigan. wisconsin. Ara-
bama. Georgia and Washington-all placesl have Iunred_won,t
allow deer hunters to harvest does. other states like Michigan
refused to allow the taking of beaver long after they were abund*ant
to the poinr of being pests.

Federal law prohibits the shooting of crows. and it is practicaily
a capital offense to keep red tail hawks away from nesting ducks. i
am not talking about hurting or destroying our naturar resources.
That would be counter-productive to my way of life as a poacher.
My reference is to legislarion that purposery and mariciousry
prevents people from using our abundant resources.

Much of our game has filled its habitat and is dying of over-
crowded conditions each winter rather than being harveited. This
is a lact of life for a shocking amount of our renewable game
populations. including many species of fish. frogs" small g-ame.
deer. bear. most birds and especially for hard-to-take animali such
as fox and covote.

Came laws are often promulgated by ignorant men who have a
bad case of runnel vision and little concepr of what is happening

put in the real worrd. These raws are enforced. for the most part, by
urogant, inflexibre. over-educated jerks who onry care about the

ber of arresrs they make each year_my experience fishing
g a very good case in point.

1, who among the ranks of outdoorsmen has not heard the
Itricken cry of the woefut preservationist?

, According to these people, all our country has left is seven
oougars. two whales. one woodpecker. twenty-seven bobcats.

,nineteen deer. eleven foxes and u p"rtridg. in a pear ,r.r- iuri
iidonl be so rude as ro ask how these nguies were determined.

,^l1r:^iii:-r:stingro note that when oni of these officiafs nnairv
does go out in the bush to take a rook. wonder of wonders. there is

'frve times the game the desk-bouna .*pr.i, originally pr.Ji.iJ
and. even more remarkabre. it is reproducing at regurarintervars.

I . G^o back and read_ some of the cougar scare stories. for instance.,:.y::!:: 
l.na.,c2-yoare rhe numbers of animats originaly

r lstimared ro live in Wyoming. New Mexico 
"no 

Cuf if*ffiJi,t/ *current estimates" where even the preservationists aomit tt ui
lhere was no reason to cry extinction. But just donl ask them to
open the season again once it is closed.

ln 1978 the United States Fish and Witdlife Service(u.s.F.w.s.) of the Departmenr of rnterior crassified the African
elephant as threatened und.r the Endangered Species Act of r973.
Any reader who thinks thar crosure of iederar rand to rruntingi,
impossible should rake nore of what happened in that case.

Acting on absolutely no experr testimony on their behalf. and
despite warnings from oppoiition authorities. the U.S.F.W.S.
closed the U.S. borders to imporration of elephant trophies. ln
doing so they operated illegaliv without complying witir certain
requirements included in the Endangered 

'species 
n"t. ifr.

U.S.F.W.S. responded ro pressure from-the anti-hunters. f , i, rnu
contention that it is only a matter of time before alrfederarruna in
the west is closed to hunting of common species such as A..r. .f f,
and coyotes.

. Outtknr Li/e in the Januarv. 1979. issue carried an article abour
the proliferation of game due to the posring of land. The article
pointed out that in many states. especiaily thise east of the Missis-
sippi. the resource had expanded io the ioint of extr.r. rrrptur.
but was.not being harvested because significant chunks of land
were being posted and therefore unau"iluble for hunting und
lishing.



ln ldaho the Fish and Game Department has taken an adivestand in behalf of the land owner who posts his property. il;;pheasant seasons have been significantly sho.tenei i";"r.;;;;
to avoid conflicts between the property o*n.. and the sportsman.although rhe pheasant population itielf would have benefittedfrom a longer season.

Large areas of Itinois. cororado. Michigan. ohio. rndiana andsourhern wisconsin have in the rast few yea-rs been virtuart;il;;
to hunting by the No Trespassing sign. other states such as Texas.California and Oregon have beeniargely closed t" t""iiie i";years now. Even western Bureau of Land Munugarn"nt and ForestService ground is not immune. Ranchers in Montana and Wvom-ing a re famous fo r buyin g. teas i ng or j ur, bhili;;il.g"il ;;;;;all the access ground into malJr uiocs oi federal gi",io. il.,.i?control of a few kev acres bans ourdoorsmen fromln,run."inio

ma.ior tracts. posting has not as vet overtaken the deep south. but Iwouldn't be surprised to see that change as well in juit a f.* rfrorr
vears.

Poaching is not a new or recent phenomenon. In times past
many citizens felt it was an honorabie calling, worthy of anyonewith a "quick mind and a stout leg.,,

., William Shakespeare is a good e-xampte. Historians agree thatthere is-some question about good oid B't', 
".rgi""i'*rrii"gability' Some even suggest that le may have been a-pragiuri.i o?sorts. But no one disagrees rhat Shakespeare made tire f.incipaipart of his living by poaching the King,s deer and gro;r;: ;;selling them in the meat marli.ts of StirtforO-on-Avon.

-_.That's 
right: Shakespeare was a damned poacher! At least in theKing's eyes he was.

Robin Hood was another poacher of much renown. Robin andhis merry men are remembired for their exploits in Sherwood
Forest. Most people conveniently forget the reason the King wascontinually upset with Mr. R. HLoO ias because he kept collect-ing the King's deer. Time after time the sheriff or Nottingrram
sallied forth, but not ro arresr Robin for robbingfrom the,d;;;
k:tqr^lg thirty percent. Modern attorneys do that 

"u.ry 
Ouy. tt.sheriff was upset because Robin Hood was a poacher.

Over the years the various governments of Euiope have approp-
riated a tremendous amouni of the available game habitat. Thistrend accelerated as populations increased. Lu*, *rr" p";r;;
allowing privileged individuals to control large chunks of real
estate for their own use. By the earry r g00's there was tittre private

lprop€rty a common citizen could own or use, let alone hunt on.

',_#: ljil!_p,"T,hing as an.occupation evolved. people simply
lrefused to stand idly by watching 

" 
,r.ourr.-*;1;;il;'irr";I

,-PH:: leasures 
were sometiires taken to discourage ;";_,lng. castle and museum stomping tourists who have uiiit.i rnl-

land may remember seeing largJ steel trup, on display. North
Americans might assume the trals *rr, ,"d. for large b;;,;;;
there were no wild bears in Engrand at the time. In truth the steer
traps were designed to break the legs of poachers!

Perhaps it won't be too long till it gets ihat bad in this country.
As I read their propaganda, the ..Friends of the enimats,i aie
advocating the shooting of hunters. Readers will have to be theii
own judge of what this literature is suggesting.

- At this writing there are a number of [ige foiest fires burning inthe west. Apparently most of the fires ur" ,"grng in wildern-ess
areas where it is illegal to use bulldozers, build roadi, run trucks or
even to use a chain saw to fight the fire.

According to my best information, the wilderness fires wereintentionally set. Even if I have been misinformed. it is my strong
contention that the citizens of the six or eight rarge westein stater
where most of the Federar wilderness Aiea fieJwil 

"tt.-pt 
toburn it off in the next few years.

. Why? Because presently, millions of acres of public land have
been set aside for the exclusive enjoyment of a tiny elitist rnino*V.
Remember, not one hunter in 10,00b can, as a practicat matter, usea Wilderness Area. And this assumes that the Uur.uu..ut, jOOO
miles away in Washingon even continue to allow public f,unling.
- - 

Tolay the game herds in the Wilderness Aieas are Oyini.
Numbers of elk and deer are fafling drasticaily as forests 

'_ui#:die from disease and insects, and falr over to rot. Browse has been
shaded out or has outgrown the reach of the animals. Entire
wintering grounds have been lost as a result ofthe fervent work oi
the environmentalists.

One need look no further than the Dismal Swamp controversyin Maryland to see what is in store fo, tt e huntei in the yeari
ahead. No matter to the anti-hunter that the game population
there is dying of starvation, and that its generalquatiiy tras Ueenpermanently degraded. The deer can ruin their own lives andhabitat, and the anti-hunter could care less, as long as no one
harvests the game.

About a year ago I met two lads who poached wird burros with



bow and arrow in the Grand Canyon. All they kept was the burro
scrorums. what wourd have made good dog food was reft for the
magpies and ravens.

Burros in the Crand Canyon are protected by one of the most
asinine of all federar raws. As a resurr. habiiat desrruction is
rampant. Valuable plant and animal native species are being
pushed out and indirectry destroyed by the burios. uut tt, onii
allowable burro contror method is tive removal. No matter thai
this method is slow and ineffective. and that it costs ttrousands oi
tax dollars for each burro removed. It is ail that is alrowed under
the law.

These fellows were performing a varuabre service and shourd
have been rewarded. which is the entire point. Anti-hunters are not
logical..rational people. But they are in the majority un; ;ili
eventually try to shut down much of our hunting as we know ir
today.

A last important reason for poaching is as a means of survivat in
the event of nationar disaster. war or a breakdown of our tradi-
tional system.

It is not rhe intention of this book to discuss the likelihood of
these events happening, other than to say it becomes statisticatty
more likely with the passage of time. Skiled poachers can rive
through a national disaster even in fairry large cities. yet the art of
poaching is not mastered in a few months or even a few years.
Starting from zero. it takes at least ten years to become u ,tittra
poacher, so don't expect this book to turn you intoaseasoneA pro
overnighr. All it will do is sharpen your stiilts, and help y<iu do a
better job at whar you are already doing.

^Frequently 
throughout our country I hear the statement that

"other than the fact that it is against ihe raw. what's *rong *iir,
what I am doing?'certainry the starement applies to ttre aicient
and honorable art of poaching.

- Often the only recourse an outstanding outdoorsman has is to
become a poacher. The transition is probably inevitable, given our
national trend. for the determined hunter 

-who 
understands the

game.

STABTM
TERRITORY

A fox has its home range, a deer its piece of the woods and even aquail has a territory. rn this sense, thi poacher is no different than
these animals.
I A good poacher is not in business to kil off oreven significantry
f9_u...rh: 

game population. It is absolutely contrary to his bestrnterests to destroy the game in a wanton manner. such anapproach will deny him a steady supply of game next year, andpossibly all the years to come.
The.concept of game as a crop is difficult for most people toappreciate. Even farmers and ranchers assume tt,. grour.. buuiisquirrels or deer that run on their rand can be stockpiled. This iscontrary to basic biological raw, but is never-the-t..r u g.n"rutty

held concept. Study after study has shown that g5 percent of the

causes in the winter.
This is not a texr on game management. It rb a how_to-do_it

manual that shows how someone can reduce to possession the
most game in the shortest possible time. There is abroad g.;;
concept-of managing one's poaching territory which should bethoroughly undersrood. When underitooO, this concept *ifirn"*-
imize the game which can be taken.' Many hunters shoot house cats. I am no different than most inthat regard, with the exception that I take the cats home and skin
them as well. The skins are worth $4.00 on the raw fur market. butthat's not the point. The issue here is rerated to why on. *ouiJ
bother to rid the country-of predatory felines. Obviously it is toprotect the game population, which ii exacrty the point.'e gooJ

r doves. 60 percent of the quail and 40 percent of the deer. for
instance. must be harvested each year or ttey will be lost to naturar



poacher will learn his territory like rhe top of his kitchen table and
then take necessary precautions to keej others (two- ana four_
legged predators) from infringing on it. ttt ittusir"* ,r,i, p"i",
with an episode from my diary. 

-
It had been dark for armost two hours. The crisp september air

was starting to chilr us 
-to the point that *e wlr. itrinring orpacking up and heading for our jiep parked in a gravel;it;;";

mile away' one of my sons and I were staked out in an otJ
abandoned orchard overrooking a rarge alfalfa fierd. A smail
:tt-"-um cut through the far end of the field and a woods bordered
half of the south side.

. Itwas an idear place to spot deer. Severat had come out at dusk,
but it was now too dark to be sure of anything. W. *aitea on.'
_ About 8:30 p.m. we saw a light on the lane ttrrough the woods.
Bouncing-and jiggling. it came on till an older moiel .", nnuify
emerged from the woods at the edge of the field. ..These stories
a-bout a small poaching ring may beirue," I whispered,..tooistike
they're going to try and spotlight some deer up here..
.. Slowly the car pulled out in the field. The drlver swung the car
lights back and forth, trying to pick up the glint of eyesl

- Sud^denly two deer jumped outof thebrushlnd ran upihrough
the alfalfa over a rittre rise in the ground. They *r* out oi ifii
headlights now, but the men in the-car had spotted the critters as
they ran off. obviousry the deer had been itrinea before. Even
more obvious was that these poachers had worked this fierd
before.

They gunned the car and turned on a giant spot light mounted
on the driver's side of the vehicre as they crosied into the smail
p99ket in the ground. We were now about 200 yards from their car,
hidden in the orchard which was srightry above the scene of the
intended crime, facing in a quarterinfoirlction across the front of
the car.

Quickly my boy slipped his M-r6 rifle into a notch in a tree and
took a steady aim. The car stopped and I could ,r. 

",in. "ppeaiout of the passenger window. The shooter never got his chance,
however.

My boy started firing in a steady cadence and by the third round
had blown out the poor guy's spotlight. All was jilence in the car.
The would-be poachersjust sat there for perhaps thirty seconds tiri
someone had the presence of mind to tuln thi car headlights off.

As soon as they were out, my son switched the rifle to iull auto

sent two bursts over the top of the car into the woods. The
rle in the car must have been terrified.

1 ^ They wheeled around and raced for the field's edge and the small
lhrm lane they had come through earlier. If we were wardens. it
lyqulg have been incredibly easy to block the road with a truck and
nob them. It wasdumb of them to come into a prace rike that with
l,? T|i"r and nobody behind to watch. It was even more stupid to
luow rumors to start about their activities and to then come back

;rto ttte rur;;h;;wo o, three times in 
" 

J;:" 
tlrcn come DacK

, About-three-quarters of the way across the field they switched
on their lights again, but it was too late. The car hit a two tooi
wsshout and stopped dead, as if it had run into a solid wall ofjello.rfhere was a tremendous cloud of dust, the engine raced and thenqutl.-quf comperition was stuck fast in thegully, scared shitless
and helpless. We pulled out.

1 ,At home, we had one of my sons' wives call the farmer,s wife,
who was-a violent anti-hunter, and anonymously tip her off. They
cventually called the warden who found ihe car, bui aras, no pincir
,was made. By the time he got there the rifle una ,"u.i"r oiir,.
fellows were gone. All that was left was one of the feltows who
luckily had his girrfriend with him. They craimed they *.r. u".t
thereto park and got stuck. There was some flack fro; tilfa;;;;
and-the-girl's parents, but nothing serious ever came of it.

The rival poachers suffered somi cuts from the flying glass when
we shot out the spotright and some serious bruisis ir,-en tr.,. ca,
crashed, but that was all. lt did teach them a lesson. fn.y su-Urr-quently went out of the poaching business forever. w.. on G
other hand. had fulfilled our obligation to protect the game and
territory we hunt in-for ourselves.

One of my best friends is the .,No Trespassing. sign. I have put
up literally thousands of them, and encourag" ia.mirs and tand_
owners to do the same every opportunity I get. Anti-hunters are
$€at ones to fall for this sham. professionar poachers wont uideterrcd by a No Trespassing sign, but they db tenA to f..rp-tf,"
rank and file hunter off the ground. This reserves the gameforthe

l.::" who knows how to work the country which, if I;;";;;;;
ts me.

. 4lot of good game country is owned and controlled by absentee

l111l.::1r. l is easily possible to find out who ,r,, orinrii, 
-uy

cnecKmg at the county Soil Conservation Service office, theclunty assessor or a rocar reartor. I often do this when I rurp..t
that someone from afar owns the property and I want to tii ii up

ltIO



for my own use. It is also possible to determine who farms the land, if
it is farmed, by checking at the local feed mill or farm srore. Due tothe fact that I occasionally dabble in real estate, *V aiscreei
inquiries have never been questioned.

Knowing who controls the ground is an immense advantage. Atone time I found that a half iection of good squirrel *ooAi *u,owned by a saw mill company many milJs away. I promptly cut asmall track into the half section whire I courd hide rvir.ip-N..iiput up_ No Trespassing signs every t50 feet along ii. p.p.iiv
edge. By so- doing. I was able to urc the land as1 safe #; ;,foperations for years and years.

Be on the lookout for landowners who have their DroDertv
leased or rented to second party farmers. often;;;;;;i lffi;what the other is doing. It is posiible to post tt. proprrty,;;;;;;;
on it and contror the game with one continuailytrrinting iii, tr,.other's doing. This is especially true in the case of furir, iurycommercial farmers and owners who may live in town ,uinr. rt 

"ion their acreage.
Not only must a good poacher keep others off his country, hemust know what the game is doing on it. I make frrq"""iirip,

f::t! It territory..There are aliays mushrooms to'pi.f,, i.'r-nes to couect or an old abandoned apple tree to harveit. so thecruising I do is not simply a hike.
Protecting one's territory must be done on the basis of knowl_

edge of its terrain. I can't stress that too strongly.
Again the S.C.S.-Soil Conservation Servici_at the court

flse ca.n help.-They have aerial photos of tn" funO u, *"ff u,rnrormatlon on how these photos can be purchased.
Another source of inlbrmation in the west is the Forest Service

and the Bureau of Land Manage-ment. They have good m"p, ;;;in many cases show ownership-if ttre ownersfrip isTn lurg;;;;l;.
Some states have priva-te mapcompanies. Looi in rtutiJn.ryunJ
sporting goods stores for thise.

one source of excellent information that is often overlooked isthe state land grant college. Call the Aran of lf,. College 
"f 

fr'ii"r,Agriculture or Engineering and talk to the secretary. Be persistent.
Most universities have sorne sort of map facility. rt ort.n iun*some sleuth work to uncover these.

Local chambers of commerce, the corps of engineers and statepark associations all have maps available that can be of immense
value. Ask and thou shalt receive

I like to hunt on military bases. Maps of these areas are around
t often unavailable to civilians. securing on..un be the handiest

thing since sliced bread, so making tf,. 
"f?ori 

to get copies is time
well spent. Pilots' sectional charts,-available at most airports, are aItart, but the really good army maps are best secured from GI.sItationed on that base.

. Try visiting some local bars where one can strike up a conversa_tion with enlisted men' often they wil tretp ror,rtr pri., oiu r.*
beers.

l Al aT aside I feer it is very important that poachers never drink
::^,:. i"'1..1:: tstrict aboui this as r am about ,r"rrnine .ui,,!oors. Should we want to take a cooler 

"f 
*ii;;"iJil;';

; !-njg 
try Aay,.that's one thing. But dont askme to check fish traps

or. set some charges when drinkiDg, because the activities dori,imix. Similarly I never pran a hunt in'u uuior, ro, tt 
"t 

,nuttrr, Jiir,pcople I meet in bars.
Knowing the territory also implies knowing the potential of thatte.rritory. I dm always analyzing my.ountry,iroppi"gror" p"n,of it and adding others tt ai .un'ueit"r;r;;; the game I need. A

. good poacher is always evaluating his country and looking for
: ney, more productive territory.

Knowing one's country also-is important in terms of getting tothe game before the competition does. There is a fine line herewhich is difficult to articurate, but it i. a concept that must bethoroughly understood by the expert po".hrr.
The muskrat season in- fgwa is i good example. In times past itopened about the r5th of November and crosed about the rbtrr or

Janaury. The perts were prime by the firsi oiNoumu., 
""d;6;prime till about the l5th of lv'arch. They were, in t^a,trrriiiii

the season closed than before or Curin! ih, ,."ron, but I wasreluctan-t to trap after theseason. usually-the competition for ratswas fairly keen and a eood atowabre harvest had bien maae cytnefirst of February. If ian hadn't maae tne frarvest, nature did, asthe bitter winter cord reduced the food rupptirr ana tninneo ihe
colonies.

For this reason I liked to start early, and take the best rats before
regular season arrived- Then the pickings wourd ue srim rorirre gui
who came after me. Often othir tr"p!.r, would conclude that
there were few rats in the marsh and move their traps elsewhere. OrI might move their traps for them.

The art was knowingwhen to begin. Start too early and the pelts
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weren't prime; start too rate and there might not be enough time totake in the harvest.
The same problem confronts the deer hunter, squirrel shooter,firl r:upp"rjnd anyone who is taf<ing tfre frarvest from the woodsand fields. There is. no simple 

"nr*-r, 
to rhe probl;*. il;;;ysolution is to spend.time in the field, io ,ruOy the game and toknow one's own abilities anA technilues.

In some cases it is important to get ;ut and educate thegamesothat the amateur can't get them. I-oo ttris wittr drr;,."y;;;;;;
beaver. By starting thJseason early I mak, tt, g"r. 

""il;;enough so that it is.virtually impossible for the ca-sual il;;;;take, come the regular season. For many years, for instance, weused to drive the deer out ofan old aUanAonia orchard in,outf,rinMichigan and pepper them with UirA sfrolas tt.y *rnt. N;il;ever got a shot at these critters till our trained i.u, oi d;;moved in and made the harvest later on.

.Y!.n trapping it is important to remember that fur buyers cantell when small game is tiken by the condition of th; p;il;;;i;
the fur is prime or armost prime, it ,n"v ooi rook like others takenin the same area during thi regal season. waroens ort"nlnrp-..t iurbarns so it is best to be cautious.

I.always sell my fur to a large house that handles a lot of pelts. Ifa discrepancy seems possible,-I truumy u-ther send them in forme. He lives much farther south than i Ao and fur from hir;;looks like earry caught northern gooo.. ir, ,.turn I often send in hislate caught stuff which rooks goJd r9r ry 
"i.". 

It,s a balancing actthat one must master to stay out of trolble.
. I uT continually concerned aUout faUing into somebody etse,strap' Probably this is true because so ,o"ny ir"t"ur poachers havefallen 'into traps wardens and sheriffs ri"ur-.., for me.Knowing one's territory can preclude that. f there are new cartracks in an arfarfa fierd, it is reisonable to 

"rru,n, 
that someone

3,:l_"^." jlktighting it. A muddv p",ir- in 
" 

,*".p suggestsvrsrtors, and a broken p-ath through ihe woods tips me 
"ffth"lothers may have worked the area 

-nrrt. 
e*ut"ur poachers leavepiles.of feathers, guts, tracks and all ,o*, of ,ignr.It is, then, imperative that you watctr for visitors and exerciseextreme caution. The idear situation requires that you g.iir,.i,first. That failing, it then becomes in.rr"rjigfyimportanttodeter-

mine in. what capacity previous visitors-i;ve come and whatappropriate measures can be taken.

', 
fish rraps, some evidence of squirrer rt""i.iJ, *i'.'it!,i"iiil.T
lighting for deer and a few inriun."r *i.n someone opened the
lstrilg season early. At times I f,"", Urri*ith hunters who veryluspiciously kept an extra. duck or qua' uut in generai ffi;;much more serious than this. perhaps I am Jetuding myself, but Istrongly suspect that. there ur. u"ry iew gooa professionalpoachers operating to_d.1v' Most poachinglr'u haphazard hit andmiss proposition with.tiitte ptanning ;iiiougt t.

If there is a pattern, it is among ,ru'pp.r. *iro will invariably tryto set a trap or two out early. I iun into ttrese wittr e".i";iregularity to feel that this is a common ,oa, of op.ration. Oneseldom sees sophisticated den trupr, firf, f*s, blasting, shiningfish or frogs, or duck pens. As I have saii, serious poaching isnearly a lost art.

ln all my years of operation, about the only evidence of some_

*fl:,:: u.':if if*d or;;;;;t;;;;; rinding a coupre or

. When I do spot someone on my territory, I try as I did with thedeer spotters to conjure up a sufiicienrrffirl. to persuade themto leave for good. At times we have located the offender,s vehicleand shot out the tires or even rored the ri! Jown a rr'r into a riva'spond.
Never, under any cir

is alwavs hesr, 
",_-.ll1lnl1,_!!ngnaltyfacetheoffender. 

It
llYx *::,t, 1":: i: : "4' p'i*1i" ;;fiil;J'i,'.;"';

imagination and let someone else do th, ;;;k:
Y:,:t l!:_:e very jittery about No rr.rpurring signs. It has

lly:nj.:::i:1.::ii&fgr me.to no,r,l. rrrpecr rhat people havefor them in spite of the fact ,r,", .ori-ri;;;ffiil;ffi:;lJ;
weak they are a joke.

t5

The individual poacher should either check with an attorney orgo to the library and read the code regarding trespass before hedoes trespass. When researching .oA. 6olt' remember to checkthe update section inserted in a iocket 
"itrtr 

uu.t ofeach book. Itis impossibre to summarize the r"* 6i-ili entire 50 states. Ingeneral, though, trespass is not a code viotation until the tresp*r*refuses to leave the property.
I nave never been caught in the bush, but were I to run onto afarmer/tandowner, r woutdquicHvirl rtirii r *i, Iost and ask dirpctionsfor the quickest way to leave ihe property. Should there be anobvious problem such.as an own"r.ominjup on me when I hadgame or when I had iust crossed a fence-over the top of ; ii;Trespassing sign (which 

"ouuffv 
[upp;;; ;", time) I would turnmy back on the guy and quickty ,ri.jfa i"a ,f,e woods.
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In the case of my crossing the fence, a farmer spotted me at dawnas I was-warking across a 300 yard'ptowed fiild ,"*"ro 
"li"L,bgrl?.r. The drop cg 

-was 
long gone, ilut i *", in plain view in themiddle of the open field. The euy sboa aitrc fenc" f,othil;;;

tlre llqwas posred and that I was under arrest. I walked rapilly;
the field's edge and hopped into the *oodr. lt *a ufouilifi;;;
along the creek to the side road bridge. er roon 

", 
I was in cover, Iran to the bridge and crossed under the road to tr,r oirrririo". ii"farmer.roared up to the bridge and, as iui". r know, is stilr therebellowing to the empty river-bottom uUout *V Ueing on fris prop_erty' what made this even more interesting war tt 

"t 
r;un'p"i 

"iashot a rabbit wh'e running through trre iooas to tt" ffi;J'*At. times. it is appropriate to iisguisc and coordinate one,sactivities with existing seasons. fnJ Uest example is my longstanding use ofdoubre barrer rifles to shoofa""routing rauuiian[quail season. No one has-eve*urp*rJirrat the gu?i;;il;
actually a rifle and not a shotg,n. Uy proUt.,' tt rriU..o;;;;";
of getting the deer home, and not oo, of Uring out in the country.Traditionally I am on good terms with the wardens and landownersi but only in that I am always where I should b;;il;;;with more than the allowable fi*i oiguml.

When I was living on a farm in llli-nois, we were plagued bypoachers *19 
.wery spotlighting coons along rhe river;#;";;,f

our larger fields. I pretty much knew who tir"y *.rr, and decidedto put a stop to rheir nonsense. Late one night f spotted ,r,. iJi"*ttruck towing a boat towards the river. r cuiira *v 
"r"r" 

*rr" i-rrr"*a canoe in his rig and was at our place within thirty mi"uto. ii tl.meantime, I assembled a pack containing a targe flashdht,;;;;pounds of stove wire and six pounds oidynamite.

^ 
My aunt dropped us off und away *.'*.nt down the river.Suddenly, up roared two state trucks and about six wardens. Wekept out of sight while rhey unloaded ,fr"irLour. Ob"i;;;ilh;;

were out to catch the same poachers we were. We padCied ondownstream rike the devil was on our taitiiti we saw a light aheadof us. It was the competitor clumsily,ryinJio shine up somecooneyes to shoot at. oblivious to the drama infolding ;r;; il;
. Quickly we put in to shore. To me it se"m"O fikJ",f,"tv Jr"i,but uncle was cool as could be. ..Lrt,r rpringiie trap *e t ad for thepoacher on the wardens," he said. And s; we did.

Uncle nailed a mouse trap onto a tree about three feet above thewater level. I quickly paddled across to the othersi."unJr..urrfy

fastened one end of the stove wire to a tree. we fastened the othercnd of the wire to the.vertical-m9u:se trap cross U"., ,"ttin! op 
"cross river trip wire. When pulled, the wiie would,piing rnJrilpl

Ne.xt 
,I 

pur an electric cap in four of ou*lirrc of Oyoi;;;;J;
attached about 30 feet of drop wire to ttre teao r"* frtr," oplitied the dynamite into a bundie anO ,funtiil whote ctrarge ,rp i; ;tree about 12 feet above the river.

Uncle took one of_the flashlight D cells and taped it into thedynamite drop line. Carefully hJ then tup"O on, .na of th;;;;;wire to. the mouse trap cross-bar, and the oih", to tfr. trap Uoavlwhere it would be hit by the cross bar when the trap ,p,irig. 
,'

Having_ accomprished ail of this, we set ofi down tr,i riue, as?st
as we courd. About a mile downstream we came to an ord mill racewhere we took a reft into the woods. Fromttrc m'r ru.r *i ai"jg.Jthe canoe about 200 yards into an otJ buyou which we paddled
across for another 700 yards. We beached th" ,"no. on dry groundand walked a small finger of tand throughifr. ,*"rnp r'oi .oiifield.

Just as we reached the corn field there was a sharp flash ofbrilliant white in the river bottom and a treavy ro,ing thump as thedynamite went off.
Next day the whole county was full of talk about the threewardens who were half deafened and scared out of their wir, 

-iV 

"poacher back on Rock River. Seems the hapless coon strinri #a,caught by the other wardens. Although ttrei never convicted thecoon shiner of planting the dynamiteJne warden. *.r, *r.1i.V
we-re set up by this ..arch poacher."

I still remember the poor soul,s name. perhaps he tives to thisday, so I won't mentionit. unfortunatety iJon't know the identi-ties of the three wardens who probabfy ofirn say .Vhat,, 
whenanyone tries to talk to them.
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ENTRANCE,-EnT
AND EVISION

The ability to move in and out of a chosen piece of country is, to
a great extent, an art. Truly successful poachers are like ,rnoi..
They move silently and invisibly wherever and whenever they
please.

The skills necessary to operate in this manner do not come easily
and are often acquired onry after years and years ofpractice. rt *i[
help to read specific methods prisented in ttris chapter, ilili
the entire concept of evasion becomes so ingrained trrut iii,,.*nJ
nature, the average poacher will continue to find himself in con-
stant peril.

I at one time warked armost a mile to avoid crossing a 200 yard
snow field. After hiking.all that way around to the oiher siie, it
occurred ro me that in this remote area it didn't matter if mttt*ti;
showed in the snow. But I couldn't bring myself to the joint of
gt:ing away my position even though in-this case nobody cared.
That's an exampre of naturar caution that wil keep a po"irr.i ouiof trouble.

Having become a master at the art of movement, the poacher
can-operate with impunity and ease to the continued exasieration
ofthose who regularly suspect they have been hit, but never know
for sure.

I woke at 3:30 a.m., got out of my warm bed and walked overto
the window. It was as black as thelnside of a priest,s pocket. The
wind was blowing gently and fog as thick as ixle grease .ou.rrJ
everything.

Numbly I dialed my boys'house.

. "Looks like a good day," I told the sleepy voice. ..Can you be
here in about 40 minutes?'

-'What do you think?' I asked. .Maybe it,s a good day to hit
Nclson's and Fogert's ponds and the old gravet pit,.l said. ,There
tre lots of people around the country but ioboay isgoing to Ue oui
nuch today, especially early."r' *We could make u d"y of it," one of the boys replied. .,Hit the
ponds early and then walk the Des Moines (River). M"yilfiil;;
'the freezer with fish for the-winter. pickup courd be 

"t 
ir,. urioli

where 30 crosses the river..
_ And so we put a fishing trip together. We packed our camou_
flage gear to match ttre Oay. f iut f S pounds oi 60 p.r".nt dt;";-
,ite in 

mV pack, along with a rp.", 
"nd 

.off"priUf"p"lr- d; ;;;
look-a second spear, the caps ind fuze and a couple-ofburlap balsfor the fish. We took one gun, a .22 Ruger Standard Auto with:gilencer.

y, -- About thirty minutes before daylight my wife dropped us in a

' 
little grove of trees about 500 v"rir irorite first pond. She reft
immediately with instructions to pick us up shortry arter aarr ttrai
night near the Highway 30 bridgi uppro*irutrly 5 miles south of
our present location.

. The-first pond was an irrigation storage impoundment filled by
large deep wells' At that time of year ttri purirps ran continu;lly.
We could hear the motors whir ihe minute the car left.

It was extremely important to hit that pond first. Because of the
constant mechanical activity the area was under almost continual
surveillance. Second and more important, the ownerb i;;;;;;;:
looked 

^the 
pond not 150 feet away. lt was vital to get in and out

before full daylight and the fog siarted to lift.
I capped three fulr stick charges as we warked in. By the time I

was finished, our point man had cleared the area,given ihe all clear
signal and we moved in.

A noisy flow of water obscured our hearing. Good to muffle the
blast but bad for security. O_ne of the boys'moved up the path
toward the house to watch. The other rigged the speais.
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we could see ten or a dozen large stocker trout feeding on the
surface. Because of the constantly flowing water, the trout in this
particular pond were huge and well kept.

I picked what appeared to be the three deepest holes and
arranged the charges with the longest fuze on the ind ofthe pond
we intended to start with.

Point gave the all crear and we started lighting charges. Alr three
landed in about the right spot but sank much deepei than I had
supposed the pond to be. On a really deep shot, the fuze can at
times be drowned.

Dynamite properly placed under water goes off with a muffled
"whoomf." There is a sharp silver flash and the water boils in an
upward cone for twenty to thirty seconds. Contrary to popular
beliel a proper charge is relatively quiet.

Charge one went on schedule, then a short pause. Two and three
exploded almost simultaneously.

Hurriedly we ran down to the bank to collect the surfacing
trout. Fish under these circumstances will turn and float to thi
surface for the next four to five minutes. small minnowsized ones
will often be killed, but the bigger fish will quickly revive and swim
auay. lt is important to spear the big fish as tliey surface.

Both of us waded out to our waists and within minutes had
about two dozen twenty inch trout. Foggy, soggy daylight was
now full on us, so we quickry pulled out and treioea for tle next
pond.

Houses surrounded us for a time, but it was still very early and
foggy. Soon we cleared civilization and arrived ai our- nrxt
destination-a fairly remote farm pond.

Trampled grass on shore and an old leaky boat suggested that
the pond had been fished recently. probably often.

since this water was much shallower, I rigged three half stick
charges and we shot the second pond. Tens ofthousands ofthree
inch bluegills rolled to the surface bur nary an eatable specimen
appeared.

*Typical midwest pond,' snorted one of the boys, *all the fish
arc stunted from being so crowded." we left quickly for our next
target.

It was a full hour till we got to the old quarry. Houses sur_
rounded it at a distance, but we were able to get in unseen along a
fence line and then through some old strip pites.

The pond was large and deep at one end but we shot it with three

" tunch and a rest.
About 2:00 we started down the river, working most of the

, deeper holes. Fishing wasn't tremendous, but we didlanage to get
eeveral nice small mouth bass. But trouble was brewing. -

I 
' About a mile from the bridge, I rigged 

" 
iuu.ti"t charge and sridit into-a back eddy. Instead of goirig-aown, however, tf,. .urrrni

gamed the charge in next to the bank where it lodged against a
large limb in a nest of twisted sticks and branches.

The charge went off with a substantial noise, blowingwood and
water thirty feet in the air. Unfortunately, the noise aterleo a fe[ow
who was sitting in his parked car with u jirr ubout nnv vutJr"*"y
at the end of a grassy lane. It must have been the landowner's son.
He ran over, took one look at the smoking, roiled water and ran
back to his car. He never did see us.

rticks anyway. This tirne w'e got some twenty pounds of carp, but
we left them for the coons. It was already u 

"ho* 
to.urry the trout

and no one wanted to add to the burdln by hauling 
"i""t ;;;., We reached the Des Moines about elev;n and broke off fo.

As soon as they left, we cleared, but in twenty minutes there
were three more rigp down at the river and perhaps eight people.

Now we were in a corn fierd back about 300 yards rroit tne ,iu.i.
It was safe enough but we couldn't make for the roaO ortfre UriOle
through all the people.

fi.naltV as dark approached, we moved out of the corn field. A
quick check confirmed the fact that the warden's truck was on the
highway not half a mile from our pickup point.

'Our pickup will never stop," oni of the'boys said. .,She won,t
even come back past him a second time.,' All our pickup people are
well instructed. They know that if there is troubie, *" aie bist left
to walk it out.

.lt was a long bleak hike but that's how we got home. Twelve
miles through the rainy evening till we reached iafety about t r:00
in the evening. Generally a second pickup point is aireed on. o".
where we can meet a car several hours and miles *ay frorifr"
original spot, but in this case we quite foolishly had maie no such
arrangements.

Was it worth the work? t thought so. We had eluded a well-
organized search force and had collected about t00poundsofnice
trout and bass. Not a bad day, we all agreed.

Although many details are missing from this true account, it
dbes illustrate the necessity of using good entrance, evasion and
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exit strategies. We were a well-trained, disciplined crew, well
aware of the various elements of movement that ailowed us so
much success.

These elements and strategies may be broken down as follows:
Transportation

In this day and age, most poachers get to their territory by car or
truck. When I was much younger and lived on a farm, w;*;ui;
often walk a mile or two into a good squirrel woods, or to a duck
pond. But in today's urban society thisis almost always i*p;;i
ble' unless of course the reader does live in a rurar enviion*int- a
close variation invorves riding to the country one wishes to hunt or
fish and walking home. A good system buiagain, unfort"nui.fy,
often impossible.

Traveling by car or truck to and from a game area requires the
use of anondescript, common-looking vehicle. A few yeais bacf<, ayoung felow we know of tried to use his Datsun'2402 car to
poach. In two weeks, everyone in the county knew the car. The
hapless fellow couldn't make a move without someone recognizing
him.

Eventually we found the car parked in an old abandoned barn
and let the air our of all the tires. Our Johnny-on-the_spot warden
nabbed the guy late in the afrernoon, ridiing u, oi on. rnor.
competitor.

Good poachers never use motorcycles or open jeeps. The former
are too noisy in the woods and both are open and ievealing. Any
idiot. can look at a jeep or bike and decide if the ride; i;1;;;
hunting or fishing. Bringing game out is, of course, ou, oi,f,E
question with either one.

I personally like a clean, late moder intermediate sized car to
poach with. A pickup truck is fine in a farming.ornrunity, buii
seldom haul game our in one. I have found it bist to rocr trr. Jeer,or whatever, in the trunk completely wrapped in an air tight,
blood-proof plastic bag.

Some years back I did make an exception to my rule concerning
jeeps and purchased one to poach with. r ordered a brownish o.DI
colored rig with black steer top that was very similar in color io
those used by the Rurar Electric Authority. The utility didnl have
a jeep, but no one seemed to realize that. Every pfu." f *.nt,
people assumed I was from the power company.

--Never 
under any circumstances ride wittr poactred game unless

all hunting clothes, guns, spears and other paraphernalia are left

l: behind for.rater pickup. carrying gameandtwo or three hunters,no matter how they are attired, is isking for trouble. On a silnin_
3ant 

pickup,.involving several deer, beai, elk or moose. it is best tohave a well dressed *orun do the Ariving. Have a second rig get
the hunters.

Slamming car doors on either drop or pickup is a mortal sin. Icarefully explain that doors are not to u. Jp.nri o, ctoseo touaiv,and become very irate if someone doesn,t'comply. It is i"fi"ii"fymore difficult to tell what is happening. or if thi .u, o, ,ru.f-iiquestion has even srowed ifthe dblrs c"it l. heard. A ristene, id6feer away becomes immediately ,urpi;io;;, iowever, if a car doorslams.
Always make the drop in an o_bscured place where the poachers

can quickly move into cover. Have all the gear ready in easilycarried packages that can. until the moment arrives to hit theground, be kept out of sight on the floor of the vehicres. 
' ----

. Try not to drop or pickup in the same place more than once ortwice a year.

. Coming and going, wear something that does not look out_doorsy. I carry a camo.uflage jacket in"ry pu.t and wear an oldsport jacket or something similar in ttre car.
The pickup car should be unob-trusiurtyJirtin.tive if the pickup

is done at night. we use a smail flashright i"io on the dash of thecar. Drivers should be instructed to traiet the roads 
", 

un uu.rug.
speed. slowing quickly to make the grab. If there is game. ir ,t ouiJbe loaded in an obscure locatioriou, of ni.* fi"rn ir,. ,""0,buildings or open fields.

If at all possible. I like to carry game home without using avehicle. At one time I packed a nice ,ifrit, tuif tnrr. ,nli* t;;;;"g;mountains rather than use a pickup on a commonlytraveled road.A drop should never be made *h.re other vehicles ur. purL.a *if there are other cars or trucks on the ,o"J. atto* enough time tomake. the drop and get away. This means the hunters uri in .ou.,and the car is over a hill or two- before 
"nyon. 

can come by. Thebest way to do this is to keep a sharp too[out'rront and back whenjrivine in. Slow quickly. noU att tfr, *inao*, down and everyonelisten for traffic. fnen, if the coasr i, .i.u. iou. out.
Unlessit seems possible.to walk in. we set up an alternate pickuppoint ar least two miles from the originar-rocation. Drivers are

y3rne! to be very cautious and ro leavi the country completely ifthere is any sign of trouble. Should we miss the second pickup
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point, we stash our gear and wark to a town wherc we ca[ and
leport our position, and make arrangements to be picked up.
Two.way radios are an immense help when coordinating picfcups.

- Pickup times are arways set so that the car never waitJ. we wait
for the car. If the car arrives and we aren't there, the driver moves
on immediately without stopping or acting suspicious. often we
get something right at dark or are slowed Uy itre need to carry
heavy game. If radio contact can't be establishid, we send on"rn"n
on alone to coordinate the pickup which may be somewhere else
entirely.

Camouflage
Good poachers learn how to dress inconspicuously. Lots of

different clothes are required, but it's part of ihe pri..onr ruri
pay for moving through the country with impuniiy.

- 
An easy place to start is with white in snow. Some hunters

already know that givenjust a few blades ofgrassforcover, thej
can become practicaily invisibre wearing white in snow. precious
few, never the less, seem to take advantale of this {irst basic lesson
in camouflage.

we often use white J.c. penney coverals. As incredibre as it
may sound, few people are suspicious of white if there is no other
evidence of outdoor activity. probabry they think the wearer is a
milkman, painter or even a mechanic. Doit, however, try to fooi
lawlr'en with this disguise. seen in a car or truck out in ;he;o;;it
it will arouse suspicion.

In late spring and early fall, I often use light green or medium
grey coveralls' They blend surprisingly weil. Again these standard
colors^ do not alarm people who see them in i car and generally
raise few suspicions.

. pthl times of the year I wear standard camouflage pants and
jacket, but there are problems with these. In most cases the camou-
flage outfits that are available are not specifically tailorea to ihe
area one may be hunting. lt is tempting to overlook this lack of
compatibility but I feel it is foolish to do so.

. 
Better to carefully evaluate the camo outfits availabre and then

pick one that can be modified to match the coror of the bush it wilr
P: "r:9 

in. In the past I have always been able to ao tnis Uy
bleaching a dark outfit lighter or by purchasing a lighter outfit ani
dyeing it either yellow or green.

Perhaps it isn't necessary to mention this to the seasoned out_
doorsman reading this book, but arways wear woor if availabre. If

wool is impossibre. then choose soft cotton or perhaps a cottonblend. Successful hunters never, never *."ir.ot.t y loud canvas

H #:oj;r: "cid 
entallv, nvlon shines-;"' ;;; *ooor, 

"rp.J;tr; ;
Time spent evaluating hunting outfits is time well spent. If youare like most' your trunting.rotrr".r *iiiloorurourt and contrast-ing to the bush around. n""ncr uii'i"r. i,Trr rnine rike mirrors. Alittle work will improve ttre situation Joruii.uffy.

When To Hunt
Under normal circumstances, 

_most game wardens will worksaturday and Sunday, and take rta""a"'v ifl Farmers work anvday of the week the *r"tt er i, n,, i"i'gr",.;i ilffi;;ffil,J
*, P9. to planting in the spring 

"rOi"**ring in the fall. Ruratrestctents, who work il 
-t9wn, "f*ori "i,frout 

exception workweekdays 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m- 
---- ""'

For these reasons t like to plan most of my activities on Mon-day, Tuesday or wednesday,'or d;;;;;;;hent weather. Thisimplies a thoroush knowtedle 
"f dr;;;il;;l practices in ourareaof operations. I can not stress ttr" ta-tt* too strongly. For instance,if corn is the princinal crop, one should know when the ground islikely to be plowed, wnen it ;"t;;';;;k.d and planted, howmuch cover the growth wiu proviie uy 

".rtili" date, when it wilrbe harvested and so on.
There is nothing so embarrassing as having to lie in a fence rowwaiting for a corn picker to pass, oi a wheat combine to move on,or running into a whore.fierd 

"r 
pirti"-pJrkers when one is outtry,Tg 

1o move- through trr" *uit',v.'rrv 
r"w^

rt rc impossible, in this book, toiirt .u"n the major crops andseasons a poacher is liable to.nrountrr. There are.lust too manyand the seasons too diverse. Mt;;;"';o- unyon, wanting tobecome a master poacher is to: 'l' Identify the major crops grown in one's area ofoperations.
2. Determin. *lgl the ground is likely to be plowed,worked, when it will te pla-nted, il;lrh".*"p looks likeas-it matures, and when i, *ilib" ril*rrr.c.
3. Be aware of what .ou., u ,iof wij proviAe, *hat

f;:tr;:11i::,:f".0 and the rikertr'ooJ oip"opr. aoi,[
, 4. Learn what sneciat jobs might bring people out tothe woodtots and fierdi-i"d, ;,il#,T! *nurr, feed-ing cattle, moving irngatron pipe, etc.
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5. Be cautious in forest areas, around logging pulp
operations or mining activities. In these cases it might be
wise to operate on weekends or when the weather is very
bad during week days.

Many of my activities revolve around ponds, marshes and
sloughs. Some are popular fishing areas during the summer. Be
extremely cautious about entering these areas right at dusk till
about an hour later. Until I learned, I almost ran into silent
fishermen on several occasions. They apparently came in the
twilight and stayed fishing until it was pitch dark.

Security Principles
The following rules must be inviolate. Neglect to observe them

and you will eventually get nailed. It's as simple as that.
First of all, never hunt alone, unless one is on very familiar,

relatively safe territory. This could be a remote woods, property
owned by you or some member of the family, or perhaps the
season is open and your only problem is trespass. Never hunt
alone.

Otherwise, I feel three is the perfect number. Four people are
too many and with two, much security is lost. Put one man fifty to
100 yards ahead on point and move silently through the bush. Of
the two remaining, at least one would be constantly surveying the
horizon with a pair of binoculars.

Never talk above a whisper. Human voices under some condi-
tions carry for such a distance it is frightening. Hopefully, two-way
radios will be available. Whisper when talking on these as well.
Stay in touch visually, by radio, or at night by sound with everyone
continually. ln this regard it is important that everyone know the
intended line of march. There should be no question about where
to end up and what route to take getting there.

If someone does see or hear something suspicious, let the others
know immediately. Better to have a dozen false alarms than to be
negligent when the chips are down. If an alarm is confirmed,
immediately melt into whatever cover is available but keep in
visual contact with each other and the intruder, if possible. Deter-
mine if you have been seen. If so, look for signs of coordination
with others and, based on a knowledge of the terrain, make plans
to leave the area completely.

Always stay cool. A good example of incredible cool is the white
tail deer. They manage to take advantage ofevery shred ofcover to
walk away from danger. Good poachers are serious students of
white tail deer and learn from their example.
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Should the peril be.great. split up and meet again at somepre-arranged spot. And never leave a novice in ttre 
-wooOs 

"i;;;.They will.end up in rhe warden's,ru.t 
-UtuUUing 

their guts our.Many times I have,been completely,ur.ounO.a unO rl".rniigivenmeshed hopelessly in an elabora,.;;;i; especiaily for me bywardens and landowners. By moving into cou., immeOiat.tlL
using every tree, fence row, hill and field of grass, I have a/rlal,smanaged to evade my pursuers

Run, if possible. when out of sight. By so doing. one can swapcounlry and be quickly out an area wherl others suppose you stillare. Good poachers have a strong. fast stride in tr,e'*oojs. t,auebetter stamina than their compeiition una-.un run like a deer.At times it is best to find a heavy thicket anO trole up .",t .r,hunrunning. I have done this on nurr.ou, o..urion, and had theopportunity to listen to the conversation of ttre pursu.;;. ili;takes a lot of hair, especially if there are dols around. but it,s themost common and successfur method of evasion ror wt it. t"iis.
Most of the time a good poacher will spot danger long before hisposition becomes known. it is then best io troie up ano wait for thepeop.le to pass, or perhaps consider moving around and past toanother less guarded area.
If the point man does run smack into someone. he must in a loud

voice proclaim the fact that he is rost while ou.t warking or targetpracticing. The noise would warn those .tmrng up in the area.
Point should never carry heavy equipment such as fish traps,

spears' or traps. He should never carry game under any .r"u,n.turil.
Never skyline yourself. Always uie anO stay in *-hutru.r.ou., i,available.

. Never, if at alr possibre, travet the same road or trair twice in oneday and never traver the trail if it is possibre ro movesilentry r0yards to either side of it.
- Qonl linger where several trails meet, in fire cuts, open fields orthe like.

When coming up on a road, be especially quiet and check thearea before-exposing yourself. Listen for cars or trucks, and fortwo way radio transmissions, which carry a long way in the woods.
A crew that can do all of this well requires traininiand pr;;;:

Get out in the bush often, but more import"nt, Aoni eue.Uring i;
3:::9j:rJ lhese 

people tend to be ktutzes, and unless you f,Zu.Known them lor years, could be in the employ of the wardens. 
-
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Tracking
Comments about leaving tracks for others to find are decep-

tively simple.
First and foremost, if at all possible, don,t. Stay out of mud,

walk in the gmss, on rock or across logs. pick ptaces *frrr" ii.ground is hard.
When entering an area where tracks are impossible to cover,

such as in snow. or a marsh, walk in the brush oi high gruss,"rfr"i
than established paths. This won't foor the pios, uut eI pEroen;;f;h;
rest of the world won't be able to figure out what happened.

It if is impossible not to leave tracks across an area, obliterate
th1. approaches by walking in circles and then rros trr, 

"r."walking backwards. Do thii crossing roads, fi"ds;;;;;;;;;
paths.

Be cautious of tracks and trails. A little effort obscuring and
confusing wil pay big dividends. I have even rost *uro"nr-in-.igrrt
inches of new snow by beingcarefur how I moved trrrougrraiaiil.

A few years back an acquaintance had to endure,orni u"pirur-
antries because of the unique design of his custom boots. Hiteft a
clear track in the mud near a aeei titt. The sheriff prrorogtupi.J
the track and on a hunch matched it to my friendis uooi. di*that time I have always been very careful io buy 

"o.*on Uooi,from Penney's or K-Mart that I know thousands of 
"rh", 

p;;;i;
wear,

At times when I was younger and running a trap line, I would
walk for miles in a stream. seasoned trackers .un oitrn determine
that someone has moved through an area in this ,'unn.r, Uuiit
does throw a novice farmer or college_trained warde" ;f ,h.track. ln real life it is very difficult to *att< a stream any distance atall without making a mark in soft mud or sand of slme kind.
Movement At Night

. A good poaching team will work as well or better in the dark
than they do in broad daylight.

I learned to be comfortable in the woods at night while possum
and coon, hunting when I was very young. No* .ruising tti
country after dark is second nature to me. I tend to forget ttrit for
some people it is a very traumatic experience. Sin.. oo'uny Orop,
and pickups will be made in the dark, an aspiring po""t ., *ifi tiithis reason alone' have to learn to acclimaie himserf to trr" Jurl.

Working well at night is a function of practice and of e.iil"gover one's unreasonable fears ofbrackness. I h"ve no quick cure oi

instant advice, otherrhan. the necessity of understanding that mostnight fears are unreasonab-re. Thankfiitty Jaroens and randownershave the same fears, ,o ort.n iil, 
" 
irJoi'"n

^_1 l": been suggested rhat tno*ine-it. country welt is theanswer for good night movem"nr. C.ii"inly a knowledge of theterrain helps, but we have ,*ptor.a 
"" "*f"f lot of new country atnight so we could figure out ho* ,o rnou. over it during the day.At first it is betteiro stay.bunched 

"p " 
L,, more, use two wavradios less, walk slower. and use ,o.. -"uOiUte 

signals.our signal is a bobwhite q"uir 
"uiia"i"i ,r,, day, and a hornedowt hoor at night' A ctose f;.nJ;;l;l'ru"t. u noise rike a cricketa-nd anothersimply slapped tris fingers.-nll worked well, but be

:::: T-y 
audibte signat is used-spariigty aid withor, ;;;;;;;;:panyrng talking, coughing or foot ,rJ*oJi"

ae doubly cautious about using ,ouO. oi iutf,s at night. peonlewho don'r ger our much in d; ;?;;"nilgn, ont.rur. 
"o,o,,.onn?t;iit3-:* out Iooking r"' t"tttt r"ei this is the onry prace

I often carry aright a.t night but its use is armost arways rerated tosome sorr of special hunt. The light is iirr.fo.. appropriatelyshaded or hooded for use shining f.igr, loo". or fish. I never use itwhile traveling over the country. Whin coming in after dark from
il?,l"l|,ig; ::l[::"* , t atia.ys tra*r *iit ou, the herp orany

Dogs
Even a very averase pooch can be a lot oftrouble fora poacher.They wi, invariabtihea, o, ,;;ii;;,riirJiuno sound the alarm.Fortunatery not onl ooe "*i.;l; iilo;;;, any artention to hishounds, so mosr of the time we just tet ttrem iarf . This is especiallvtruc of farm dogs and those ;";;t,;;lt residenrs.occasionaily we have run i1," grlri_iiil oog, or trained nosedogs used by wardens at check ,ri'rionr.'i[i rru, happened most

.",l,ijr,,jlr,ne 
south. fn.r. are- se"ir"r'*"v, to handle these

.rf;r:1XJ::;:X*"-. were huntins crows on a very private

"' 
ii. . *,v'i "ffi ffi 

,J:T 
i 
;,llr:,:iH ffi T:ilJ; ;l mtlfenced estare. It was broad'Aavfigfri Uui*.ild good camouflageo'utfits and there were,tots of ire"es: ;;;;;; and tal grass.The crows were nesring in u trlpi. .o* oiiii., ptanteo along the
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west of rhe place as a windbreak. It was about 40 feet to the tops of
the trees and the line extended for perhaps a mile or more.

After crossing the fence we entered the trees and warked along
completely obscured to within 300 feet of the main housg. Nothing
much happened till I shot the first nestingcrow with a Ruger lG2I
rifle. The gun had a very good commerciar British silencei on it so
the report was barely audible. Two big Dobermans heard it,
however, and came bounding over to investigate. ears laid back,
acting like leopards. one of my friends without further ado shoi
both of them stone cord dead with his silenced .zs-.20. He got them
within five yards of each other right between the eyes.

Handling the situation in this manner has a great deal of finality
and class if one likes bold, positive action, but does have its
drawbacks. Needless to say. it's hard on the dogs. But more
important, the dogs'owner will probably find the wasted critters
unless great care is taken to dispose of them. This will alarm him
greatly and provide certain evidence that someone was there.
unfortunately. it is often the only way to handle unattended,
trained watchdogs while in the field. Another way to control dogs
is with tear gas in aerosor canst or a squirt gun lilled wiih
ammonia.

Wise watchdog handlers don't allow their animals to run at
large unattended. I have occasionally been tracked by super
sniffer-type hounds held on a leash by members of the locat posse.
one time I rode a boat out of the combat zone. Another timi t put
enough distance between me and the slow moving porse to .ak"
my pickup point and ride to safety.

After that escapade I went to the nursery and got a can ofdried
deer blood sold to keep the pesky critters out of gardens. I mixed
the blood meal with fine ground pepper and putihis in small two
ounce plastic containers.

Alas I never did get to try the mixture, but a friend eventualy
made good use of it. He got caught in a check station with several
dozen rabbits under his back seat and a warden's dog sniffing
around. The guy had the presence of mind to dump the mixture ii
the gravel by the car. According to his telling, the dog sniffed
around in the blood pepper mixture for several minutes, sneezed
twice and then lay down by the warden's truck.

When talking with a warden, it is important to remember that
the first thing they look for is blood on one's hands or clothing. Be
careful-be clean. Wash up in a creek or pond after dressinfany
kilt.
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.Another important fact of life regarding wardens is that they
will seldom, if ever, reave the road an-d their-rig arone unress in hoi
pursuit of something or someone. If I spot an officer in the wooO, ii always assume he has lots of help and'thai I had better hotfoot it
out of there, lest I become involved in a surprise purty.ri ;;l;*;;

, benefit.
Some of the old Kentucky squirrel hunters I knew when I was a

kid claimed that they occasionally threw a round or two over the
warden's head if they caught him in the woods. They saiJ ili6;
Wardens on the road, but ofcourse I wouldn't.u"n,uggr.t;";;
thing like that. others merery hinted that they might 6-re similar
action which arso rends ro keep the possum itrrtinr uuncr,"J-up
and out of harm's way on the,road.

Nolse
There are several aspects to noise and success as a poacher

which have already been covered.
These include:

l. Never slamming car doors;

_ 
2. Never talking out loud on radios or to each other in

the woods;
3. Using private, barely audible signals to communi-

cate.
All of these noise problems are related to peopte and not ani_

mals. A noise probrem that is a kind of so-so'don't-scare+he-
game-attract-the-people situation involves moving through the
woods without snapping brush. There are no real words ofw]sdom
that I can impart in this area except don't. Don't step on ary stict<s,
donl snap off dry limbs, don't thump your feet on itregrounA and
don't kick stones down the hills. It's ali a .att", of praltice. tf you
cannot now move through the country silently at a ,"aronubl.
speed, you will have to learn. More because of th, g"rn, l"ing
scared off than because of what people may hear, ui-ttrougtr ttE' latter is important.

. How to accomplish this seemingly impossible task? Again there
is no quick cure, only a few general suggestions:

- l. Start by moving absolutely sit-nUy, taking as much
time as is required to get the job done perfectt!. After a
few weeks, begin to push yourself faster and faster,
remembering always that silence is golden.

2. Walk somewhat toe in. A flat-footed hunter can,t
feel the ground as well while he walks, will tend to thump
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when placing his feet, and will snag more sticks and
brush.

3. Wear thin soled boots, or go barefoot in rubber
boots if possible. One can avoid stepping on crackly
brush better by being able to feel what's on the ground
before it crunches.

Be sure to use plain toed boots rather than moc toes
that are more prone to catch brush.

4. Even in summer my grandfather used to wear all
wool hunting clothes. Judging by the canvas-nylon array
of hunting clothes commercially available today, the les-
son of how to dress to move through the bush silently
seems lost on this entire generation of hunters.

If not wool. then wear cotton, but don't plan to be silent
in the brush and then wear pants orjacket that scratches
every time a stick drags across it.

Next time you are around a group of grizzled old
hunters and trappers, take a look at the clothes they wear.
It's always rough wool, as opposed to the warm, dry
modern nylon-canvas togs the dudes wear, but which
make so much noise they are worthless.

5. Perhaps it is redundant to mention this. but plan to
hunt on days when the woods are quiet. These times occur
after rain or snow. when a gentle wind blows, or during
mid day when the sounds of day, such as planes. tractors
and trucks. cover noise of movement.

I become so conditioned to moving through the bush with
absolute silence that at times it is difficult for me to shoot, the noise
is such an affront to my efforts.

Many accomplished poachers use one or more silencers. but in
many cases this isn't the entire answer. Ownership of an unlicensed
silencer is a serious federal offense. Carrying one must be done
with extreme caution. If anyone who knows the score sees a
hunter use one, he will immediately be tipped off to what is
happening.

ln the past, we have taken along a silenced .22 pistol and a larger
bore silenced rifle. Shotguns cannot be successfully silenced.

The point man should not carry a silencer. If possible, the guns
that are equipped to take silencers are carried with the units
disassembled, hidden in pockets or boots. Large bore. high power
rifles can only be silenced to the extent that it is difficuh to tell

where the round is coming from, the rure of thumb being that if the
round travels faster than l r90 feet per second, it can n-ot ue iruty
eilenccd.

I make this possible.

.The astute poacher can often use his unsilenced shotgun or rifle
without undue-danger. I have shot an incredibre nu,nb-r, of deer,I fox. ducks and geeie, coyotes, rabbits and other game that was
practically in someone's back yard. There are several tricks that

Most important is to shoot only once. Unless the shot is very
near and very loud, it usually won't arouse suspicion. Also, the
noise won't give away the shooter's location. shoot more than
once and the noise becomes directionar. The landowner wil surely
come running then to see what is going on.

Some time back I shot a very nice six point white tail buck in the
front shoulder forward of thi ham. Tire round went through a
corner of the ham into the brisket. It was a short fifteen yara siot,
,br1alas, done with a .257 Roberts through heavy bruih

The deer ran about 200 yards and coilapsed. It now ray not t00
yards from a farmstead in a brush fence iow.

1,f:!..4 it through ro where it was lying, only to have it ger up
and hobble another twenty yards crosei to the iarm t ouse.ba.i.
was about an hour away, so I decided to play a waiting game,
maneuvering around to get another shot.

. After another thirty minutes there was stilr no indication that
the farmer knew I or the deer was there.

I crept out of the fence row, around the deer and finally man_
aged to chase it back towards the woods. It ran over a smail hilr
and collapsed again in a sware, but I stilr courdn't get .ror. rnoulii
to finish it with my knife.

Dark was now almost here. I had a two mile hike home with a
175 pound deer, so I decided to risk one more shot and get thejob
over wirh' carefuly r pu[ed up and touched a round-off at ihe
critter's neck. For some reason I missed. euickly f ,nupp.O lfi
another round. The deer rolled over dead, and the farm house
door slammed shut.
' Frantically I pulled the deer for the woods. A truck engine
started and before I could reach cover, was roaring out into the
field. Reluctantly I abandoned the deer and tooricover in the

.woods. A very fortunate farmer pulled up to the deer, glanced
around once or twice, and loaded the trophy-sized animallnto his
truck.
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My error of firing twice in the quiet evening air caused me to lose
a very nice animal as well as tip off the land ownerabout what was
going on. It was, in general, a disgusting event that still upsets me.

The lessons, nevertheless. are good ones.
Always shoot with a tnee, hill or barn barrier between you and

suspicious ears.
Take advantage ofa plane passing overhead, or a strong wind to

blow the noise away from habitation.
Use a gun big enough to get rhejob done, but stay away from the

ear-splitting magnums.
But most of all, fire only once. A good poacher doesn't need

more than one round unless there is more than one animal. Then
it's best to wait an hour or more before taking the second one.

Getting Rid Of Evidence
The goal of the good poacher is to never, underanycirqrmstan-

ces, let anyone know for sure that he or she was ever there. To do
this, one must become a master at slipping in . making the harvest
and slipping out. without leaving a pile of grouse feathers. deer
grlts, muskrat carcasses or any other game leavings.

We scatter deer guts in heavy thickets, bury the head, and carry.
not dra& the rest to the pickup vehicle.

Fish guts are scattered back away from the water.
Small game carcasses, such as mink, coon or coyote are placed

in a burlap bag and sunk in a river.
All of these specific details are probably not important. Whar is

important is rhe concept of not leaving the unuied pieces lying
around where people can see them. Do whatever seems best at thi
time, but do something.

Once upon a time there was a farmer who for some reason was
making life miserable for us. To show our admiration we collected
up eleven fresh deer hides and had one of the boys sneak in and
hang them in his barn along with a number the farmer had
collected privately. One of our wives anonymously tipped off the
warden and the old buzzard was fined almost $2000.00. That was
back in the days when dollars were big, round and hard. A good
lesson to keep in mind when disposing of bones, hides or other deer
parts.

1r Good equipment is essential to the serious poacher. However,
'i one does not generary walk into u it"io*ur. srore and buy the,t necessary tools off the shelf.r rhis chapter dears with the equipment I mention using in otherportions of this book. The items'cov.r"a * generar in nature and

n^a1 of the basic bag.of tricks a poacher migt t orainarlt;;;..other, more specialized items'"r. ariuiil? i" tt. 
"pi,ioplarcchapters dearing with the-game they wilr ie used on or, in somecasesr an entire section will be devoted to a specific ,vp, 

"i.gr"..In preparing a chapter of this nature,li i, u"ry tempting to listnames and addresses of the people who make anC sett ril i;;you and I need. In some cases I have, but usually the reader willonly find broad hints regarding the exact whereabouts of thehardware described. tft:i givii'g ,f,.-prolf* a great deal ofthought, I have decided thatlo.i"cinca'y name manufacturers,mail order houses and 
-others 

*t o .urry poaching gear would behazardous for the dealer/ manutu"turri,'_O counterproductivefor people like ourserves who need trrese'items. Mere mention byname in a book of this nature would orchestrate such a barrage ofwrath that no dealer could survive, so bear with ,o. una ;t;;;;between the lines.
In some cases and in some 

_states, simply owning some of theitems mentioned is'regar. Each inciviouaioiiu rraveTo tn;;il;
research his state law and then weigh the risks and decide whetherthey justify using the items I trave-OescriUeJ.

. 
The best ex-ampre I can-think oris posseJon of silencers. vervstrict, severe federal laws limit rheir;;;;;;;ti;;;ild;i

have never personally owned on". Uany oiti" p"opt" I hunt and
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fish with do. however, and I have often seen them in operation.After almost forty years in this business. I find t; il;i;;;without one quite nicely, but that is a personal decision I can,tmake for anyone else.
At any rate. rhe fotowing is a rist of hardware that is often veryhelpful.

Spears
A good spear is a first line piece of equipment. useful foreverything from collecting fish after a pond or stream has been hit(dynamited) to collecting frogs, turtles and, at times, even beaver

and muskrats. For a number of years I made my own spears. Nowthere are commercial units on ite martei which do;.;y ni;;without resorting to the blacksmith shop.

_ Effective spear heads should weigh around a pound each and befitted. with a sturdy. cotapsibre hanite. r rik; u spear thar is at least5 inches wide with eithei + or 5 tines. rne tines rrtouil iliilybarbed and be fairly heavy but nor over t 14 inch in diameter.Some peopre get arong werfwith ttrieeiinea spears and that is fine.The limiting factor usuaily is the length ol the tines and not thenumber. Best. in my book. are the unii that have tin", no f.., if,"i5 inches long, that will completety impai" ttre target.
several domestic moders are avaitaite with n.IJt" thin tines.and cheap, light shanks thar are advertised a, Uufffrog rp.ais.Every time I have tried to.collect frogs witi one I have ended upwith broken barbs, bent shanks and iven missing fi;";. T;;;hr;fish floating in a water environment are im jossiute with these rittrelight toys.
l.like the LEW's spear.made by a Japanese firm. though othermakes are probably available ttrat arelust as good. There are anumber of different kinds of LEWs spears ava'uur.. .utrgi"g irorismall frog models up to large units t'hat would probabl;ha;l;;

sturgeon. Alas. no two dealers seem to handle the same two
mode-ls, so some persistence hunting around for the.";;;;;;;
T"y.-b" necessary. At present. at leasr four major nrf,ing tu.ki.distributors list the LEW's in their catalogs,so there should be nomajor bar to finding a dealer who has o-n. o, can order one.Another brand to rook for is the sHuRKAT.H. rnousanas orlittle country hardware stores carry SHURKATCH fr"il;;;;;
but finding the heavier, more adequate fish moder is sometimes achore' At least one can safery assume that a dearer *rro r,ur ti.ilnifrog model courd get the betier fish typ. *iit ou, roo much troubre.
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Proper accurate use of a spear jsn,t particularly difficult, but fewpeople seem to have mastered the p.oarrr.
when we were kids, my youngest brother (now deceased) coutdthrow a conventionar rirri rprui"*iti i"...iiur, accuracy. He usedtd wade up the middleof a ir"; q;;i.ffi;runr everything within20 feet of him' otherthan u.ouit. orJ;"tranas I met in cuba. hewas rhe onry one r ever.knew J"rt" *"r-ii"t skired wirh a soear.Throwing a spear ir^,1,"*v. ;;;";;#;.ty unnecessary. As Ihave tord dozens of neophyte sprurln.n. iou donl throw the damnthing. vou jab with it. Tir;r";;;;.r'i"'i""0,. 

a spear is to reach'out ro within 4 to 6 inchei of tne n..v ;;n.";;;;il;;;;;jabbing maneuver. At times ,trr;;;ii;;"i... ,o.u. ro prey. may beup to a foot or more._bur n.u.i. nru", i.i g" 
"r 

the spear.Small fish floating to. the surfac. ur. ,o,n.-of the hardest targetsro rmpare' Nothins behind trrem roras trrei. so the spearjab mustbe very quick' rinot.. the victim *'r"r.r.rv be pushed awavthrough the water. In the case;i;y;ffi;;sh. they may revivland return to the bottom.
Spear points should be- kept needle sharp and shiny clean. Goodspear heads are made of malleable ,i.J ifr", rusts easity. Cleanthem with sreet woot before.".;;;;.;; i.rr, ,rr. points up witha file or stone. I carry a stone and pliers with my spear so thattouch-up repairs ."n b. made in rh. fr;i;."'
Carrying an assembled rp.a, i, poo, iur-in.rr. I cut my pole in tothree pieces and used ttrree o inctip[.* 

"iil+ inch rigid copperpipe for couprings' works *.rr. i. .lsv io ir*rur.. and the whorething can be carried uno.r ry ju.[.i 
"1i"", p".t.

Silencers
In 1935 the U.S. Congress made the unlicensed ownership ofsilencers a federal offense. Many states foio*rO Uncle Sam,s leadunder the guise of c.ime cont.6r. 

---- '"""
For perhaps twentv years the entire area ofsilencer technoloevremained in a kind of mystic limUo- if,er. riu, lirrt. private interJsiin silencers. Few peopie ,*a ii.r'""0'r,ii

occur amount.o to ui teasr 99 percenr ur,rrlrlllu"t 
publicity did

With the U.S. invotvel.n,ln til""r: interest in silencers,picked up and new rechnotogy ;t";;;;;. As a resutt. there arenow a number of excellent t.^i, on ,il.n"ri. that contain informa_tion that was essenriaily undiscov;;;; f;ffi years ago.Since this book is about hunti"g. ,f,. ir.f,nical informationpertaining ro sirencers is nor comfi*..'i.tr.i"us poacher who
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wants to get into the silencer business is well advised to buy a
book specifically about the subject area. Many fine silencer titles
are available from PALADIN PRESS, Box 1307, Boulder, Colo-
rado 80306.

My first contact with silencers occurred years ago when I hunted
squirrels with some folks from southern Kentucky. Almost every
one of them had a heavy barreled rifle modified to accept a silencer.
They crept through the woods like Indians and really stacked them
up. Later I had another friend who made a silenced rifle for a .32 S&W
pistol cartridge.

ln those days it was possible to send seven dollars to parker-
Hale in England and have them send one of their commercial
model silencers through in the mail. The custom declaration said
the units were "sound modifiers," which let them pass our border
guards with little or no problem.

Other sources of silencers were from the original Hiram Maxim
models sold before Congress acted in 1934.

Mechanically a silencer works much the same as a muffler on a
car does. It seals off the gases from the burning powderand allows
them to escape gradually, thereby reducing the noise. However,
the similarity is a weak one and there are many inherent problems
to contend with when silencing a firearm.

First and foremost, the unit has to be properly designed. In
other words, it must contain the correct components of sufficient
capacity to get the job done. There are a number of unique
space-age silencer concepts floating around, spin-offs from Viet-
nam, that employ weird alioys, valveso neoprene gaskets, difficult
machine parts and exotic sound deadening material. All of these,
as far as I can tell, are compact, more efficient applications of the
basic design Hiram Maxim came up with before the turn of the
century.

Fortunately for the poacher, Hiram Maxim's design is not an
unduly difficult one to duplicate in the home workshop.

The first decision a poacher must make when he decides to
acquire a silencer is which gun and what caliber.

Military silencers of sorts exist for the standard M-16 (.223
caliber) and the old M- 14 (.308 caliber). They are not truly silenced
weapons, however, because all that is contained is the noise from
the muzzle blast. Bullets traveling faster than the speed of sound
(l 190 feet per second) will crack as they pass stationary objects,
emitting a kind of mini-sonic boom. There is no way to mitigate

this effect other than by dropping the verocity ofthe rounds berowthe magical I190 feet per second mark.

* I saw gfaphic proof of this a few years back while at Fort
!9n-nin8. Georgia. An officer friend blnowed an experimental
M-14 equipped with a silencer. We spent the day pfuyi"g 

"ro"nJwith the thing. The mosr inrerestini experimrni *. .;"J;;;
standing on a set ofrailroad tracks. rf,ooting the rifle t orirontuilv
down the road past a nu.mber of telegraph potes. tt *u, porriUi.ii
hear the round crack as it passed eveiy poret'r i, *ur ou, uio"iiddyards. When fired straight up, the riiti gave off 

" 
tinJ oiilil;pneumatic thump. With no obstacles 6 purr, it *u, urry-quiJt

indeed.
Rounds fired from a weapon of this type are difficult to place

:1"." t!: noise they make ii relative to il" objects tfrev pJss inflight' Fine for military apprication but worthress ror trt. pJ".r,rr.
I don't care if the critter tinows the quarter fro,n *r,i.i, iJil;;
fired upon. I only fire once anyway. Wtrat I do care abo";iJ;;i;;
a bunchof people hear the shot and know someone must be outthere pulling the trigger.

complex silencers have been developed that use standard issue,
high velocity ammunition. Actuary they are two s'encers in one.The first chamber breeds off enougtr gas right urr.ao oi-il.
chamber to drop the velocity of tne Uitteito lesi than I 190 ftl;
The second. fastened to the ind of the barrel, soaks up the muzzre
blast in a conventional fashion.

For poaching purposes I feel it is best to stick with the subsonic
rounds, or those that can be handroaded to subsonic levers. Infor-
mation that foilows is all related to this more conventional, easier
area of silencer technology.

Twenty-two rim fire rounds can be nicely silenced if theyarethe
standard, or target velocity. Hi-speed 

"rnrno 
stored in a deepfreeze for a month or two can alio be made to *ort, il;;recommendation is not to buy hi-speed .22,s inthe first pf"r.. iiiall the possible calibers one might ril.n.", the.22rim fire is aboutthe most practical.

Other good rounds to silence include:
.32 auto
.32 S&W short and long
.32 Colt short and long
.32 new police
.38 S&W
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.38 Colt short and long

.380 auto

.38-.40

.44 S&W
,$'..40
.45 Colt
.45 auto

A silenced .22rim fire is fine for shooting frogs or coons out of a
tree, for use on a trap line. for crows from a blind. or even for
protection from dogs. but for taking deer. fox, coyote or other
larger game it is next to worthless. Obviously the above calibers
are all pistol rounds. so it is apparent that not all the answers are in
yet.

One solution to the problem is to handload. By using a very
heavy bullet and a reduced load ofslow burning powder. a stand-
ard rifle and cartridge can be matched that will silence nicely.
Several suggestions are the:

.30 caliber carbine

.30-.30

.300 Savage

.303 British

.308

.25-.20

.32-.20
Heavy bullets fired at minus I 190 ft/sec using any one of these

cartridges will have plenty of energy to do the job on big animals at
short distances. Problems sometimes arise when novice shooters
try to use the slow bullets with their big looping trajectories. A
little practice surmounts this obstacle nicely.

Back in the era from 1900 to 1930 there apparently were a number
of Winchester 92's in .25-.20 caliber that came from the factory
threaded for commercial silencers. I have never seen one of the
silencers but, to this day. I still manage to run across the rifles from
time to time. Thirty years ago a friend bought one and mounted a
homemade silencer on it. This proved to be a very nice set-up
indeed. Later he sold the 92and made up a new single shot .25-.20
with silencer that was even nicer. As a result I am extremely partial
to a silenced .25-.20 and might even break my prohibition against
owning one if a good unit like my friend's came along.

He used I l7 gr. 257 Roberts bullets and a few grains of very slow
powder. (l think six grains of BL-C.) The gun had plenty of

whallop for deer and was so quiet it was frightening. By far and
away the loudest noise occurred when *orri-ing ttre-action oi at
short ranges as the builet thumped into the target.

silencers can be deceptive in this regard. It is eisy to rose respect
for a firearm that doesn't make noise. be forewarned. Don.t treat a
silenced firearm carelessly.

Other options exist to stepping down rifle cartridges.
Service Armament Co. in Ridgefield. New Jersey,-among oth_

ers. imports a number of rever action rifles in pistor cariberrlir,.v
are available in.38 special..45 ACp and.4$.40. All could be
nicely fitted for silencers.

Submachine gun look-alikes with legal length barrels and semi-
automatic actions are another possibility. Auto-ordnance makes
a- legal Thompson .45 ACp and there are a number of others that
shoot either 9 mm or .45 ACp. Most 9 mm ammo is supersonic, so
handloading would be necessary.

Some people are turned on by the thought of owning a sub-
machinegun-type weapon. I personally wouidn,t .".ry onJpourr,_
ing , under any circumstances and doubt it bther' gooO
outdoorsmen would. Casual observers who see a gun of thaitype
are immediately fearfur and suspicious. It isn't worth the ,isr io
wave a red flag in the face of the citizenry.

^ 
Automatic pistols. with few exceptions, can be silenced, but it isvirtually impossible to "hang a can" on a revolver and have it

work. Revolvers are too roose between the cyrinder and the uurrri.
So.r. automatic pistols, and for that maiter rifles, are difficult

to adapt to a silencer because the barrer is obstructed. Silencers
must be firmly and accurately mounted which usualfy means
threads. On some guns the sight or magazine is in the *.V 

""Jthere isn't enough room to thread the bairel. It-the barrel-can
be bored out and threaded back on the inside, but that pror.r, i,
complex compared to the relatively simple procedure of inreaOin!
the outside.

Th.reading a rifle or pistol barrel is best done by a machine shop.
The job should be accurate and true since silence, utignm.nii,
extremely critical.

The hillbillies who used the silencers I observed as a kid used
friction-fit collar affairs that screwed into the silencer, ,trpor"g
pver the end of the rifle or pistor barrer to hold the silencer on. rrr-.
little adaptor was very practicar since one did not rruu. to .ur.y
around a rifle with a threaded barrel (a dead giveawuy to tf,, iu*i.
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On the other hand, aligning the silencer was a chore. I remember

laughing my ass off several times when they'd fire their guns after
bumping the silencers out of alignment. The things blew to King-
dom Come.

Like anything good. silencers are a mixed blessing. One .22

pistol with a decent can on it can provide sport, security and an

abundance of game. A heavy rifle with silencer can similarly bring
home lots of bacon without advertising the fact to the neighbon.

However, they can be difficult to build and maintain, and are of
course seriously illegal.

Blnoculrrs
Unless we arc hunting in extremely heavy timber, I always insist

that someone bring along a decent pair of binoculars. lt isn't
necessary for each member of the party to have a set, but the point
man always should.

During the day binoculars are essential to clear the area around
the field of operation. Point should continually check the path

ahead, fields before they are crossed, high surrounding hills, lakes,

marshes, and even watch for suspicious vehicles on distant roads.

At night they may very well be the margin which keeps one's ass

out of a sling.
Poachers buying glasses for their activities should consider

purchasing only those models that meet the most demanding
requirements. In other words, don't look at anything except night
glasses.

This rules out the tiny, easy-to-carry compact binoculars, zoom
binoculars and cheaper promotional glasses sold in the discount
stores.

I have used Bausch & Lomb, Zeiss and Bushnell glasses and
liked them in about that order. Certainly there are other makes of
night glasses on the market, but at least these three are a place to
start and/or a standard of comparison.

When buying binoculars, look for seven power models with 50

mm objective lenses. I know of no night glasses with 2l mm or 35

mm objective lenses. Another cue is power. Night glasses allcome
in seven power.

Unless one wants to merely sail into the nearest sporting goods

store and pick out one of the brands listed above in a 7 x 50, the

best plan is to go at night and compare. I have spent hours

standing in sporting goods store parking lots looking at distant
roof tops evaluating glasses. But it was time well spent.

Guns
I was sitting next to an old three strand barb wire fence in a

scraggly. light pine thicket eating a sandwich when I spied a white
tail doe working her way uphill across a draw to my right.

- The shot was a long one. but I had a good rest so decided to give
it a try. I put the cross hairs right at the hairline on her back at the
front leg lump and touched off a round. There was time to bring
the scope back on point and watch, the shot was so long.

When hit, the deer fell on her nose. The round neatly clipped
both front legs off at the knee, the bullet having fallen more than
two feet in flight. I polished her off with a round through the heart.
The shot was longer than I had thought, but my trusty rifle
managed to deliver the goods again.

During the regular hunting season, for big game, I prefer a .33g
Winchester Magnum rifle with six power wide angle scope. The
gun, in my estimation. has the rare ability to shoot accuratily into
the wind across canyons, or in heavy brush where the average shot
is not over fifty yards. As far as I know, there is no other caitridge
that will do all that.

In addition. the gun is a fantastic meat getter. I never have to
shoot more than once. even on moose or elk, which in my book
counts ten points to start with. The rounds don't ruin meat like the
smaller, high velocity ones do, so I often use the gun on smaller
coyotes, antelopes or peccaries.

Getting the most out of a.338 can only be done by hand loading.
I feel the ideal bullet weight in that caliber is 225 grains. No factoiy
ammo is available with 225 grain bullets. plus I drop the velocity
about 200 feet per second on my home built rounds. By so doing, I
get a cartridge with modest recoil which is no noisier than a .270 or
.30-06.

Before or after season, when I must use a big rifle, I use an old
Remington 600 bolt action with a four power wide angle scope in
.308 caliber. We have stripped the rib off. put a recoil pad and iling
on it, and it's a going little concern. The rifle is small. light anJ
doesn't make an undue amount of noise with heavy buttets. Alas.
they have been out of production for many years now. so don't
expect to run to your nearest dealer and pick up a new one.

Another rifle that is a favorite of mine is the .257 Roberts.
Again. because it is quiet. but also because they are so accurate.

Savage model 340's and Remington 788's in. 30g Winchester
Magnum and .30-.30 caliber are good rifles for silencing. Both are
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cheap bolt actions that lend themselves well to this application.
Lever action rifles in .25-.20 or some of the common pistol

cartridges were discussed in the section on silencers. The only
limitation with these guns is the fact that rhe poacher is going to
have to be a cool. steady shot. or the limited power will foil him.

Shotguns are not silenceable. yet some are very quiet. A .20
gauge. low base shell. for instance. fired in a reasonably heavy
pump gun. will have such a gentle thump that it may not arouse
suspicion. Consider an lthaca model 37 for this work as well. The
37 is very durable if the elements are a consideration.

Double rifles or shotguns fitted with balt ammo liners are
another possibility. Poachers who would like to acquire a double
rifle can do so easily without great expense by either purchasing
commercially made pistol or rifle cartridge liners, or having cus-
tom sleeves made for their double barrel shotgun. Several guns-
miths who advertise in Shotgun NeN's offer to modify Savagi 3 t I
shotguns for about two hundred dollars. Rifle or pistol rounds
fired in a shotgun action are somewhat quieter but less accurate
than the gun rhey were originally designed for. At short ranges,
however. the accuracy difference is immaterial.

Harry Owens. Box 5337. Hacienda Heights, CA 9t745, has
special inserrs for any break open .12,.16,.20 or.4l0 shotgun.
Calibers available include .22 LR, .22 WMR, .22 Hornet. .3g
Special, .357 mag.. .41,.44,.45 LC..45 ACp, .45-.70and.30-.30.
The .30-.30 is an excellent meat getter when fired out of a shotgun
action.

One terrible cold. blowy day we went pheasant hunting in
northern lllinois near the Wisconsin line. Nobody was out. lt got
to five below and the snow was moving so fast that our tracks wire
covered in five minutes.

We hunted most of the day without success till we happened on
a small brushy woodlot of perhaps four acres way back in the
middle of a section. The first time through we noticed sign of
hundreds of birds. but couldn't get any of them up. Featheri and
other pheasant pieces were scattered around all over the place. It
was evident that the foxes had found the birds before we did.

Rather than continue to tramp. I went to the downwind side of
the woods on stand, and my two companions made a slow noisy
drive through the brush. That did it. pheasants by the dozenr.urn"
sailing out of the cover, headed one and two at a time for all the
little brush heaps and woodlots we had already hit.

Using my Browning two_shot automatic I was, in about tenminutes, able to down tw.enty-six pheasants. All but two werecocks' This true account is itustrativ'e of ,h. r""rons I feel the nowout of production Browning rwo_shot auio is ,h, ii"*,;;;i"gshotgun ever made.

- 
The principar this Browning works on is to hord one shet in thechamber and one shell.in .rr"-_" in ,f* Corro,o of the gun. Whenfired' the reserve shet is 111"rnrilirv #pp.o into the barrer asthe spent shelt is ejected. All the,h;;;;;;, ro do is push anetherloaded round into the empty .*;;, ;';aneuver which can beaccomplished with one hand wittrout looking ut tfr. gui. S;il;both rounds be fired. the she, trr"iir-i"r.ned in the reserve wilrautomarically be carried up into the barrel ,rua' to i. f,t:Everything is automatic.

The design never caught on because most people didn,t under_stand them. For mv money, however. the two shot auto is muchfaster and better than any pump or auto, even if the latter has anextended magazine.
As an aside. six and eight shot extended magazines are availablefor most pump and auto shotgunr. s.etr,e ao s in shorgunile*sifthis is a needed item.
There are a multitude of .22 rifleson the market that make goodpoaching guns. So manyr in fact, ,frur l* mostly a matter ofpersonal preference as to which one is chosen.
Two to consider if one has not are ttr" Uartin 39 A carbine andthe Armalite AR-7.
The Marrin is a rittre short, heavy gun that rends itserf wet tobeing silenced. (The barrer can ur tur,"i oirund threaded eas'y.) Itis also a very accurate gun.
An AR-7 is idear because of its size and the facr that it can befolded up fortransport in a pu"t,o, uiirr"i;u.t.r. I have used oneto shoot a good number oi grour. in C#uau where a pistol isa problem.

. Personal prejudice enters in, but I have never found a satisfac-tory revolver. The only selling point a r.uolu* h* i, it. ubilffi

' 
Y"'0"*:.:";1:l99,.'^:ll T.t'i"i ivir'-. *;;;. 6,;;;;; *ili;;are noisy, butky, expensive ano unretiau;. il;;;;;;#i'i
have owned were always breaking.

ll ,".s',1t1:::-"j :i:if T.d, I like rhJ Ruger Standard auto or one ofirthe Hi-standards with ,"movabie iuii;i ;;:;.v 
4uruuroneor

^ ,SirgJe 
shot Thompson Contendrr. *ui.-. good center fire pis_tols. They are available in a multitud" of 

"ufiU.r..44
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The best poaching center fire pistol I ever saw was a Browning
Hi Power with shoulder srock and an inside threaded barrelwith
silencer and foregrip. lt was a very good, reliable gun with great
potential as a meat getter. However. it was extremely expensive to
build. was very illegal ro own and took ammo that had to be
custom loaded.

All of our rifles and shotguns have shorter barrels, slings and
recoil pads. Even rhe .22's are equipped, if possible, so they can be
easily carried and set down silently.

No pistol is ever carried outside of its flap holster. In most cases
these must be custom made. but are worth the price in protection
to the gun and as security from prying eyes. Some folks don't even
recognize flap holsters as being a container for a gun.

Literally hundreds of good scopes are available in the general
sporting goods market. I like wide angle. steel models and usually
go for six power rather than four. A scope lasts me about two
seasons of rugged use before I have to send it back for repair.
Rather than bridle under this constraint. we simply purchased a
reserve scope to rotate onto the gun while the broken sight is away
at the factory.

Lights

We use three types of lights to shine game. Twelve volt. hand
held spots that are usually carried in a vehicle, gas lanterns and
portable batrery operated flash lights. I don't like permanently
mounted spot lighrs that hang conspicuously on a vehicle for every
warden and sheriff in the county to see.

Several enterprising companies market hand-held spot lights.
They are known as Pennsylvania Buck Lights, Q-Beams or Air-
craft Lights. All run from a power cord that plugs into the cigarette
lighter socket of a vehicle. Ownership of one light is plenty as they
can be switched from car to truck to tractor or boat with ease.

Rating is done by candle power. No less than 200.000 candle
power should be purchased. Newer. quarter million candle power
units are definitely the light of preference if available.

Cost of a good unit is around $20.00. A cheaper, $12.00 outfit
we purchased last winter fell apart after a week or so of use, leading
me to believe that price may be a reasonable criterion to use in
evaluating spot lights.

Acquiring a hand held spot in the 200,000 candle power range
can be a chore. They just aren't available some places in the U.S.

Ty 
3utglotive supply houses. pilors,shops at airporrs. or largerwholesale hardware ourrets in thi bigger cities. Thousands are sord

each year. It just takes some persistence to locate the deaters who
have them.

Coleman makes the best gasoline lantern that I know of. Mostpeople have been around a pump-up rantern at some time in their
life so there isn't much to say abour using them. Shieroing the Iighiwith a coffee can does seem to be a losi techniqu.. tnJugfl. 6u,
lfl::f:_fldy forspearing fish, providing rigr.r, in u uou, ul i,rr"ror snrntng brrds and many other activities. Their big proUtei isthat thev shine out indiscriminatery. brinding the user.-givi;6"y
his position without concentrating ttre ueari for const".uctii. 

"*... 
nu.r cutting our the top of a ,.gilu, tiiee pouno coffee can andslipping it over the top of the lintern. the poacher can make adandy shade reflector. Remove about thres inches on "ili;;give or take a little. and the lantern becomes a safe. controtabre

tool. valuable for many activities.
As far as I am concerned. the only type of flashlighr worth

carrying in the woods is a FULTON wittr rtreostat beam or someother similar brand. I use the seven ceil ,"ari *i,r,-eil"ir".'ri
cells and a PR 20 bulb. Features that set this lighr apart f.om att
others are the ability to go from a dim glow to a super bright spotby turning the rheostat. and an aajust"aUte leather sling.

Again this flashright is very difficurt to find. some hardware
stores have them. but I have never seen one in u,po"i"g good,
shop. Pes^ter the major sporting gooAs anO frardware whotesalersor. thar failing. write Buckeyi Sport, Supply. 2655 Harrison
Avenue. S.W., Canton, Ohio M7d7 and asi them.
Knives

Obviou-sly a poacher needs a good knife. What constitutes agood knife is the subject of heated debate and nor somettrin! iwant to get into here. There are enough knives on the market-to
keep anyone happy, no matter what thiir desires. But f wiff ofieia
couple of suggestions.

consider first the standard miritary survivar bert knife. They are
made out of good steel, and have a one_piece handle shank and
,ltaae 

f|r. grip is lacquered leather. qui.tinO easy ro hold. There

:r,i:.:.?,llir _on, 
top of the knife. which is handy for sptitting the

cnesr cavtty on targe game. The blade is hefty enough to ieatthrough the pelvis boni of a moose or it can'ue driven rike a nait
and twisted without damage. The reather scabbard t ur 

" 
,ur.rv-til
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and a pocket in which to carry the touchup stone. On the army

surplui market these knives sell for about $ I 5'00' a price that I feel

is incredibly cheap for what one gets.

I have gutted over fifty deer with one of these jewels.

Exploding Bullets
ih.r. at", at this writing. at least two firms that are manufactur-

ing and marketing exploding bullets. Because of their extreme

sensitivity, these bullets will detonate on impact with an empty

aluminum beer can.
I can think of no practical poachingapplication forammunition

of this type.
Another recentty developed bullet contains a liquid mercury

core. The sectionaldensity, and thus penetration, of these bullets is

fantastic. but the mercury is a poison that will eventually kill the

critter if the original shock of being shot does not. The mercury

could also kill the poacher if he ate it.

Available Light Sources
In addition to silencers, another area ofpoachertechnology got

a tremendous boost from Vietnam. This is the field of fiber optic

night vision devices.
Poachers should, at the very least, be knowledgeable about

"available light scopes,- as they are called, since they will definitely

be encountering them in the hands of wardens in years to come'

Fiber optics combines space age chemistry and electronics to
produce a night vision device that gathers available light and

magnifies it 50,000 times. The image is seen directly through a one

to s1* po*"t scope or binocular and although greenish, is really

quite good.
They work best on moonlit nights. But if one looks directly at a

light source as intense as the moon, he may well burn the unit out'

They will not work in the complete absence of light-
underground, for instance.

At present, the scopes and binoculars cost about $2500.@ and

up. They require batteries to operate and are constantly in need of
service.

Cheaper units-$500.00 to $800.00-can be made in home work

shops using surplus parts, but these are even more temperamental'

There is no doubt that there will be significant technological

advances in the next ten years that will substantially reduce the

cost of these devices. They are part of an entire area of communi-

cations technology that is on the verge of becoming what compu-
ters and calculators were yesterday.

.ln the meantime. those who want ro buy a military fiber optic
scope or binoculars can get them from:

Impossible Electronics Techniques. lnc.
Box 69
Wayne. PA 19087

or

Single Point
Box 5337
Orange, CA 92667

Those who want to build an available light device from surplus
can get complete step by step instructions from:

Fantastic Research
Box 96568
Cleveland, OH 44101

I use a home-made available light spotting scope to hunt every-
thing from deer to ducks. lt is especially useful for calling coyotes
and fox at night. I believe that one could go to the bank and
borrow the money for one of these devices and make it back
collecting animals and selling their hides. It works that well.

Problems with my unit relate to its constant need of mainte-
nance and the fact that it is a spotting scope and not a gun sight.
We have the unit strapped to a little .308 but it is still pretty
inaccurate shooting.

BB Caps
A surprising number of hunters don't know about .2288 caps. I

use them extensively for animals in the one to three pound range at
distances up to six yards. Carefully placed shots at these ranges
will always make clean kills, but their real advantage is an almost
complete lack of report.

In 1957 my dad and one brother lived near me for a time in a
suburb of a large city in the mid-south. We all resided in an older
tree-covered section of town where the lots were large and often
surrounded by ornamental shrubs. All of this herbage created a

'tremendous environment for red and grey squirrels, rabbits, pos-
sums and coons, which had no enemies except the weather. They
all existed in tremendous numbers.
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One Sunday toward the middle of July I pulled in my drive and
scared three big squirrels up a buckeye tree in our yard. It was a
stinking hot mid-day. with no one around, so I dashed in the house
and got my .22 rifle and a handful of BB caps.

By carefully screening my movements. I worked around to the
tree which stood alone in the middle of the yard. ln addition to the
three squirrels I originally chased. there were four more already in
the tree. One by one I started plunking them. The loudest noise
was the bullet hitting. Five minutes later all seven were on the
ground, reduced to possession. as they say in the trade.

After cleaning them I called Dad and brother to brag a little.
"Why don't you." said I very magnanimously...come over tonite
and have some squirrel stew?" Everybody did, and it was then that
I sprang the biggie on them about the squirrels coming from the
back yard.

Not to be outdone, my brother shot nine squirrets in his own
yard by the following Friday. Dad had a little tougher situation
with a smaller yard and less cover, so he set out a few traps.
Gradually they began to produce a nice flow of game.

During the next few months an intense rivalry developed, the
three of us each trying to outdo the other.

I don't remember the exact number for Dad and Brother, but by
Christmas I personally had collected 84 squirrels. This in
my own yard in the middle of a large city. I won the contest, but as
I remember the other two were also very competitive. Along wtih
the squirrels Dad got a few coons and possums. All of this tre-
mendous pile of game-about 250 squirrels plus other critters-
came from a city area of not over two square miles.

Every one of the squirrels I got were wirh .22 cal. BB caps. The
wonderful little ammunition that allows one to shoot in town
without bothering with a silencer.

BB caps were first invented in I845. They were the first cartridge
ever used in firearms. Manufacturing specs through the years have
varied. but generally they have 2l grain bullets in a rim fire case
that is about two-thirds as long as a short. Some have powder and
some rely on the primer for the only propellant.

Most .22 bolt action and single shot rifles will fire this ammo
single shot. They can be dropped singly into some autos and lever
actions, but they are so small it is sometimes a chore. Muzzle
velocity is about 750 ft./sec., and accuracy is very good.

Thirty years ago Winchester and Remington stopped making

BB caps and one had to get them from Atcan or the two or threeCanadian ammo manuficturers who stiti manufactured them.Lately-, BB caps. or a-variation of BB 
"upr. 

urc again availablefrom winchester and from cci. rn.v ur" Lued cB caps becausethe builet is the same weight as a .22rttort una the case uiov i, .rrlvery similar to a short. The powder charge. however. is muchreduced from that of a standard short.
.. Performance-wise. the CB is every bit as good as the harder_to_
fi.nd imported BB cap and has the adied pius'of being run.iionuiin
clip and tube magazines rhar will handie shorts.

-Keep asking for them and eventually your sporting goods storewill start carrying them. BB or cn"caps are essential for thewell-equipped poacher.

Hearing Aid
Believe it or not. an old hearing aid can make an effectivepoaching device. I have never used one because they are. in gen_

eral, a bloody nuisance. but t have seen them work.
A friend used one over a period of quite a few years to hear deerin the woods. squirrels .ii*bing trees. warAens approaching,

ducks coming in to a call. and to ,pot bullfrogs. The taiter *u, uiincredible activity. we used to sit on the road at night in a car andhe would stuff the thing in his ear and lisren foltne A..p Uu*harrump.of the frog. We located u n;;;; of productive littteponds using this method.
Should the reader ever run across an old hearing aid, it might befun to experiment with a bit. Just turn it down before you shoot!

Improvised Guns
Home made guns have a place in this chapter. but the readerwould probably agree rhat there is a fallacy with spenUin! toomuch time discussing them.

;11.1^:9,::igygne wgrrh. his salt can make a better sun than r
y:10..:::t g:''n rheir modestly we'_eq u-ipil;";;;;ffi ;:'ii;item that can'r be made easily ut r,".. i, i;;;;ffi;;:
. Rather than worrying about improvised guns, t suggest spend_ing more time on traps and snares. But fo. ttie record. here are twoquick, easy firearms that anyone can make in a home worrcfrof iifour hours or less. They are crude but they will work.
' co to a junk yard or parking rot and ,."ur. u 

"u, 
radio antenna.On.the wa-y home, purchase 

" 
fou, inch doorslide bolt. . . andpick.up a few scraps of one inch square wood stock, some rubber

bands and some electrical tape.
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Select the section of antenna that will most closely allow a .22
cartridge to slide into it. Cut off about 6 inches of theantennaand
2 inches of the next size larger. Cut the I inch wood stock into two
6 inch pieces and make a "T" out of them with a 2 inch wood screw.

Tape the 6 inch section of antenna to the top ofthe T securely,
leaving about 3 inches protruding over the front. Similarly, fasten
the 2 inch section over the back of the barrel (6 inch) section.
overlapping the barrel about I inch. This piece becomes the
breech.

File out about two-thirds of the tip of the bolt on the door slide
bolt so that it could crush the rim of a .22. This is the firing
mechanism. Fasten the slide bolt immediately behind the barrel on
the T block.

Loop rubber bands from the front of the T block to the slide bolt
handle. Place a .22 in the barrel. Push the bolt handle up with thc
index finger and it will slam forward, detonating the round.

The device can be dressed up a bit for appearances.
A very serviceable .12 gauge shotgun can be made as follows:
Purchase 2 feet of 3/4 inch pipe and another I foot section of

one inch galvanized pipe. Also needed are 3 feet of 2x6 pine board,
a 6 inch piece of 2x4 and a lot of electrical tape.

Mount the 6 inch piece on the 3 foot section of 2x6 about t foot
from the end on the narrow edge of the board. This piecesewesas
a breech block. A nail is driven into the breech block, and cut off
about 3/8 inch from the board. This is the firing pin.

Mount the I inch secrion of pipe on the board, using the
electrical tape. Call this the breech slide.

Put a . I 2 gauge shell in the2 foot 3/4 inch pipeand slidethepipe
back into the t inch pipe. When pulled sharply back the 3/4 inch
pipe will carry the shot shell back into the nail which will detonate
the primer and fire the gun.

In real life this is a pretty good gun. It can be equipped with a
safety and foregrip to help control the weapon, making a very
accurate. rugged firearm.

Guerrilla fighters all over the world have used these for years.

Automatic Weapons
Full auto weapons are a lot of fun, but as far as I can determine,

have no practical application for the poacher.
They are inaccurate, noisy, and use lots of ammo. People who

hear or see them are immediately frightened and alerted.

- slowry and carefuty' I pured the antenna on my warkie-tarkie.It was a beautifur crear fair day. The run i.u, down on the smalrfey.naf.h where I was laying, ana it was tempting to forget thewhole thing, roll over and snboze.

. 
*l:d Raspberry," I called, .this is the purple Turnip_come

back."

. 'fynrc furnip, this is Model T,'cracked the radio. *Raspberry
is with me here by the car, what,s your tG20?,
.._*ln on top of the high knoll jusi *"ri if Monrog- I replied.
Jw g o.ua eo up bi rd hu n ters are io m in j oiri r,. 

""" ";t;*d ;i;;brush draw that runs south."

l'_9:{:Tr-ip,. he broke in, *l know the place.,
'Well," I continued. ..if you guys get your lazy asses on over tothe McGraw prace and .or. uf tfiro-ugri tr,"t rittre draw where a'the big oaks are. we may be aule to po-*h ,o,ne of the ord man,sturkeys."
*Those bird hunters aregoingto move'em out of the thicket andI'mlerfect to keep them irorn-going on..-irre top..
lRo_g.I'. Turnip, we are on our way..
Probably forty minutes elapsed tili the next call.*Turnip, 

we hid the car and are in place now. How does it look?.
.1.Cr1t," I responded. .the dudes are towei ttran f f if.. Uuitfr.V;r,still a thousand yards from you g"t, A;i'r;gns of il. ;rk;;i;

^ 
"Yeah, we might have'em tomini. Cun you swing Oown the hillfarther and move'em a little?.

. I worked through a sumac tangle and into a little draw where Ilost sight of thinp for a few minries. i;"il;." or four gunshots rheard were probably ours, but I wasn,t sure.
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"Model T or Red Raspberry?'I called,'any sign of ourgame?"
"Yep, didn't you hear us shoot, we got at least two. Two it is, we

got two turkeys."

Sounds like a great way to go, doesn't it? Use hand-held, porta-
ble radios to coordinate activities and keep track of the opposi-
tion. It would be, too, except the previous account is pure
unadulterated bullshit. The incident never occurred that way, and
never will if I'm involved. One does not use handles, broadcast
positions, make long transmissions, admit what they are doing, or
even talk in anything but a whisper when using walkie+alkies. In
addition, it is foolish to expect as much reliability from radios as I
attributed to them in the previous fictional account.

Portable two-way radios have great potentials as poaching
tools. Unfortunately, two way radios are erratic, unpredictable
and difficult to use. They break down often, are expensive to
maintain, and unreliable to the point that I feel I am lucky to get

thirty percent of the potential out of the damn things.
There is no mechanical-electrical device in existence that elicits

a stronger love-hate emotion from me than do portable two-way
radios. I have used them now for fourteen years including nine
different brands, and my response is still the same. An expert
poacher often has to use them, but what a pain in the ass!

There are two distinct aspects to successful use of radios to
secure game. They are gathering the necessary equipment, and
then training oneself and his crew to use it.

Let's take a look at equipment first.
When referring to a portable two-way radio, one probably has a

hand-held unit in mind that most laymen would identify as a
walkie-talkie.

There are a few mobile units-those designed to operate in a car
or truck-that can be adapted to portable use.

Midland. Realistic and Radio Shack, for instance. make a case

and battery holder that will house one of their standard car/truck
CB transceivers. The unit has a wide carrying strap, is heavy and
cumbersome and uses lots of batteries.

On the plus side. it has great range and better-than-average
reliability. I don't presently use this type of radio because of the
purchase cost and the weight. but may go to them in the future as

they become even more reliable and smaller.
Much preferred, at least till these mobile rigs are perfected, are

the small hand-held units about the size of a quart milk container.

of these there are severar basic types. Most reriabre of the bunch
are the "ham" units used by amateur radio operators. They are
well constructed, reliable and, by reason of the Lands tf,.V opr.ui.
on, have small, easily protected antennas.

Range is very good and since all are either one or two watts, the
powerconsumption is low. All will transmit and receive in normal
operation from ten to twetve hours before recharging, over a five
to ten mile range.

On the face of it, these radios would seem to be the most ideal
choice. But from the poacher's standpoint, they are the worst
possible unit for outdoor work.

-"Red Raspberry," crackles the ham radio. ..this is Model T,
what is your position?"

What happens? Since these radios are commonly on two, six or
ten meter bands and have tremendous range. every ham in the
country is going to drop in on the conversation. people who have
nothing better to do in life than talk on their radio may try to chat.
But even nnore important, unless you have a ham operator,s
Iicense, broadcasting on one of these frequencies is illegal.

Now I am not given to sitting around and worrying abiout such
matters. but in this case perhaps a moment of reflection is in order.

Without a rudimentary knowledge of these radios and their
operation, and without a call letter designation that every ham
gives out every time he.utters a word. it is going to be immejiately
obvious that you don't berong. Like any other narrow interesi
group, ham radio operators are pecuriar. one of their peculiarities
is a disdain for the illegal non-conformist masquerading as one of
them. U-se radios very much any place at all. even the dJep moun_
tains of Montana, and there witt Ue a veritable army'of iraie
amateurs trying to get a fix on your position so they can be the first
to report you to the Federal Communications Commission.

Radio repeaters are another related headache. Electronic mira-
cles that they are. repeaters are black boxes that sit on high
buildings, rowers and mountain tops. They pick up weak signJts
from below and send them to Cod-only-kno*, *h.r.. My tittte
call to a buddy on a deer drive north of Altoonu might be broad_
cast all over Pennsylvania. New Hampshire. upper New york
State and Marytand.

obviously I have learned to live with the sheriff. the farmer and
the warden, but thrown in the FCC and a million anxious under-
lings, and I say let's look at something else.
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Other lesser problems also preclude use of ham frequency porta-

ble radios. They are expensive-about $250 per unit-and diffi-
cult to have serviced. Large cities do have big expensive repair

shops. but even using these can arouse suspicion since most hams

do their own service work.
AM or FM business radios are the next logical step. They are

incredibly small, very rugged. have good range and low power

consumption. They are also a bit expensive. Price on these starts at

around $200.00 and goes up to just about anything you want to
pay. A pair. in other words. will cost about $400'00, but generally

two radios are not enough to hunt with.
All walkie-talkies need service. Business band AM or FM trans-

ceivers are no exception, and this is probablythe principal reason I

don't use them. The original purchase price may be tolerable and

they won't break down as fast as CB's, but when they do, the repair

tab is a lot higher and good servicemen far fewer.

No test is required to operate business band radios, but there is a

rather extensive form to fill out. One must have a business related

reason for using the units and always broadcast the assigned call

code before and after each transmission.
A few years back t used a set of CE business portables with

reasonably good success. But I eventually sold them and bought

standard CB's. We were the only ones on our assigned frequency

so nobody walked on us. but every time we opened our mouths I
felt anyone listening knew exactly what we were doing.

It is our custom to use a peculiar jargon when out with our
radios, not at all related to the handle call code situation CBefs

use. Nevertheless an astute listener might decide something is

going on. especially if they were suspicious to start with.
Checking to find out who in a given area is licensed on a

predetermined frequency is easy, so neglecting to give the call code

doesn't help much. About the only way I would use business

AM / FM radios again would be to purchase them for a business

far removed from my common area of operation.
Back home it becomes extremely important to find a serviceman

who will work on the FM business radios. Even better is to find
someone who will change their frequencies and not ask too many
questions. After this the only problem remaining is to be double

damn sure the frequency the radios is on is not somebody's

assigned business frequency. and that if a legitimate license holder

does stan complaining. that you turn your radios off and not use

them again in that area, ever. lt won't do to change crystats
(frequency) because those who want to listen will do so on a
scanner-a device that covers all frequencies in a given band.

Sources for ham and business radios are not unduly difficult to
find. although it is a bit optimistic to walk into a radio shop and
expect to buy needed walkie-talkies off the shelf. Look in the
yellow pages under Radio Communication Equipment and Supp-
lies. Almost any city of 50.000 or more will have several listings.
wholesale catalogs are available through dealers who advertiseln
Ham Radio Magazine or in Radio-Elet,tronics. Once a decision is
made on equipment. it is wise to check these two sources for prices.

Surplus military walkie-talkies are rhe last category of radios
that I have used. Other than some obsolete back pack types. the
average poacher is likely to have his choice of an AN/ pRC-6 oran
AN/ PRC-6T. or some variarion of these.

The latter is the preferred unit since it is transistorized and will
accept standard commercial batteries. Surplus electronic shops
are good places to look for these units or refer ro the ads insotdier
of Fortune magazine and the Shatgun News.

Price for the 6T is about $ 100 to $ I 50. depending on the extenr
of reconditioning and guarantee. Straight 6 radios cost about
$35.00 each, but unless you are a radio technician. worth about
that much if the other guy will agree to keep them.

Military radios are wonderfully rugged and reliable but the big
hurdle again is service. They will break down and unless some
preliminary homework is done regarding parts and repair. the
units will shortly be inoperative and worthless.

AN/PRC-6T radios, depending on rhe crystalchosen, operate
on an assigned military frequency. This sounds dangerous. but my
experience indicates otherwise. The military has a tremendous
number of frequencies. so rhe likelihood of talking on rhem is not
nearly as great as it first seems. When operating surptus equiprnent
I find it wise to listen for chatter first before going on the air.
Should there be traffic. switch crysrals immediately. Be similarly
alert when using the radios in the field. Don't try to share with the
military: they are poor sports about such things.

This leaves us with the least of many evils. the hand-held porta-
ble Citizen Band radio. They are the radios I now use and. all
things considered. probably the poacher's best choice in communi-
cation equipment.

ln the past. portable CB's came in all kinds and grades. from a
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two-for-$12.95 kids' toy to overdone 4O-channel monstrosities
selling for upwards of $200.00. Industry sources estimate that over
three million of the better cB walkie-talkies have been sold in the
United States.

ln my estimation. no one has yet made a trury workabre, reriabre
CB portable. You may want to ask them why anyone would want
to fool with radios that can cause so much grief.

The answer is simple. A good professional poacher can't be
without two way communications. and the citizin band option is
the best there is despite its shortcomings. tt's the art of the possible
all over again. more things being possibre with cB than with any
other rig.

Because the citizen Band industry is in a state of disorder.
acquiring radios is no ronger easy. r believe we will eventua[y see
the advent ofsophisticated new packages that can be used to turn
car/truck mobiles into portables. perhaps this is all for the best,
since the mobile conversions that I have used are much more
rugged and reliable than traditional walkie-talkies. It may be time
to phase out the hand-held portable for something better.

So until the time when mobire/portabre conv"riion packages
are readily available again. the poacher will have to locati somJof
the few remaining new units still on dearers' shelves or scrounge
around and buy in the used market.

Portable transceivers are rated by power starting at l/ l0 ofa
watt on up to five watts. the legal maximum. Wattage is a unit of
measure used to describe one aspect of a cB's circuit, but has little
to do with the overall quality of the radio itself.

Two watt portables can have a stronger signal. better reception
and more durability than five watt models. what matters L the
total circuit and most of the time that's difficult to evaluate.

As a general rule I feel that five watt models having a battery
level meter. six channel capacity. with a facility to ptug in an
outside battery charger are superior. but this is only a viry general
rule. I would never purchase any radio outside the top thiro of the
pnce range.

There is a form inside the box of every new CB. It provides a
means of registering the radio and securing a set of call litters to be
used when operating the unit. Those who don't fill out the form are
treated about the same as those who do. you won't be assigned a
number if you fail to complete the paperwork. and if you intend to
use call letters for your work. you are reading the wrong book.

.Millions of people make billions of rransmissions each daywithout ca' retters. when you make-fours no one wit notice.Government estimates indicate ttrat trrere are now over 25 miilionCB radios in the tJ-S. That's on. for.u..y nine people a;il;;;I swear they are all on the air at the same time.
ln part this is a bressing. with a, that chatter. ir,s impossibre forauthorities to monitor air that go.r on. A poacher,s transmission

is beautifulry rost in a wat of nameress. faceress. incoherent verbargarbage' At times it is-so bad that important conversations arelost. But with a good CB it's fairly .urlr-fo, a poacher to switchchannels and go on with the Uusiness ut f,unO.

.,During ttte last year we used our radios in the mountains ofMontana. Utah and ldaho. On the _ountuln tops we receivedtransmissions from as far away u;;.;'rfi 
"nd 

Mexico. Down inthe_deep valleys we had the ainpaves iJour..tu.r.
CB radio. by nature of its design. tlas a generally restricted

fng". We count on a..thre.e mile range from portable to portable.To a car or truck radio. the,ung. iiUrtt.r. Uu, the poacherstill
doesn'r have to assume he is talkiig ,oit. *t ot. *".ft *.rv ri,,.he cracks the mike. This. I feet. is a"majoruouun,ug. of a cB radio.The last time I bought radios I gor a ,oiut of nu-. r"iir. M;;-;ithe time there are three of us ouirog.,fr.r. but occasionally wehave a fourth. The extra radio is u uu"i_up,in., on. .uolo;fir;;
seems to be in the shop.

Past records indicate that I spend about twenty percent oftheradio's original purchase price iach year for replacement anten-nas. speakers. transisrors. transformers, rechargeaut, uaiieriesand switches. CB portables seem to needalmost constant mainte_nance. but at least good CB repairmen can be tounO iuriuUortanyplace. Tiny midweste_rn villages of 6000 often havJ ;;;;'who can work on them. Service feopte ur. .u.rypfuce. and in bigcities one can even find factory lrrfioiirroitations.
ln the final anarysis this is wiy t ur. Cblr-service is avaitabreand my transmissions are anonymous.

Buying A CB portable
; start with the criteria previousry mentioned. Five watts. batterymeter, internal charger and either three or six channel 

""p;;ty:i;the top third of the price range.
' Some units have a
coD set the radio 

"" r?L';:l::ffi.;f,iT:,'ffii#fi!ffilH
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green brush, over the top of a million other CBers and reach a
partner who may have the squelch on his radio misadjusted as a
result of busting through a thicket. After the initial contact is
made. the radio is switched back to low power to talk. I believe this
feature is desirable.

Usually channel selectors on portables are marked ABCD.
etcetera. one set of channel crystals comes with the radio. others
must be purchased at a cost of $4.00 to $6.00 per radio.

Crystals lor handhelds are now available for channels I through
40. Channels above 19 are not used as often. but that is noia
consideration. I install two crystal sets (each radio has a transmit
and receive crystal) on channels below l9 and two above in each
radio.

Avoid heavily used frequencies such as 9, I I or 19. In some
areas. special use channels come into being. tf you don't know. ask
a CBer what places to avoid. Wise poachers don't end up on the
same frequency as the local volunteer fire department.

lnstall rhe crysrals in illogical order. Later. when discussing use
in the field. it will become obvious that..dropping from C to Ai. for
instance. on the channel selector can well mean going from chan-
nel 4 to 33. Don't install the crystals in ascending or descending
order.

At an average of $20.00 per set for crystals. times four to six sets.
the radios now cosr considerably more rhan the original purchase
price, but there is more.

Should one be able to win the confidence of a good serviceman,
it is possible to drop one channel of the radio's frequency com-
pletely out of the I I meter band into the top of the l0 meter range.
lf feasible. I strongly urge that this be done. Range and reception
are much better and most CB monitors won't cover t0 meters.
Used sparingly and with discrimination. that channel can be an ace
in the hole when the going gets rough. The last time I had this done
it cost $7.50 per unit. Well worth three times the price.

Batteries in my radios usually go dead about 4:00 in the after-
noon after a hard day's use. It helps a bit to transmit on two watts
whenever possible, but one is still faced with an expensive battery
proposition if the units are used enough to justify themselves in thl
first place.

Nicad rechargeables are the only practical sotution.
Most walkie-talkies use eight AA penlite cells. Common lead-

zinc batteries lasr about two hours. Alkaloid types last one day and

Nicad rechargeables go up to about 500 chargings and will hold on
a^bout as long as alkaloid cells between ctrirgings. NicaOs cost
$2'00 to $3.00 each. Ten are required and they are not permanent. Ihave had some cells last two years and others onfyfor, *artr.
Perhaps every two weeks or sb during their heavy um p"rioA.l
have a radio that wir quit transmittingrnd onry receive. when this
happens. I fire it down ro the shop rihere the-batt.ri., u.. i"rt.a
and the defective ceils repraced. dn the bright side. I deduct therepairs from my income tax as a cost of doing business. I u; ;;outdoor photographer and use the radios to do my *ort<. so uncie
Sam picks up the tab.

Chargers for the p-"lr^.w packs vary tremendously in price.
Some srart around $6.00 and others ,ort .lorc to SIO.OO. nsfbefore buying and be sure of the price and compatability.
.l yr..a heavy duty. homemade-case for my radio. The case isstitched up our of double buckskin and haj a hip lengttr sirap

sewed down rhe entire side of rhe case. There is a pi.* orrig padii
the bottom to cushion the unit when it is diopped. ff fl";protects the speaker and controls from rain. mud and snow. Some
cases that come with radios are worthless.

, Standard telescoping steel antennas give the best transmission
/ reception performance. H owever, theylreak oir *i ii 

"i"aa 
Jii'g

{reCu.elcy so I generally give up and riplace them with a..rubberdlckie" Jlexible neoprene antenna. Rubber duckies .u, ,r"*rnir-
sion ability about forty percent and occasionally come loose off
the radio, so take your pick. cost for one of these is about $10.00.

Use Of CB's In The Fietd
Contrast the following true story with the one heading the

chapter. It illustrates the system *" ur. on the air when p""r"niig.
Tranmission What Is H

"300 radio
check"

The group of four poachers move out. They are
going to drive a thirty acre woods behind a small
country church while service is in progress. The
drop has been made, positions assiinej, and the
men move off to their stations. Only three hunters
have radios.

The drive leader is establishing radio contact with
the two standers before they aie out of sight.
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'257 check'
*308 check"

*Drop to D"

"300 check"
*257 check"
'308 check"

257 in
position'
(pause) "25
radio
*257*300

come back"
(pause)
*257 check"
*3W-257

check"

-257 in
place"

'300-308
let's go"
'308"

'308-300"
(pause)

'308-300"
(pause)
*308-300'

Rather than names, the group uses rifle calibers to
identify themselves. Transmissions are very brief
and done in a whisper.

Perhaps because of other traffic, someone has
called for a change to another channel. Volume on
the walkie-talkies must be kept extremely low or the
game will be spooked.
Receiving a message becomes an art requiring
almost a sixth sense to know when someone is try-
ing to get through.

Miracle of miracles, we have all switched channels
and reestablished contact. A sign ofan experienccd
well-trained crew who have worked together often
before.

The guy with the.257 Roberts is in position. He is
ready to start the drive but can't raise anybody else.

300 decides to call 308n and gets through because of
308's previous efforts at tuning his radio.

Sandalfoot is a town about fifteen miles away. The
town he is overlooking is Kruger but everyone in the
hunting party knows that. people with long ears
who might be listening in on the conversationthink
action is 15 miles from where it really is.

Never mention the game. Cars are the deer. A truck
might be an elk if there are any around and a bike a
coyote. Use common terms.

*300-309'
*308 go"
*l'm about
fifty yards in
overlooking
Sandalfoot."

"Anything?"
*No cars"

"300-308. I
am through"

'300-309.
There are
two cars
headed your
way doing
well.

'300-who
can see the
cars?'
"308-looks
like you
better ask
them for
directions'
..257't

"Can't help
you 257, stay
in touch"

'308-300
look"

Radio operators
squelch control.
acknowledges.

Everyone on the hunt knows that 257 and the man
without a radio are in their predetermined location.
The drive can start.

The hunt starts with two men driving and two men
about a mile from the church woodlot where they
know the deer will cross. Distance is their ally. They
don't want to shoot behind the church.

308 wants to tell 300 where he is but can't get
through.

must continually play with the
300 is finally receiving 257 and

3O0 hasjumped a buck and a doe at the east edge of
the woodlot at the end of the drive. He hopes that
driver 308 has heard him.

308 acknowledges but doesn't know yet that there
is a buck and a doe; only that two deer are headed
his way. The deer have decided to stay in the woods
rather than go ahead of the drivers to the stander.
308 is likely ro get a shot.

257 has heard the transmissions and knows that for
the moment he is out of the picture. One of the
drivers talks back very briefly.

l5 minutes later

300 misses that call, but the standers on
know the deer are moving back toward
drivers who originally jumped them.

Perhaps a thirty minute silencernru., *@
to get a shot at the deer. Church is out and the slamming A*"keep the deer from going west out of the wooOs, but make thehunters very nervous.

the hiu
the first
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"300 the car
is o.k. but
not running.
See if you
can swing
west and
watch."

*257-300.

Check"

*300-308.

Please stop
in next time
you're by
and help me
with these
cars."

One shot r out. A twenty minute pause follows . . . 308 has raised the standers but still doesn't know
what is happening.

He swings past the church and sees that no one
seems to be paying much attention to the shooting.
Slowly and silently the second driver moves away
from the church through the woods, watching
intently.

Walking east from the little church, 30g meets 300
who explains what happened.

"257 come
the fence.
Drop to B"

By then rhe standers have joined the main group.

Radio silence is maintained for ar least an hour and it
begins to get dark.

The first drive who originally drove the deer over to
the second driver dropped a huge buck whitetail as
the deer tried to clear the woods but were caught be-
tween the two hunters who had reversed the drive
and cornered the quarry.
The hunter who didn't shoot swings in behind the
church to watch for company. Obviously the wor-
shippers have heard the shot, but one round is hard
to locate.
The shooter confirms the kill and pulls the animal
into a small thicket and dusts the trail. He then
moves off a hundred or so yards. watching his back
trail and the edge of the woods.
As he backs off. the successful poacher hears a noise
behind him. There is a small. low. brush clearing.
Slowly he takes a position behind a large tree and
waits.
Afier about thirty seconds a large doe moves a few
feet at the far edge of the clearing.
Slowly the hunter raises his rifle and puts the
crosshairs of his scope on a small opening ahead of
the deer. Supported by the rree. the hunter waits.

The deer hears the radio noise and lunges ahead. As
soon as there is hair in thescope, the huntertouches
off a round.
A second deer drops. shot through the ribs on an
angle. The bullet exits the brisket.
Quickly the hunter stops the deer from thrashing
and cuts its throat.
Two deer are down now and the hunters have to as-
sume someone is going to report them.

The transmission is made but never goes out. The
batteries are dead on 300's radio. Futilely the shoot-
er tries to raise his buddy.

The two remaining radio men make plans to get
together and also change channels again.
One man watches while the other gutJthe deer. To-
gether they drag them into a thick draw at the
wood's edge.

Two of the hunters take one functional radio and
walk to the road about 3 I 4 of amile away. They find
an old farm road and determine that it is safe to
bring in a car.

Shortly after dark the pick-up person_a well_
dressed woman in a ctean. late-model car*calls on
her mobile rig. She tries from three or four miles out
on a pre-arranged channel. After a bit she raises the
two waiting near the road.

The pick-up person knows the hunters are waiting
on the road near where she left them off, and prob_
ably have something.
A small flashlight gtows in the window of the car.
Only a few cars are on the small gravel farm road
now. but the marker is an added precaution.
As the pickup car approaches. thetwo men on the
road wave it off on to the lane and into the trees.
One man rides along, the other with the radio
watches at the road.

*309-300.

What is you
t0-20T'
*309-257.

Can we
help?"

*309-257.

Hold on"

"22-radio
check"

*257-22
We need
loading a
car. Be on
the north
road near
our last
spot."
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Both deer are laid in plastic in the trunk. A hunter
with clean hands-no blood-takes off his jacket
and cap and exchanges them for a clean, neat sport
jacket in the car.
On an "All Clear" signal from the road, the car
leaves.

As soon as the car has dropped off the deer. the
woman returns with another vehicle for the remain-
ing hunters.

Recapping the above account, a good radio hunting team will
NEVER:

L Make long transmissions.
2. Stay on the same frequency for any length of time.
3. Let it be at all obvious what is happening.
4. Make a series of transmissions one after the other.
5. Use names.
6. ldentify places recognizable to anyone but the hunt-

ers unless to obviously mislead listeners.
7. Get panicky if the radios fail.
8. Turn up the volume past a whisper.
9. Come on rhe air after a shot unless it is absolutely

necessary.
10. Say anything about changing channels or be specific

about which channels one is going to. Always use the
ABC type designation.

Good radio work hunting comes from good practice and can't
replace a good basic knowledge of the outdoors. Two way radios
are a damn fine piece of auxiliary equipment for the poacher but
also one of the most difficult ro use properly.

PUSONS ANI'
zutOsrvEs

My purpose in presenting this chapter is to suggest some
poacher's uses for a few common chemical 

"ornpounl-..I am fully aware of the fad that an entire book could bewritten
on the subjects of po-isons and explosives. I have found through
the years that most of the more exotic mixtures are of rittre ur. io
matter if one is a saboteur, anarchist, sadist, democrat or just a
poor poacher trying to get by in a hostile and crazy wortd.

For this reason the items mentioned here are relativery few and
not particularly obscure. on the other hand, they are noi airficuti
to obtain 

-and, 
given a modest amount of common ,rn.r, noi

unduly difficult to use.
Before starting in, two stories come to mind. one is true. The

other may be apocryphal-the reader will have to decide.
It seems that in a small southern commuity there was a fellow

with an outstanding reputation as a fisherman. Every day that he
went out fishing, hecame back with his limit of bass, sunfish, perch
or whatever species he tried for.

The fellow was a tight-mouthed sun-of-a-gun so no one knew
what he used for bait or where he even fished. Since the felrow's
success was so outstanding, the Fish & Game Department decided
that it was important to document his methods forposterity. ih.t
sent in one of their best undercover agents who spent rnontt,
working on the poor old gent trying to pirsuade himto urrung" ujoint fishing trip.

Finally after an interminable amount of coaxing, the secret
agent finally got an invitation to go fishing. The nixt aay ttrey
drove to a secluded lake, climbed in an old boat and rowed out to u
good spot, whereupon the old duffer took a stick of dynamite out
of his pack, lit it up and threw it over board.
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It exploded and the fish started floating to the surface.

The agent looked on for a brief moment, then sucking in a
breath he whipped out his badge. *You know," he lectured, "that
it's illegal to fish with dynamite and now as a representative of the

law I am going to have to arrest you." he said'

The fisherman sat there quietly. Finally he took out another
stick of dynamite and lit it. No sooner was it going well than he

handed it to the warden.
"Well," the wise old gent said, "are you going to just sit there and

talk all day, or are you going to fish?'
The other account is of a fellow I knew as a young man, who

dabbled a bit in explosives.
One day he rowed his boat out on a small pond. In it he had

several sticks of dynamite and a jug of corn whiskey. The fellow sat

out on the pond for probably an hour drinking the corn and

enjoying the beautiful spring day.
Finally he decided to fish, and capped up two charges. He lit the

first and threw it overboard, but didn't let loose of the second in
time. The blast took his arm off at the elbow. It was a good and

valuable lesson which I never forgot.

None of the chemicals I describe here are completely safe' So if
you are a klutz, don't fool w'ith theml

Quick Llme
Most poachers have heard of lime. They know that lime is the

white powdery material that gardeners put in their soil to make it
sweet ;nd that farmers have to put on their fields to balance the

nutrient level.
While it's nice to start with some basic information. the facts

relating to lime are jumbled by use of colloquial terms and must be

clarified. Technically speaking. lime is CaO. This is an oxide of
calcium. Calcium is a metal, but it is never found in its pure form in
nature and is very unstable, even in the CaO state.

Calcium carbonate-CaCOs-is found abundantly in nature.

Limestone rock, shells and marlare all made up of CaCO3. When

a gardener or farmer orders a load of "lime" they are actually
ordering a load of ground up CaCO3. The common term'lime" is

inaccurate but it is the one people use.

Common limestone-CaCOs-is heated to produce what
chemists refer to as lime-CaO. CaO is also known as quick lime,
unslacked lime or burnt lime. It is this lime that poachers are

interested in. but one more lesson in chemistry is important before

coming back to CaO.
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Masons and other people who work with cements, plaster and
mortar use a product they call slacked lime. To add to the confu-
sion, they often drop the ..slacked" part and just say they are using
lime. This is another product again, made by combining CaO witfi
water. The result is Ca(OH)r or calcium hydroxide.

Limestone and slacked lime are very easy to acquire. They can
be purchased in building supply outlets, farm storei, garden shops
and even at places like K-Mart and penney's during the spring
planting season.

Unslacked lime is difficult but not impossible to buy most places
in the u.S. At least one store seems to carry it in mosi largei cities
unless local laws make this impossible. In Chicago, for instance,
the Mob used cao in the past to dispose of bodies. As a result the
city regulates CaO sale. Other than Chicago, I have always been
able to locate a source of quick lime by getting on the phone and
calling around. The material is used to clean out outdoor toilets. I
tell the clerk that's what I want it for and ask if there are any
restrictions on sales.

Another rea$on lime (CaO) is not carried in every corner hard_
ware store is that it is difficult to store. When mixed with water, it
expands about three times in volume and gives off a great deal of
heat. The bags it is kept in must be heavy, sound affairs not given
to tearing or spilling. cao will cause horrible caustic buins if
spilled on wet flesh and not cleaned immediately.

For poachers CaO has two uses, one of which is very important.
If explosives were ever unavailable, for instance, CaO could be
used for some demolition applications.

The method is as follows. It should be thoroughly understood
and then carefully and meticulously complied with.

Collect a number of one gallon glass jugs. These must be glass
and similar to those used for vinegar, wine or apple cider with a
small neck and secure cap. Clean the jugs thoroughly and then dry
them out till they are absolutely bone dry. No moisture can remain
in the jug.

You must have about five pounds of clean dry pea gravel for
each jug. Five pounds is about two #6 peacans full. Drythisgravel
over a low lire, and then pour it lukewarm into the gallon jugs.
There should be a good healthy inch of gravel in the Uottom ofttre
jug. At first it is advisable to test the gravel to see if it is heavy

"enough to sink the jug. Cork the glass up tightly and float it in a
barrel or tub. There must be enough gravel in the jug to sink it
without hesitation.
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Having done all this, dry the jug again and carefully pour in one
#6 can of CaO in each of the prepared jugs. Replace the cap,
making sure that the jug is sealed air tight. The explosive jug can
now be safely stored till it is time to go fishing.

I usually take two or three of the jugs with me in the boat. They
will arouse no suspicion until used.

To prepare a jug for use, uncork it and hold its mouth just below
the surface of the water. Allow about a quart of water to pour in.
Cap the jug quickly and let it sink to the bottom.

Properly done, the jug will go off with a very nice blast in about
one minute. The concussion will kill fish just about on a par with a
one stick dynamite charge. Quickly collect the fish as they float to
the top with a spear or net.

I don't believe it is advisable to use these lime bombs in less than
5 feet of water. At least I have never tried it in shallow water.

By being very careful, I have been able to shoot several large
areas in rivers with lime jugs. It is tricky to set the charge standing
on the bank, but it can be done.

Deep gravel pits are ideal targets. Often I have trouble making
dynamite go off in water more than forty feet deep, but the lime
jugs always work. The only problem, as most skilled outdoorsmen
know, is that there aren't very many fish at those depths much of
the year. Still, it's interesting to see the flash and, after a moment
or two, watch the water boil.

Shrewd readers will agree that there could be a number of
applications for the lime jug technologl. I really don't know
precisely why the jug bombs explode so violently. Is it simply the
glass jug coming apart under heavy CO2 gas pressure, or does the
heat crack the glass and chemical react violently with the water?

I have never tried to explode a limejug on land because it would
send glass shards flying everywhere. Perhaps an experiment on
land would be revealing, if it could be arranged safely.

Another use of CaO is to deteriorate and destroy bones, feet and
other game refuse.

Dig a hole in the ground about three times the size of the refuse.
The hole should be located in an area free of surface water but not
in a place that is arid and dry without any ground moisture at all.
Put the refuse in the hole, cover it with about an inch of CaO and
cover with dirt. Complete breakdown of the material takes thirty
to forty-five days.

I have always been able to locate and purchase all the lime I

needed. However, if it ever become impossible to find CaO, I
believe the material could be made at home by ,ourting.ornrnon
agricultural grade ground limestone CaCO3. In y"ars to-come, this
may fe very important to know.

Bird Lime
Liming, or catching birds with a sticky substance. is a very old

and effective technique. Liming has been done in En4ana roi
hundreds of years to trap large numbers of pests, 

"ni,o 
.ui.f,

robins and blackbirds for food.

- 
ln this country, liming has a limited but useful application. It is

of no use, for instance, on larger birds like quait, ptreisants ;il;;
pigeons, but it will rld an area of ,p"rro*, very nicely. Other
application for small birds, bats and ieptiles are obvious.

The.ancient recipe for bird rime is to bbil down the bark of holy
to make a thin but very, very sticky paste. I have never tried this
leci-le, 

principally because I have nivbr had a good supply of holly
bark.

A better, easier way is to buy a gallon of linseed oil and boil it
slowly for at least 8 hours til it getivery sticky. coat this stuff on a
limb, ryjre or ledge and it witt hotA little birds tik, fl;;;;
Depending on how much dirt is in the air and how many Uiij"itrp
in the stuff, it wilr last from three days to about twohonths. '

Bird lime does not work well during the winter.

Iron And Meal

. I have occasionally had problems with sparrows or pigeons in
the barn and iobins in the orchard or berry patch.

-By 
far and away the best materiar to take cire of this is a mixture

of one part corn meal. one part flour an d r r 4 partfine steer firiG.
I get the filingB from a_local machine shop w-here I pick it up 

"iJsort it out with the help of a 150 pound-pull magnet.
. By keeping trays of the stuff out where ih, birdr-ran get it, they
keep themselves under contror. The poison is not fast-a.,i"g 

"idramatic. Don't expect it to work tni aay the cherries g., ,i-p..
on the other hand there won't be dead birds scattereJaround

the neighborhood that can be coilected up and sent to a rab. Ifth;t
are identified as having been kilred by strychnine or some othe;
poison, it can cause you all kinds of irouLte.

Potassium Chlorate powder

- 
The secret of potassium chlorate powder is an important one

that the reader shourd remember. Thls powder is inteictrangeaute
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with black powder on a basis of about one to one or slightly ress.
and is every bit as good as black powder when property usea.

In the past there have been two separate occasions when I didn.t
have needed gunpowder, but was able to make enough potassium
chlorate powder to get by with. These were both wiren I was
overseasr but I have had ample opportunity to experiment with it
in this country.

The powder is made by taking equal volumes of KCIO3 (potas-
sium chlorate) and sugar and melting them together. Cornrnon
table sugar can, of course, be purchased in any super market.
Potassium chlorate is bought off the shelf at thi drug store.
, Place the sugar in a heavy iron pan as if to make fudgi and add a
few drops of water. Heat this mixture slowly till the sugar com-
pletely melts and heat the mixture slowly to a temperature of
about 25f F.

Take the sugar from the fire and stir vigorously till the tempera-
ture of the melted sugar drops to about l50p F, or the point where
it is just possible to put one's finger in the mixture wiihout undue
paln.

stir in the finely divided Kcros srowry and evenry. If there is a
hint of spark, wait till the whole thing cools down a bit more before
continuing to add the potassium chlorate.

When the blending has been completed, turn the mixture out on
a smooth hard surface to cool and dry. I like to use a piece of old
plywood for this purpose.

After the powder has cooled, it should be off white in color and
fairly hard. when rolled or crushed, it should break up in small
pieces. If the stuff has the consistency of cake frosting, or fudge,
the sugar was not melted sufficiently. If it is u.ry ,oik rike, iire
sugar may have been heated too much.

The reader is well advised to experiment with a small batch the
first time out.

Grinding the powder is not dangerous as far as I can tell. I have
never been able to make the stuff go off from a blow.

I screen the powder in an old double steel door screen. As with
black powder, the grain size determines the burn rate. The smaller
grains become shotgun and pistol powder, the large grains .45-.70
powder. A second, very fine screening can be made, producing a
powder suitable for use in .22 rim fire cartridges.

These .22's work fine but are much more powerful than factory
ammo. I want my .22's to be slower and quieter and therefore donit
have much use for sugar powder reloads.
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ln muzzle loaders, the sugar powder replaces black on a one toone basis, or try one part blick powder to three p"*, ,ug".powder.

- . 
Chlorate powder does have its drawbacks. It isn,t effective in

high- power, high verocity guns. Arso it can be hard to detonate. Itried some experiments with sugar powder pip" UornU, 
"iJ 

gotpoor results. The sugar powder doein,t burn iast 
"nougr, 

uni.,modest compressionto produce a bomb. As an aside, ,oil";il;;powder can be dissorved in water 
"na 

ur"a t" r""tiJ"rv."ti"i
string. The result is a reasonably good fuse.

Should the reader eve, use potassium chlorate powder in a gun,it should immediatery be creaned. sugar powoer win start corrod-ing gun metal in a matter of hours.

Ammonia lodine primer

__Another 
stopgap- item, only desirabre if regular manufacturedpnmers are unavailabre. The explosive is tricky to tranate, anJirecommend making only small batches of itwithextrr*"*ut-io*

The. explosive part of the primer is made Uv ,o"ting ioOii"crystals in amrnonia. Both aie availabl. from-tt e co_'effi;
store, but I wourdn't buy them simultaneousry or even at thesam;place.

For starters take about two ounces of iodine crystals and cover
them. with approximately three ounces olpure ammonia. All thisshould be done in a wide qouth glass jarihat can be;il: ;;;that is easy to take the materials inind out of. I try to screen;;;the crystals before starting. In some cases they will need to becrushed. The best size is about harf the size of a iea, but 

" 
ou*u"iof smaller crystals can be held together wiih umlrs gue ;;;il;;;this size.

After about three days take one of the smaller crystals out andallow it to dry on an absorbent towel in a well ventilated warmroom. Don't try to hurry the drying process. After the.t;;;""
dried, put on a pair of cotton gloves-"ita ,"rrru[v trrrow trre c-.i"rat a clean, hard cement floor. If it goes off 

"ith ;;"-t'rr, ,iu,;
report, the material is ready. If not, pour off the liquid a"d ;"i ;;;ammonia over the iodine crystals.

_ It is important at this point to continue to test and experiment.
Perhaps a third washing with ammoni" *iff U" nr"rrr"ry.' {{ter the crystals have reached. the stage where rhey lxplodesatisfactorily, they can be placed in smali"tinfoil cups il;;;primers in a muzzle loading firearm. iV ainnr* ir"u. frr"ui.,
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tinfoil. I have had good success punching out this material for
primer cups.

I always leave the iodine in the ammonia till the day before I
intend to use it. This method seems slightly safer.

Although I have never tried it, I believe a fairly good improvised
explosive package could be made by using a rat trap for a striker,
ammonia iodine for a primer and potassium chlorate for the main
explosive.

Ammonium Nitrate
This material is used in large quantities as a commercial explo-

sive. It is very common and maybe familiar to some folks who
read this book.

Ammonium nitrate explosives work well just about anyplace a
case or more of dynamite would normally have been used. Small
charges are not practical but, conversely, large charges are very
practical. I at one time helped set off I 100 pounds of ammonium
nitrate all in one shot. It was in 200 pound sets about 30 feet apart.
We would have set additional charges but we ran out of daylight
and didn't want to leave it wired over night.

When fired the explosion felt like a giant sledgehammer hitting
the ground even though we were fully half a mile from the shot.
Dirt, trees and debris flew at least 300 feet in the air, but houses
within half a mile did not suffer any damage. No foundations
were cracked and no windows broken.

From a poaching standpoint the principal use of ammonium
nitrate is to blow ponds. As was mentioned, it isn't a good small
explosive and blowing out ponds is the only major use of explo-
sives I have ever encountered poaching.

On two occasions I have used ammonium nitrate to shoot
extensive ponds without the owner of the ground knowing it was
done. Both were in the midwest. One was on a farm owned by a
fellow who inherited it and lived in a distant city. The otherwas in
an old bayou where the ownership was disputed or unknown.

Both areas had at one time been open water. But after hundreds
of years of stagnation, the trees, brush and vegetation had choked
the water out. To revitalize the stagnant ponds, we blew open an
area about 80 feet wide by about 160 feet long and 8 feet deep. In
two years there was a fine population of bass, muskrats, ducks and
frogs on the previously barren grounds.

My firct experience with ammonium nitrate was bad. I couldn't

get it to go off. After a while I learned the secret and now have no
problems with it. Be sure to follow these instructions closely.

There are two kinds of ammonium nitrate. one is coated with
calcium for farming use and the other is specifically designed as an
explosive. I buy the uncoated explosive type if I can do so without
arousing suspicion. Otherwise I use the standard ag grade.

Ammonium nitrate comes in plastic 50 pound Uagi. t build a
wood trough to hord the amount of ammonium nitraie I need for
each set. Open the bags carefully on the top and dump them into
the trough. Over the top ofthis, pour standard kerosene. Enough
to make a nice soupy slurry. I use about five galrons of kerosene fir
300 pounds of nitrate and make a big batch. Mix the slurry with a
hoe.

If the ammonia is the coated type. the mixture will have to be
agitated for at least twenty minutes and be allowed to sit before
firing for at least two hours.

Dig the shot holes down as deep as is practical. Either to
bedrock or down till the water runs in and further digging is
impossible. Alwpys pick a dry August to do this sort of busliesJ. A
hole 6 feet deep will make a nice 8 foot deep pond 30 feet across
using 200 pounds of ammonia

Shovel the fertilizer oil slurry back into the bags and quickly
place them in the hole. The oil will deteriorate some plastic so
work quickly.

I fire each set with ten sticks of 60 percent dynamite. The cap
sticks should be carefuly placed in a good thici plastic bag ana
placed solidly on top of the ammonia. The set should be covered
with at least a foot of good solid fill. If more than one set is made,
the shot must be fired electrically.

oil ruins conventional powder. The blaster must be very carefur
to keep the dynamite out of the oil. On the other hand, ammonium
nitrate only detonates from intense heat, so the cap charge has to
be well-placed.

The ammonium nitrate shot itself is more of a big shove than a
sharp jolt. The effect is beautiful. There is no spoil6ank to clean,
no heavy equipment to mar the land, and in many places no one
will even know what happened.
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DYNAMITE

For the intelligent, cautious poacher, dynamite can make the
significant difference in ability to collect game. This chapter will
not transform a poacher into a skilled demolitions expert. It does
not contain sufficient information to allow the average reader to
handle even 80 percent of the potential situations where use of
powder would be productive.

After reading this chapter, a person could very easily go out and
either blow himself to hell or create such a nuisance that hewill be
locked up indefinitely. The material we are talking about is foreign
to most people, dangerous and feared by the uninformed.

This chapter will in a general way teach the uninitiated how to
acquire dynamite and how to safely use it. There is somethingof a
trick to purchasing and using dynamite that must be mastered
before one can proceed. That is what this chapter is all about.

For twenty years I worked part time as a contract powder
monkey. I also sold dynamite at retail. My total supply of all but
one kind of powder was stored in a pump house on the farm not
fifty feet from my bedroom window. Statistically and in actual
practice, my dynamite store was far safer than a similar volume of
gasoline. All dynamite will burn like paraffin if set afire. Some
will not go off even if shot with a rifle or otherwise impacted. It will
not freeze or melt as a general rule, and is far tougher to explode
than propane gas or coal dust, for instance.

Dynamite does evoke an irrational fear among law enforcement
people. If a warden or farmer suspects powder is being set to catch
game. they will expend alot more effort to apprehend the user than
is normally the case. A poacher caught using dynamite will face
some very severe penalties.

- 
Through the years I ltave dweloped a set of simple questions

that one can ask himself to determine if he should usi dynamite. If
honestly considered by the individual, these questions virtualf
guarantee safety. There is no room for rationalization with the
procedure.

The questions are:
l. Do I have above average intelligence?

l. Can J carefully follow a regimented procedure?
3. Am I methodically attentivi to detaii?
4. Can remain calm in a crisis?

Ifthere is even one "no" answer, skip this chapter orjust read itfor entertainment.

- The first step to using dynamite is to acquire it. For those who
have never worked with explosives, this rnuy r."r like an insur-
mountable task, but in rear rife it isn't alr that oirncutt. Dynamite is
used in most basic industries. Mining, forestry, construction, road
building, farming and even manufacturing rely to some extent;;
the use of it.

. For this reason, dynamite is always on hand and available. I
have yet to find a large city that iidn't hau" a dearer. until
relatively recently, it was handled by a surprising number 

"f 
*r"i

lut9yry stores and small powder vendois scatiered throughout
the U.S. I have always been able to find powder by either l";ki;;in the yellow pages under explosives oi Uy 

"oniucting 
a heavi

equipment operaror who sold it to me or t;ld me whJsold it to
hirn.

The trick is not finding who has the powder but convincing theverdor that you are competent to safely handle tr,.rnut"rl"r.ii.v
sell.- There is no prescribed, easy formula for doing tt"l. f"" '
explosive dealer I have ever dealt with has been extremely squir-
relly about selling to me till they were convinced t tcnew wtrat iwas
do-ing. understandably, they did not want to be the dearer that
sold powder to some nut who got in trouble with it.

A federal form must be filled out by an explosive purchaser. It is
not unduly difficult or particurarry subjective, uut it wourd be the
better part of wisdom to examine itre form beforewarkineinio ii;.
dealer.

Section 9 includes categories for intended use. This is the section
that 

.the. dealer always uses to quiz the intended purchaser. I
usually list agriculture as being my intended use, but must always
be ready with specifics.
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Most of my powder actually does end up removing stumps,

smashing rocks or blasting ponds, so my statements are not inac-

curate or untruthful. Their conception of what is meant by "shoot-
ing ponds' and my definition are obviously not always the same!

Other uses for dynamite include making ditches, splitting stumps,

taking out cement walls and footings, and other light construction

chores.
If the user is more familiar and comfortable with construction

use of powder, that can be listed. Just be ready with specific

information as to how you intend to blast out the hardpan for the

footings, where that wall will be shot to break it, or what steel

beam is being removed and how.
There is, of course, no category for poaching, but it has always

been my feeling that agricultural uses of dynamite have to include

outdoor activities. I believe that to list agriculture as the intended

use is the most honest, and not a violation of the disclosure laws.

Dynamite is purchased by the pound. In times past it was

possible to buy eight or ten sticks, a few caps and some fuse. In this

day of red tape and bureaucracy, the minimum allowable purchase

is a case of 50 pounds.
The cases are made out of heavy cardboard, generally of a slip

cover design. lnside, the cartridges are stacked neatly in a heavy

plastic sack. Each case of dynamite has an identifying code that is

recorded on the transaction record form'
As a general rule, the dynamite used in agriculture and construc-

tion comes in half pound cartridges' At times, three pound chunks

are available, or loose powder that can be repacked, but I never

buy dynamite in that form. I also don't recommend its purchase by

others. The only loose explosive I buy is ammonium nitrate,

a special purpose material covered in the previous chapter. lts only

relationship to dynamite is that the latter is used to set ammonium
nitrate off.

One firm-DuPont-no longer makes dynamite. They have an

explosive product that, I believe, is called Trovex. lt does not

freeze. will not go off from a rifle shot and is generally very stable.

So stable that it won't go off below f C, and is tough at tempera-

tures substantially above freezing. The material does leak out of
the cartridges badly, so it is sticky to handle.

True dynamite is graded by percent of strength as compared to
pure nitroglycerine of the same weight. I have seen 20 percent

dynamite on up to 85 percent.

The 20 percent type did not, as far as I know, have any practical
purpose. It is not generally available anyway, so should not be
seriously considered by the poacher.

People using ammonium nitrate are the chief consumers of g5
percent dynamite. It is very fast and very hot, two qualities needed
to make ammonia explode.

Dynamite can either be nitro based or ammonia based. The
ammonia based product is only rated at about 40 percent, but is
commonly used in agricultural applications. Fbrty percent is
slower burning, and will throw a rock or stump out of the ground
rather than shatter it. I don't like it as well as the equally common
60 percent dynamite for outdoor work, but often it's all there is
available.

Sixty percent dynamite is used to shatter rocks, break up
cement, blast out ponds and break up a hardpan. It is alsojust the
ticket for fish, dens, beaver dams and noise making. All60 percent
powder, as far as I know, is nitro based. It is a bit more unstable
than 40 percent but not much. Forty percent dynamite won't go off
when shot with a gun, for instance.

The only powder I won't use is ditching powder. This material is
made to propagate, or go off, from the concussion of a near shot.
Usually the charges are spaced about three feet apart in a swamp
or partially filled ditch and one is fired. It, in turn, sets off all the
other dynamite up and down the row. blowing out a nice line.
Standard, non-ditching powder is much more stable and will
only go off if it is actually touching a stick that blew.

One other type of dynamite is occasionally encountered. That is
permissible explosives, or powder certified for use in mines.
Fumes from standard nitro powder cause an acceleration in heat
rate. Permissible powder does not create smoke with this problem.
I don't use permissible powder because of the added expense, but
would if nothing else was available.

Standard 60 percent dynamite is, as of this writing. about $40.00
per case. In 1968 it was $12.50 per case and there wasn't nearly as
much paperwork involved in buying it.

One more bit of advice. Don't buy any dynamite that is oozing
liquid. It may be unstable, and is therefore unpredictably
dangerous.

Making dynamite go off under controlled circumstances
requires blasting caps. If anything is dangerous about dynamiting,
it is these caps. They will explode from heat. fire or rough han-
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dling. I carry my fuse caps a few at a time rolled in tissue paper
inside a 35 mm plastic film container. Larger electrical caps are
carried in a wide mouth plastic pill bottle.

Always carry the caps separately from the dynamite.
There are two kinds of caps-electrical and fuse. Fused capsare

attached to a fuse that is fired with a match. Electric caps are
detonated from a battery, generator or wall outlet.

People using matches and fuse should proceed as follows. First
cut the fuse to the desired length. Fuse burns about 15 inches per
minute. but never cut it less than 12 inches long. As a precaution,
trim about half an inch off one end of the fuse to be sure the
exposed end is new and fresh. Be sure this trim is made straight and
crisp without bending or crimping the fuse. Several companies
make a special non-sparking tool for trimming fuses which is very
desirable. I would not handle dynamite without one of these
special trimming tools.

Push the freshly cut fuse lnto the cap, firmly, without twisting
and without a great deal of pressure. Crimp the cap onto the fuse
with a pliers or dynamite tool. Crimp it hard at the skirted end of
the cap.

Split the other end of the fuse back about 3/4 of an inch to
facilitate lighting it. The split end should be pinched together until
the user is ready to light it. Then separate the ends and light the
exposed powder. A well lit fuse does not spew black smoke or burn
with an open flame. It expels fire and a thin stream of smoke.

Practice lighting a small piece of fuse before capping. Watch it
burn through to the end. and generally become familiar with the
process.

Next, put a cap on a fresh piece of fuse and fire it. Be preparcd to
spend whatever time it takes to learn how to correcily cut and cap
fuse. Also, time various lengths of fuse to get an idea how much
time expires from lighting to explosion.

Caps now sell for $.75 each. Fuse is $8.00 per 100 feet. Spend
twenty bucks learning how to crimp caps and light fuse. It's a good
investment and not unlike setting off firecrackers.

Dynamite, as mentioned. comes in half pound cartridges. The
cartridges are rolled out of heavy waxed paper. They are dark
brown. usually printed with the word'Dynamite," the maker, and
the strength. I recommend that the user take a short hardwood
stick and pry open one end of a cartridge to see exactly what this
explosive is.

one stick in each set is used as the detonating cartridge. other
carrridges used in the same set must be praced so ttrey ,r;ut"n*
contact with the cap stick- If possibre, thly shourd ueiieo,"g"uri
with the cap stick securely in the center of tt. bundle.

There are various opinions as to how best to put the cap in the
cartridge. My method is to punch a sha[ow aiagbnur t or-. inio iie
caftridge about a third of rhe way down frJm the top ;i;il;
cartridge. Extend the punch hole diep enough to take the entire
cap. but don't run the hore out the oitrer siai or tn" canriale. 

-

Securely tie a piece of baling cord around the cartridge aithe
cap. This cord should hold the cap and fuse in th.;arrril;;
securely. Be sure not to kink or bend the fuse.

Electrical caps are inserted in the cartridge in exactly the same
way. Some people tie off the cap by wrapping the lead wires round
the cartridge. but I arways use a pifce ortwini. It is important tr,ui
no_ sress be praced on the wire reading to the cap. I havl found that
using a twine tie is the best way of preventing that.

After the charge is primed and ready. thJwire leads will be
securely attached to the two drop wires, which lead ,o ,f,. po*..
s-ourT: The drop wires should be at least number lg wire. no less

llT:00 feet tong' charges over four sticks shourd be fired from
300 feet, but the average poacher will serdom u* 

"nv 
rr,urgrii"i

heavy. All wires should be corrosion-free and wel-insurated. A[
equipment used in blasting must be crean. neat and in new
condition.

The lead wires on the cap are reft in their holder till connected to
the drop wires. But first bind the two leads together on the po*r,
sourc: end of the drop wire as a safety p.ecaution, and leave them
together till the charge is actuaily shot.-Be sure the wire is not neara power line, electric fence or other power source. CB radio
transmissions. for example. will detonate electric caps.

I fire my electrical detonators from a large flashlight battery or
truck battery. one advantage of erectricar caps is ttrat ttrey raciti-
tate firing multiple charges. The wiring for tirese charges L 

"orn-plex and often one smalr banery is not enough to ao tr,e-iou. r oiiv
use single shots when poaching, and recommind that the reader do
the same.

I seriously suggest that the novice powder monkey take the time
to first detonate some one or harf itick charges. Harf sticks are
made by rubber banding a baggie over the frejh end of a stick cut
in two. Use a very sharp knifJior the surgery. The problem with
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practice rounds is their noise. When properly set in ponds or dens,
dynamite makes a very subdued thump when it explodes. It is as
if someone hit the ground with a giant sledge hammer. A deafening
roar is a sure sign of an overcharged set.

My suggestion is to bring a shovel and bury the practice charges
under ground two to three feet before they are fired. It won't be so
surprising to the neighbors that way.

Some people feel it is not necessary, but I always put any charge
I intend to shoot under water in a plastic bag. Use a thin baggie,
and tie the top shur with a piece of light string.

Setting powder is quite an art. involving a structural knowledge
of the area being shot, the ground around it, and the power ofthe
powder.

Misfires
Every person using explosives must be prepared to handle a

misfire.
Over the years I have shot literally tons of explosives but have

had only three misfires. Failure to fire comes from poor prepara-
tion. Set up the cap sticks properly, place them in the charge
correctly. use clean. dependable equipment, and failures will be
rare indeed.

The charges generally used for outdoor activities are small and
therefore not a horrible problem if they don't go off. The simplest
example is the ignition failure of a singlestick of dynamitethrown
in a pond. In all likelihood. the powder sank too deep too fast and
the fuse was drowned out.

A single stick of dynamite lying at the bottom of an eighteen
foot pond does not constitute much of a hazard. and I would
forget about it. Within a day the cartridge will be so soaked that
nothing will make it go off.

lf an above ground charge does not go ofl it is mandatory that
the users pull back and wait at least twenty-four hours. After that
time has elapsed, carefully dig out the ser till a stick of the dyna-
mite can be seen. Push another freshly capped charge in next to the
exposed cartridge and attempt to fire the entire set by use of this
second freshly capped stick.

About the worst problem of this sort occurs when part of the
charge goes off without detonating other remaining cartridges. If
unexploded sticks of dynamite are seen around a fresh shot. stay
away from the set for twenty-four hours. Then approach very
carefully and, with as little disturbance as possible, collect the

sticks into a central place where they can be fired with a freshty
capped stick.

Most dynamire can be neutralized with thin oil. Damaged sticks
can be soaked in oil or sprayed with oir and rendered harmless.
Leaking. wet. squashed or broken sticks shourd be disposed of in
this manner. lf there is no imminent danger. r take them out in an
open area and slit open the bad stick with a carpenter.s knife.
Scatter the contents out on the ground and let the elements de-
grade the material. Don't mow or otherwise use the disposal area
for a few weeks.

I have had one miss in a deep pond. and two failures to get
ammonium nitrate to detonate. I abandoned the water shot ana
recharged and detonated the ammonium nitrate shot withour
comptications. As I said before, careful preparation can prevent 99
percent of all misfires.
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SNARES

Snares can be used to collect just about any type of game. We
collected many a muskrat with them as kids. Laiger, m6re sturdy
snares work half-well for beaver. If there are bobcat or lyni
around, snares are about the best trap going for these cats.

About the easiest animal to take with a snare is the rabbit. Deer
are probably in second place and, after that, it's a tossup between
bass. trout, suckers, coyotes and fox. If there are bear in your
territory, there is only one easier method of taking them, which is
covered in a following chapter.

Hunters and outdoorsmen need to rediscover snares. They are
convenient, light and can be macle out of a variety of junk found
lying around the house. When set, they are very difficult to dis-
cover. Many wardens and landowners have never even seen one.

The problem that keeps most people from using snares is that
they are a bit difficult to learn to operate correctly and success-
fully. It's tempting to give up early and try something else rather
than roughing it on through and rearning the techniques. This is
true even with fish snares which are a little more intcresting and
immediate than those used for mammals.

The easiest snare to make and use is a fish snare. The same snare
works for rabbits and muskrats, and a multiple version is dyna-
mite for birds.

To make it easier the first time, I suggest using identical mate-
rials to those in my description. Later bn when iiis obvious what
the end results are to be, the reader may want to rummage around
in his junk pile for snare makings.

Start with a 20 inch piece of lg-2 wire. This is standard
appliance wire sold in all hardware stores for five cents a foot or

less' Split the wires so that rhere are now two rg inch rong pieces
each with their soft rubber insulation still on the wire.

cut the insulation back about 2 inches on oneend of onewire,
exposing the 50 or so hair-thin strands of copper. Carefully separ-
ate the wire bundre from the insutation ana. using pri"rr. iruiitr,.wire our of the insulation. Be sure thar all of the d;r-;;;;;;;;;
evelJV b.v the pliers. or they wi' ravel and tangte when;;ii.;:
making it impossible to separate the strands later on.

The snare bu'der wit find that the enclosed bundre of wires isslightly twisted. Before attempting to divide ttm rrrtt.i,-irr"
wires must be untwisted in the'reasi desrructive ,"n"., porriii..

Separate the wires jnto two fairly even groups and carefullyygll lne wires apart. It may be necessary to tangle and ruin onehalf of the wire to save the other half.
Ten to r2 hair thin strands of copper wire shourd remain fromthe last sprit. Twist these up srighttyio t oro them together. ,nJ.uithe ends off evenly. Wina tne wir", tog.th* into i lasso. *i,f,lloop on one end to tie the snare to a tJnte, tine or anchor wire.This one 20 inch snare is expandable.-small enough to catchsmallmouths, carp and suckers yet large enough for most salmon.For really smat fish in the 4 to 6inch .ing., ir,. wire w'r have to bedivided again down to about 6 strands.'
The smaller snares have no lock on them. They keep theirtension by cuning into the game slightly because of the ductilenature of copper. With fish. the snarJ is snubbed onto the critter.On rabbits and muskrats. a springy bush may do the job. This iso'l<' for small game or for situationi with fish. snakes or a'igaiors

where the poacher is right there to hold on, but for larger t.;;;;snare must lock.
This is true even when spring pulls or balance sticks are used. An

ll9:1,^"1_dl"g 
of spring potes is important when setting ,o"r.r.

Dur ltrst one must know how to build larger snares that have a lock
as an integral part of their constructiori.

- I build locking snares in three sizes. A smalr one made out of
I / l6-inch airplane cabre is used for coyotes. beaver and fox-sizJ
animals. The cable should be about 3 feet long and the loop. whenset' ap-proximately the size of a small pie pan. It is sometimesdifficult to hide extra cable, so I tilo ,iutJ rn" snare as close aspossibly in length to what I will aciually use. Hiding 

", 
airg"iri"g

snares is quite important for smaller jame.
The second size is the common deer model. Occasionally I have
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L 9plit thctu/o holves of
rnsuloted wlm.

2. Pull lhe wirc frce of ttre
ingolstion. Be sure the plicrs
grips oll wir.es evenly.

5. Unrovel tlre er<pooed
wire intoiwo bunales.

6. Loops ore pul in either end of *re snqre.
One sErues osthe loop endtotte{tre line C
to. The other becpmei port d the losso.

4. Moke o eli+ tnto obout t2
sfronds d copper wtne.

Z The {ln'shed gnore. Nolre
the loopis pulled tiqht ond
the snoie forrncdii thc
deeired shope.

MAKIN6
COMMON

A SNARE FROM
APPLIANCE WIRE

S.'tkisi the wire lnfo o sincle stmrd
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used them for moose with success. The snare is made out of
3/32-inch cable and should be about 7 feet in length. Loop size for
deer is the size of a bushel basket. so it takes a fairly long piece of
cable to get the job done and still have something to tie to a drag or
spring pole.

I don't use the third size snare a whole lot, but like to have two or
three around in case I decide to make a set for bear. ln spring,
when bears come well to bait. or in fall with burnt honey. these
snares are surprisingly effective. They are made out of 5/32 inch
cable and are either very short-just to include the loop itself-or
long enough to set a loop l4 to l6 inches in diameter and then tie
around a drag log.

Bear snares cost less than $3.00 each to make, compared to at
least $100.00 for regular steel jaw traps. ln addition, steel bear
traps are dangerous. subject to much easier detection than snares.
and so damn heavy I really wonder if they ever were used as
extensively as one is led to believe. I can put three bear snares in a
pack and they take up less room than my lunch. Try putting three
Number 5 bear traps in a pack sometime. There won't even be
room for a lunch.

Assuming the cable is cut to the proper length. the next step is to
put a loop on one end. On the smaller snares. I double the cable
back and crush a nut on the line. For bear-sized snares. I use a
small cable clamp.

Cable locks are very simple "L" shaped pieces of metal with a
hole drilled in each leg. The hole must be slightly larger than the
wire so it will slip under tension. but not so large that the cable can
be backed out. Look at the diagram and then experiment a little. I
use a li 4 inch hole with l/ l6 inch cable. 5/32 inch with 3/32 inch
cable and a quarter inch hole for my bear snares.

Loop one end of the cable through the top ofthe L backwards.
then fasten it to the other leg with a crushed nut or cable clamp.

My uncle helped me snare my first bear when I was 15. The old
toothless critter had started raiding our cream cans. and my
grandfather was livid. We separated the milk each day and then
stacked the cans of cream on the north side of the milking parlor
where they were picked up by the route boy every other day. For
several weeks the bear had been sneaking in at night. tipping the
cans over and wantonly wasting the old man's primary source of
income. This was apparently a cagey old bear. Often he would
knock the lid off a can and put his paw in the cream without

SNARE LOCK

BEAR SNARE
V/ITH L- LOCK
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drinking or otherwise disturbing the contents. Grandpa had todump such cream himself then, ivhich didn,t help hil;6;il;
either.

When the bear camg the dogs barked and carried on. We tried toget o,t with a light and gun, but ir always took off befor. *;;;;i;get there.

. The first thing uncle and I did was ro build a three sided pen forthe cans out of ren inch logs. We put a lood ,tout top #1,';;;wired the whore thing together witir rq lire. Bears u* in"..aiuii
s.tronq: The logs probably wouldn't have kept the critter out, butthey did steer him to the open end where we rigged a snare.There was a scroungy old hackberry growing-iy if,, Uur".'W.took one limb and bent it down to rnut .-u temporary spring pole.The snare itself was securely fasrened to a 5 ioot ;"pdi;c;;
*..,.e.h"9 ar least 75 pounds. By rigging a line from tfre tree fimi tolnail in the entrance to the peq aiJ tn'en to ih. rnur., *. *"., 

"irito rig a breakaway spring pore that looked rite ii wouiJi;G;;
nicely.

As it worked out. the bear pushed into the pen and pulled thesnare tight around its neck. This. in turn. pured the wire ofi;-;nail and allowed the tree limb to ,nup up. if,.limb pulled;;;;
snare, snubbing it around the bear,s neck. In ,.rponr. th; ;;;;fought the snare and pured ,t. t.rpoi"iy'rin. off the rimb. Nowall that held the bear was the drag, Uut tt rinur. was so tight he nolonger could pull free.

Mr. Bruin took off running, dragging the log behind. the dogshowling ar its heers. probabr-y r"ni"ri"""i.s rarer we foilowed.
.As surprising as it may seem. rhe bear made ir fo, uUoui f,uiiumile before the log hung up on some small aspens and he chokedup' our of breath. we found it without much additionur..r.n,oivl

and that was the end of the cream 
"un 

.obb"r.
Sometimes when making snares. it is advisable to put a smallstop in the loop to keep the animals from lholing to death. t don,tcare if rabbits. muskrats or coyotes are dead when I get there, andbear-won't generally strangle themselves, but for deer it is essen-tial' I crimp in a sma' nut on the rine about r2 inches from the end.Deer can't pull their head back through. and rhey won,t killthemselves either.
I always anchor a bear snare to the drag log with a swivel. Swivelsaren't necessary on the littler snares. Uuionlne big ones they helpprevent excessive tangling. Even with a swivet. ir ,,ii, urn..;rr;;;
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to throw the bear snare away after a catch. Bears are so bigand
powerfulthat they kink up the cable so it won't hangstraight after
one catch.

The trick to using a snare is to set it in a place where the animal is
likely to try and push through the brush in an attempt to get where
it wants to go. Animals are used to doing this-pushing through
cover-so using a snare fits into their common pattern of
movement.

I caught five coyotes at a deer kill one time by setting snares in
the three trails leading to the dead buck. lt had been pulled down
by the coyotes on a small finger of ground extending out into a
lake. I tied the snares to some small brush in the trails with long
pieces of grass. When the coyotes came down their usual trails to
eat. they had to push through the brush and got nailed by my
snares. I didn't even use a spring pole.

Generally it is helpful, and sometimes essential, to use a spring
pole. This can be a bent over sapling, the branch from a tree. or
even a sack of rocks hung overa limb. The object of a spring pole is
to provide tension which will snub up the wire on the game. At
times a spring pole will also be an anchor, but as in the case of the
bear. this isn't always true. With largergame it may be impractical
to try and hold them in one spot by any means.

There are more ingenious ideas kicking around for spring pole
trigger release mechanisms than Carter has little liver pills. My
favorite is a simple peg with a notch whittled in it. I set this on a
nail driven into a tree or on a wire loop tied to a piece of bush. It
has always worked fine for me. The critters will get into the snare.
pull the peg slightly. dislodging it from the nail or wire hold down.
and release the pole. lt doesn't take much pull and the snare will be
set.

Begin your snaring efforts with rabbits. They make readily
distinguishable trails. especially in the winter in heavy snow. and
are not at all fearful of snares. There are lots of them around, so my
advice is to set a few simple copper wire snares for bunnies and
work from there.

Where there are bobcat or lynx. rabbit snares will occasionally
get one of these. The cats come in to eat the rabbits, and will fall
prey to the same trap in the same place that is set for rabbits.

A snare is an ideal trap to guard a game trail. Snow does not
affect them. so the snare will just sit there week after week till
something comes along. A good poacher will identify the main
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game trails in his area. These may be places where the animals
cross ridges, have a path beaten through a fence, cross to a creck,
etcetera. Put four or five good snares out to guard these places.
Then during the winter, when pelts are prime. it's just a matter of
walking by every week or so to check the snares.

Foxes, especially the greys, can be snared. The best success I
ever had on the latter was in some brush heaps and in cedar
marshes. Again, I placed the sets in well worn game trails, under
logs and in tangled bulldozer heaps where these guys like to live.

Snares are effective on dens. Most of the red foxes that I have
taken in snares were in front of dens. If I know there is an animal in
the den, I set the snare and then pile a bunch of light brush and
weeds on the hole. The fox pushes his way out right into my wire
line.

Badgers and groundhogs are two other animals that are rela-
tively easy to snare out of dens.

When setting snares other than for bear, it is imperative to use
existing trails, dens or other natural runs. Bait sets-where the bait
is placed in the woods with the hope of drawing the animal to the
set-won't usually work. The animals are just too wary. A big
natural bait like a dead cow, horse or deer will attract animals. but
then only down existing trails.

During the middle of winter, game birds will often flock in a
brush hole or aspen thicket. They beat down trails that are often
used by coyotes, foxes and bobcats looking for a meal. Such trails
are another good place to set a snare.

Some survival manuals suggest using leather shoelaces or fish
line for snares. In an emergency this is o.k., but I can't imagine it
working well. Maybe by waiting patiently near the snare, it might
be possible to catch a rabbit or two, but this all sounds pretty
desperate to me.

Snares are easy to set. They are so cheap anybody can own lots
of them. Nevertheless, the point is not to cover the woods with
snare loops, but to make a few good sets that will go on producing
year after year. Keep the concept of snare locations in mind when
cruising. Look for the few ideal locations and use them.

Once caught, most small furbearers are killed by a snare set
using locking loops. They won't jump around and be obvious.
Spring poles can even be rigged to pull the game out of sight if that
is important. Should a snare be discovered and/ or stolen, it is
generally no problem. Snares don't arouse near the emotions that
steel traps do.
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Additional information on snares is included in the various
chapters dealing with specific game. I strongly urge the aspiring
poacher to master this art.

A few years back I camped for about thirty days in Alaska. We
fished in a small stream that ran through a marshy flat spot of
about twenty acres. Moose sign was very thick. Apparently they
came in from the surrounding hills on a regular schedule to eat the
watery grass and bask in the sun.

We decided to try and get one for camp meat.
I picked up some old cable at a garage about sixty miles away,

and made two snares. They were about the size and weight of the
ones I customarily used for deer back home. I had never snared a
moose before, but reasoned that one would be hard to hold in a
solid set, and perhaps impossible to snag because of their massive
head and horns.

By carefully studying the ground around the marsh, I found a
place where the moose regularly walked across a large log. The
barrier constricted their movement and they seemed to put their
hooves down in the same spot every time.

I put two snares over two deep imprints in the ground within 2
feet of the log. The loops were constructed to be only slightly larger
than the tracks. lnstead of spring poles, I simply tied the snares to
some 6 inch aspen poles that were about 4 feet long. They served as

drags.
The morning after I made the set I snagged a moose. In the

process l-or the moosq depending on one's perception-almost
destroyed what looked like a significant portion of the park. The
destruction was incredible.

Grass was flattened, trees knocked down, brush crumpled and
the stream turned to mud. We found our catch on the far end of the
clearing about 100 yards in the woods, hung up in a small aspen
grove, in an absolute rage over his predicament.

Deer, if one is not careful, will bang themselves up so badly in a
snare that they are inedible. For a time I thought this might be true
with our moose, but he wasn't bad. We fed a small part of one hind
quarter to the dog and ate the rest ourselves.

It was an interesting episode. One we could not have expe-
rienced without a knowledge of snares.

TIIE UNIVENSAT
$INEAM TRAP

The trap described in this chapter is a maverick. It might be a
snare or. then again. maybe it's a deadfall. perhaps it shouldn't
even be in a book on poaching skills since it is a difficult contrap-
tion to hide.

No matter what its classification, the stream trap does meet two
criteria related to poaching which qualify it for inclusion in this
book. It can be built with an axe and a few pounds of wire without
relying on any other manufactured materials, and it can reduce a
lot of game to possession with a minimum amount of effort, even
under adverse circumstances.

The chief selling feature of the stream trap is its unerring ability
to collect everything that moves up and down a channet olwatei.
The design is apparently a very old Indian concept that uses some
uncanny animal psychology to draw the game to its doom. One
trap handles everything from small rats and mink up to large
beaver and otter.

Fluctuations in water level do not affect the stream trap. One of
these little jewels sits between two lakes about seventy miles from
my present home. The lakes are part of a hydro-power impound-
ment. Some days the water level fluctuates two feet, and in some
months it may vary six feet in total. No other trap I know of would
work under those conditions without a lot of tinkering. My stream
trap just sits there working like a champ day after day. About all I
have to do is re-hitch the weight pole from time to time, if the water
is really rising or falling.

Many locations between tidal flats, on dam-controlled rivers or
between lakes, are natural pathways for water animals. Small
game traffic on some is intense. But the problem has always been
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how to get the animals into a trap. Beaver don't come to the same
bait otters do. In addition, a beaver trap will cut a muskrat in hall
and ruin a mink pelt. There just isn't a single set that works in a
place like a channel crossing where, because of the animal traffic, it
is only logical to try and set a trap.

To a certain extent, ice does not affect the operation of these
traps. Because of their unique design, the trap area is the rast prace
to freeze. But, in spite of being frozen in, they will continue to work
until it becomes seriously cold. tn the southern states the trap will
work twelve months of the year, if the owner wants it to.

Finding a good location for the trap is absolutely cruciar. It has
been my experience that it often takes two to three years to identify
the right spot. No harm is done by building a tral in a mediocrl
location, but they are so darn much work to pui in that I don't
want to make the effort unless I know it will produce.

A good location should have at least most of the following
attributes.

The stream should be a connecting route between bodiCI of
water that is frequented by an obviously large population of
aquatic animals. Look for sign of beaver in eithJr end of th" lake.
If a channel in a marsh is considered, look for a large population of
muskrats.

.Don't put the trap on a small upstream tributary of a nondes-
cript creek. Put it where the animals travel regulariy: in a bayou,
just off a main river in a side stream, or in a main channer through
a swamp. The trap must be constructed in a place where thewater
moves but is not flowing. Fast moving water will soon wash it out.
Banks on either side should be fairry steep so that the creek
channel is definitely defined and will not meander out of the area
where the trap is located.

Water depth is crucial. I like about four feet of water evenly
across the entire channel at the trap site. lf the water is shallower
on one side, but the set is otherwise ideal, that is o.k. The floating
log and trip pole are always installed over the deep hole. If there ii
only one deep hole, there can only be one catchingapparatus. This
halves the effectiveness or doubles the work, AepenOing on one,s
perspective, but in a particularly good location, this is acceptable.

A stream trap can be successfully built in a gravelly, rocky river
bed, but it's a lot easier to build one in a mud bed. i try to find a
grassy meadow where the soil has been deposited for hundreds of
years and start work there.
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It takes a good hard day for two people to build a stream trap. I
have put quite a few of them in with an axe, maul, hammer, wire
cutter and pocket knife. If one is available, a chain saw is also very
helpful. All that is needed for materials is a handful of wire staples,

five pounds of #12 or 14 wire, 3 pounds of #16 wire and a gunny
sack.

Always plan to build the trap during the summer. It takes a few
months for the animals to get used to it. The poles have to age,

etcetera, but most of all, building the trap requires getting in the
water. Not a fun job during late fall or winter.

The first and most time consuming job is to build the trap pen.

This requires a large number of straight posts, sharpened at one

end and long enough to extend up out ofthe water at least three

feet at its highest when the trap is in use. lf the creek is deep-5 feet

or more-the poles will have to be quite long.
Drive the poles into the river bed. side by side, usingthe maul. If

the creek is deep, it will be necessary to build a walk out on the
existing piers to stand on while doing the pile driving. Rocks in the
river bed will throw the poles off and leave gaps. These gaps in the
pen must be closed off with boards or a second layer of poles.

Leave a l0 inch gap in the pen over the deepest hole. Hopefully,
the site selected will have steep banks and be uniformly deep so

that two openings can be made, each a foot or so from either bank.
Animals like to swim near the bank rather than up the middle of
the creek. so the trap will be more natural if the openings are on the

sides. Nevertheless. the opening(s) must always be over the deepest
part of the creek.

A suitable pen can be built out of steel farm posts, stock wire
and boards. lt takes less time, and the steel posts drive better in
rocky river beds, but the expense of doing it this way is prohibitive.

lf boards are used. extend them up above the water the usual

three feet. The rest of the closure can be made of stock and chicken
wire. Just be sure to leave no opening larger than two inches

square.
Spring floods can ruin these traps. The wire kind seem to take a

worse beating than t he pole type. Each summer I plan a day or two
for repairs. although it usually doesn't take that long.

After the pen is completed, carefully cut and peel a six foot log
that will just float in the pen openings. Ifthere are rough edges or
branches sticking out. slice them off with an axe. These logs must

float freely in the pen opening and move up and down as the water
level does. 
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Ti'ip wlre
Cut one good stout balance pole for each opening and construct

a pivot support on the bank for the poles. Wire the front end of the
balance pole to the loop stick.

There are 3 wires on the loop stick. Two of them are the trap
loop wires. made out of the #12 or l4 wire. Construct these about
l0 inches apart and half-drive the two fencing staples into the log
on each side to guide the wire. The wire loops should extend down
and below the log about l4 to l6 inches. Be sure the balance pole
pivot is high enough to accommodate this much movement. tt is
important to use either #12 or l4 wire for these loops. Lighter wire
will damage the pelts of smaller critters and larger wire is cumber-
some and will slow the trap. Wire for the trigger is always as light
as possible. Use only a heavy enough grade to hold the balance
pole and no more.

Without a doubt. the most difficult mechanical part of the
stream trap is the trigger mechanism. Build it correctly and the
trap should get something every night. A clubby, insensitive
trigger, however, will miss many of the small animals like musk-
rats and mink.

Two suggested trigger designs are diagrammed for the reader.
An ingenius poacher will probably think of others, bur these two
are proven and a good place to start.

The heart of the trigger is a limb from a tree to which the trip
wire is fastened. This limb must be sound and hard with a number
of branches about the thickness ofa heavy pencil radiating from it.
All smaller twigs. leaves and bark should be removed from the
limb. and the radiating members trimmed back so rhe branch just
fills the opening under rhe floating log to a depth of about one
foot. lt is important thar the limb be fairly fullof branches" bur if
there are too many. the animal's view will be obstructed and it will
dive beneath the trigger and the wire catching toops.

To hold the trigger in place. I use either a cross-srick braced
against a pen side. or a stick braced up to the main log. When the
trap is tripped. this stick will often be lost. but rhar is no problem.

The big problem is replacing rhe trip limb. These break or are
lost with maddening frequency, Some trappers try to use
expanded wire. 2 inch wood stock or some other commercial
material for a trigger. I believe a branch is much better. Water
animals are used to pushing limbs aside as they swim and will
move into a limb trigger much more readily.

I am continually on the lookout for spare limb.triggers for my
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stream trap. Sycamore makes an ideal trigger as does walnut and
maple. I n the west and some sections of the south. a pine branch is
all that is available. Pine is o.k.. but must be replaced often.

Practice setting the trap in the summer. At first. they are an
absolute bitch to trigger without getting thoroughly wet. With
practice one can learn to do it quickly. I cut a small 3 /4 inch notch
in the bottom of the log and in the pen side wall for the trigger
pieces if I am using a cross-stick trigger. For the'A'type trigger, I
cut two notches in the log.

Be sure the pole trip wire-the one to the trigger-is rigged long
enough so the trip limb won't hang up on the staple guides and
keep the pole from lifting.

Counter weight for the pole is provided by putting rocks in a
gunny sack and tying this ro rhe other end ofthe spring pole. Be
sure the weight is heavv enough to close the trap smartly.

The best way to actually set rhe trap is to assernble the trigger
pieces and lay them on the floating log. Then walk out to the trap
with waders. Hold the balance pole with one hand and put the
lrigger limb in its notch in the log. If using an A type trigger.
qtiickly place the cross stick into its notches in the log and trigger
limb. and release enough tension to keep it there. The procedure is
the same for the cross-stick trigger as well.

Be sure to master the art of setting the trap in the summer when
it's warm and nice. During the winter I nail a log or board onto the
pen wall and stand on it to set the trigger.

Animals swimming along the creek will come to the barrier and
dive under the log to get through the opening. The stream trap
relies and plavs upon the animal's natural tendency to follow the
log through the opening in his path. They will swim right along the
bottom of the log and hit the trigger. releasing the spring pole. The
two wire loops will trap the critter against the bottom of the log.
killing it almost instantly.

Damming up the creek with the pen will create a small current
that will keep ice away from the set. Even after ice forms, the trap
will work till the ice is over a couple of inches thick.

ln some locations where the water flows steadily. the log will
tend to float out of the trap opening. I hold it in place with a piece
of loosely wound wire.

Although I have never seen it. I believe it would be possible to
use a conibear trap under the log to make the catch. Perhaps it
would work as well as the wire loops with less trouble, but I suspect
not.

The biggest problem with the stream trap, other than building it,
is the fact that they are obvious. To a certain extent, they can be
concealed. And after a few years in the same place, they no longer
arouse suspicion. However. no landowner is going to come on one
of these in his swamp and not be alarmed. But for the right place in
the right time. the stream trap is an outstanding poaching device.

We had a stream trap on a tributary of the Des Moines River for
a number of years. lt was about l00yards upstream from the main
river between two large cottonwood trees. At that point. the creek
was about eighteen feet wide and perhaps 5 feet deep. tt was very
difficult. because ofthe depth and the rock stream bed. to build the
pen.

We made the mistake of trying to build it early in summer when
the water was still high. Also. the pen had only one opening. a
feature we regretted from the time the trap first went into use.

On the plus side. the trees and brush hid the trap nicely. Even the
balance pole looked natural. cradled over a tree limb.

By fall the trap was aged and apparently no longer a threat to the
animals on the creek. We set the trigger and started using it.

The catch was reasonably good. As I remember it. wegot about
twelve rats. two beaver. two or three mink and a fantastic number
of sprung-trap and no-game situations. The trap was sprung so
many times that we really became exasperated. More weight on
the pole didn't help. Shortening the trap loops wasn't the answer.

All of this really had us beat till one day we checked the trap and
found a large carp weighing about fifteen pounds fast in our loops.
It was the most unusual critter we collected in the trap. and led us
to believe that fish were in fact springing the trap.

Next summer when the water was low again. we removed all the
larger carp away from the trap area. It helped some, but we never
did completely solve the empty trap problem.

Over the years the trap was partially washed out a number of
times. We always rebuilt it and were always happy with our catch,
in spite of the many times it was thrown.
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DENTRAP

When I was a lad. my uncle-who was half Ojibway lndian-
showed me how to make a den trap. He used them extensively on
his trap line. so my revelation came more in the line of duty as I
followed him around the woods. than as a great unveiling of
eternal truth.

In retrospect it probably would have been better if I had
received the information via a great unveiling. I might have imme-
diately understood the significance of what I had learned rather
than waiting six or eight years for its full impact to set in.

Consider this I lth wonder of the New World. We have at hand a
trap that will catch just about anything. including skunks. rac-
coons. fox. possum. weasels. mink. even beaver. marten. fisher
and coyote if set where these critters run. It will also catch food and
bait animals such as rabbits and squirrels with equal ease, and
generally in large numbers. I have captured pheasants and quail in
my den traps and even collected an owl and a snake on two
occasions.

No bait is required. Once it is in place. the trap is always set and
will often catch more than one animal at a time. I have even taken
two different kinds of animals at the same time in the same trap.

As an added bonus. the trap is permanent. Snow. sleet and rain
won't affect its operation.

As a poacher's tool. the den trap is beautiful. It can't befound.
stolen or destroyed. Animals it catches are safe and will await the
trapper's return without danger of theft, discovery or loss. At
times. six months elapsed between visits to my traps and its
inhabitants were always safe and well. awaiting my arrival.

Like many good things in this world. the trap is the essence of

simplicity. AII it reallv amounrs to is an artificial den dug inro the
ground in a place where the sought after game is likelv to use it.

Building the trap is not difficult. but there are a few considera-
tions. Native rough sawn oak planks are the best material. but are
often not available. They are. however. the wrong material if very
many traps must be carried very many miles. My second material
choice is 314 inch exrerior grade plywood. Common pine boards
are a poorthird choice. Because ofthe nature oftheset. untreated
soft woods tend to rot. Use of paint or wood preservatives to
protect the lumber will tend to spook game away from the den.

During the 1950's we made quite a few of these traps out of
cypress. At the time. this wood was readily available. cheap. light.
and durable. ln the west. one can occasionally buy second grade
cedar car siding which also works well.

Use any material that is convenient. Just keep in mind that the
longer the trap is in the ground. the better it wiil work.

The den box should be no less than2 feet square. Use screws or
nails that are long enough to clinch over for added strength. A
removable top is built that must overlap the box top and be
cross-braced to withstand rough usage. A piece ofdog chain or#9
wire is run through this lid and looped out again to provide a
handle.

While building the den box. consideration musr be given to the
size of the tunnelthat will lead to the den. A tunnel between 4 and 6
inches in diameter is suitable. We have used corrugated culverts.
drain tiles, 2x6's or 2x8's nailed into a rectangle, and even old iron
sewer pipe for the tunnel.

Whatever the tunnel material used. a hole must be cut in the side
of the den box near the bottom corner that is slightly smaller than
the tunnel itself. This is extremely important.

Later when checking the trap. a block on a pole will be inserted
into the tunnel to close off the den. lf the den tunnel hole is larger
than the tunnel, the block willslip into the den and the animal may
escape.

Placement of the den trap is important. Pick a well drained.
gently sloping area that has a soil that will keep the buried wood
dry as much as possible. Don't put the den in the bottom of a draw,
or next to a stream. There are many great places to set a den trap
along rivers and creeks. but they must be above any possible flood
zones.

At times I have about a dozen den traps out. Two are in town,
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hidden in some ornamental hedges. The other ten are scattered
within a couple of miles of my home. Some are at the tops of
grassy. brushy draws, some by old. abandoned farmsteads, and
some in little patches of woods. All are good producers. The only
animals that frequent these parts that I haven't caught are
bobcat. badger and otter.

When placing the trap. dig the den far enough into the ground to
keep the top at least l0 inches below the surface.

Slope the tunnel slightly downhill and make sure it doesn't
surface before the very end. Disguise the entrance with rocks.
brush. grass or whatever. lt takes an incredibly astute woodsman
to find one of these traps, exactly the kind of people I always
assume will try to catch rne. It is best not to take chances. The
farmer or rancher whose fur you are harvesting may also have a
copy of this book.

Another critical portion of design is tunnel length. I honestly
believe that a 20 foot tunnel will take more game than an 8-footer.
However, 20 foot tunnels are impractical. It takestoo longto haul
the needed materials into the set, and it is virtually impossible to
find a blocking pole 20 feet long. As a compromisq I make all of
my tunnels 12 feet long.

Be sure there is enough space between the trees, rocks and hills
to lay the pole down and push it straight into the tunnel.

Exact construction and use of the blocking pole is up to the
individual. I don't like to carry a pole with me when checking
traps, so I cut one for each set and leave it in the woods. The only
thing I carry is a couple of blocks made out of 2x{s and2x6's that
have a hole drilled in the center and a wire stapled to the edge.

At each set I retrieve my pole and force the correct block onto
the tunnel. The wire should be wrapped around the pole to keep
the block from slipping off when pulling the pole back out.

My brother likes to carry a well-made permanent pole and
block, but I feel this compromises him significantly in the woods.
It's hard to run with a pole and will look suspicious.

If the trap will be checked infrequently, I bury the lid. If it is a
good producer and will be opened often, I put leaves and brush on
top of the lid. The hole and all fresh dirt must be camouflaged.
Also, don't expect to catch much if light can shine through the den
top.

I have never caught anything in thesetraps insideof six months,
and usually it's a year or more before they really start producing.
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Practically any animal that comes along can and will use the
trap as a den. During the spring and summer the critters will be
conditioned to use it as a stopping place. Then when fall rolls
around, the harvest can be made easily. Young or unprime fur-
bearers can be released unharmed. Initially the quarry will cower
in the corner for a few moments when the lid is first removed,
giving the trapper time to make a decision before shooting.

As an aside, I have never had an animal get away by jumping out
of the top, and I have never had a set ruined by blood.

Over the years I have found that I can buy the materials for a den
trap for about the same money as a Number 3 steel trap. It takes
about a half day to construct and dig in a den trap, which isn't bad
for something that will produce game like a champ year after year.

At one time my younger brother had a den trap set in a hickory
grove about a mile from our place across a fairly large river. It was
a long walk including the river crossing, but I believe he may hold
the world's record for amount of fur taken from one of these traps
in one month at a single location.

Brother assembled the den and tunnel out of some rough-cut
oak planking left from building hog pens. The finished product
was heavier than a dead priest. so he hauled the rap as near as he
dared with a Jeep and dropped it in a large brush hole where the
trap couldn't be seen. A few weeks later he crossed the river on foot
from our side early in the morning. By first light he had the trap
parts packed into the woods. Shortly after dawn the farmers
started working their ground and plantingcorn. Activity hummed
all around with nary a soul aware of little brother and his shovel.

About noon he sprinkled several shovels ofduffover the set and
threw the leftover dirt in the river. He ate his lunch and didn't see

the trap again till the first week in December. At that time, he
checked the trap, and found four prime skunks huddled together
in the den.

Four skunks on the firing line are a lot of power for anybody to
face. Brother did it with a single shot .22 pistol. One might guess

that not even a crow flew through that part ofthe woods for quite a
spellafter....

Normally brother hauled his catch home hidden under his long
outer coat, but almost anyone would agpee that four skunks are
way beyond the call of duty. He didn't have askinning knife along,
only a small hand axe. So he skinned the skunks in the woods with
the axe, and returned home with them.

A week later he and his skinning knife paid another visit to the

den trap. This time there were three raccoons in it. In those days we

made $.75 per hour and coons were worth $4.00 each.

Between Christmas and New Year's day, brother passed the trap
for the last time. He was quail hunting and couldn't resist the urge

to have another look. This time he cornered a mink, roundingout
the month's catch.
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CUTVERT TRAP

When they were younger and going to school. my sons were
chronically out of gas money. To help relieve the shortage without
creating ascarcity of my own.l showed them howtoset up a lineof
culvert traps.

It took about three weeks for them to really get the culvert traps
rolling. But after that. hardly a day went by that they didn't collect
game. Many times it was nothing more than a rabbit, but I
remember one mink, many weasels, skunks, raccoons, possums

and even a few grey fox which at that time were worth $3.00 for
bounty. Three bucks bought about eleven gallons ofgas in those
days, so even these worthless little half-dog half-cat critters made
them smile.

All of this game came out of not more than twenty culverts
between our house and school. At times the boys drove the long
way around to check the traps, but usually did it on their way to
school.

Every country road has at least a couple of6 to l8 inch culverts
under it to allow the water to move from one side to another
during heavy rains or thaws. Sometimes there is still water in the
pipes, but usually the water table has fallen and the pipes just sit
there empty except for the animals who use them for shelter.

The trick is to allow the animals to move into the culvert
unmolested. but to get them out whenever the poacher wants them
out.

Doing this requires that the poacher plan ahead in two regards.
The first is locating the culverts. Finding the road drains may seem

like obvious advice. but in many many cases the culverts are
difficult to spot. They are hidden by grass. weeds. branches, sod
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and stones. New pipes are easy to locate but are not the ones that
shelter animals.

The very best culvert location method is to check the country
roadsides in early spring and late fall. My wife and I used to do this
on long walks several days each year and nobody ever thought
anything about it. In some places we found as many as twenty g

inch culverts per mile.
Look for culverts wherever a road cuts a swale, or goes through

a marsh or past an old drainage. Many farmers have culverts in the
road ditches under their lanes into their fields. A cross or tee road
is another good place to look.

During the winter when a skiff of snow covers the ground, it is
often possible to see tracks to the culverts. Rabbits especially seem
to visit every one in their territory sometime during their lives.

After the culverts are found, the poacher has to go to each and
set them up. Doing this can be a problem if, for instance, a very
good culvert is only a few yards down the road from Farmer
Brown's house. Then the set up has to be made at night.

Take a long piece of Number 9 wire and coil it into a large open
roll for transportation. The wire should be sufficiently long to
reach across the road rhrough the culvert. This is usually 30 feet or
more.

Bailing wire is not the best material, but we have lots of it and it
is free, so it's what we always used. Push the wire through the
culvert from one side to the other, and pull a long piece ofbailer
twine back through the pipe with the wire.

Tie one end of the twine to something-a stick, bush, stone,
etcetera-and cut the other end off at least one and a half times the
length of the pipe. Leave the roll coiled inconspicuously out of the
way on the ground near the pipe.

Punch a hole in a large juice can that will fit through the culvert.
Don't make it a tight fit. The idea is to rattle the can through the
culvert and scare the game out, not to dredge the whole length of
the pipe. Some culverts are half-filled with dirt and stones, so the
can may have to be relatively small.

Tie the can into the middle of the rope, which should be two feet
from the end of the pipe, where all the extra twine is laying. By so
doing. the poacher can pull the can through the pipe in one
direction one time and the other direction the next.

Any critters in the culvert are scared out by the rattling commo-
tion. You may then shoot the fleeing animals with a quiet .22. If

not, set a steel trap temporarily and catch them that way. Should
the operation be a real "black bagl'job, check the culvert at night.

The boys used to stop at several culverts near a brushy piece of
bottom ground along a creek. The area was so overgrown that it
was difficult to hunt conventionally. but they got all kinds of game

from under the road. Early in the season they scared out dozens of
woodchucks. Later, after the weather turned cold. the wood-
chucks went into hibernation and weren't a problem. lt was funny
to listen to their scheming about how they were going to find a
market for woodchuck hides.

The only problem we ever have with culvert traps occurs when
the bailer twine starts to rot. Some of the culverts flow watersome
of the year and that doesn't help. We have a bunch of old twine.
and replace the line under the road when it begins to wear out.

Weasel Box Set
There is one other set that is related to the culvert trap. We call it

the weasel box set. The two traps are related in the sense that we
put them both out along a regular motor route to town, or to the
office, and check them as we go about other business.

The weasel box set is an inexpensive, easy-to-build little affair
that collects alot of weasels.

In some areas there are literally thousands of weasels. I am not
sure what causes such a proliferation, but at times I have encoun-
tered areas with tremendous numbers of these miniature mink.
Weasels have never been worth enough money to warrant a special
effort to trap them. But where thele are many weasels, it is possible
to make gas money using one of these traps.

Build a square box about 12 inches on a side. Use scrap ply-
wood. one inch stock or whatever else may be available. but build
the box reasonably tight. Do not put a bottom in the box. Drill a I
inch hole in the center of one end, about 2 inches down from the
top.

Later in fall or early winter, take as many of the boxes as seems

reasonable and a Number I steel trap for each, and set them out
where weasels are known to be. Snow helps to spot large concen-
trations of them, and will not affect the trap.

Using a small staple, tack a piece of beef liver in the back of the
box. Staple the trap chain to the box and set it right under the one
inch hole inside the box. When the weasel comes for this liver it
will jump through the hole into the trap.
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The set is protected from the weather during the winter. lt will
remain operational no matter what. Birds won't get the bait' and

nobody will see the trap. lt's just a good simple little idea that

makes good use of a normally neglected resource.
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DEADEAttS

Deadfalls are the most difficult kind of trap to master that I
know of. It takes a great deal of skill and determination to build a

good deadfall and get an animal to come in to it' take the bait and

actually get caught.
Later in this chapter there is a long list of reasons why deadfalls

are so tough to work with. But before launching into that. it is

important to understand that there is one good compellingreason

for at least knowing about these traps. Perhaps the average

poacher who reads this book will never use deadfalls but, on the

other hand. the information may be some of the best he ever

acquired.
A general understanding of deadfalls is important because they

are one of the few traps I know of that will work in a true survival

situation. All it takes is a knife and an axe or saw to build a
deadfall. If the emergency were truly great. a deadfall could con-

ceivably be built v'ithout an.t'tools at all!
A poacher with only a modest amount of ingenuity could con-

ceivably take any animal on the North American continent with a

deadfall. It would certainly be a long tough chore and not some
thing that one would do for fun.

The first people to use deadfalls were North American Indians'

This wasn't the only method the Indians used to catch game' but it
was the most common. With deadfalls they could get any critter,
whereas other methods might take beavers but not marten, wea-

sels but not muskrats, and so on.

When white men came they brought a poor variety of steel trap

and brass wire snares. The Indians fell all over themselves trading
for these items but did not totally abandon the deadfall. About

1820 the Oneida Community started full scale manufacture and
distribution of a superior steel trap. and that marked the end of
deadfalls. By 1900 there were very few people left who knew how
to build them.

I found out about deadfalls the hard way. When I was young.

living on the farm. we were so poor that I only had two or three

steel traps. I piddled around with snares. but for many land-sets a

snare doesn't work that well. Raccoons. for instance. are tough for
me to catch in snares. but I do collecl one occasionally in a
deadfall. Weasels, skunks, mink. foxes. possums. squirrels. bob
cats. marten and rabbits are other animals that can be taken in
deadfalls. Otter. beaver. muskrat. badgers and coyotes are some

animals that are almost impossible to catch with deadfalls.
Bear and deer can be taken with deadfalls. although I have never

done it. This is because a bear will come to a bait and a deer is a

creature of habit. The trouble is that it would take me three days to
build a bear deadfall, and I don't want to eat deer that have died of
a broken back. If conditions were grim. though. I would tecon'
sider very quickly.

tt takes two men about half a day to build a small deadfall. By

the time they walk into the set. cut the timber. make the trigger and

build the trap. at least that much time will elapse. My older brother
and I built three in one day years ago. but the last one was so

poorly designed it never took a single animal.
Deadfalls must be extremely well placed. Unless one is a good

woodsman and knowledgeable about the game in the area, it is

easy to put the trap in a place where few animals travel. On the

other hand. deadfalls should not be built in animal runs. right next
to dens. or within animal feeding areas. I have tried ptacing

deadfalls in runs. but was never successful. Putting in a deadfall is
too disruptive to the environment. Even after two or three years

the animals are reluctant to come back and use their old paths

again.
lnstead of routing a run through the trap, I have better luck

putting the deadfall a few yards to the side of a known game run
where I know the animals can see or smell the bait. With a little bit
of ingenuity, deadfalls are easy to hide. Landowners and wardens

don't notice them or are unaware oftheir purpose, so they can be

set in places another trap could not.
Always build the traps in spring. This takes more planning, but

is essential. The trap has a chance to acquire a weathered look.
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Animals born in the spring will grow up accustomed to seeing the

;;;;. ;;Jlrush will'g'o; up-utound it' providing additional

"uiounug.. 
In fall thJdead leaves will cover the trap to an even

greater extent'
Other reasons for building the deadfall in spring are the 3se.of

g.*ing ,rut rs in the grounJ. and of finding suitable logs for the

traP.-'1fr., 
the trap is built. it should be propped open' Construct the

trigger mechanism and leave it laying on the deadfall logs' More

than any other part. the trigger has to age'

During the summer. watl Uy the set every now and then and

,p;;;'J;; pieces of iait on it. Ttre trap works fifty times better if

the critters are used to stopping for a free meal' t use pieces of

sucker fish."-ift. 
nrr, rr.p in buildinga deadfall is placingthe basepiece' The

U"..'pi.... o, tog. is an ein. sound hunk of log about 8 inches in

diameter and 3 feet long. lt should be of durable wood that will last

;'i;;;,il.. All the kn"ots and branches T"tllt tl':1ed off the

;;;iii"ii, has an even side to act againtt :.1t"9:1p,]:f:
bi; il;;;';i"e i"i"ir'. ground so that 

":lv,?-t:-111:T':ll:#;i" il;;-,ir"urru".. Tie ground on which theirap is built

must be level.

Locate a suitable drop pole or log' The log should be about the

same diameter as the base piece, and at least 6 feet long' using

,rti.. i"", stakes driven in pairs on either end of the base log'

.onstruct the drop log guidei' The drop guide stakes and the drop

log should be clean uia tnot free' Often I peel the log and the

stikes. This works well but it takes the set longer to age'

Finish the trap Uy UuitOing a pen of stakes around the back of

tt. itup so the animals are firected through the front under the

;;;;;; f"t the bait. rtt. pen can be up to 3 feet high and covered

with branches or bark. Just Ue sure th-e covering doesn't interfere

with the oPeration of the droP log'

Ai G; it is possible to use a toik fac" or other natural feature

in it. lonrtruction of deadfalls. These possibilities must be deve-

loped bY the alert Poacher'
The heart of a deadfall is the trigger' Through the years I ly.'

seen an incredible nu*U.t of inlinious triggers, all 
-of 

which

worked well. The tor, uniu"'al is the figure 4 trigger' It is fairly

easy to make with u po.[.t knife and baiically pretty foolpro.of'

Rather than trying to explain the figure 4 trigger' I suggest that

the reader studY the drawinP of it.
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Boit is wired to lhe lonq
horizontol piece (c) whi6h
olso cor*oinsthe+wo
nslches.

Deadfalls can be made in just about any size. I recommend a
fairly large one that will kill at least a coon-sized animal. The drop
log should fall sharply and have enough height to gain the neces-
sary momentum to kill the animal. By so doing, the poacher can
take smaller mink-sized critters on up to and including coon and
fox with the same trap.

Set the trigger on the narrow side ofthe drop log and point the
bait stick into the trap at a slight angle. The log should fall easily
on small as well as large animals. If the bait is underthe log, the
animal may just pick it off without getting caught. or the bait may
keep the trap from closing properly.

The lndians used to split a large cedar or hickory log and use one
half for the base piece and the other for the drop piece. I never was
successful with this approach. Maybe the animals are smarter
now.

Birds will pick the bait and set the trap off with maddening
frequency. Putting a cover of brush on the pen will help, but it will
still happen.

There are literally thousands of deadfall variations that can be
built. I have seen everything from a guillotine made of 2x6's to a
funny affair built on two stumps above the snow for marten. All of
these are fine if they catch game, and I certainly applaud their
originality. The trapper has adapted the environment and the
available materials to the need at hand. This. I feel, is the name of
the game. Anyone setting up deadfalls will have to do the same.

One deadfall variation that is especially noteworthy is made
from stone. Should the poacher live where there are a lot of flat
rocks laying on hard ground, it is possible to put in a number of
these cheap and easy traps. Ofcourse, in addition to the flat rocks
there must be some game in the area.

The best rock set is one that is almost too heavy to lift. Set a
figure 4 trigger under the rock,and pile another stone on top.
Usually this is enough weight to do the job. Point the bait stick
under the rock and presto, the set is complete.

Of all the animals I liketo catch in a deadfall, the best is askunk.
They are killed quickly and easily without scent which, in my
book, counts ten points to start with. One fall day my brothers and
I were running our traps when we came on a skunk caught in one
of our deadfalls in our north woodlot.

He looked dead enough, so we threw the skunk in our pack
basket and headed on down our line.TRI66ER
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At the trail's end we'd built a tiny cabin that we used to spend the

night in. warm and dry' There was barely enough room to move

ar-ound past the stove and through the bunk beds' but it was much

better than hiking home or sleeping in the open'

For some reason. we brought our packs into the cabin and set

them inside the door while we warmed some beans for supper'

After perhaps twenty minutes I went over to my pack and started

p;ili"; ;;i in. g"r. I needed to skin. But instead of pulling out

lire rfirnf. it jumped out itself, full of life and vitality'

As soon as it trii ttre ground. it raised its tail and gave my bro-ther

a shot. H e was so horrlfied he dropped the dinner all over the floor

and jumped on the top bunk' I tried to follow him up' but I hit my

n.ud on if,. rafter and fell flat on the floor four feet in front of the

skunk. which also let me have it'
My second attempt at gaining the high ground was successful'

Uut my brother and I couldn't stand to be that near each other' It

*u, ,"ully awful in that little cramped space' All the money I had in

the world was about $3.00 and I would have gladly given every

cent for a rear window in that cabin'

We held on a little longer. but the skunk gave us another shot'

Our eyes burned so badly it was unbelievable'

The only weapon we had between us was my brother's belt knife'

In sheer Olsperation and rage he threw the knife at the skunk and

charged for ihe door. The skunk shot the knife and then shot at my

brother deParting the Premises'
I couldn't take it any longer either and followed him out the

door. The fresh air saved us from certain death'

Now it became a question of how to get the skunk out of the

cabin. We didn't have a gun. and doing battle with a club or axe in

thal cramped space seemed pretty futile'

Finallv after ihirty minutes of banging on the walls and floor we

got the skunk out ofthe cabin. lt fled into the night' we know not

where.
Now the fun really started. Quickly we gathered up our gear and

rhrewthebeddingoverthefence.ltwasaboutthreehours'hike
home. but we had no choice. Nothing could live in that environ-

ment.andwecouldn.tsleepoutside.shortlyafterninewemadeit
to the farm. but our troubies weren't over' We stank so bad Mom

wouldn.tletusinthehouse'Wetookoffourclothesandwashedin
a tub at the back door. I was never so cold in my life' She handed

our clean clothes and blankets. we slept in the hay mow that niSht'

Next day I washed all our stuff in the stock tank and hung it on

the line. Later Mom washed the clothes again and hung them

again. but it took the smell three months to go away'
"l 

only had one other pair of pants to.wearand those got pretty

UuO. iu.n our teacher in schooicomplained. The skunk definitely

*on tr,at round. Since that day t always make my deadfalls plenty

heavy.
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One of the great concerns I have is that many of the poaching

,.Jniqum unid.uic.rihat were common fifty years ago are being

permanently lost to present outdoorsmen' At least two genera-

tions have come and gone since anybody knew anything about

ioti oi rr,. poaching tJchniques I cuirently use' The reader will be

my judge. but the standard simple push-type box trap fits that

..t.goi. Nobody-especially t-he younget generation-knows

anything about them' ylt ut ont titelt seemed that every other kid

had at least one to catch rabbits with'"lt.t. 
ur. ,*o variations of box traps' One has doors in both

ends. the other has one door and a permanent grating fastened in

the other end. The permanent grating' if used' should always be as

;;.;';; p;;;ible. Animals att not nearlv as fearful if thev can see

completelY through the box'

Common Uox traps "" ton"*tted from any kind of solid

material. This includes outdoor plywood' I inch boards' 2x8's and

2x t0's. and even iron pipe or steel culverts' although this material

i, u-tot more difficult to work with than wood'
" 
s; iy ,onr,ru.,in! 

" 
tong tt"tangular box from 2 feet to 4 feet

long- Size of the box wilt depend on the animals one expects to go

after. but as a general rule ihe entrance should be no less than 6

in.f,., square. tritt.,' such as squirrels' rabbits' Ynuskrats and

mint< work well in this minimum siz'e' Coons' possums' cats'

skunks. groundhogs and foxes need an ti inch opening' Beaver'

coyotes and badgers 
'equire 

a l0 inch trap that is the full 4 feet

long.
t have seen a bear trap ofthis type made out ofa piece of4 foot

steel culvert. but I don't think it was effective' The Fish and Game



folks in Wyoming had one but I don't believe they ever caught a
bear with it. There are other. more easily carried. and more

effective traps for bear that will be covered in another chapter.

Doors for the end (or ends as the case may be) should be made

out of very light steel or aluminum stock. In the larger traps.

expanded steel is acceptable. but for the smaller 6 to 8 inch models

I like to use a piece of aluminum grating. found in old refrigeration
units. lt is light. strong. and cheap. At times the stuff is hard to cut

so that it still maintains its strength. I have remedied that by

snipping off the piece I want and having the loose ends heli-arc
welded back together. Cost is about $1.00 apiece when I have ten

or twelve done.
The door is installed in the box so that it swings in but not out. It

is very important that the door be angled quite a bit. Animals push

in more readily if the door is sharply angled than if it is more nearly

sraight up and down.
This trap is simply a box with one way doors. The critter pushes

to the inside of the box but finds it can't push back out again. and is

trapped. There are no triggers or pans' Everything is pure

simplicitv.
Application of the box trap is important. Animals will come to

bait in them. but it is much better to be clever and use the traps

other ways.
Easiest of all is to set them in the entrance to dens' Muskrats.

especially. will swim right out of their bank den or reed house into

one of these traps. I have caught as many as four rats in one six

inch box trap in one night. By weighting the trap down with rocks.

I was able to place it in front of a very active den and catch all I

wanted.
Skunk and groundhog dens are other good prospects. Just be

sure the trap is dug into the ground far enough so the critter has to
come out through it. ln some cases one might want to use two or
three traps and cover all the exits. Caught skunks can be easily

dispatched without odor by carrying the trap to a creek or pond

and drowning them.
ln town the box trap is beautiful. lt encloses and hides the catch.

Nobody will see an animaljumping around as they would with a
steel trap. Also. few will know what they are. Even wardens have

walked right by one of my traps set right out in the open without a
question.

Traps in town can be set in natural runs where game is found to

travel. A hole in a fence where rabbits run is a good place. They

also can be baited with salt for rabbits and peanut butter for coons.

possums. and skunks if there are any' Squirrels like buckeyes or
acorns. if they can be found.

Out in the country we bait for coyote. mink. badger" skunks and

coons with a live mouse in a jar' The lid of the jar should be

punched and a handful of corn or wheat and leaves put in before

the mouse is interred. When using bait. prop the door open an inch

or two with a very small. thin twig.
On a farm the trap should be set next to a hen house or alongthe

side of a barn. Wild creatures that visit a farmstead creep alongthe
edge of buildings to hide. By piling boards on the trap to create a

natural tunnel. one can catch everything that comes through the

area.
When we used to raise pheasants. my wife would keep a box trap

set along the side of their outdoor runs. right up against the wire.

She managed to catch several fox. a number of coons and pos-

sums. and even a mink with her traP.

Beavers can be taken with these traps but it is usually too much

work. t tore a dam out one time and. as the water level fell. put

three big traps in the exit holes of the lodge' Next morning I had

two beavers. but the dam was repaired. Evidently some of the

beavers tived in bank dens. I had a devil of a time getting the traps

out of five feet of freezing water.
Be sure to check the traps often' Some critters can tear up the

box or ruin their skins if left too long in the trap. Badgers.

especially. are very hard on box traps. Skunks may get impatient

and give away their presence.

The only other word of advice I have pertaining to these very

simple devices is to carefully judge the prey and use the right sized

box. Too big is not effective. and too little willjust keep the game

out of the box. Should there be a chance of collecting a whole

colony of animals. as with skunks or muskrats. use an extra long

box.
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DENS

The following are some quick and easy merhods I've used to
clear animal dens of their residents.

Digging
Digging is the most inefficient and wasteful way there is to clear

a den. For example. the first fox I ever tried to dig out of a den was
a killer. Actually the fox wasn't especially lethal. but the project
sure did kill a lot of time and energy.

Three of us walked half a mile back to an open ditch that ran
through the center of a section of prime northern lllinois farm
ground. We timed our arrival to coincide with the coming of night
so that no one would see us out in the middle of that flat open
country.

Earlier in the day we jumped the fox near a pond we were
checking for frogs. We followed it with our binoculars to a rough
spoil bank area along the ditch. After some diligent searching. we
located a den which we were reasonably certain held the fox. As a
bonus. it seemed likely that the den might also have a family of
little foxes in it. Fox were worth $5.00 each in Illinois at rhe time.
making the project worthwhile from an economic standpoint.

We plugged the den with a large rock and left till dark.
That night. we hauled in a pick. an axe, two shovels and a

lantern. which is quite a load to pack that far.
The stone was still in place, so I cut an 8 foot limb off a willow

growing in the ditch and probed the hole. We should have been
more alarmed than we were when the pole slipped in almost the
full length at a pretty steep angle downward. It stopped at a-bend
which we assumed was the turn leading into the den chamber.

By taking turns, the three ofus had the den dug out a full 8 feet

TYPICAL S INGLE ENTRANCE
FOX OR SKUNK DEN
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to the first turn by about 7:30. The only problem was that the

trench was now almost 6 feet at the far end. It was very difficult to

get the pole in the hole again. The cut we made was so narrow we

iouldn'i work in it. However, after some additional digging and

cutting, we finally got the pole around the corner and made a

reading.
The hole turned at right angles and went down another 6 feet.

This. we reasoned, was the end of the line. The next turn had to be

into the den itself.
We continued on, digging like three demented grave robbers'

Anyone brave enough to creep back and watch would have been

scaied out of their wits. The flickering lantern threw a sinister light

on us, standing next to a pile of dirt the size of a car'

At I t:00 p.m. we called a halt to the project' There was still at

least two feit to go till the turn, but as a result of some short stick

probes it seemed very likely that the tunnel turned again' We

strongly suspected that there was another 6 foot section ofdigging

ahead-. lt was late. we were exhausted and the prospects of reach-

ing the end of the tunnel seemed as dim as our smoky lantern'

BJfore leaving I put a trap in the hole and blocked the passage with

a pile of rocks. Next afternoon I came back. The trap was thrown.

the rocks scattered about, and the fox long gone.

It was a valuable lesson in using half-assed methods to accomp-

Iish worthwhile objectives.
The next fox den I found a few years later was on my own

property. Instead of piddling around' I called my friend who

worked-with his dad operating backhoes. We dragged a backhoe

in with a tractor and had the foxes out in fifteen minutes'

As mentioned, I don't recommend digging dens. Some of the

other methods of getting animals out are bad enough, but digging

totally ruins the creature's shelter.

A backhoe can't get in where most dens are located anyway'

Also, very few property owners will tolerate the disruption and

mess thal a backhoe creates. As a poaching tool, I would have to

strike them from the list, except under unusual circumstances.

When digging dens by conventional means, remember that they

are, as a rule, deeper and longerthan one would suppose' Plan to
put a lot of energy into the project. Be sure the den is occupied and

ihat no other planned activities-like sleep-will interfere'
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Barb Wre Den Snake

All options considered, the best method of extracting animals

from a den relies on barb wire to do the job. Most den dwellers are

long-haired animals such as fox, skunk, or wood chucks' A piece

of barb wire will tangle in the hair of these mammals, and allow the

poacher to pull them out without any significant damage to the
'hid, 

or the hole. using barb, the den is left intact for the next

occupant. which in my book is important.
It is possible to pick up an old piece of barb wire and improvise it

into a'den snagging device. But a better, more effective design is

available. I call it the den snake.

luseadoublestrandof#9wire(notbarb)about20feetlongas
the basic part of my den snake. At one end of the wire, put a 2 foot

stick that is stout enough to withstand some rigorous turning

twisting and pulling. At the wire's other end, fashion a sturdy loop

about I inch in diameter.
Attach 4 feet of barb wire to the loop. Now double it back so

there is an effective double length of barb wire 2 feet long at the

loop end of the #9 carryingwire. As the barb becomes tattered and

twisted, it can be replaced. Use heavy duty barb wire and not the

cheap, light foreign product that one often sees these days' The

wire-should have 4 pronged barbs, spaced every 8 inches or so'

some wire has the barbs so widely spaced that it isn't of much

value.
carefully work the barb bundle into the den, turning the handle

and pushing the wire ahead as much as is possible' Moist' Ioose

soil is hard to work with but not nearly so tough as a den in

amongst tree roots'
Oftln when the wire comes to the end of the hole, and there is an

animal there, it will feel like hitting a fairly solid sponge. Turn the

wire quickly in one direction at least l0 or I 2 times. Then pull it out

or tne note. tf there is an animal snagged, pulling it will be difficult.

The whole process is not unlike running a sewer router' The rig

will hang up more and be more difficult to work into the den in the

first place, but the similarity still remains.

About the most "fun" for a poacher using this device occurs

when he ties into a skunk. They are in such a vile humor when they

clear the hole all tangled in the barb, that there isn't time to shoot

them before they shoot lirst. Working conditions get pretty rough

at these den entrances'
In most cases there wilt be more than one animal per den' Be



WIRE DEN SNAKE

sure to run the wire back in and try again. I have in the past pulled
five groundhogs from a den. or on another occasion. seven foxes.
Since their skin is thin. rabbits are easy to take with barb wire.
Often they are found in the same den with skunks.

The den snake can be rolled up over one's shoulder and carried
without arousing a great deal of suspicion. Construction is cheap,
and they are effective. At times it takes two people to hold the wire
and twist it in the hole. but that is about the greatest hardship to
using the device.

If the den has more than one entrance. the barb wire trick may
not work. A variation is sometimes helpful.

Mechanical Ferret
Some years ago a company advertised and sold a device called a

mechanical ferret. Its selling point was the fact that one did not
have to house, feed, clean and train a live ferret if they had this
outfit's handy dandy little mechanical device.

They are no longer available, but those who want a mechanical
ferret can buy a 20 foot sewer rod and have about the same thing.
Or if the reader is poor, as are most poachers, he can make one out
of #9 wire.

The construction procedure is exactly the same as for the barb
wire den snake, but the barb is left off the smooth wire. ln thecase
of an all purpose mechanical den ferret, it is wise to use galvanized
wire which is harder and more resilient than the #9 wire.

A well built, wire ferret is a good all purpose tool that can be
used for many different poaching applications. lt can be used with
or without barb, with smoke cartridges or even with ammoniated
rags.

When the den has many entrances, it is best to approach the area
very quietly without broadcasting one's presence. Pick the most
active hole and quickly work the wire ferret down into the hole.
The sudden commotion will startle the animal out of the den sixty
percent of the time.

It is best to either quietly set a trap at the other exit holes, or be
prepared to shoot. Under these circumstances, a companion helps
immensely. Often a trap will miss the fleeing critters, so it is wise to
be ready to shoot.

Animals will not leave their dens if they know all the exits are
covered. We spent two hours trying to get a fox out of a culvert one
afternoon, but never succeeded. The fox knew instinctively that if
he made a break for it, his chances were slim. The culvert was

Wre den snoke wi*h borbwine
looo- used to brinq lonq hoined
onimots to the s-urtoEe. Note
double stnond of *9 wirer ond
gtick used to furn the bqrbe'd
ufire, fouling it into'the critbds r".Lirr.
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about forty feet long and we could even see him in the pipe. Next
day we came back with some barb wire but the animal was gone.

If the quarry decides to hold fast, and can't be snagged with barb
wire. it may be necessary to try another method,

Smoke
Smoke bombs are one of the easiest, most efficient ways I know

of for clearing out an obstinate den.
Before about 1954 it was easy and fun to make smoke bombs.

All of the kids knew the secret, but about that time the film
companies changed their method of making photographic film
and the practice fell into disuse.

For those who want to remember the bad old days, I suggest the
following method of making smoke bombs.

Take about five of the old, very flammable celluloid photo-
graphic negatives made before 1954 and roll them into a half inch
tube. Tie the tube with a string to keep it intact.

Cover the negatives with l0 to l2 layers of newspaperand allow
the ends of the paper to extend at least 2 inches past the negatives.
Twist the paper ends up tight and tie it securely.

To light the smoke bomb, set one end of the paper on fire and
wait till the celluloid film also catches fire and is burning briskly
Lay the burning bomb on the ground and smartly stamp out the
flames. The package will continue to smoulder, giving off clouds
of dense obnoxious smoke.

Too bad the film makers changed their formula. We used to find
these little devices of immense value at home. in school and on the
farm.

For modern day poachers who need smoke to clear dens, and
can't find any old film. I suggest the followingtypes of improvised
smoke bombs.

l. Collect some large corn cobs and put them in a place where
they will thoroughly dry. After they dry. soak the cobs in kerosene
for several days. Make a small holding basket for the end of the
wire ferret that will protect the cob as it is pushed into the den.
After putting one or two cobs in the basket. light them on fire and
wait till they are going well. Run these as far into the den as
possible. The lack of oxygen will add to the effect by causing the
kerosene and cob to smoulder profusely, and by robbing the critter
of its air in the tunnel.

2. Make smoke bombs. These are better than the cob business
but they require a lot more work.

Use two parts ofsulfur, one part offinely ground charcoal and
one part finely screened sawdust. All these chemicals are easily
purchased.

Mix the three together and pack into a toilet paper tube. Glue
cardboard discs in either end to contain the mixture. I also glue 5
or 6 match heads in one end of the smoke bomb to make it easier to
ignite.

To use the device, punch about 8 holes in the cardboard and put
the bomb in the basket of the wire ferret. Light the bomb and as
soon as it is going well, push it back into the hole as far as possible.

Whenever smoking animals out, be sure there is another exit to
the hole. If not, the critters will probably elect to stay in the den
and die of suffocation. They will not, as a general rule, come out
past the poacher.

If the smoke comes bellowing out of the hole, it may be neces-
sruy to push the wire in the den further, or to plug the main tunnel
forcing the smoke and the critters into other exits.

Thirty years ago we would occasionally run across a bellows
contraption that poachers would use to blow smoke into a den.
The operator cranked the machine to produce smoke generated
from burning old burlap bags, sometimes sprinkled wiih sulfur.

As a poaching tool they were a complete bust. They were big and
cumbersome, hard to hide and expensive to build. For ihese
reasons, they eventually fell into disuse.
Ammonia

At one time when I was living near three large cities, I ran a
successful animal removal business. I would remove unwanted
animals from people's basements, under crawl spaces, or out of
their garages. To get things rolling, I went around and talked to the
police. offering to remove the critters for a fee. In all three cities
they were delighted to let me handle a chore they didn't particu-
larly care for. Later people called me themselves as my fame
spread.

During that four year period, I removed perhaps thirty skunks
from people's basements and never had one get belligerent. My
method, which has a lot of application for poachers, was to use a
squirt gun filled with ammonia.

At times it is possible to drive a coon or a fox out of a den. or
from under a barn, with ammonia in a squirt gun, but usually it is
best to use a small piece of cloth. Soak the cloth in ammonia and
run it to the back of the den with the wire ferret and watch the
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action. No animal will stay in the den with that stuff near them.
Ammonia is better than any type smoke in this regard and, with
the correct procedures, easier and less obnoxious to handle.

Gas and Water
Some of the old farmers in our neighborhood used to mix 2

gallons of gas with 5 gallons of water to drive animals out of their
dens. They would soak the mixture down the hole in what looked
like an attempt to drown out the critter. After the ground soaked
up the liquid. they threw a match in the den and started it burning.

The theory was that the water would carry the gas down into the
den where it could be ignited for the desired effect.

I have never used the method myself but have seen it work fairly
well on groundhogs, if the whole purpose of the effort was to ruin
the den and kill the inhabitants. Invariably the fur of the critter is
singed and worthless. Rabbits that came from burned out dens are
especially messed up.

Dynamite
Blasting a den will work to rid it of any inhabitants. The method

involved isn't as immediately obvious as one would first suppose,
and it can be done in a manner that won't ruin animal hides; I am
still reluctant to use it, though.

Blasting a den completely ruins the animal's home. There is one
less place for them to live. cutting off a potential source of income
forever.

The mess created by the blast is hard to clean up and is certain to
create a problem later on. Land owners don't seem to like to have
their pasture fields and woodlots cratered by bomb blasts. . . .

Dynamiting is also a lot of work. If the reader decides to try this
method, he is well advised to bring along a couple of stout friends
and some good shovels. There is a lot of spade work to do after
the smoke clears.

For those who want to try dynamite, proceed as follows. First
cap one stick and. depending on the depth of the hole, use three to
six additional sticks for the main charge. The charge should be
placed as far back in the hole as possible. If the operation is on
posted property, be sure not to over charge the set. A muffled
thump won't be noticed, but an overpowering roar is another
matter.

Pack the entrance to the den with lots of moist soil. Now set off
the charge.

After the shot, the hole should be cleaned out with a shovel and
examined. It may be necessary to hit it again.

I haven't used dynamite in dens very often, but every time I have
used it, the first blast has killed the critter instantly. In this day and
age, with dynamite at $.90 a pound and caps costing $.75 each, I
recommend one of the other methods of getting animals out of
dens.

The Black Bag
Believe it or not, this method works-sometimes. I have used it

as a curiosity procedure on several occasions and always got a
good laugh out of the effort. In a slightly modified form it has
value as a poaching technique.

Materials required are a square yard of heavy black cotton
material and a rifle or bow and arrow. This is one of the few serious
poaching applications I know of for a bow. Generally I consider
bows to be clumsy, underpowered, inaccurate devices of little use
to a poacher.

Black bagging only works for groundhop. The poacher must be
certain a groundhog inhabits the hole in question and that the
critters haven't been hunted or harassed up to that time.

Carefully and quietly approach the den into the wind. Sneak in
as inobtrusively as is possible. Lay the piece of black cloth on the
ground over the hole. Pack it down lightly so that most of the large
cracks are filled. The set can't be made light tight. but it should
come pretty close. If a breeze is moving weight the edges of the
cloth down with small rocks.

As soon as the hole is covered, pull back from the set about l5
feet and sit down to wait. If it is a sunny day and the chucks have
been coming out, one will butt its head against the cloth within
twenty minutes. Be sure to remain perfectly quiet and stay down
wind from the hole.

When movement is seen in the cloth. the poacher has two or
three options. He can try and shoot the critter through the bag
with a bow and arrow. or blast it with a gun. Most woodchucks
that are stuck with an arrow under these circumstances will stay on
the surface. but a gun shot chuck will invariably slip into its
quarters below before dying.

My younger brother used to wait for hours beside some wood-
chuck holes back in our woodlot and try to club the chucks when
they stuck their heads out. But, as far as I know, he never got a
single chuck this way.
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The black bag will not work on night animals such as skunks.
coons or even rabbits. There is. however. a related trapping
method that makes use of the sack psychology.

I have successfully set steel traps at the entrance to dens that I
have covered over with a burlap bag or some other material.
Apparently the animal doesn't know what to make of the dark
cover over its hole and loses some caution. I have collected several
denned-up fox this way that I believe would have eluded my trap
without the burlap cover.

Den Trees
Once a den in a tree is located, the biggest chore is getting up in

the tree to the den. One relatively easy way dictates the use of
climber spikes. Climber spikes are used by utility servicemen, to
climb poles, and by lumberjacks. to climb large trees. With one
important exception. the spikes are the same for poles and trees.

Basically a climber spike is a steel strap bent in the shape of an
"L." It is worn on the inside of the leg below the knee, held on by
two leather leg straps and a strap over the boot piece. On most
commercial models. the steel strap is padded so it won't dig into
the user's leg.

r\ slightly angled steel spur is welded on the inside of the steel
strap. The spur points downward. The spurs will dig into the pole
or tree, allowing one to walk up the timber by first digging in one
spur and then the other.

lf the above description sounds confused, I suggest stopping
next time a utility truck is seen and talking with the linemen. This
is the easiest place to get information on the device and to see them
lirst hand.

A word of caution here. When ever I have needed climber
spikes. I have been able to buy them from utility company service
men. They sometimes have an extra old set that is for sale. That is
the easy way to acquire climber spikes. But the spikes used for
poles are significantly different from those used on trees in one
respect.

The tree variety have much longer spurs. The longer spurs are
needed to dig through the bark to hold the climber. Utility poles
are always peeled and require relatively short spurs.

In some cases the utility servicemen have climber spikes with
changeable spurs. Usually the poacher will have to take the
climbers to a welding shop and have the spurs lengthened. They
should be stretched to at least twice as long as regular pole spurs.

People who climb poles use a safety belt hooked around the pole
and to a harness worn like a belt by the climber. Unless a tree is
relatively limb free. it can't be climbed with a safety belt.

To use the climbers. spike the spur very soundly into the tree at
what seems like a lot of angle. When weight is applied. the angle
will decrease, and the spur should be embedded in the meat of the
tree. Climb up one notch and spike the other foor, proceeding up
the tree in that fashion as far as needed.

Practice initially on trees from 14 to 24 inches in diameter. lt is
easier to climb a smaller tree where one's legs can be wrapped
around and the spurs pushed in on opposite sides. A very large tree
must essentially be climbed on its face.

Climber spikes worn under loose pants are hard to detect. lt is
mildly clumsy to wear them walking, but not severely.

Once up to the den hole. I use a smoke bomb. squirt gun with
ammonia. or a rag soaked in ammonia to run the critter out. Many
dens in trees are so small that a short two foot piece of barb wire
will do the job. or the animals can be dispatched in the day with a
handgun.

Ferrets
Up until about twenty-five years ago it was common to use

ferrets to run rabbits out of their burrows and as a control measure
for rats. Probably because of strict state laws regarding use of
ferrets. and the advent of good commercial rat poisons, ferrets are
now unknown to most people.

Domestic ferrets originally come from Egypt where they have
been trained for thousands of years. The ferret is a small brown
animal, weighing about three pounds. A large one will measure
thirty inches tip to tip. To a casual observer. they look like a large
mink. Ferrets. however. have hair and not fur.

Not only do ferrets look like mink, but they also acr like mink.
They are ferocious carnivores and have the same scent glands a
mink or skunk does.

Ferrets have been bred in North America forwell over l00years
now and have. to a certain extent. acclimated themselves to our
colder climate. But they still do better in the southern states where
elaborate precautions to keep them warm are unnecessary. Appar-
ently they will not live in the wild in North America or will only do
so in limited numbers. Many have been "liberated" or have
escaped but there are no records of sizeable native populations.
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Animals such as rabbits and rats are inherently fearful of ferrets
and will flee from their dens immediatery if one enters. Some
ferrets can also chase out mink. skunks and coons. but that process
is far from certain. Most ferrets are used to scare rabbits out of
their dens where they are subsequently collected with shotguns or
a .22 rifle.

It used to be common for one of us to carry a trained ferret in a
special large pocket in an old overcoat. No one knew we had the
ferret with us, and we could merrily go about our business as soon
as everybody was out of sight.

To work well, a ferret must be handled extensively. They are by
nature very feisty and difficult. I never handle one without some
kind of leather gloves. with constant personal attention, they will
eventually settle down enough so that it is practical to moveihem
around, but it isn't always easy.

Ferrets and mink require a similar diet. I believe there are
several commercial dry feeds on the market today that would be
much simpler than the ground fresh meat preparations we had to
contend with in years past. Ferret chow in any form is expensive
and should be considered as part ofthe cost ofkeeping them as a
poaching tool.

Hunting rats with a ferret is good sport, but not of much
economic benefit to the poacher. The best animal to use is a female
with a litter. She will hunt for several hours at a time and drive out
or kill a tremendous number of rats.

The primary poaching use of ferrets comes when collecting
rabbits. If there are a large number of rabbits living in dens in one{
territory, a ferret is an incredibly efficient way of collecting a lot of
them very quickly.

The system is very simple. Carry the ferret along till a den is
spotted and then release it at the entrance. After a few minutes of
sniffing around, the critter will go into the hole and proceed to
clear it. we stand back a few feet and shoot the escaping rabbits
with .22 shorts.

At times a ferret will kill a rabbit and stay in rhe hole to eat it. If
this happens, there is no choice but to sit and wait it out. Some
poachers use a harness with a cord on their ferrets, but I prefer to
feed them well before the hunt and take my chances.

Another hazard with ferrets in the north is that they don't like to
come out in the cold from the warm hole. I carry some food in my
coat pocket as well as some old rags. My ferrets usually coml
right out and get in the warm pocket.
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Perhaps this short piece on these interesting little animals will
renew some interest in raising them. I hate to think that running
ferrets will become a lost art.

There are perhaps 100 ferret breeders left in the U.S. Most of
them advertise from time to time in Outdoor Life, Fietd And
Stream or Popular Mechanics. A matched pair is not particularly
expensive. A pen can be constructed in a matter of hours. putting
the poacher in business simply and easily. I suggest that readers
give ferret raising serious consideration before the art is forever
lost in this country.
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DEER

, Probably the single most sought after big game animal in North
, , America is the white tail deer. White tails are very abundant,
/ extremely prolific and are about the largest animal the average

hunter is likely to encounter. As a result, they are the ultimate
game as far as most hunters are concerned.

Tons of information have been written about hunting deer.
Most of the information is pretty much the same. If it is
the reader's goal to stop hunting deer, and start reducing them toi possession, I urge a careful reading of this 

-chapter.

.,' There aren't a great many tricks to poaching deer. On the other
hand, it doesn't take a great many techniques to get all the deer one
could possibly use in a year. For the most part, the information
here is simple and straight forward, but is not found in any other
text.

At one time I lived where deer were the only hoofed animals. It
took ten per year to feed my family, but taking those ten wasn't a
particular chore. On one memorable hunt we got four deer, and a
few days later we went out again and got three more. ln prepara-
tion for this chapter I glanced through my diary. According to
carefully kept records, there were eleven days in the last ten years
when I got three deer. On another hunt I managed to bring down
four mule deer. but that was a special case.

Often the biggest problem a poacher has is getting into the
places where the deer abound. Farmers fall in love with their deer,
land owners want to have them around to look at, or to save for
themselves during hunting season. State and national parks have
tremendous deer populations, but it's against the rules to hunt
them. All of these factors work both for and against the poacher
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who wants to live on the natural fruits of the land.

Rather than bridling against these limitations. I suggest that the

reader go back and review the chapters on Prote<'ting The

Resource and Exit and Evasic'n. Environmentalists and Save-The-

Deer types play right into the hand of the skilled poacher who is

willing to take a little time and properly learn his trade'

other than traditional deer hunting during the season business,

reducing a deer to possession is incredibly easy. Seasoned

poacheri will certainly agree. Some might even go a step farther

and say they aren't that difficult even during the hunting season'

Yet for the average hunter, bagging a white tail continues to be a

big deal.'it's 
a big deal because on a quid pro quo basis the white tail is

much smarter than the average hunter. tt might be surprising and

helpful to list the ways a deer is smarter. Here they are:

l. A deer knows the country better than the nimrod
pursuing him. There is no reason a hunter can't learn the

Lountry as well as the deer that live there, but most don't'

But if one is to become a successful poacher, he will have

to make a start at it, if only to keep from getting caught'

2. A deer has a far better sense of smell than a hunter'

True enough, but what good is a superior sense of smell if
the poacher is moving toward the deer with the wind in his

face? Also, most meihods poachers use do not influence

quarry having a superior sense of smell'- 
3. Deer have better eyesight than hunters. This isn't

necessarily true. Deer are color blind and can't change

camouflage suits to match the seasons. I believe it's about

a tossup with the trained, alert poacher.

4. Deer can run faster farther. So what. Ninety-nine

times out of a hundred deer escape by sneaking away, not

by outrunningthe hunter' On short sprints around hills or
through a patch of woods, it's a tossup. The hunter should

be able to move fast enough to get himself into position to

shoot, otherwise any marathon running ability is

unnecessary.
5. Deer can hear better than a hunter. Perhaps true-

perhaps not true. At any rate, the poacher should not try
to imitate a storm trooper in heat moving through the

woods. Most poaching techniques have nothing to do

with anythingls sense of hearing.

6. Deer can hide in the woods better than the average

hunter. Maybe they can hide better than the average

hunter, but the average poacher had better beableto hide

as well as a white tail or his ass is going to be grass. Hiding
in the woods has nothing to do with catching deer, only

with not getting caught.
There are other attributes of deer and of hunters that could be

reviewed. I think, however, my point is made. Don't be so dumb as

to try and match deer one for one in the woods. Under those

circumstances they wil/be smarter. Instead, use techniques that do

not affect a deer's senses, and play on all their failings. Then it will
be easy to bring home the venison.

A couple of falls past two of us set out on a deer hunt' We were

dropped off at 3:00 p.m. and were a mile or so from the road by

3:li p.m., when we received a call on our radios that one of my

boys had returned home and wanted to join the hunt' He was on

the road talking to us from a mobile unit, so we arranged to meet

him in the field.
The two of us originally on the hunt worked around a large hill'

Shortly before dusk started, with the wind in our faces, we headed

to*a.d an old orchard. In the mean time, my boy crept up to the

same orchard from the side and was sitting, watching the deer eat'

With only fifteen minutes of light remaining he shot a fat old

doe in the head. The noise alerted the other deer as well as a farmer

who came to the window of his house to see who might have made

the noise. The poached deer fell perhaps 500 yards from his back

window in an almost open field. Quickly my boy pulled it behind a

small pine and lay on it to help camouflage it. He was wearing a

good iet of camouflage coveralls and a camo jacket. The jacket

was vital as an additional cover for the deer.

Although the pine was very small, no bigger than a Christqas

tree, the farmer didn't appear to see either my boy or the deer'

In addition to the deer already on the ground, there were at least

six others. Two of them came running through, contouring the hill
above us. One very nice buck stopped dead still when it got down

wind of me. I spotted it in a small clearing about 200 yards away,

and put one round through its middle. lt ran about ten feet and

collapsed.
quictty I pulled it into a thicket. We were about 800 yards from

the farm house and I didn't like the idea of firing a second shot'

Fortunately, the wind was blowing away from the house, and in a
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few more minutes it would be fully dark. The buck was a nice big
one, well worth expending a little time to take.

After dark my boy came up and told us what had happened. I
sent him down with my friend to get the first white tail out whole.
"No sense leaving a pile of guts on this farmer's door step," I told
them. In the interim I snuggled under a tree on a high open point
where I could watch with my binoculars. It wasn't long beforethey
were back with the deer, but the farmer and his boy had apparently
decided to drive the roads to look for a car or other eviderrce of the
shooters. I could see their truck moving slowly along the country
lane below us.

We gutted the first deer. took off the head and feet, and put the
rest into a package to carry. Leaving the head and feet makel sense
since they do weigh something and are hard to carry. At home the
head and feet are tough to dispose of. we scattered them on the hill
in very heavy thickets.

I went ahead and scouted above the buck I killed. As soon as I
knew for certain the coast was clear. my friend packed the doe
north about a half a mile to an old farm road. My boy and I gutted
out the remaining buck and packaged it for transport. It was a very
large heavy deer.

Soon we were ready. *O.k.," I whispered in the radio. ..O.k.,"
came the response from the watcher sitting on the doe.

In a few minutes we were together again. I took all the rifles and
two of the three radios. leaving the porters with one radio between
them. It was my job to move out on point a hundred yards ahead
and be sure the way was clear.

We walked for about a mile straight north along the old farm
road, towards our pickup point. It was getting close to seven, the
appointed time for our ride.

All of a sudden I saw lights coming over a small hill ahead of us.
I raced back to the fellows and hurriedly boosted them over a low
fence to our left. We were right out in the open in the middle of a
large wheat field. The only cover was the high grass along the
fence.

Quickly we lay the deer out in the furrow along the fence
and tried to flatten ourselves into the ground.

Seconds later the truck passed within ten feet.
As soon as it was down a little hill away from us. we picked up

our gear and game and ran up the fence row another I 50 yards to a
place where there were some bushes. It was a more screened place
to hide. plus I could see the road from that point.
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'Two two," I called on the radio. "Twenty two, can you copy?'
There was no answer.

Behind us the truck growled in low gear as it pulled off the little
grass lane. The farmer was obviously trying to swing the lights
around in the fireld.

Far in the distance I saw car lights turn onto the gravel side road
that wound up past the farm lane we were pinned down on.

"Three three eight," cracked the radio.
"This is three three eight," I whispered. *Hold your present

position. Do not come in till we are all clear, do you copy?"
*l copy," came the reply, and far in the distance we could see the

lights flicker out.
"Well, bless her heart," my friend whispered. *This isn't a job for

a dumb broad, is it?"
We were indeed thankful for a knowledgeable, alert pickup

driver.
The farmer's truck rumbled back to the lane and started out. We

flattened behind the bushes.
As soon as it was past, we were up and moving. My boy and

hunting companion carried the two deer, and I took the three
guns, three radios, pair of binoculars and two jackets.

By the time the truck got to the road we were 300 yards behind
and winded. There was no time to stop, however. The truck turned
/east, away from our waiting pick up car and moved on slowly.

"Two two," I called, "come in immediately." "Roger, three three
eight. I am rolling," came the immediate reply.

Quickly, I sent the fellows racing for the road while I stood
watch. Farmer Brown's pickup disappeared around a bend into
the trees.

"Can you kill that light switch," I called. The lights on the
pickup car went out.

The pickup gal pulled into the farm lane below just enough to
get off the road. My boy stopped her and immediately unlocked
the trunk. Both deer went into a large plastic mattress cover. The
trunk was shut in less than twenty seconds.

Usually I don't like to send hunters home with game, but in this
case the two jumped in the back seat and got on the floor. The car,
already in motion, headed back out the way it came in. I started
walking parallel to the road. 200 yards out in the field.

At home the two deer were hung in a tree behind the house at a
place where they could easily be moved if need be.
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All of the bloody clothing went into the washer immediately,
and the two men took a shower in the basement. The car was
checked for blood and hair.

About forty minutes later I got a call. *Three three eight, this is
300.'

*Three hundred, pick me up at the red barn,'I answered, and
they did.

That night we butchered and wrapped the two deer. Using our
own efficient butchering technique we were able to put the deer in
the freezer in forty-five minutes using three trained people. We had
five, so it didn't take that long.

tn logical order, here is how I feel one can go about easily
reducing many deer to possession.

Does
I mention doe deer not as atechnique, but becausetherearestill

poachers who have an aversion to shooting them.
In a surprising number of places in the United States and

Canada, the deer population has expanded to the point where the
environment cannot accommodate any more. This problem is

intensified by the increase in state and national park lands, monu-
ments, game preserves and the no-trespassing-save'the-animals
mentality. This phenomenon has already been discussed at length.

The point is that if the poacher takes only bucks, there will still
be an incredible number of doe deer, especially young that will die
the next winter. ln places where only bucks are customarily shot, it
is my observation that the herd often lacks vigor. Too many bucks
are killed, and often the does that remain are barren, wormy and
poor.

My rule of thumb is to start taking deer in the fall as soon as the
young can take care of themselves. This is generally when the
adults reach sixty to ninety pounds, depending on the continent
and the type of deer. For example, coastal black tails are smaller,
and a sixty pound black tail would be plenty large. On the other
hand, mule deer are hardly big enough to care for themselves at
ninety pounds.

Each poacher will have to decide for himself what that date is for
his area.

After I know the young deer can care for themselves, I start
shooting deer by size. I take only the larger third of the herd,
regardless of sex. This precludes some methods of taking deer,
which is fine that early in the year.

The only exception to this rule is that I never shoot doe deer with
twins. Invariably the doe is in marginal health from nursing the

two. I also feel that such doe are a very valuable part of the

breeding herd and should be left'
By being size selective only, it is surprising at how many barren

does one comes across. In many areas I believe they outnumber the

bucks, especially where it is illegal to kill does.

Baiting Deer
Recently a farmer in our area discovered a mineral block that I

put out for deer. In many cases it is a foolish waste of time and

money to pack salt in for deer, since they can get all they want from
blocks set out for cattle. But in this case a nice little woods with an

abandoned apple orchard lay especially far from anything else, so

I thought it was worth the effort.
The farmer called the warden who went out to examine the

situation. After a close scrutiny, our intrepid warden decided that
the salt was indeed set out for deer and that he had better stake out
the location. It was the middle of September. Our warden waited
patiently five days for someone to show up, his truck parked right
out in the open on the road. We all laughed about the possum

sheriffs stupidity, but at least he wasn't snooping around some'
place else during that time.

fn case the reader does not know this, deer won't generally come

to salt in the fatl. They may stay in the area, or come by the lick
every week or so, but salt is not the magnet for them in fall that it is

in the spring. This holds true for elk, moose and bear as well.

Should the poacher decide to put salt out, I recommend a

location that is high and dry, yet near to water. The ground should

be clay, if possible, and the location sheltered by trees or heavy

brush. It is best to find a spot that is used by deer at present, or plan

to wait at least threeyears before activity builds around a new lick.
If detection is a problem, use rock salt rather than blocks. The

deer will eat the ground after the salt is melted, and is therefore not
as easy to spot.

In fall the best locations for deer are around old apple or pear

trees, or in orchards. Deer just can't leave apple trees alone.

I locate every apple tree in my deer territory early in fall and

check them regularly for activity. One old tree stands in a little
horseshoe clearing in the midst of a fairly large woods. I think that
fifty years ago there was a farm house there. but now the tree

stands alone. Six or eight years ago we went back and pruned the
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tree out so it would produce many apples again. Since that time we
have killed no less than twenty deer there from a little stand six feet
up in a near pine.

Sorghum, wheat or corn work well for a bait in some places. I
often bait a grain set up for birds and find deer visiting it. Some-
times farmers will leave a few rows of corn or a small patch of oats
or wheat for local deer. Watch these especially late in the season.

The deer may hang around, allowing the poacher to get them using
other methods.

Another bait that is often overlooked or dismissed as unimpor-
tant, especially in the west, is a green patch of alfalfa, clover or
grass. Early in fall before the snow flies, these little spots that stay
watered have a tremendous appeal to deer. I know of two within
five miles of our present home that I have seen a high of nine deer

on, and several more that are consistently used by four or five.

Early Hunting
It is very important that the deer poacher get out and make his

harvest early while the critters can still be taken easily. "Early"
varies from one section of the country to the other, but is usually
from September first through the end of October. The deer are

much more relaxed, there are few people in the woods, and the

days are longer.
When the days are long and hot the deer will get hungry and

thirsty before dark. If they have no reason to be suspicious, the
poacher can be sitting there waiting for them at dusk, and have his
pick of good shots. As an added bonus, early hunting will eventu-
ally alarm the deer. They will be shy during the regular season,
protecting the resource for the poacher who can easily collect all he

needs after hunting season ends.
Early deer hunting is more than just hunting. One must know

the country, be able to enter unnoticed into the best areas, inobtru-
sively make the kill, and get the deer back out again-without
getting caught.

Spotlighting
Almost every poacher in the country has used a spotlight for

deer at one time or another. lf there is a universal method used by
poachers, spotlighting has to be it. Kids in schoolgo out spotlight-
ing, farmers occasionally shoot deer from combines, men too old
or lazy to walk spotlight, to the extent that half of what most
wardens do is try to catch spotlighters.

For this reason I seldom spotlight deer, and if I do' it is only

under the most cautious and controlled circumstances.

Spotlighting deer involves driving around in a car or truck at

night and sweeping a light across a meadow or clearing where deer

might be feeding. A hand-held spot works best with the driver

opirating the light as well as the vehicle. Hand-held spots are less

obvious ana ari much more flexible than permanently mounted

lights.
The light should be at least 200,000 candle power unless other

factors preclude one that bright.
Spotlighters should be careful to keep the light down and off

when noi in use. Don't flash it around indiscriminately and arouse

the suspicion of farmers or ranchers.

When the light hits the deer, they will often freeze' lf they have

been hunted before, or there are shadows from brush, or the light

hits them from behind, the deer will not hold. Previously shot over

deer, for instance, will run as soon as the car stops and will duck

and crawl under the imagined barrier at the edge of the light beam'

All shots for deer in a spotlight should be made at the head or

neck. By so doing, they are either got or not got. Looking for a

wounded deer at night is no fun.
Use a quiet gun and only ever shoot once in an area' Some

people us" .22 rimfire rifles for deer, but I never felt this cartridge

irad-enough power. They aren't even all that quiet.

As soon as the deer is down, kill all the Iights and dump out the

pickup men. There should be two-one to gut the deer and the

other to help. Use two way radios, if possible'

Having dropped the men, the driver should continue on up the

road for five oi six miles looking for potential problems. lf it is
practical and won't arouse suspicion, I like to come back past the

kill and check out the back road too.

Assuming the coast is clear, pick up the deer and hunters and

head out.
Spotlighting is full of dangers, to the point that I don't feel it is

worth the risk. But if the reader is determined to try it, here are

some suggestions. Not all are always practical, but they will help

kcep one out of trouble'
l. Spotlight remote meadows with only one access' or

on private ground where no one will know or care what is

happening.
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2. Post watchers on the roads with radios. If necessary,
use more than one rig.

3. Never hit the same area twice. This still won,t keep
the good poacher from falling into a trap set for a sloppy
poacher who was there the night before, bur it will help.

4. Watch closely for cars, campers, farm houses and
anything suspicious,

5. Consider picking up the deer the next day rather
than taking it home that night.

6. Don't carry the rifle and light in the same car aftera
shot is made.

7. Gut the critter back away from the road so there
won't be easily found evidence left that a deer was spot-
fighted at that location.

Shining deer works best early in fall. In some areas of the U.S. it
works right through winter, but generally the deer are in the deep
woods later on. It helps to have a silenced firearm. But if one is
caught with a silencer, his future will be very grim, and it is quite
likely that one willbe caught while spotlighting deer.

Dogs
Using dogs for deer is common in some places in the U.S., but is

mostly unheard of throughout the rest of the country.
The ideal dog for deer is a yappy little beagle. Beagles follow

slowly, have a good nose and make lots of noise. Deer won't be
unduly frightened since they can always hear the dog and tell
where it is. In addition, a beagle won't move the deer very fast and
the poacher can move around to crossings and trails for a shot.
Beagles on a deer track sound exactly like beagles chasing a rabbit.

Rather than a beagle, I have always used a semi-silent airedale
for deer. Airedales move a bit faster through the woods, making
the deer harder to circle, but they have great stamina and intelli-
gence, and they are quiet.

A poacher's dog must be quiet and intelligent. He must stay with
his master unless on a track, and always come when called. A
stupid unruly wild dog is worse than worthless. It is a hindrance.
So is a dog that makes too much noise. I want my dog to give a
little bark every twenty to thirty seconds when on a hot trail, and
absolutely shut up when I tell him. It won't do to have a barking
crazy dog while trying to sneak up on deer, or away from farmers.

The poacher should only put the dog on a good fresh trail ofa
deer headed someplace where he knows he can get a shot. As soon
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as the dog is off. start working in to known crossings. Coordinate
with others in the party. Keep track of the dog, and always try to
guess the deer's direction of flight. Radios are almost a necessity.

A good dog is a wonder to behold. but sometimes the hound

may have trouble training its master to get around ahead of the
quarry and do his part.

Fresh Snow
lf the country is fairly open and not too hilly, deer can be taken

from snow shoes on a fresh deep snow.
The trick is to pick up a fairly fresh track, and the skill is to be

able to snow shoe long enough to get up with the deer'
I have used this method in Wisconsin, Michigan and Pennsylva-

nia. Usually it isn't necessary to worry about a warden in the

woods, but they can be a problem waiting on the road.

This really is a very easy way of getting a deer when the snow

first gets too deep for them to run. Just be sure that plans are well

made to get it out.

Deer Yards
In some sections of the country, deer will bunch up in sheltered

areas where there is a good supply offood. These yards. as they are

called, can be found and identified in spring and summer. Yards

will have brush and trees that have been eaten off, many deep game

trails in a small area, and at times, the skeletons of animals that
died there.

During the winter it is easy to walk into the wind right up to a
yard and shoot at least one deer. After that, they may scatter and

not return. Often that is not all bad, since deer will tend to yard up

and not move till they eat all the available browse.
In my estimation, deer shot from a yard are poor tasting and

inferior. By the time they get there, all their body fat is gone, and

they are just holding their own through the winter. At this point in
the season, I aim to have my harvest completed.

Water
A plan that is seldom used is to spotlight deer from a boat. lt

sounds risky, but I have found that in general it is a much safer
plan than using a light from a car.

There are several areas where I can run a boat far from any

homes or main roads and make a good harvest. By using a quiet
gun, I've been able to take several nice deer and have them in the

boat before anyone knew what happened.
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One of these was at a public camp ground and lake way back in
the boondocks. There was only one access road to the area. We
pulled our boat into a small cove about I l:00 p.m. and spotted a
deer with our light. My partner shot it with his .25-.20 and we
gutted it in the dark right on shore.

Quietly we loaded it on the boat and made off using his trolling
motor. About a mile out we fired up the big motor and were gone
before anyone knew what had happened. People were sleeping in
their campers not 300 feet away.

If your poaching territory does include some water, also watch
for swimming deer. It is surprising how often we run across them
in lakes. One time I killed one with a hammer. It is better to shoot
them, though, because when the boat gets close, the deer will start
to lunge and make quite a commotion.

Snares
Anybody who hasn't gotten his meat by the onset of bad

weather and / or the middle of winter may have to resort to snares.
They are simple, effective and easy to use. No one should have any
trouble snaring deer, even if they are a Class C woodsman of the
klutzy kind.

Deer snares should be of the correct length and weight. Full
instructions are given in the chapter on snares. Readers are
encouraged to go back and look this chapter over again.

Snares are set in regularly traveled deer trails. Ifyou don't know
where these are, wait till it rains or snows, then find the places
where the trail is beat down by two or three sets of fresh tracks.

Look for a narrow place through light brush between larger
trees. Slight brush will help hold the snare in position, and force
the deer to put its head down and plow through the tangle. The
large trees can serve to force the deer into a constricted space, and
may be rigged with a spring pole.

I believe more deer are missed as a result of too small snare
loops than from those that are too large. As far as I am concerned,
the ideal size is about the diameter of a bushel basket, or in the
neighborhood of l8 inches.

The center of the loop should be about belt buckle high on asix
foot man.

Snares set for deer must lock, and should have a stop so they
don't collapse past about 7 inches in diameter. A strangled,
bruised deer is only good for dog meat.

My ideal snare set for deer always has a light spring pole with

enough tension to hold the deer without allowing it to thrash itself
to pieces. Some people put bells on their snares and sit in a tent or
cabin and wait for the deer to ring. I never wanted to make that
much noise, nor have I ever been where I could camp near the

snare.
Human tracks in the snow are sometimes a problem. To get

around this handicap, I may make my deer snare in fall without
actually activating the trigger. Then in winter I walk by and cock
the trap spring pole and tie open the snare. I use long strands ofdry
grass to lightly tie my snare to the bush. The grass looks natural

and is easy to use.

By having the set ready to go early, I don't have to trample the

snow flat while rigging it. Later, after the set is going, I maycheck
It by walking}} feet to the side. I am more concerned about two
legged creatures catching me, than about four-legged critters not
getting caught, because of my fresh tracks in the snow. Everything
is more comfortable after a little new snow falls and obscures the

trail.
Coastal black tails are difficult to get any other way except with

gnares. On the other hand, mule deer are almost impossible to
catch with snares. And once a poacher has seen how a white tail
sneaks away in heavy cover, he will never have trouble setting an

cffective snare loop for white tails again.
Snares are cheap, easily set, hard to detect and very effective.

Snaring deer is easy, but obviously works best after the poacher

has some experience at it. Remember that deer vary in size tre-
mcndously. tf the deer breaks your snare, get heavier cable. lf it
tcars itself up, check the set more often and rig a better spring pole.

If it slips through the snare or misses it, set the loop larger or
rmaller as the case may be.

Flylng
A lot of game can be spotted from the air. Game officials know

this and consistently promulgate regulations regarding hunting
from a plane. But the problem in this case is not evading thegame

department, but capitalizing on the information acquired flying
uound. The game wardens can't tell intent even if they are fortu-
nate enough to catch up with the flying poacher after he gets back
On the ground.

To work well, the plane used to spot game should be a high wing
type that can fly very slowly. Other than some old J-3's or perhaps

t Luscombe or two, there aren't many of these kinds of planes

$ound any more. Few airports have them to rent.
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The next best alterantive is a cessna r50 or a r72. Both are
common planes that can be flown by anybody who has a license.
They rent for between $20.00 and $30.00 an hour.

The pilot should stay weil in conrror of the prane and fly at about
500 feer above ground level. Even these slow planes cannot be
safely flown at these altitudes much under 70 m.p.h., so going
lower is self defeating. It is dangerous, the ground moves u-y toi
quickly and the game may be spooked.

Flying is an ideal method of locating mule deer. Unless someone
scares them, they will stay in the area at least until the weather
changes. If one knows the conditions on the ground, it is much
easier to spot mulies from the air.

Earlier in the year, look high up on grassy benches or in saddles
next to patches of trees. If it has been dry, the mulies wilr be lower.
Snow also forces them dow:r into the canyons and so on. A good
poacher must have some'Teel" for the animals, the weatheiand
the terrain, or he will have to spend a lot of time cruising .rounJ
Iocating the deer in the first place.

In spring' bears can be located from the air. They rook like black
stumps that ripple or shine in the grassy meadows below. Once
located they can be trapped, ordogs brought in. I have never had
much luck spotting bears from planes in the fall. Bears seem to
roam too much at that time.

-]t 5 gasy to plane-spot white tails working an orchard or an
alfalfa field in the early fail. Later on in the season tt ey cai
sometimes be spotted on an open hill or, if there are many, in the
yards. I have never been abre to locate deer in heavy timber from
the air.

Moose and elk are the two animals that I think are best spotted
from the air. In fact, I usually won't hunt them without ai le"rt
trying to spot them from a plane first.
. Moose are especially easy. They are big and black and some_

times come right out in the open in a muskeg or along a lake shore
a-nd stand' After spotting one, the pilot shouid crimb to a coupre of
thousand feet and circle till a hunt can be planned.

Planning a route into the country is the core of the hunt. I
believe I could find at least two or three moose in a morning of
flying over reasonable country every time I went out, but grtiing
into the area is something erse again. often there are 

-riveri
swamps, bogs and lakes in just six oreight short miles between the
nearest road and the moose. It may be possible to slip in and get it,

but then again maybe it isn't. cood air reconnaissance can show
that.

A recon flight for elk is an immense help. These animals can
move tremendous distances over mountainous countrv in a short
time' so it is often futile to srart "hunting" elk on foot. Better to fly
over an area first and examine the saddles, open hillsides and
grassy meadows near the creeks.

Since they are large and light colored, elk can often be spotted in
heavy timber. During the heat of the day they lay in the saddles or
at the edge of high meadows like cattle. Early in rhe morning or
late in the evening they may be found conrouring the hills nibbing
grass.

The idea is to locate an area where the elk are known to be. and
plan the route in, rather than trudging over a lot of empty country
in vain.
Driving Deer

. A trained, expert crew of deer drivers can get a white tail any
time any place they choose, as long as deer liveln the country they
are working. It is so easy it is shocking. The only problem is ttiat, as
far as I know, there aren't a dozen gtod deer oiruing teams in the
cntire u.s. I have lived in a hundred different placesin my lifetime
including the middle west, the south, the north and the far west. I
have hunted overmuch_of the U.S. withagreatnumberof people.
I still say most hunters don't know how to-drivedeer, fox, 6r*,;,
many of the other species that easily fal victim to this method.

Driving game is a labor of love with me. There isn't anything
much that I would rather do than organize a hunt and drivl
tomething past a shooter.

Theolder I get the more I am convinced that driving game is an
trt and not a science. Although it is easy for me to take one ortwo
novices_and quickly blend them into my regular huntingcrew, it is
vcry difficult for me to tell someone how to drive deer. pirhaps the
Srcatest value to this book for the average poacher is to know that
It can be done. Deer or anything else can be driven with impunity
by a trained crew. Knowing this, the poacher can strive to ierfect
his tcchniques, and eventually use two or three people in a drive
tnd get results every time out.

There are two kinds of deer drives. The most common is the
lln*up, where 8 to l0 men position themselves shoulder to
rhoulder and attempt to push the critters out of the cover to
uaiting standers. This system works o.k. during the hunting sea-
ron if there are enough bodies, but as a poaching techniqui it is
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worthless. It is impractical to hide that many people and the
wagging tongue syndrome is impossible to overcome after the
hunt is completed.

Most poachers start learning to drive deer from these mass
exercises, so I'll offer a few pertinent tips by way of an example.
Seasoned poachers will laugh at the simplicity of the advice, but on
reflection will probably agee that for most beginners, it is much
needed.

When I was living on the farm, our county was inundated with
stray dop. The county lay in the center of a triangle formed by
three large cities. City people who wanted to rid themselves of
unwanted pets drove out into our area and dropped them offby
the hundreds.

A build-up occurred, principally in numbers of dogs, and the
results were catastrophic. Packs ofthese starving hounds started
roaming the country, attacking farmers'livestock and decimating
the wild game. One man who lived a mile or so from us lost thirty-six
sheep in one night. Another a few days later had four full grown
sows killed. Other damage occurred but nothing much was done
about it. Philosophically it's hard to come out in favor of shooting
dogs on a county-wide basis.

Winter came to the midwest along with a stretch of bone crin-
kling cold. The wild dogs became bolder, since the cold cut off
their source of native game and domestic stock. The situation
culminated one morning when a pack of about ten dogs attacked
and almost killed a six year old girl waiting for a school bus. Only
the timely arrival of the bus prcvented her death, but she was
terribly disfigured.

As a result of the incident, a hue and cry went up through the
county. Farmers and small businessmen volunteered theirservices
and the national guard sent up a number of large trucks.

Giant drives, a section in size each, were organized. Fifty or
more men lined up and marched in unison with similar numbers
on all four sides of a section till they met in thecenter. Eachcarried
a shotgun and a dozen shells issued by the organizer. All ammo
issued was #4 shot, to preclude anyone from using larger, more
dangerous buck shot.

By sundown the group had covered 7 sections and had killed
almost a whole pickup load of wild dogs. It was agrisly sight, but
the dead dogs are not my principal memories of the occasion. I
think of the dog hunt every time I see a line of men moving out to
drive a woods in Michigan or Pennsylvania. They are doing the job
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by brute force and not finesse, with actually very limited results. It's
an exercise in regimentation, not hunting.

For starters might I offer the following simple advice for drivers
just learning the game:

l. Try to determine if there is any game in the country
one proposes to drive. If the deer have moved elsewhere,
it does very little good to tramp the woods in search of
them. I realize full well that I harp long and hard on the
theme "know your territory," but if it seems bad now,
wait till the end of this chapter.

2. Try to drive the deer down wind. More expert hun-
ters can drive into the wind and may shoot the deer on the
drive itself, but for now the driver should reconcile him-
self to the fact that he is nothing but a brush beater.

3. Allow plenty of time for the standers to get around
through the woods to their stations. Many, if not most,
drives start too soon, without grving the stander time to
take hh position.

4. Use plenty of standers. Remember we are substituting
muscle for brains. No one knows where the driven deer
will emerge.

5. The drivers should take their positions on the drive
lne silently. At the start of the drive, there will be plenty
of noise to scare the game, if the human scent hasn't done
the job already.

6. Space out the drivers just far enough so they can see

each other through most of the cover. Require them to
stay in yisual contact. Don't worry about noise on the
drive, and don't let them go through too fast. Deerwill be
more fearful of slow moving noisy drivers and tend not to
lay down and try to slip through the drive.

7. Everyone should wear bright hunting colors. No
camouflage on these hunts.

8. One person should be the group leader and be re-
sponsible for getting the people through on line and
formed up for the next drive. Use of radios is helpful but
not essential as it is when three or four people drive deer.

By following the above guide points, reasonably successful deer
hunts can be organized. Ofcourse they will have to be undertaken
only during the regular season by people with proper permission,
licenses and all that good stuff.
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The real test of a poacher is his ability to pull off the same drive
with three or four people and pick up twice as many deer.

My biggest problem in directing drivers is finding enough peo-
ple who know the country. It is virtually impossible to send

someone around a field, or over to a point if he doesn't know
where that field or point is. Also, how is someone supposed to be
able to drive a woods or brushy draw if he doesn't know how the
country lies? It is impossible. Deer will get past the driver, or will
run to an unexpected place and escape.

In my opinion, 90 percent of driving deer quietly and success-
fully is knowing the country. Even if the deer get past the standers,
the group can analyze the hunt and decide how to work it differ-
ently next time. All else failing, the poachers can at least observe
the tracks on the drive through and decide where the deer went,
but again they'?otta know the territory.'

As with mass drives, silence for the standers is golden. A stander
must at times go to great lengths to creep silently around the
woods to get to his station. The drivers must also be silent getting
into position. True professionals don't need to make noise talking
or snapping sticks on a drive. They know how theircounterpart
driver will handle the country, how long it will take them to get
through an atea and when to turn, wait or whatwer. Similarly,
standers will know when game should appear if it is going to, and
how long it will take the drivers to reach various places on the
drive.

Professional drives can be made with the wind or into the wind,
depending on the circumstances. Deer can be bagged either way. If
with the wind, the driver's movement should becalculated to push
the game to the stander. If against the wind, the stander may float
in order to hold the deer in place till the driver can arrive and make
a shot.

This is an important technique since it isn't always practical to
poach a deer at the edge of a woods or by a stock crossing. At
times the team may want to drive the deer away from a house or barr\
to a place where a shot won't disturb anybody.

Poachers should realize that among their own team there will be
some who are better drivers than standers, and vice versa. As I
have said before, a lot of driving deer is an art, and some people
have more of a feel for driving and others for standing.

ln summary the important elements of a skillful professional
deer drive are:
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l. Knowing the country, where the game is and how it
will react;

2. Being able to understand how all of the team

members will handle the country, where they will be and

what they will do;
3. Being able to handle that portion of the task which

is assigned on the drive.
As I said at the start, I know I cannot tell a person how to handle

a professional deer drive any more than an artist could tell me how
to paint an apple. It can be done, however, and that's the point. A
good three or four person poaching team can move injust about
anyplace where there is game and put it on the grass in a very short

time. My wife calls the system the incredible poaching machine.

As a help I have listed four actual drives that we regularly run.

They are typical of many that poachers are likely to encounter'

Studying these situations or case studies will help the average

hunter get a handle on the concept of driving game.

Sltuation I
The area to be hunted is about 1500 acres of heavy timhr and brush

with a few openings located in the center of rolling pasture and

grain fields. lt is about a quarter of a mile to most of the farm

houses from the woods, but one home is located back in the trees

and must be avoided. There are many farmers who own pieces of
the country and almost all of the ground is posted.

An 8Vz mile road loops around the field and woods.

The tree covered portion of this country is moderately rolling to
rugged. In the woods it is possible to see 100 yards at the most. ln
rcme places narrow fingers of cover extend almost to the road'

This is a very typical set up. Hundreds of deer live in the mixed

agriculture forest region, but few hunters get on the ground

because of posting. The few who do amble through the woods see

nothing. Because of the size, fifteen men or more would be needed

for a mass drive. However, three good poachers can get deer every

time they go in.
Hunt the woods as follows:
The cover extends about two miles to the north and averages

well under three fourths of a mile wide. A prevailing westerly wind

blows across the narrow direction. Hunt the downwind portion of
thc woods first for obvious reasons.

Put the best man 400 yards into the woods walking quietly
parallel to the average edge. A second hunter keeps about 100
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yards from the edge and the third hunts right at the edge in the
open fields but walks up and through the fingers of brush as he
comes to them.

The outside man has a lot more walking to do, and is expected to
stay ahead of the other hunters about 100 yards. Sixty percent of
the shots will be made by the man at the edge as deer jump out of
the small fingers and try to escape through the fields.

The other 40 percent of the shots will be made by the hunter in
the center, as the wise old deer try to come around through the
woods past the @nter into the deep woods.

At the end of the woods, swing around and run the upwind side
back the same way. If there is an especially wide or long finger, the
two inside men should stop and become standers while the outside
person runs the cover.

Deer in the very center of the woods are missed on this drive but
few stay there anyway. It is a typical big woods situation that most
hunters can't handle,

Slturtlon II
People continually ask me how to drive a big heavy woods that

ir part of a whole mountain. How, they ask, is it possible to get
deer out of so much country? Other than some coastal rainforests
where the cover is very thick, it is always possible. Consider this
rimple little problem.

A heavily wooded hill in the middle of a large forest. The hill
rires perhaps 300 feet, covers four to five hundred acres and has a
few clearings. The top is tree covered.

By previous scouting we know there are many game trails on top
of the hill. Most lead to a saddle that connects to the next hill.

We put one man on top of the hiil and the other two contour
tround at 100 yard intervals. Most of the deer run uphill toward

i the saddle. Ninety nine percent of the shooting is done by the man
on top, regardless of the wind direction.

Sltuatlon III
This is a draw in a large woods. Deer come into the draw to

drink. The draw is about 1000 yards long and 500 yards wide.
Hcavy brush covers the bottom that at itsdeepest is l00feet below
the surrounding forest.

Hunt this by putting one man down in the draw's bottom. He
fiould bust through the brush, moving from side to side. A second
hunter stays up on the ridge to the right of the brush beater,

rlightly ahead. The third man moves 200 yards ahead to the left.
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He should stay at least 250 yards away from the brush buster up

;; ,h. flat ground' Since thi third man will get most of the shots'

he should work through open timber as much as possible'

$ltuation IV-- 
nirirr, glance, situation IV seems to be simple. Small woodlots

Nrrounded by acres and acres of open fields' The ground may b.e-

l.*fv toffi"g, Uut for the most parivisibility is very good' Even if
ittt *inO is all wrong, the novice will at least see game no matter

where he stumbles into the woods''.-nnott,,' 
plus is the fact that deer thrive on the small woodlot in

I sea of pasture' corn fields and wheat environment' There are

bound to be lots of them around'- 
ffr. big problem involves the fact that there are so many houses'

Without-siecial planning, mixed with an unusual portion of skill'

th;il;#.wi[ be ,pottid out in the open, or be discovered when

hc shoots.
]--io ,orr..tly handle the situation, the deer must be moved from

*ooato, to woodlot till they are at a place where they can safely be

thot.
,---Th. hunter on the left is actually a floating stander' The two on

,tftt iiriitt"ld to the right, continually attempting to move the
'rniri, 

toward the stan-tler. Both drivers must make use of every

the houses.- 
Smart deer hunted under these circumstances will move out

many t unateds of yards ahead ofthe drivers' lfdone properly' the

otroion of the wind is not critical. But again the floating stander

will have to be prepared for a long shot'

Most of the real life deer drive situations are not nearly as

'lomplex as the ones shown. Every one requires study' planning

;il;l";*ledge of the terrain, no matter how simple or how

oomPlex.
The lirst time through, the poacher is likely to handle the

oountw all wrong. Moie important is howhe will handle it next

timc. ihat's what separates the real deer drivers from the folks

wtro tttoff through the woods with a high-powered rifle'
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BUTCHERING DEER

One of the hardest animals to handle is the untagged deer.
Something has to be done with them quickly-this is the what-to-
do chapter.

Over the last forty years, my family and I have been able to col-
lect all the deer we need to feed ourselves. However, we have never

killed more than we needed.

It was only logical for us to develop a quick and easy method of
preparing untagged deer for the freezer. One can't, after all, take
that many animals to the local custom butcher or even dawdle
around putting them up with a pocket knife.

Briefly, our system is as follows:
As soon after the deer is shot as is safely possible, gut the deer. I

don't want to waste my energy carrying guts home and I don't
want to have the trouble of disposing of them in an urban sur-
rounding. So leave them in the bush.

The deer should be pulled sideways to a slight hill and rolled on
its back. Only one man should do the actual work. Wardens look
for blood on the poacher's hands or knife, so it is best to allow only
one poacher to gut the deer.

While someone holds the deer upside down, slit the deer's belly
from the bung hole all the way to the adam's apple. In the crotch
the knife will only cut to the pelvis bone, but cut as faras possible.

The pelvis itself must be cracked or sawed. I don't like to carry a
saw or the noise a saw makes. Instead I drive my knife point first
into the pelvis with the palm of my hand. Some people use a rock,
but that makes an awful lot of noise. By inserting and punching the
knife three or four times, the pelvis will be severed.

Next drive the knife into the bottom of the rib cage, twist and

cut. Older, larger animals will have tough rib cages. push the knife
through slightly off center and the job will be slightly easier. The
ribs can be split even on a large old animal without making much
noise this way.

Cut out the trachea and sever it from the body right below the
head.

Roll the deer on its side and pull the trachea out. The intestines
should follow. Cuts will be necessary around the diaphragm, but
basically the gurs will just roll out.

Save the heart and liver from the pile. Scatter what's left out so
the birds and foxes can quickly eat it. If necessary, throw the
entrails in heavy brush, down a canyon or in a river. Try to make
sure no one will find them.

Cut the legs off at the first joint.
Most hunters waste part of the neck. I cut the head off as closeto

the neck as possible. There is a lot of burger on a neck. Before
hiding the head, take the tongue out. I skewer the tongue on a
forked stick, then the liver and last the heart. It is eaiier and
cleaner to carry them this way.

We always pack the deer over our shoulders Indian style. It
requires two people to load a deer this way, but one person can
carry up to a 175 pound load Indian style. The only drawback is
that the packer can get bloody on the shoulders and neck. On the
other hand, there is no trail or hair, and the hunter can move the
deer great distances very quickly and quietly.

We cut heavier mule deer in half so we can still pack it on our
shoulders.

Try at all costs to keep the meat clean on its journey out to the
road. I don't like sand in my hamburger and doubt if anyone else
does.

Once home we hang the deer in the garage and skin it imme-
diately. The skin is disposed of in a place where it can't becomean
embarrassment. Bury it, store it in an out building or in the
neighbor's garage, but don't leave it laying around.

Split the deer end to end. A common wood saw works fine for
this job. Start at the tail and follow the white line right over the
backbone down through the neck. One person holdingthecarcass
and the other sawing works efficiently.

Once the carcass is skinned and halved, we refer to it as being on
the rail. I believe this is standard butcher terminology. It should
take no longer than fifteen minutes to handle this part of the job.
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Speed is of the essence. I want the deer wrapped and in a freezer
as soon as possible. Just as bringing a deer to the road is the weak
link in that chain, a half-butchered deer in one's basement is the
weak link in the butcher chain.

Since speed is the order of the day, we have developod a very fast
method of handling a deer from rail to the freezer. The method has
no correlation to standard butchering techniques and may make
some pros wince.

Take two good sized tubs, a knife and a saw and proceed to cut
as follows. Remember, speed is the key. We want to reduce the
animal to easily handled small pieces as fast as possible.

L Saw the two front legs offjust behind the remaining
joint. These will later be boned for hamburger.

2. Pull the shoulder out and cut it off the carcass,
taking as much meat as possible with the shoulder.

3. Saw the two necks off at the bottom of the ribs.
4. Cut in at the flank just down from the rear quarter to

within three inches of the backbone. Saw down through
the ribs all the way ro the bottom, severing the ribs from
the backbone. Be sure to stay at least three inches from
the backbone or the loin will be ruined.

5. Saw through the back bone just below the rear
quarters.

6. Saw off the hind leg below the joint. put the hind
ham and the shanks in the pan, completing that part of
the operation.

Boning the Meat
Our family has a shortage of freezer space. With all the birds,

deer, fish, berries and apples that go into our freezers we have
become accustomed to freezing the deer meat without bones. I've
been in some lively discussions regarding the speed of boning
versus the speed of sawing bones, and time it takes to wrap boneJ
versus unboned meat. It still seems to me that there is only five
minutes difference in methods. If you also need to conserve fieezer
space, bone your deer meat as follows.

l. Working from the hoof end, bone the four shanks.
Throw this meat into a hamburger box and the bones into
a bone bag.

2. Filleting right next to the bone, remove the loins. On
large deer there will be four. On small animals the inside
loin may get losr in the shuffle.

3. Starting at the shank or narrow end, cut as many
round steak wheels as possible off the rear hams. These
should be about one inch thick. Split the remaining chunk
in two, working the meat into two roasts. Meat remaining
on the bones should be removed for hamburger.

4. Bone out the neck. This is a tough job,learned only
after practice on a deer or two. The neck bones are ripply
and it is hard to arrive at a system. A novice may want to
make soup out of the neck bone if very much meat
remains. After the poacher learns the task, this operation
can go very quickly.

5. The last operation is another tough one requiringa
lot of skill. I don't know an easy method of either doing
the boning myself or telling someone else how to do it.
Start as follows and stick with it.

Lay the front ham on the boning table with the hide side up.
Rotate the piece so the leg points away from the worker and, using
the back ofthe knife, tap the chunk till the longthin boneseparat-
ing the shoulder blade is located. This bone forms a T wiih ttre
shoulder blade.

Cut down on either side of the vertical bone to the shoulder bone
and work the meat off into two roasts. If one is skilled or the critter
is small, the piece can be taken off as one roast. Often we roll these
roasts and tie them up with bakery string.

All the hamburger meat is put in one package and frozen. I-ater
in the year we pull all the packages out and grind them at once.
Many years ago we bought a large commercial meat grinder at an
auction. The grinder takes about two minutes to grind a deer, but
because it is so heavy, about 15 minutes to set up.

The best division of labor we have found is to have two people
boning, with one person wrapping the meat as it comes bff ine
boning table. Many many times we have done a deer-rail to
freezer but no grinding*in forty-five minutes. On larger deer or
elk we like four or five to help, but after that point there is no
additional efficiency gained by adding people.

Be sure to wash up everything thoroughly when the job is done.
The fish and game department has a test they can used to deter-
mine where-in what drainage-a scrap of meat or drop of blood
came from. Should the deer be one you claim came from an open
area, when in fact it did not, they may challenge you. I believe the
test is not accurate enough to hold up in court but the F&G people
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may want to go through the motions anyway' After the meat has

been frozen a few days, the test is even more tenuous'

ln some areas the game commission will obtain search warrants

and check freezers. Never, never label any meat with a date' Use a

red marker one year, black the next and so on. Simply write an-

"H" for hamburger or'R" for roast in the appropriate color' lf
there is deer, elk, bear or moose mixed together, it may be neces-

sary to use an *EH" or a *8R." Be sure to have a convincing story

put together regarding the source of all that meat'' 
An accumulation of hearts and tongues can be an embarrass-

ment. within reasonable limits it is tough to reconstruct a deer

from a bunch of boned packages in a freezer. But four hearts are

something else again. One time my wife gathered seven deer

hearts, und put together a giant roast heart dinner' The eating was

great, but what if the warden had walked in just then?

NAII CAN
BEARTRAP

A surprising number of people live within easy driving distance

of black bears. The reason these bears continue to roam at will is
that the average bear is smarter than the average person.

When I was young, my uncle made me promise that I would
never tell anybody about his secret bear trap. That way, nobody
else could ever use his method. More important, the wardens

would never get wind of it and discover how he got so many bears.

Uncle is dead and gone now, so perhaps he will forgive me for
telling you about his secret bear trap. lf I don't tell someone soon, I
am going to be dead and gone too, and nobody will be around to
pass on the information.

To start with, trapping bears can be a problem for a poacher.

Good numben of bears exist that are fairly easy to trap, but other
factors confuse the issue.

Steel traps, for instance, are illegal in almost every state' and are

not really a viable poacher's tool. Old original steel bear traps have

antique value, and are far too valuable to set out in the bush.

Modern bear traps available from HERTER'S are stilltoo expen-

sive, in my opinion, and are dangerous in the woods. If a person

ever got caught in a poacher's bear trap, there would be merry hell

to pay before that incident blew over.
Large jaw traps are hard to pack into a set and difficult to dig in

and make operational. If there is even a hint that there might be a

large jaw trap out, souvenir hunters and wardens will descenden

masse and look for it with metal detectors. Besides all this, bears

don't like to put their feet in steel jaw traps. Theydo enjoy putting
their feet in my traps.

Since jaw traps are not practical for bears, this leaves the
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aspiring bear poacher with only snares and nail can traps. Snares
are covered in a previous chapter. They are certainly a good way of
catching bears and are much less expensive than nail canJ or
anything else. However, nail cans are far easier to set and much
more effective.

Building a bear trap of this type requires the use of an arc
welder, a cutting torch and a drill. Cost will run from $10.00 to
$40.00 each, depending on how much ofthe trap is scrounged and
how much work is done by the poacher himself.

Start by neatly curting two pieces of I /4 inch sheet steel 6 inches
wide and 12 inches long. Cut two more 4Vzx l2inch pieces and
weld them up with the first two into a box 4yzx S|,1 inihes inside
diameter, 12 inches deep. Both ends should be left open. Do a very
thorough job of welding the box so it is extremely sturdy.

Weld a four foot length of log chain to the box one inch from the
bottom. The chain must have at least l/4 inch links, be securely
fastened to the trap body and have a ring on the end ofit. I makl
the ring out of 3 / 8 inch bar stock. Don't try to skimp on the chain
length or quality.

Drill two 5/32 inch holes one and a half inches down from the
top of each side of the trap, slanted downward. Later the spikes
will have to be adjusted, but it is easier if the holes are an$Ld to
start with. Drill the holes so they offset each other as shown in the
diagram.

Sharpen four 20 penny nails needle sharp and push them into
the four holes. The ends of the nails must extend down no less than
5 inches into the trap. This gives them a great deal ofangle and
removes the impression of their being an obstacle. weld the nails
in solid.

Adjust the nails so that there is I % inches of distance between
the points. This size trap will miss the small one year old bears
but will collect most larger bears.

Carefully dig the trap into the ground along a path or trail where
bear sign is abundant. Shovel extra dirt into an old gunny sack and
dispose of it away from the set.

When completely dug in, the top of the trap should be even with
the ground. The chain should be dug in and hidden. It is well
secured to a stout 8 inch drag log 6 feet long. Keep theset neat and
tidy and minimize the amount of human scent left.

Bait with old honey and/or bacon grease. pour the bait in the
trap, allowing some to spill around the top. Use a lot of bait. A half
gallon of either is not too much.

Shqrpened 20P
nqils'welded on
ongleinside box

Tip oFnoil6-8'r
bilow lop oF '
gteel bor

Choin ring l+---6.

TOP VIEW

NAIL CAN B EAR TRAP
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Rain has little effect on the set other than washing the human

scent away. There is no need to shelter the set, although the

poacher may want to cover the trap slightly with dry leaves or
glass.

check the trap once every four to seven days. Try to do so

without approaching too close or leaving human scent. Be ready to

replace the bait since bees, coons and skunks will work on it.
Modern bears are used to playing around in dumps looking for

food. They are also, by nature, used to pushing their paws into
openings to pry out goodies. At first he will smell around the trap.

Then, after a bit, the bear will try to push his paw into thegoodies

and lick it off. Once that paw is in the trap past the pad, thespikes

will hurt the bear, causing it to relieve the pain by pushing in
farther till it is hopelessly caught.

A caught bear is a fearsome creature. They are so powerfll it is
unbelievaUle. Often I have found my trap and drag 600 to 800 yards

away, tangled in a pine thicket. Staking a bear trapfast is foolish.

The critter will either break the stakes or tear the trap apart.

These traps won't catch humans, but they will grab onto a deer

leg or a young domestic cattle leg. Be very careful not to put the

trap in a trail so as to avoid hoofed animals. Even if the poacher

can use a deer, it is an inefficient method of getting one. The deer

will end up thrashing itself to death, ruining its meat.

BEAYERS ANI)
MUSKRATS

An excerpt from my diary begins this chapter:
Shortly after lunch we started the three mile hike into the beaver

ponds. It was mostly downhill, but what little trail there was
twisted and turned tortuously through the rocks and trees. The
ponds were on a small stream that lay at the bottom of a steep,

short canyon. Not the kind of place I would have walked into daily
to check traps.

A few minutes before we got to the bottom, the sun set behind
the mountains. A good ninety minutes of daylight remained, but
the sun was no longer in sight.

There were two nice ponds lying back to back at the bottom. We
moved around with extreme caution so as not to alarm the beav-
ers. There were no beaver in sight, but their tracks and droppings
were everywhere.

After a few minutes of scouting, we decided that the first two
ponds we came to were the best for our plan. Large fresh lodges sat
in each. There was an open spot up the hill where we could watch
both dams, but it was 300 feet or more to the down stream water.

We searched on for a time, but it was obvious that we weren't
going to do much better without making a lot of noise. My pard
finally settled down in the clearing, cradled his silenced .25-.20 on
his lap and started to wait. I slid down the hill to the first dam.

People who have never tried it have no idea how difficult it is to
untangle the sticks and branches in a beaver dam. By working
diligently, I finally opened a three foot square hole in the wall.

By the time I got to it, the lower dam was just about flooded out
as a result of all the additional water from above. Again I set to
work and in twenty minutes had an even larger hole in the bottom
dam.
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Carefully I snuck back up to my friend who was watching the
ponds intently.

Twenty minutes or so passed, and it was gettingdark. Suddenly
there was a small splash and a "\t'on the upper pond. A medium-
sized beaver glided into the dam with a branch in its mouth. He
poked the twigs into the breach while we continued to watch.

In a few minutes, a second, much larger beaver broke the water
and also swam for the dam. When it climbed onto the pile of sticks

we could definitely tell it was a large one, worth taking. The .25'.20
grunted quietly, and water splashed on the beaver. A miss. It
looked around unafraid. Partner's next round hit solidly, knock-
ing the fat beaver off the dam into the stream below.

A second beaver "V' shone in the water, but there was also a

beaver on the dam below. Carefully my partner took aim and fired
at the far target. The water splashed, but the beaverjust sat there.
We shot twice more, but couldn't hit the damn thing.

Almost out of disgust, my pard pulled down on the close beaver

in the near pond and dropped it stone, cold dead with one shot. It
lay on the dam.

Another beaver showed up on the far dam. It was so dark we

couldn't tell for sure, but it looked like all shots missed.

We killed one more beaver on the close pond and called it quits.
At least two more beaver splashed a warning as we broke our way
down to the water.

Using our small flashtight, we retrieved two blanket beavers

from the first pond as well as a nice two year old. At the second

pond, we were both delighted and surprised to find a second

blanket beaver floating face down next to the dam.
We elected to carry the beavers whole to the road, which may

have been a mistake. It took us till 9:30 p.m. to get out and it was a

tough, heavy pack. But we made it home safely.

ln a situation like these remote beaver ponds, breaking out the
dam makes a lot of sense. We could have trapped the ponds and

eventually caught the same beaver, but we would have had to haul
the traps in and out, as well as walk in ourselves four or five times.
By breaking the dam, and being quiet, we were able to select only
the most mature animals. It's a good system, but remember to
always be very quiet, watch the wind, tear the dam out late in the

day, and expect to shoot most during the last five minutes of
daylight.

Pen Trapping Beaver
This is a common trapping method that the Indians of North

America used. It was at one time almost universally known, but in
just my lifetime has become a lost art.

Pen trapping works well when the conditions are right and not
at all when the conditions are wrong.

To work, the method requires an axe, ice chisel, steel rod and a
good dog. The beaver pond must be frozen over and solid enough
to walk on. If the ice over the pond is new and clean, the dog is not
essential.

The trapper must be sure the beaver pond is active. Assuming
that it is, set a line of one inch wood stakes, cut from the thickets
around the pond, in front of the dam spillway and upstream where
the pond ends. Chop a line in the ice through which to set the
stakes. The ice should help hold the barrier, so don't chop too
wide.

Jump on the beaver house and chase the critters out of their
home. If the pond is small, the noise made while staking the pond
will have scared them inside. Put a line of stakes in front of the
beaver house entrance as soon as the beavers have left it.

The beavers will swim under the ice for a time, but will eventu-
ally have to go to one of their bank dens for air. Watch for their
mud and bubbles along shore, or let the dog find them.

When a bank burrow is found, take the iron rod and probe into
the bank till the borrow is located. Usually the probing drives the
beavers out, but if not, chop out the ground to the hole and the
beavers will leave. Stake this burrow shut.

Keep working around the lake till all the beavers are in one or
two burrows. At the last burrow, set up a solid line of stakes back
from the entrance about 4 feet. Now chop all the ice out in front of
the burrow up to the stakes.

Probe the bank and, when the beavers come out, shoot the two
largest ones and let the little worthless beavers go till next year.

It will take two men about three hours to stake a pond if they
both work at it. Many times there are more than two large beavers,
gling a fair return for the labor on the project.
Spearing Muskrats

On a good open marsh where there are a lot of muskrat houses,
it is possible to spear rats.

The spear head is made of a single tine of one quarter inch steel
24 inches long. A shallow barb is cut in the shaft back about2tA
inches from the end, and the point sharpened needle thin. The
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spear shaft is mounted securely in a piece of I % inch dowel rod that
is at least 2 feet long

To use this method, one must be able to ice skate proficiently
and ice must cover the marsh.

Skate quickly and quietly up to a muskrat houseand plungethe
spear into the house at a 4f angle down into the living chamber.
The best way to locate the muskrat living chamber is to pull a
house apart and look.

If a muskrat is impaled, there will be thumping sctatching and
tugging on the pole. At times the spear will impale two rats, since
they pile up in the house.

Don't tear the house up if there is no obvious victim. It is to the
poacher's advantage not to destroy the places where the rats-
which are his income-live.

It is very easy to slip into a distant untouched marsh on a cold
blustery day and make a very nice harvest using this technique.
The ice skates and spear can be carried in a bag, as can the rats.

Tlp Banel
This trap is described in a later chapter on frogs, turtles, etce-

tera. It works well in summer for turtles and just as well in winter,
before the freeze, on rats.

To work, the rats must come to bait, which is often not likely in
streams or sloughs late in the year. I use raw canots or corn for
bait, but often I can't get the rats to come to it.

Blastlng Beaver
Beavers have proliferated to the point that the are pests in many

places. Whcn a farmer from afar calls about problem beavers, and
he doesn't care, I blast out the dam about an hour before dark and
shoot the beavers with a .Z2rtfle. The sudden drop in water level
brings them out immediately, or it may be necessarytoscarethem
out of their house or bank den.

Dynamiting beaver dams is like shooting ice. Set out as much
powder as you think necessary, and then double it. This is an old
rule of thumb of the powder monkey's.

I usually start with eight sticks of dynamite and go up to twelve
or fourteen. Push the charge down in the mud, upstream from the
dam, 3 to 5 feet. It's tough to get the charge decp enougtl but the
deeper the powder, the better the shot.

It won't be difficult to get the beavers out of their houses, but it
may be necessary to dig or punch the burrows with a steel rod.

Beavers will escape on even small streams, so often I set steel
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traps for them in a narrow spot 100 yards or so from the original
pond. Then, if I miss the critters with my rifle, the traps will get

them.
This is a destructive method but is often all that can be done if

the beavers are over populating an area.

Snares
Snares are covered in a preceding chapter all oftheir own. The

reader should review the material before trying to snare beavers
and muskrats.

Rats are easy to snare in the entrance to their grass houses or
their bank dens. At times a good run can be located far from where
they live, but otherwise I wouldn't try to set a snare any other
place. They just don't catch enough to make the extra work pay.

Snares for rats can be the cheap, simple ones made out of electrical
wire, but must have a small bush or branch for a spring pole to
keep the snare snubbed up.

Beaver snares must be fairly heavy, ofthe type used on coyotes.
Set these in the runs in and out of houses and burrows, and in
marshes where they have built canals.

In the winter it is difficult to snare beavers because the water is
cold and deep and they don't work the marshes. One solution is to
put the snare on the end of a pole and push the pole down into the
water in position over a run. The pole becomes a drag and will
immediately snub the snare and drown the beaver. A lighter pole
using the same principal works very well on rats.

The only problem with the system is that the pole is hard to
anchor in one spot. Sometimes this can be overcome by wiring the
snare to the pole back a foot or so, and pushing the rig into the
mud.

Although snares are only about forty percent effective on beav-
ers, they are cheap and easy to set. I have had good success by
setting up to a dozen snares in one pond. By so doing I manage to
catch most of the critters in one night. Snares are not as obvious as

steel traps, so won't raise suspicions. They are much lighter than
conventional traps, lending themselves well to the in-and-out
technique, even if it is only half effective.

Box Traps
These work very well on rats, but aren't so hot on beavers. Box

traps set for rats should be dug back into their burrows or dens far
enough so the critters can't work their way out to the side. Also, be
sure the doors are heavy enough to swing properly under water. If
not, put a fish sinker on the bottom and test it again.
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At times, an old gunny sack laid over the trap works well to
channel the rats intq the chamber. If there is more than one escape
route out of the den or house, use more box traps. Leave them
there two days and then move on to the next house. By systemati.
cally working through the marsh or creek, a poacher can make
some very easy multiple catches.

Under most circumstan@s, box traps for beaveraretoo bigand
clumsy. They will work during the summer, but at that time the
pelts are worthless. Also, beavers will just raise hell with a box
trap. I have seen some Fish and Game department traps left two
days that the beavers turned to shambles.

Ice Hammer Method
This is certainly orte of the most unorthodox ways of collecting

muskrat skins, but on four or five different occasions it has worked
well for me.

When the weather turns cold very quickly in fall" I make it a
point to run out to some of the larger marshes and the river to
check the ice. If it is frozen solid a couple of inches deep but is clear
enough to see the bottom, there is a chance to pick up some easy
rats.

Roughly the procedure is as follows, but please try the method
before laughing too loud.

Quickly run out on the ice over to a rat house and jump on it.
Stand there on the reed structure for a moment or two, watching
intently for rats leaving their home. If one is spotted, follow it on
the ice. After a few yards, hit the ice with the hammer side of an
axe. Smack it sharply right above the critter. A blow or two will
slow it down and bring it up to the surface where another sharp rap
on the ice will stun it enough to cause it to drown. Then it is a
simple matter to cut through the ice and retrieve the rat.

During the early 1950's, I drove past an extremely large marsh in
Nebraska on my way to California. The late fall ice had just
thickened to the point where it was possible to walk across the
marsh. It was new and beautifully clear.

We parked the car. The only tools I had were a tire iron and a
hammer, but we went to work anyway.

My wife scared out the rats and I followed, hitting the ice with
the claw hammer. Slowly, but surely, we worked around the
swamp till it was almost dark. When we counted the rats, we had
about twenty.

That night we took the critters to town. We found a fur buyer
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there who bought the rats whole for $1.75 each. A motel in those
days was $5.00, so we felt like we had put together a fine day's
work. As I remember, we made it to L.A. on the money we made
that day.
Hunting In Spring

A very old traditional method of gathering rats involves shoot-
ing them in the spring. This plan only works during the flood
periods when the rats' burrows and houses are covered with water
and the critters are forced to sit on the bank.

Rat skins stay prime long into the spring, and in times past the
animals were so abundant it didn't matter when they were hunted.
I don't like the system unless it is used south of the Ohio River
where the winters are less severe and the population doesn't natu-
rally die back as much by spring.

A silenced .22 helps, but standard velocity shorts or even BB
caps work just as well. Muskrats are easy to kill and will float when
dead, so a bunch of firepower is not necessary.

Simply float down the river or stream, or through the marsh, in
a canoe or small rowboat. Be very quiet and if there are rats
around, they will soon be seen eating, crawling or sitting on the
bank, or swimming in the water. Glide the craft over to within 30
feet of them and start collecting.

One should be very certain he doesn't glide his boat downstream
right past some fishermen, or the warden checking fishing licenses,
however.

Spring rat skins are very nice, but are easily spotted by fur
buyers. If there is no spring season in the state, be sure that you
have your story straight.

Shooting In Dens
I don't use this method because, unlike spearing rats, it destroys

the den. Also it is very costly and obvious, unless a silencer is used.
And it's quite expensive to run up to each den and shoot six or
eight times into it.

For beavers this method is a complete waste of time. A rifle
won't penetrate the house, and it's too darn difficult to pull the
house apart to see if anything was taken.

Spearing
In spring during flood times, it's possible to chase down rats

with a canoe and spear them. I prefer shooting or clubbing rats to
spearing them, however. They aren't torn up so badly as with
spearing, and are worth a lot more on the fur market.
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Spearing beavers next to their dams or houses is an old Indian
trick. Use a spear similar to the one designed for rats, only make it
larger.

One night I was spearing trout in a beaver pond with the aid of a
canoe and lantern, when I spotted a beaver swimming for the dam.
I quickly glided the boat into position near the dam. When the
beaver passed near, I took my five tined fish spear and put it right
in the beaver's back. I did this by leaning With all my weight on ihe
spear.

As soon as the beaver was hit, he rolled over and flipped me
right out of the boat into four feet of icy water. I jumpedup onto
the bank for fear the beaver was going to treat my leg like anaspen
limb, but the critter just struggled around on the bottom.

.i After a few minutes my now-broken spear pole floated to the
I, surface. About thirty minutes later, the beaver came to the top. He,r, weighed about forty pounds, and was one of the bigger beavers Ij' have ever taken.

Hooking
In some sections of Canada this method is well known. In the

rest of north America, it is virtually unknown, and unused.

- From a practical standpoint, I believe that hooking would work
for muskrats. But to my knowledge, it is onlyused on bigger, more

< clumsy beavers. It is avery good method under heavy icJind snow- when trap platforms and snares are virtually impossible to set. A
hook set is inexpensive, effective and can be hidden through a very
small hole in the ice.

, On the other hand, a hooked beaver will often be worthless to
I fur buyers because of the tears the hooks make in the hide.
il n hook set-up is made as follows.
r Using ten or more l0/0 fish hooks, put one hook every eight

inches on a piece of #12 or 14 wire. Do this by threading tire wire
through the hook eye and twisting the hook twice to set it on the

, line.
: This string of hooks is bent slightly from side to side to form a
' more formidable mass. Set this right in front of the lodge opening,
, being sure the wire is limp and that the tangle is pushed down far
i enough to obstruct the den entrance.' Fasten the other end of the wire to a chunk of wood and lay this

on the ice. The branch should be long enough so the beaver can't
pull it through the ice hole, but short enough to be handy. The wire
should be slack in the hole. pack snow in the hole and over the
branch to hide the set.
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The hooks must be kept needle sharp. I use a whetstone to do

this.
Apparently the beavers may pass back and forth several times

before getting hooked. But once they are snagged in one hook,
they roll around and snag themselves in many. When I check my
hook sets, any caught beavers are always drowned. The hook line
is twisted up in an incredible fashion.

The hook line is an effective deep water set in winter when
nothing else will work. Otherwise, I wouldn't use it.

FISH

There are literally hundreds of quick easy ways of reducing large
quantities of fish to possession. In a pure survival situation, it is my
recommendation that after cereal grains, fish be given lirst consid-
eration as a source of food. There are so many fish in so many
different and diverse places that they are usually the easiest meal to
get.

All of the methods described in this book work. However, most
take time to build or set up and even more time to begin to actually
catch game. It is said that humans are only three meals awayfrom
the onset of starvation. Obviously three meals is only one day. It
will take at least that long to build three deadfalls or set out a string
of culvert traps, build some snares or even set out a bird trap. But
fish are immediate. A shrewd poacher living just about anywhere
outside of the extremely large cities could collect 100 pounds of
fish in a matter of hours. By so doing he could buy a significant
breathing period wherein other poaching options and plans could
be implemented. For that reason alone, I believe fish techniques
are the most important to master.

Because so many good fish methods exist, some of the descrip-
tions have been abbreviated. An entire book could be written
about this subject alone.

Dynamite
Dynamiting provides the quickest and easiest method of check-

ing quarries, lakes, ponds and sloughs for fish. lt is a relatively
cheap method that, when done properly, is not particularly de-
structive to the environment. In fact, many of the small midwest
farm ponds we hit became more productive because we killed forty
to fifty percent of the tiny stunted fish they contained.
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Shooring (or dynamiting) a pond requires a fair degree of skill,
most of which can only be acquired by iractice. My bist uOuir.l,
to read this chapter and the one on dynamite. If it,t .n,..* *irr,
get out and buy some powder and make a start at it.

Virtually all shots made for fish are done with non-erectric cap
and fuse. There is simpry roo much fooring around with erectricar
caps to make them practical in water.

Most fish shots are made with either a harf or a whole stick of
dynamite. Less powder is impractical and more is harmful. This
d.epends, of course, on the depth and the size of the pond. i$;:
rience is the only practical way of determining ,ir. ;i;"[;:-

Fish are sensitive to an exprosive shock. Too litue exptosioiwitt
scare them away. Too much wil rupture their air bladders, uiio*-
ing them to sink to the bottom and be wasted.

My usual plan when dynamiting fish is to first survey the target
water for depth and torar area. It iJ important to locatehr,rt, ar"rj
holes if at all possibre, and to have an idea how many sticks shouri
be capped to properly treat the area of water at trand. In many
cases I have been hitting the same ponds off and on fo..uny yr"rr",
so I know about how the program should run. New ponasiequire
good common sense and a bit of luck.

Use half sticks for water in the 4 foot deep range, and whole
sticks for water over 5 feet. Try to put one charge in eich a..p froir,
or string them out in the pond about 20 feet apart, l0 feet from the
bank if there are no obvious holes. One person can light three or
even four charges if he is cool. More than that number should be
handled by at least two people. I never set more than g charges,
even if it is in Lake Michigan with t00 helpers!

- Lay the prepared charges on the bank near the target areas ofthe water. The first charge lit should have a slightly ionge, fus,
than the last one. Don't reave the fuse trimming on trre u?"r.i"i
other people to discover, if the length must be cut.

Some dynamite floats and some sinks slowly. The slow sinking
stuff is o'k without a weight. It is actually better if the dynamit!
goes off a few feet above the bottom rather than in the mud.
Remember that after about 20 feet, ignition with cap anA fuse
becomes very tenuous. .For deep,.t, fput my powdei in a good
sound plastic bag. While not tbtally *aterpiobr, trr" 

"ipl"Ju"-,usually stay dry enough to allow the shot to go.
Dynamite that won't sink must be tied to u ,o.k or scrap of iron.

Allow about a foot of twine between the weight and the plwderso
the blast won't occur right on the bottom ind lose some of the
effect.
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When shooting the bay area of a large lake from a boat, stack

the prepared charges on the seat and run through the area at about

8 miles an hour. Light and throw out the charges as fast as possible

but, again, don't try more than six or eight at a time.

In theory the best shots are those that go off one, two, three,

then a pause, then a fourth. The fish are either stunned onthefirst
shot, or escape up the line ofcharges, where they concentrate and

are hit by the fourth (or last) shot. In reat life I have been ableto
plan a string of sets this way on several occasions. All produccd

ixcellent results, but the ideal set-up is often hard to put into
effect.

A correct size charge, properly set, will generate a muffled

"thump.'There will be a great silver flash and the water will boil
like a witch's cauldron. It will not be obvious to people even fifty
yards away what has haPPened.

Small fish will often be killed outright in large numbers. Larger

fish will most often be temporarily shocked, allowing the natural
air in their bladders to carry them to the surface. Astheysurface
they must be immediately speared or many will revive and dive

down again.
The only fish blasting I have ever done in salt water was in the

Gulf, off Key West, and in the Inland Passage east of Vancouver

Island. The charges were a little harder to sink and had to go

deeper but otherwise the situation was the same as in fresh water.

In both cases we chummed extensively before dropping the

charges.

Roclr Trap
This is an inobtrusive yet effective trap used to take fish travel-

ing up and down a stream or small river. The trap does not have to
be made out of rocks, but usually is. Besides this, I don't know
what else to call it except a rock trap.

As with many other kinds of traps, this one works best if it is
blended into the natural environment rather than fighting against

it. As a general rule the best location is one where the creek is

uniformly 6 to 8 inches deep, as nanow as possible, with a gravel-

ly, sound bottom. There should be a good supply of large but
carryable rocks at hand for use in constructing the trap.

Sometimes there are suitable rocks scattered out in the creek

that can be collected and arranged with little effort. Even at the

best, however, these traps take a lot of time and energy to build'
Usually I figure about two days fortwo people. On the other hand,
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they will last for years with only minor repairs, require no expen-
sive materials and are not obvious, especially to college-trained
game wardens.

The principal of the rock trap involves the construction of pens

in a "V' shape through which the fish must swim. The pens are
built so the fish cannot easily turn around and find their way back
out. Two pens is an ideal number.

The V must point in the direction that the fish travel. If they are
moving upstream, then the V should point upstream. If two V's are
used, they must be offset so that fish finding one exit cannot swim
straight through the second as well.

All rocks used in constructing the pens should extend at least a
foot out of the water. If that is impossible, lay logs on top of the
stone work.

Be sure not to build a dam. There must be lots of large cracks in
the lines to allow the water through but not the fish. Raising the
water level behind the trap defeats some of its purpose.

At the trap's upper end, a solid line of rocks is put up that makes

up the final barrier. Many migratory fish are excellent jumpers, so
this wall must be built high enough to discourage such jumping.
Shallow water is not a particular problem, but deeper places where
the fish can get up a head of speed for a run must be closely
guarded.

I have taken pike, bass, suckers, carp, salmon, walleyes, and
large trout in one of these traps. Usually the fish came through in
the night and were waiting there the next morning. When the run is

especially heavy, I sometimes slept on the ground near the trap and
collected the fish with a lantern.

Getting a big feisty bass or pike out of a rock trap can be

interesting. They will ram around any deep water at surprising
speeds and jump great distances to escape. Usually it takes three
people who are unusually quick and adept with a spear to get

them. One guarding upstream, one down and one to go after the
fish itself. Remember not to throw the spear, especially in the
gravelly, shallow water.

Bow and Arrow
A sixty pound bow with fiberglas fishing arrows works reasona-

bly well for carp. Most other fish are more easily taken with other
methods. I like to hunt with a bow from a boat rather than wading
the shallows or creeping up on the bank. To make things as simple
as possible, I use a pole with a spin casting reel rather than a bow

reel. Use 20 pound line. At times three of us have used two poles
when we were in amongst a lot of carp on a reservoir. We kept busy
all day with one person shooting while the other two reeled them
in.

Chumming
Chumming is not really a technique meant to catch fish. Its

purpose is to attract fish to a place where they can then by reduced
to possession. The technique is especially useful when fish must be

caught by conventional hook and line methods, but the poacher
still wants the competitive edge,

It is impractical to list all of the chumming possibilities here, but
major ones include salmon eggs for trout, where there is a good
source of fresh salmon eggs. Canned corn for bluegills, perch,
sunfish and rock bass. Chopped liver for carp and bullheads,
chopped crayfish or minnows for bass and so on. Be sure to keep
chumming in mind anytime one must use conventional fishing
methods in a confined area.

One of the best chumming techniques I know of works on trout.
This is another secret my uncle never wanted publicized, but future
generations may want to share it. At any rate, uncle has used it all
he ever will.

Whenever Uncle came across a porcupine in the woods, he

always killed it. He then tied the carcass up in a tree over a small
pond in a trout stream. If possible, he would also wrap the body in
chicken wire to better secure it to the limb. In places where there
was a likelihood of it being discovered, Uncle put the porky up as

much as l0 feet or more in the air over the water.
After about ten days he would sneak back to the little pond and

fish it with a #10 hook and white corn. He always got every large
fish for hundreds of yards up and down the creek this way. They
were all there waiting under the porky for the maggots to fall off it
into the water. Uncle called them his welfare fish. The ones waiting
for a free handout.

Chicken Wire Fish Trap
At a guess I would say that one outdoorsman in a thousand

knows about these traps. The rest of the world doesn't have the
foggiest idea what they are. Those that have them seem to catch
most of the fish, so perhaps it's time to,spread the word a bit.

A fish trap is a cylindrical chicken wire enclosure. One end has a
hinged door for access to get the fish out, and the other is fitted
with a funnel to allow the fish to swim in. A good chicken wire
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trap will take hundreds of pounds of fish from waters just about
anyplace in the country.

Most people build their fish traps smaller than necessary.
Smaller traps are harder for the warden to find, but they miss a lot
of fish as well. Wardens find fish traps by noting the stay wire tied
up to a root or branch on the bank ofthe pond or river. Rather
than tying it up to anything, make the trap big enough and you can
just throw it in the water. Mark the spot on the bank and pull it out
with a long handled rake.

A good sized trap for the beginner is 4 feet long, and made of I l2
inch chicken wire. If the heavier half inch fur farm wire is availa-
ble, that is even better, but this material is getting so expensive it
probably will pass from the scene.

Cut a 4 foot wide piece of wire 7 feet long. Wire this length will
roll into a tube a little more than 2 feet in diameter. Securely fasten
the ends together using light wire or hog rings.

Construct an end panel for the trap. I use a piece of ll2inch
chicken wire bordered with a hoop of #9 wire. Fasren this to the
cylinder with light wire so the end can be taken off to remove the
fish.

On the other end ofthe cylinder construct a funnel that reaches
into the trap 2/z feet. The small opening in the funnel should
measure three inches and be comprised of cut ends. Don't leave a
finished factory edge or the fish will get out more often.

The funnel must be securely and evenly wired into the cylinder.
Most of the time I use a piece of #9 wire around the funnel end of
the cylinder to stiffen the trap.

Hog liver and corn in a light cheese cloth bag is by far and away
the best bait. Scraps ofmeat, fish heads, andacobofcornarealso
good.

Be very cautious when approaching and checking a fish trap
that has been in place for a while. Somebody may have found it,
and be waiting in hiding for the owner.

Snag Lines
I have had reasonable success using halfa dozen or so #2 treble

hooks rigged on a line to snag walleyes, suckers and salmon.
Use 40 pound line and tie the hooks on the line about three

inches apart. At the end of the hook line, rig a piece of rubber
tubing and use a piece of lead wire hung down at right angles,
heavy enough to hold the line. Cast the whole rig out across a
stream or channel through which the fish are working.
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Every 20 seconds or so, pull the line sharply till it is worked out
of the fish area. Cast it back and start over. If the fish are moving
through the stream at that point, the poacher will be surprised at
how often fish are snagged.

In rocky places or those with many sunken logs, a substantial
number of hooks can be lost snagging objects other than fish. But
given the right conditions, it's a method worth trying.

Gill Nets
It would be interesting and probably a lot of fun to list all of the

applications for fish net a poachercould get involved with. Admit-
tedly, many of them are pretty far out and not all that practical in
this day and age. A book twice the size of this one would be
necessary to list them, much to the consternation of people who
don't give a damn about fish.

For this reason I have limited discussion to one net and its
application.

Gill nets are by far and away my favorite type of fish net. They
are relatively cheap, light and compact, even with floats and
weights, and very effective.

My older brother bought our first gill net when we were still at
home. He used to string it across the river on heavy line rather than
using floats. People paddled over the top of it in their boats,
walked by it on the bank and even swam around it without ever
knowing it was there. To hide the net, he used to release the top line
tension and sink it out of sight on the bottom. All that was
necessary to reactivate the net again was to pull the line tight.

By setting the top line about a foot below the surface, he
managed a masterful job of concealing it, although some fish
probably escaped over the net as a result.

Gill nets are made out of thin nylon lines tied into rectangles.
They catch fish by snapping shut behind the gill cover ofany fish
trying to force its way through the mesh. Size of the mesh varies
between one inch and 4% inches. Obviously any gill net will sort
for size, since only one size fish can get caught in any given size net.

Smaller fish slip through and continue on unharmed. Larger
fish are turned back as the net becomes a seine for their size range.
The trick is to buy the correct size net for one's area. The most ideal
is to use a net that will take the middle third size range, turning
back the big third and allowing the smaller third to get through.
Obviously, this size varies from species to species as well as from
area to area. However, there are usually more fish worth catching
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in the middle than either end of the range, so it is the size the
average poacher should try for. If more than one species is tar-
geted, deciding on the net size is oven more of a problem.

When living in the midwest, I used a lt/z inch net and took
suckers, some carp, red horse and bass up to about two pounds. In
northern Wisconsin, I used a 2r/zinch net principally for pike. In
Georgia and Alabama I again used a2/zincher, mostly for bass. In
the west I use a 3Vz inch net for salmon and steelhead and have
occasionally taken some large bass. One useforasmallersized gill
net is to rig it with poles on either end and pull it like a seine. We
have an old net that we fitted with floats that is a wonder for that
purpose. It works well on whitefish, squaw fish and suckers as well
as smallmouth bass.

The best plan when using a gill net for a seine is to cut off a
shallow inlet or little arm and corner the fish into the land. We can
drag through a deep creek hole with only half the effort it would
require with a regular closed-mesh seine.

Gill nets should be set any place fish will travel. One winter we
chopped a hole through the ice in some of the Rainy Lakes near
Fort Frances, Ontario, and dragged a line through to a second
hole 200 feet away. Then when the ice got thick we were able to pull
a gill net back and forth under the ice. During the course of the
winter we probably took 200 Northern pike this way.

Other than in a straight line on lakes or across ponds, the best
place to set gill nets is in a barrier position on rivers and streams.
Although not as many fish are movingthen, I like to set the net out
in August or September when the water in the rivers is low.

Some fantastic catches are possible in the rivers in early spring.
But many times the water is so high and wild it is a problem. One
big log can sweep down and rip out an entire net, causing more
damage than the potentially large catches are worth. In spring, if
the water is high, it is usually best to stay right there with the net.
Often, this is time well spent. As the net fills rapidly with fish, it
may be emptied often, and saved from floating debris.

All gill nets these days are made in Korea or Taiwan. They cost
between $28.00 for the l%" inch model to $45.00 for the 4tAinch
kind. If possible, order the net without floats and weights. They
are much cheaper. The weights on the net are easily installed by the
poacher at great savings.

Nets are both easy and difficult to buy. Several net companies
advertise in the various sporting magazines. Even better, look in
the yellow pages of phone books for larger cities on the coast.
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Boston, Portsmouth, Charleston, Galveston, San Francisco and
Seattle all have net companies. Some do not want to sell to small
private users but usually something can be worked out with them.

Electric Fish Probes
Of all the fish collecting methods, shocking is probably one of

the best. It gets all the fish, big and small. top feeders and bottom.
It requires a minimum of effort and. once the generator is pur-
chased, is very inexpensive. The big advantage to shocking is that
any unwanted fish can be left to recover while all others can be
harvested or otherwise disposed of.

With the advent of light, quiet, easily carried generators such as
the Honda portable, the method is even becoming practical. In the
past we have occasionally tried to use a hand crank generator from
an old telephone, but they never had the poop to do thejob. The
other alternative was a big tractor drawn generator, which were
not practical wherever stealth and surprise counted for anything.

Use of a portable generator is incredibly easy. First, run either
one lead from a I I 0 or two from 220 depending on the need and the
generator's capacity, using as much l2-2 wire as is required to get
tr.r the pond's corners from the generator. Push the first wire's lead
into one side ofthe receptacle socket, and tie its other end to an 8 to
l0 foot pole.

The second wire need only reach to the wateCs edge. It acts as a
ground. Plug this into the other side of the receptacle. Turn the
generator on and probe the water with the pole. Anything between
the two wires-the ground and the wire on the pole-willcome
rolling to the surface. The best plan is to work along the bank to
the extent of the probe wire, and then move the generato r. A 2Vz
KV generator will operate through water for about 25 feet.

The procedure is exactly the same for 220Y except two probe
poles are run simultaneously in opposite directions. With two
probing a good pond or lake, the fish roll out of the depths in
great numbers and kinds. One man is easily kept busy collect-
ing them all with a net or spear.

A generator can be put in a boat and used with long leads as the
boat moves across the lake. Trail a lead out the back about 25 feet
and mount the ground on the front with a pole. To most people,
the generator sounds like an outboard. so there is little danger.
Just be sure no one falls in the water near one of these generators.

i Snares

i t thoroughly enjoy snaring fish and often go after them using

i this technique for recreation. Depending on the conditions and
r time of year, an amazing variety of fish can be taken with a snare.
r ttre proper snare for fish is the copper wire model described in

the chapter on snares. Obviously a snare for salmon will be larger
than one for bass, but other than the size ofthe loop, everything
else is the same.

Suckers, squaw fish, carp and gar are the easiest to snare. lt is
I probably best to practice on these before tackling the more diffi-

cult game fish.
Set up the snare so that the loop is large enough for the intended

fish to easily swim through. Tie it to a length of 12 to 25 pound
monofilament line, depending on the size of the game. The line is
then tied to a fairly stout 8 to l0 foot pole. Old cane poles work
very well for this purpose. Leave enough length in the line so the
snare just touches the end of the pole.

The trick now becomes one of creeping up on the bank close
enough to hang the snare in front of cruising fish. By working the
lgop around, it is possible to get just abour any fish to go through' the noose, provided the poacher does not show himseifor oth;
wise alarm the quarry.i-. As soon as the fish enters the loop. whip the pole smartly. If the
snare misses. it should be completely collapsed from the momen-
tum of the pull. If it connects, it will cut into the fish slightly and
hold it, unless the pole slacks. Fish fight harder when snared than
when hooked in the mouth. Don't expect to pull the critter right
out of the water unless it is fairly small.

The method will work from a boat or a bridge as well as from a
stream bank. Any place where the fish can be seen cruising or
laying undisturbed is a good prospect.

Bar Of Soap Or Detergent' I have used this method a number of times right next to people
who were fishing conventionally. I berieve there was enough difflr-
ence in our respective catches to attribute it to my technique, and
not to my imagination. At any rate, this method contains a bit of
alchemy, but other poachers might like to try it to see what they
think.

ln a large bay of perhaps 8 to l2 acres, it is possible to get rhe fish
to start biting by dumping a large box of concentrated detergent in
the water. Run into the bay at half-throttle and meter the so;p into
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the wake behind the boat. Criss-cross the water several times, and
then wait fifteen minutes for the detergent to sink.

The detergent technique works best on pike, perch and walleyes
that have quit biting in an area. Perhaps it works for bass-
perhaps not. I am also not nearly so certain about its use in
southern waters.

A big box of detergent is expensive, but some time when the fish
have quit feeding for some reason or other, give it a try. Dump the
soap and then fish the area by conventional means. I am betting
the average poacher will be very pleased with the results.

In the west I have tried floating detergent into some good trout
holes. Whether trout bite or not is generally dependent on whether
they see the fisherman. For this reason I couldn't really tell if the
action picked up because they didn't see me any longer or because

of the detergent.
One place where I am certain soap has a positive effect is ice

frshing. To take advantage of this method, drill a hole in a bar of
soap and hang it in the ice hole right along side the tipup. The
soap should be on the bottom or, if the bottom is very deep, about
l2feet below the bait. Perch and walleye definitely react to this
technique. People who use it always seem to get more fish.

Trot Llnes
ln times past it was very common and popular to set out trot

lines. I remember several as a kid that were a mile or more long
that took two men in a boat ten hours a day to tend. They were set

for sturgeon in some northern Wisconsin lakes.
Today few people seem interested in trot lines. even though they

are legal in many places in this country and Canada.
A trot line is comprised of a single main line on which a number

of short hook lines are fastened. The ends of the main line are
anchored on each side of a river or bay. and the hook lines allowed
to hang down where the fish will find them.

A small 50 to 80 foot trot line that is ideal for most smaller
rivers, lakes and ponds can be made as follows.

Begin with a piece of 100 pound test line 100 feet long. Starting
in the center, tie an 18 inch drop line on the main line every two
feet. The drop lines can be l8 pound monofilament. Work out
from the center, but leave I 0 feet of line free of drop lines on either
end. The end is used to anchor the trot line.

Tie an appropriate size hook and a small sinker on the end of
each drop line. Hook size depends on the fish in the area, but I
generally use a #4 or a #6.
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Bait the hooks with worlns,liver, crayf;ish, hot dogs orwhatever
attracts the fish. Set the whole thing out, being careful not to
tangle the hooks any more than necessary. For bottom fish, let the
line sink down to the bottom. If surface feeders are the intended
game, stretch the main line tight and keep it up off the bottom.

Some poachers put a float or two on their main lines to keep the
bait up. There are several reasons for not doing this. Floats
broadcast the rig's location, and often the best target fish for a trot
line are the bottom feeders. If it is necessary to keep the line up, tie
it tight but don't use floats.

ln even mediocre waters, it isn't uncommon to take one bull-
head for every three trot line hooks day after day. It would never
pay to sit on the bank and try to fish for these guys. But a fifteen
minute trip each day to a 40 hook trot line can be extremely
rewarding.

Trot lines are fairly inexpensive, highly portable and generally
easy to hide. They are a simple little tool that poachers should use
more.

Set Lines
Poachers need a good fast and easy technique to get the bigger

game fhh in large bodies of water. Fishsuchas large pike, muskel-
lunge, lake trout and salmon can be a real problem to the poacher
without some special advantage.

After years of trying this and that, the best method I have come
up with is a sort of modified set line.

We take used plastic bottles from outboard oil and tie about 100
feet of 25 pound line on them. The hook is somewhere between a
#l/0 and a #3, depending on the game.

The bottles must be red or white, or they can't be found again
and set. This constitutes something of a hazard. Usually wardens
will pick them up rather than wait for the owners, so the danger is
not as great as one would first suppose. If a warden does come
along while a poacher is checking his line, the poacher can always
maintain that he saw the bottle and stopped to pick it up.

I like to bait the hooks with a chunk of sucker about one cubic
inch in size. This much bait requires a little bit heavier sinker, but
that is no problem.

In large lakes for big fish, I let out 40 to 80 feet of line and tie it
off at the bottle. Set the line out in very deep water and allow it to
drift into the shallows where it will hang up and hold the bait at the
correct level. The bigger fish will often take the bait in the open
water, or in the shallows where the bottle stops.
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A knowledge of the currents and winds will help when checking
the bottles a day later. But if a big fish is hooked, it is anybody{
guess where the rig will end up. I have retrieved my lines plus some
huge lake trour as far as two miles from the place where i dropped
them a day earlier.
Dip Seine

See the chapter on crayfish for instructions on how to make dip
seines.

These outfits can be used successfully to catch blue gills, sunfish,
carp, suckers and an assortment of smaller fish. If one is very
patient they even work fairly well for bullheads and smaller
catfish.

In spring when the creeks are flooded, it is often productive to
walk the banks and dip the seine every few yards or so. This plan
works especially well near the mouth of larger rivers and places
where creeks run into lakes.

A dip seine is a fairly versatile tool for a poacher. people in the
business should have at least one of them.

The Mix Master Method
Here we have an ancient trick that northern guides have used for

years to get the pike to start biting. Usually they use it when they
have dudes out and the action is slow. It works best early in the
morning and later in the afternoon, but try it anytime and it will
start things rolling to some extent.

The technique is simply to use your outboard to chop and mix
up the shallow weed buds. Pick a spot where the weeds are growing
up out of the water for 300 to 400 yards along shore. Run the boat
parallel to shore at the edge of the weeds, working back and forth
into the weeds. Keep at it, going deeper into the weeds till the boat
won't go any more.

The idea is to chop and mix as many of the weeds as possible.
This usually requires 30 minutes or more of running. After finish-
ing, troll a minnow along through the chopped up area. Invariably
the pike will have started feeding and some will hit the bait.

Rotenone
The best pond fish poison is Rotenone, or its close relative,

forethrins. Both work very well and are fairly easy to purchase, but
must be used very prudently.

Rotenone functions in water by coating the gills of fish, robbing
them of their ability to take in oxygen. Almost all of the fish in a
pond or pool treated with Rotenone will die. The poison dissipates
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quickly, but those pond fish that are originally dosed will
succumb.

The material has the advantage of being very portable, but the
disadvantage of being a bit expensive. under certain circumstan-
ces it is a good method, but the individual poacher will have to
make that determination for himself based on conditions in the
field.

Rotenone is the principal active ingredient in many bugs sprays
and vegetable dusting powders. These sprays are avaiiabdfrom;il
garden supply stores, hardware stores and even places like K-
Mart.

- The trick when purchasing Rotenone is to look for sprays that
have a high percentage of it as an active ingredient. io io this
requires that one read the label. At times I have been able to find a
five percent solution of Rotenone, but in many stores the highest
concentration offered is two percent. one percent mixturei are
common and usable in large quantities, but the higher coneentra-
tions are much better.

Dairy farm suppliers are especially good places to look for the
high concentration Rotenone materials.

Rotenone must be thoroughly mixed with the water in a pond or
pool in order to work. Sometimes this is a problem, especially at
levels below five feet. Rotenone doesn't sinkwell, being Lasicatiy a
buoyant material.

ln creeks I mix a can of bug powder into a slurry in a bucket and
meter it into a ripple above the target pool. This way the material
has a chance to mix a bit before going into the deei water and is
very thoroughly distributed. The results are good, even on fairly
large pools.

-Ponds 
are a bit tougher. The best plan is to slurry thepowderin

a bucket, then pour it into old pint milk cartons. put a few stones
in the cartons and punch holes in their tops. Now quickly drop the
cartons overboard into the pond's deepest holes. It will take up to
30 minutes for the stuff to seep out of the containers, but at least
they will be on the bottom where it can do some good.

Use about four pounds of 2 percent powder oi 64 ounces of
liquid per acre of pond unless it is very deep. Rotenone takes about
ten minutes to start working. A sign of success is fish skimming the
surface for air.

G-en-9r,ally we spear or net the fish as they come up. Throw the
trash fish on the bank for the coons.

Rotenone is ineffective in very large bodies of open water.
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Spear And Light
Perhaps it is well to end this chapter with a word about a method

that to many is the most traditional way of poaching fish.
Jack lighting, or spearing fish with a light, works just about

anyplace. The only thing that changes is the fish, and even some of
these are pretty consistent from one section of the country to
another.

Jack lighting is done by blinding fish at night with a powerful
light at a time when they are in shallow water or on the surface. I
have used the technique successfully for everything from gar fish in
Mexico to salmon off Vancouver Island.

To work well, the poacher must determine when his target fish
are likely to be moving upstream or laying on the surface of a lake
or pond. This requires a knowledge of the resource that is best
acquired out in the field.

Other than migratory fish, one can usually catch pike, blue gills
and sunfish in the early spring with a light in shallow lake water.
Carp and suckers are easy targets in streams and rivers anytime in
summer. In some places, a few bass can also be picked up along
shore.

Spotlighting fish can be risky. To minimize our exposure, we
use a lantern with a hood. The hood keeps us from being blinded,
concentrates the light in one place, and doesn't give our position
away as easily as an unhooded light.

As an added precaution in populated or dangerous areas, we
work two with the light and one away. It is the duty of the man in
the dark to stay ahead of the action and to listen and watch
intently. He should be prepared to warn the others immediately if
there is danger. Most wardens will station themselves on a creek
ahead of poachers and allow them to work their way into his
hands. A good point man out ahead of the light can stop that.

Creek bottoms and marshes are low and generally tree pro-
tected. If the poachers will just be quiet and not swing their lights
promiscuously, everything will generally be o.k.

Work upstream in rivers and creeks. Splashing and other noisy
movements should be avoided. When a fish is seen, throw the more
powerful flash light on it and work into spearing position. Often
deep holes can be probed with a light. There may be bass or trout
lying in them that can't otherwise be seen during the day.

Some of the Mexican fishermen I fished with hung their light
out ahead of the boat on a pole. The procedure worked well

enough, but I guess it's too much trouble for us lazy gringos. We
set the lantern on the bow and stand in the boat, directing the
paddler or motorman,
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GAME BIRM

There is no one, all encompassing, surefire method of poaching
large numbers of game birds that I know of. Instead th.r, ur. f
n-umber of interesting and effective tricks that can be employed,
depending on which bird and what the weather and othei condi-
tions are at the time. The skilled poacher will have to sift through
the suggested techniques and use the ones that best fit his situation.

one of the funniest things that ever happened to me in all the
yeal I have been poaching was the time we collected nearly a half
a pickup load of crows with dynamite. This story tras Ueen
repeated so often it has either happened in substantiaily the same
form to other hunters, or it has entered the public aomain as a tall
tale. At any rate, the following account ii true and may be the
origin of a number of similar stories.

When I was a young man living in Harlan County, Kentucky,
there was an ord gent who loved to set off dynamiti. ue btasted
stumps and rocks for a living, sold powder and supplies for
additional income, and taught me much of what I now know about
explosives.

one fall day he came puttering up in his old black'39 Ford truck
with the startling news (for him it was startring) that a whole passel
of crows had made a roost back in a large cottonwood on thgriver.
Old Dan wondered aloud about th1 possibility of stringint
dynamite in the roost tree and firing it off after darl to try anigei
some crows,

- I didn't have anything better to do, so I agreed to go along to
help, which meant crawling up in the tree to place the.hurg... 6un
was too old for that business, but he did offer a lot of eniourage-
ment from the ground.
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By twilight I had 6 four-stick charges strung around through the
tree. We connected them electrically so they would all fire at once
and pulled back about 300 yards till pitch black arrived. It was
obvious from all the screeching and hollering that there were a
number of crows using the roost.

Quietly we pulled thetruck up to the drop wires again. It was too
dark to see for sure, but it seemed like our movement wasn't
bothering the crows.

Old Dan got out of the truck and lifted the hood. Gingerly he
touched the two drop wires to the truck's battery.

The explosion, uncontained and unmuffled high in the tree, was
deafening. Bits and pieces of leaves and twigs showered down on
the truck. Dan and I tried to shine the headlights on the tree, but
the tall grass obscured the light so much that we finally gave it up
and went home.

Early next morning Dan and I drove back to the river to have a
look. It is impossible to tell how many crows got away, but there
sure were a lot of them that didn't. We filled about a third of that
old truck bed with dead crows, which is a whole bunch of the black
critters.

Other than the dead crows, we were very impressed with the
state of the bombed out cottonwood. lt looked like an umbrella
after a tornado. Several smaller trees that happened to be standing
near were also very tattered. The leaves were already falling when
we hit the crow roost, so it wasn't too surprising to see the trees
defoliated. What was surprising was the number of leaves that held
on tenaciously but were shredded into tiny waving threads.

For those who would like to duplicate this experiment, use 6070
dynamite with electrical caps. String it out away from the trunk of
the tree as far as possible and as high as possible. Also try to get the
powder set as early in the day as possible. I always felt we were a bit
late with our operation.

The only application I know of using explosives for game is

blasting holes in the ice for ducks to come in to during the winter,
or setting a charge at the surface of a pond where it might get
feeding ducks.

During a severe winter an open watering hole is a good magnet
for ducks. They will come in by large droves to get a drink if
everything else is frozen. The problem with shooting a hole in the
river or a pond is that the blast wakens the neighbors and scares
the ducks in the vicinity. By the time they get settled down, the hole

may be frozen over again, not to mention the humans that might
wonder what is happening.

A charge hidden in a marsh for ddcks isn't practical. It makes
too much noise, is always in the wrong place, gets waterlogged
quickly and really gets very few ducks even if everything else woiks
perfectly.

Snares
Game birds can be taken with simple electric wire snares if the

poacher can get them to start coming to bait. Early in fall, the best
time to collect game birds, it is often very difficult to get them to
come in to bait. Later in winter bait works well, but the allowable
harvest may have already been made.

The best, most effective game bird snare I have ever seen is one
developed and used by African bush natives to catch birds around
their kraals.

It is made using a very light, five strand electric wire snare
mounted in gangs of four to six on a small wooden ..X." The bait is
placed in the center of the X, the bird then either fouling its feet or
neck trying to get the food.

We use them in two sizes. The smaller is about 6 inches across
and has its loops opened to the diameter of quarters or a little
larger. These work extremely well for quail and hungarian par-
tridge type birds.

The larger size is l0 inches across and may have as many as
seven snares on it. Set the snares about the diameter of half dollars
or more. I have caught many pheasants and grouse in this type
snare. They are very effective.

Bait should be smaller grain such as wheat, oats or barley. Corn
is o.k. but the critters can gobble it up too quickly before getting
tangled in the trap. Put a halfa handful ofgrain in the center ofthe
trap and scatter it around the edges of the snares a bit.

It is very helpful if the area has been baited for a week or two
before hand so the birds are coming in well.

I believe a larger version of this snare would be dynamite for
turkeys, especially late in the season. Unfortunately, I have never
lived around these creatures long enough to give the plan a try.
About the only upland game bird that can't be taken with a snare
trap is a chukar.

The trap is very handy, very easy to set, and hard to detect unless
there is a bird in it. Pheasants, for instance, flop around a lot in a
snare. Anybody who sees this will be alerted to what is happening.
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Poachers should also be warned that pheasant/Srouse sized birds
will carry their traps for short distances.

t use 3/ 8 inch exterior plywood cut into 1t7, inch strips 6 to l0
inches long to build the trap base. Nail these together in the
middle, fasten the snares on the cross members and set them as

shown in the drawing.

Crll
Many seasoned poachers don't realize that they can use a call to

locate and attract some upland game birds. Bobwhite quail, in
particular, can be fooled with a call that sounds like a bird lost
from the covey.

I work weed patches and fence rows with my call, Iistening for a
response. If I get one, I sit down and continue to talk to the critters
for a while. After ten minutes or so, a few will usually start to show.
They can be shot with .22 BB caps or a silenced long rifle.

Olt makes a commercial quail call. From time to time I have
seen other home-made calls. The best bet is to watch for them in
local sporting goods stores.

Shooting With A .22
A good quiet .22 can take hundreds of birds in the winter. I

watch baited places, roosting areas and other areas of cover that
have a concentration of birds due to snow, rain or cold when using
this method.

The only real tricks are to be patient, and learn to shoot at

ranges slightly greater than that of a shotgun. Pheasants will run
down corn rows or along a fence at what they feel is a safe distance.
The shrewd poacher can peck away at them and, if he is a good

shot, often bring home some meat. Quiet .22's won't raise the
hackles of landowners and usually won't spook the birds.

One technique that is often overlooked in late winter is driving
birds. This requires at least three hunters, one of whom is very
good at pass shooting. The drivers should allow plenty of time for
the stander to get into position. Standers should move very
quickly and should try to obscure their position behind brush or
weeds while waiting.

There is a difference of opinion here, but I like to drive with the
wind if it isn't howling at gale force.

The shooter will have to use a shotgun under most circumstan-
ces, but in vile weather during the middle of winter it is possible to
get away with the extra noise of using a big gun. This is especially
true if the poachers are well camouflaged and don't hang around
all day after making the kill.
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The drivers should know what they are doing. Don't drive too
fast, but on the other hand, don't fool around so long that the birds
filter back through the drive and are lost. For the sake of the
shooter. it is nice to have a few birds coming at regular intervals
rather than one big rush at the end. Work the patches well and in a

direction that will push the birds over the stander.
Driving all game is tough. It takes lots of practice and a lot of

sawy. Best to get started and learn the art as soon as possible.

Nets
Nets are an important method of getting both ducks and upland

birds. I use 3Vz inch gill net for ducks, ZVzinch for pheasant and
grouse, and l%inch for quail. For the upland birds, chicken wire is

o.k., but it is more expensive and obvious than gill net, and really
not quite as effective.

Fish gill netters know only too well how many diving ducks they
catch inadvertently trying to ply their trade. The secret here is to
set the net across the middle of a small bay or inlet where the ducks
have been seen feeding and actively try to take fowl rather than
fish. Many poachers are satisfied to get both and set their nets

accordingly, but that's up to the individual.
I buy my nets unrigged, having neither floats nor weights. The

nets should be at least 4 feet deep (unless the water averages less)

and about 100 feet long.
Longer nets are a problem, in my estimation. They are easier to

discover, too expensive and will usually catch far more than the
average poacher could ever use. One night, for instance, I caught
thirty-one ducks in one gill net 100 feet long, plus a number of nice
jack fish. I left the net out one more night and then I took it in for
the year. It had produced all I needed in two days, and it wasn't
worth the risk to leave it out any longer.

I rig my nets myself. If possible, I use 3 / 4 inch nylon line strung
through the top of the gill net rather than floats. This way I can

stretch the net a foot or two under the surface of the water where it
can't be seen or hit with a boat. Net weights must be installed. I
find it is much cheaper to make my own lead sinkers and put them
on the bottom of the net than get them factory installed.

Ducks caught in the net will drown and be nicely cooled. If one
likes diving ducks in the first place, the taste does not seem to be

impaired.
Scout the locations during daylight, and then set the net after

dark. Usually I place the net one night and pull it in the next,
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without awaiting to disentangle the catch. Better to fold up and
sort everything in a secluded cove than out in the middle of a lake
in front of the whole world.

An old tattered piece of gill net will work fine for upland birds. if
the holes can be repaired. It must be at least four feet square.

Anything bigger than about four feet by six feet is a waste of effort.
Stake the net taut about 4 inches from the ground for quail and 6

inches for pheasant sized birds. I do this with four good, solid
stakes and use a piece of 120 pound monofilament fish line on the
four sides and in an X across the middle. The line supports the net,

but is pretty much invisible to the birds. The area under the net

must be level and clear of long grass or brush.
Make the set in a small clearing with good bird cover on all

sides. preferably obscured from human view. It is helpful to be

able to see the approaches to the trap in case someone has found
the set, and is waiting for the owner to return.

Use millet, sorghum, wheat or barley for bait. If these grains are

not available, then use cracked corn. Sprinkle the grain lightly all
around the trap and heavily in the center. It helps immensely if
there is a light layer of duff and dirt to mix in with the grain. More
birds are caught when they have to scratch around for the feed.

The principle the trap works on takes advantage of a common
weakness offeathered creatures. They will hunt and peck along for
feed in a forward direction, working themselves under the net. But
as soon as the quail or pheasants put their heads straight up
through the mesh, they are trapped. A bird will not pull its neck
down out of the net to release itself.

Although I haven't tried the trap on every kind of upland game

bird, I believe it would work for all of them, including turkeys.

Pole Trap
This is an old, old system used by control trappers to catch

predatory birds such as hawks and owls. When I was a lad, farmers
who let their hens run in a yard often had a pole trap around to
protect the flock.

To construct the trap, put a 4 inch pole securely in the ground.
The pole's height should be at least 2 feet above any roofs or fences

within 60 feet. Nail two 8 inch 2x4s flat on the pole, providing a

square platform.
Fasten a long piece of baling wire to the chain of a No. I % steel

strap and nail to the pole, allowing enough lead so the trap can be

set on the platform.
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Any predatory bird contemplating making a meal of the
chickens will land on the pole either coming or going.

Problems with the trap are its obviousness, unless it is concealed
in some way, the fact that small birds will set the trap off and the
difficulty one encounters climbing the pole to set it.

Damaging or killing hawks, owls or eagles is a federal offense.

Balting
A good poacher is always on the lookout for new and better

ways to bait game birds. Successful baiting brings in large
numbers of birds in such a way that they are exposed to conven-
tional methods of harvest. Baiting is cheap and easy, and in most
cases hard to detect.

The best bait as far as I am concern€d is sorghum. Wheat and
barley are a poor second and the bait most often used--corn-is a
no-no as far as I am concerned. Corn is easy to get, attracts game
birds as well as anything, but it is too obvious. Sometimes it is
possible to get dried peas or black beans, which also make good
bait material, but don't use yellow corn unless there is some other
mitigating circumstance.

The secret with bait is to get it out early in small quantities over a
long period of time in areas where the birds are known to feed.
Don't try, for instance, to attract turkeys to a suburban Memphis
lot and then blame the bait when nothing shows up.

As winter sets in farther north, baiting becomes a real winning
proposition. If the bait has been there long enough, the birds will
become accustomed to it and even dig it out of the snow.

Set dryland bait stations up in small semi-cleared areas neax
major game bird cover. The birds have to feel they are protected
coming to the grain or they won't eat it until there is a dire
emergency. Be sure the bait is set in a place where hikers or farmers
are unlikely to stumble across it. Using dark colored grain helps, as
mentioned. The average farmer will walk right over bait and think
nothing of it unless his suspicions are raised by the obvious pres-
ence of spilt grain.

Another trick is to put out a hat full of rock salt along with the
grain. lf the ground is well drained, the salt will dissolve in the
ground and last for several years. The combination will attract
many times the birds just grain alone will.

Baiting ducks is easier than upland birds, but it's easier to get
caught at it as well.

Be sure to put the bait in water no deeper than two feet, in a
sheltered area where the ducks are likely to come even without
bait. Bait at night or when it is certain no one will be around to
watch. Bait early and keep the bait replenished. One of the best
places is over warm springs where the ice won't form till everything
else is frozen up tight.

Some of the readers in Indiana may want to look up this next
episode and verify its authenticity.

A few years back we learned that a U.S. Senator from Indiana
and a couple of his cronies were in the northwestern part of the
state hunting a marsh near the Tippecanoe River State park
Reserve. Their hunting grounds were on private property, but a
significant number of the ducks they intended to shoot came over
from the reserve.

At I l:00 the night before the senator's hunt, we snuck in with
two bags of shell corn and scattered it all over the marsh in front of
their blind. Using a fictitious name, we then called the warden and
reported that the senator was shooting ducks over a baited marsh.

The warden reached a federal marshal and they visited the
senator in the blind next morning, shortly after daybreak. We
watched for a while and finally concluded the bastard might talk
his way out of it, so we ran to town and called the newspaper in
Logansport.

A reporter got to the farm an hourlaterjust as the wardens were
leaving. I don't know what finally happened, but for a few weeks
there were a number of very lively news stories about the senator
having been caught shooting ducks over a baited marsh.

Duck baiting works best if the ducks can see the bait from a long
way off. It is better early in the season than late, and, of course,
requires open water. But we have at times put out bait out on low
muck flats adjacent to the water and had good suocess.

Spotlightlng
Most birds are paralyzed by a beam of light shining directly at

them.
Pigeons can be hand-picked right off their perch if a light is held

on them till the poacher can get in position and make the grab. I
have removed or collected a good many pigeons this way. We got
them out of old feed mills, barns, an old church loft, from theeaves
of commercial buildings, and even out of the rafters of houses.

Our usual procedure was to find them after dark with our
flashlights set at low beam. When one is spotted, we would turn the
liglrt all the way to bright and either grab it or shoot it.
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Spot lighting also works on ducks if the light is bright and is
focused on the bird before it spooks. I have never gone out
specifically looking for quackers with a light, but many many
times we have come home from frog spearing with a mallard drake
or two in the bag. Should a poacher have a liking for mud hens,
many of these could be collected with a spot light.

Doves are another easy bird to take off a roost with a light. They
hold as well as pigeons do, but my question has always been.,Why
bother?' I won't even invest a .22 cartridge in a dove, because they
provide so little to eat.

Den Traps
These are covered in the chapter on den traps and the reader

should be sure to look over the information relative to game birds
presented there.

Pheasants, quail and owls occasionally work their way into den
traps, and are often part of the general catch. Although I would
never set a den trap primarily for birds, it should come as no
surprise when one is picked up.

Box Traps
Occasionally I have used a standard swinging door box trap to

catch game birds. They work on ducks in secluded marshes and on
pheasants in brush, if the snow is deep and the pheasant is hungry.

Bait the box with corn and expect it to stand for a long time
between catches, even in places that have been pre-baited and are
heavily used by birds.

Generally I don't view box traps as being of much value to the
bird poacher. The yield is too low.

Steel Traps
Game birds can be taken quite easily with steel traps set in runs

late in the season and around baited areas.
Expect to check the traps often and to find a preponderance of

mutilated birds that may be unfit to eat because they have flopped
around in the trap so much. The bloody struggling bird will also
scare other birds away.

Use a number I trap for quail and pheasants to try this method.
But my bet is that the average poacher won't continue to use steel
traps for birds. The only exception might be on turkeys.

Hooks
Many game birds can be reduced to possession by using 12

pound monofilament line and #12 hooks baited with soft canned
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corn. Pheasant, grouse, hungarian partridge, chukars and espe_
cially ducks can be taken with this method.

I put two hooks on each line about one foot apart. The line
should be 4 to 6 feet long and tied to a light drag. Two feet of
branch will do very nicely.

Put the hook and bait in a previously baited area and check once
a day. Birds that are caught will pull the drag twenty or thirty feet
away and hide.

Hook and line for birds is a most inconspicuous, cheap and
effective method. It works best on ducks, then pheasants and other
upland game. Ducks, however, are at times caught right out in
plain sight where their struggles with the drag invite trouble. This
does not preclude using this method for ducks, but it does require
that one exercise additional caution.

Most fishermen or landowners who find hooked birds will
assume they are fouled in a line intended for fish. Wardens won't
be fooled for a minute and may decide to sit and wait for the owner
to show up and claim the bird. Use caution approaching any trap.
Look around. Notice tracks, trails through ihe grass a-nO muAdy
water.

If it looks like a setup, walk right on by, and don't stop unless the
bird is very obvious. Then pause long enough to let the 

-bird 
go and

keep right on walking.

Flight Traps
There are several very excellent flight traps that the poacher can

build. One of them is diagrammed on page 221.
Flight traps are of no value for upland birds, and of limited

value for ducks. They are big, conspicuous, expensive and hard to
build. But they can be ideal for taking sparrows, blackbirds,
crows, robins, starlings, and hawks. I use the traps principally to
easily rid farm areas of pests. Farmers will lovJ you foi it, inO
permission to use their property is more readily forthcoming.

Bait should be something the target species likes. In the west I
use a dead rabbit for magpies, for instance. Corn is good for crows
and mixed cattle feed for starlings.

Usually one need catch only the first bird or two for the fun to
start. The trapped bird will call all his buddies, who will then drop
through the opening en masse to their own destruction.

I wait tiil after dark to clean out the trap. Often I use a burlap
bag and a light andjust grab the critters out ofthe enclosure. Latei
I drown the bag or throw it in a dump.
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Leave a few birds in the trap from day to day to keep callingthe
catch in. Fresh bait won't be as important, but should still be
offered in the trap.

Cost of building a flight trap is at least $20.00 wen if most of the
materials are scrounged. Bigger is better, but I hard\y feel it is
worth making a crow-sized trap for sparrows. A big trap with
small 3/4 inch to I inch mesh is dandy if there are a lot of starlings
around to get rid of. At times a good-sized flight trap will catch 100

or more of these pesky critters in a day. A flight trap for sparrows
can be as little as 2 feet squ:re. The opening should be about I %
inches around.

At one time I owned a large trap that I used for crows. It worked
fine with a stuffed owl decoy, but when the crows tore up the
decoy, the trap was no longer very effective. It was 6 feet square
and ridiculously heavy. After a few years I sold it to a
feedlot operator who killed thousands of starlings using it.

Cone Traps
These are mickey mouse little affairs that were wen sold com-

mercially at one time.
A cone trap consists of a light chicken wire funnel, flat on one

side, with a thin tin bottom on which to put the bait. They are
made out of light 2 inch chicken wire and tin, lighter than flattened
cans if possible. Skirts on the inside of the funnel pressure the birds
into the trap and keep them there till the poacher returns.

These thinp are inexpensive and fun to fool around with, but
they generally don't work well. I first saw them in Ontario, Can-
ada, on a moose hunting trip. Our guide set some around the cabin
for fool's hens and occasionally got a ruffed grouse. Later I tried
them for pheasant with only limited success. Several times I lost
the traps, either to pheasants that got in them and ran off, orto
farmers who thought they were dunce hats.

Duck Pen Traps
Almost any duck hunter has at least heard about duck pen traps.

They are very, very effective, especially afterthe fint duck gets in
the trap. On the other hand, they are so obvious it's awful. The
ducks quack and carry on and anybody within a half a mile can tell
what's going on.

The pens are fairly expensive and can be difficult to set. They are
not something that can be stored in a pack and secretly taken to a
duck marsh. Still in all, they are so effective that I have used one
for three days to catch enough ducks to last our entire family a
whole year.
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Thrce foof ponelg noiled *o oosts
mode frcm inch chic,lren wrri qnd
Iyr" lqth

Remwoble top ponet

Pocfs drivenin mud

DUCK TRAP

The ducks were caught in a tiny clearing on the south end ofgiant refuge. A rake of perhaps 600 acres ruJ. up trt. muin uool oithe reserve. There was a road around the lakeio ttre west, n-orttr
and east, back perhaps 150 yards from the water.

To the south there was nothing for severar mires because of alarge marshy area which guur *"y to trackless desert. Trees tineJthe bank around the road, and there were other clumps 
"f 

b;;;;
extending to the south.

We cut out the pieces for a pen trap but didn,t assemble it. Later
we carried the collapsed pen and a hog ringer in a car to rf,..na ofthe road where one of the.gals aropfea ris off. gv,tuvingi;ii,
brush we were able to wadJ the ,*urp unseen till we were morethan a mile from the nearest road. At times the water was aboveour waists and cold as ice.

Eventually we found an ideal sheltered spot of water about
twenty inches deep and set up the trap. We used the hog ringer toput the stiff wire together. since thi enclosure was so obvious
anyway, we used shelled corn for bait.
. The next day two of us went in again and collected about twentyducks.from the trap. Their quackiirg anO splashing Aian,t arouse

suspicion because there was so .uch quu"ting 
"rio 

,pr"rriirg i"the rest of the reserve.
Yet a good woodsman could have easily seen that someone was

wading the swamp on that end of the laie.
By the third day we felt we were pushing our luck. Also it wasgetting bitter csld. we took the trap apart ind sunk it, carried ourlast batch of ducks out and called it 

" 
gooa joU.

. To work properly, a duck trap shouldie maOe out of 2 inch furrarm wlre. Hardware cloth is stiff enough but is too solid. The
ducks see it and avoid getting in the traplchicken wire witicaici
ducks but is too right and flexlbre. Some poachers make their aucktraps on wood frames, as shown at leit. It is then il;;lbl. ;;
use lighter, easily found chicken wire, but the wood_and_wire traps
are very obvious. They also don.t last in the water, and won,t sink
as easily. See page 224 for more details on this trap.

Doves
Many times doves nest in cities. Some people like to eat them,

but I always felt they were too small to *uirunt the trouble it takesto collect them, unless it was an emergency situation.
Doves are best taken with a light at niifrt out of the trees in

which they roost. pin them down with the light and shoot them
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with BB caps, or grab them.
They also can be trapped and snared, or taken with bird lime.

Ducks
I have been in on two of the wildest duck hunts in my life right in

town. The ducks were staying on city ponds in large numbers and
had become so tame they came up anO begged for bread.

We walked into the park shortly before light early in the morn-
ing and bagged a number with .22 BB caps. It was a vile, blowy,
rainy day with nary a soul in sight. After fifteen ortwenty minutes
all of the ducks were either scared off or floating in the pond, so my
friend folded up his .22 rifle and headed out.

I waded out and picked up the ducks, putting them in a bag I
carried inside my rain coat. Both times the bag got so heavy I
couldn't carry it, so I threw it over my shoulder and simply walked
home.

. Cars whizzed by, dogs smelled me, but no one paid anything but
fleeting attention to the wet, dirty, derelict walking Oown ttre
sidewalk.

Other than shooting, it might be possible to set a chicken wire
trap for ducks, or even better a hook and line.

Set the trap on sturdy stakes in water not over 2 feet deep. The
bottom edge of the trap should extend down under water about g
inches and the top of the trap should be at least 16 inches above the
water. Put it in a clear area with at least 4 feet of open water all
around the trap.

If the set is to be checked by boat, it is better to wire a door in the
top. A poacher wading to the trap may not mind reaching under
the trap and pulling the ducks out, but from a boat, this can be a
chore.

Bait the surrounding area liberally. I use a bushel (60pounds) of
shell corn per set. Initially the ducks come in for the corn. As they
dive down to scoop it off the bottom, some will come up in the
trap. As soon as one is caught, it will squawk and holler, callingin
the whole flock till rhe trap is full.

I make my traps 4 feet on a side and 2 feet deep. The wire should
be fastened together with small hog rings. Wire the pen to the
stakes after they are securely set. In some marshes I drive the
stakes three feet into the mud, necessitating poles 5 to 6 feet long.
A load of ducks in a pen can easily dislodge poorly anchored
stakes.

Catching ducks in a pen is no problem if there are ducks around.
Not getting caught at it may be something else again.

Punt Guns
No book on poaching would be complete without mentioning

pu-nt guns, although most punt guns are now impossibly obsoletJ
Late in the last century, poachers used to mount large boreshot

guns on sculr boats and use them to flock-shoot rarge-numbers of
ducks. The guns were too big and cumbersome to use on upland
game (except for passenger pigeons), but could be moved auout on
boats.

Sizes varied, but ranged from g gauge shoulder_held shotguns
throwing three ounces of shot, to t gaug" cannons loaded with afull pound of shot, nails and other miiceil-aneousjunk propeileJly
a quarter pound of powder.

It is possibre for the average poacher to build or have built a
mulle_ loading punt gun, but it's not practical. The cost would beprohibitive, both to build and to shooi. A gun of this nature wourdbe impossible to keep hidden, and everything-__even the
earthworms-within a mile would know every time it was fired.

As a compromise it might still be possibleio find 
"" t;""g.

magnum shotgun for sale someplace. Navy Arms imported-the"m
from Italy about fifteen years ago. They weigheO f O iounas, irlJ
36 inch barrels and threw 3% ounces ofshot per barril. Theshells
were handloaded on Remington plastic g gauge hulls used in
industrial Ram-Set tools.

Perhaps it would be possible to sneak one of these into a remote
duck blind. Just don't shoot more than you need.

Food Color
Here is another crazy idea that can work if one can keep from

laughing long enough to try it out.
lr,lix about four packages of bright blue food coloring in five

gallons of warm water and spill the dy. out on the ice in fr-ont of agood duck blind. put rhe decoys out in the blue, propped up with
snow. During certain times of the year when the ducki ur..rorrin!
lakes looking for water, they will Le attracted to what seems like a
small patch of open water.

- For some real fun, allow the ducks to actually land. Most of
them won't,. flaring at the last second, but it suri is funny to see
them come in.

The dye works best on an inch or two layer of snow over the
solid ice.
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FROGS, TURTIES,
CRAYFISH
& SNAKES

I always felt that frogs, turtles, crawfish and snakes were valu-
able but, except for frog legs, not valuable enough to spend a lot of
time trying to collect. The methods that follow are in many cases

ancient techniques that allow one to gather up these critters with a
minimum of effort. They make collecting them a lot more interest-
ing and personally profitable.

In some cases the methods are common knowledge. Others are
well known but only in isolated localities. There are many other
techniques in addition to those listed, but this chapter is a good
start at passing on some ancient traditions.

Bullfrogs
The worst way to collect the big frogs is during the day with a .22

rifle. Yet I have at times seen dozens of people out trying to shoot
them with their .2?s. lf the truth were known, most are probably
using the big croakers for targets without really caring if they get to
eat the legs or not.

In my estimation this is an unconscionable waste of a valuable
resource as well as a wanton frittering away of poaching opportun-
ities that are among the finest in our country.

The best way to collect frogs is to wade out in the ponds and
sloughs at night with a powerful flashlight and a good spear. In
new territory, it is best to start out on a warm early summer
evening, then drive around and listen for their deep throated
"harrumpf." The best place to stop is near the small one and two
acre farm ponds, but the big frogs can be found in small creeks, in
sloughs and bayous and even in larger lakes and reservoirs. I have

encountered them as far north as Milwaukee and Spokane, and
all the way south to the Gulf. All bullfrogs are large compared to

the lesser tiger frogs, but the real monsters live down south. I have
taken frogs up to nineteen inches in length in Tennessee, Ken-
tucky and Texas.

By referring to an area map, the various frog ponds can be
identified and a coordinated hunt planned. Set up a drop offspot,
a pickup point, an alternate pickup point, and a walk out contin-
gency plan. The drop is made at least two hours after dark.

Wear a pair of glm shoes or Viet Nam jungle boots, dark loose
cotton pants and a long sleeved cotton shirt. We usually travel in a
team of three. Each carries a spear and a light, plus a good
hole-free gunny sack to put the frogs in.

At each pond we quickly check to make sure there are no other
people present.

A few summers back, we crept into a pond after dark and came
upon a car parked at one end. Three of us waited for twenty
minutes or so and then decided to surprise the occupants. Ii
seemed likely that they weren't going to leave, and we had a lot
more ponds to tend to without worrying unduly about this one. In
retrospect it was probably dumb to risk giving away our presence,
but we were in one of those moods and didn't intend to hit that
pond again till next year anyway.

I crept up silently and swiftly to the car and threw my flashlight
rheostat on full power. My intention was to surprise and embar-
rass the inhabitants, and then fade into the bush and be gone.

As it worked out, I faded into the bush o.k., but they were not
the ones who were surprised and embarrassed. As far as I know,
the couple nwer missed a stroke and probably never knew I was
there. The whole thing was a dumb maneuver, as I keep telling
myself over and over.

In a tightly controlled situation it is wise to keep one man up on
the pond bank while the other two wade around the edge. Fiogs
don't generally sit in water deeper than three feet, and many stay
right on the bank, so it isn't necessary to get out in the mid-dle o1
most ponds. Keep about six feet apart, one man searching the
bank while the other checks the pond shallows.

When a frog is spotted, blind it with the light. Then using the
correct spear technique, collect it.

A variation of this method substitutes a rifle or pistol with either
BB caps or a silencer for the spear. Frogs must be shot between the
eyes at the base of the skull, or the round will have no effect.

Blind them with the light. Shoot, and then run over and pick
them up before they revive.
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I seldom try shooting frogs since so many are usually lost. In
forty years I have seen perhaps two or three people who could
consistently shoot accurately enough to collect frogs without wast-
ing the resource.

A bow and arrow can be used on frogs, but in my estimation this
is another dumb technique. The bow is clumsy and inaccurate, the
arrows expensive and it takes forever to scare away all the frogs in
a pond.

Frogs can occasionally be taken in a chicken wire fish trap but
this is more by accident that design. See the chapter on fish for
more information about these traps.

One method that works for frogs very well during the day is

virtually unknown in many parts of the country. It is the only way I
know of hitting a pond during daylight, if that is the most expedi.
tious time to be there.

You'll need a long pole. At times I carry one in, but generally I
cut an eight foot willow branch on the way or at the target pond.

Tie an 8 foot piece of l2 pound monofilament line to one end of the
pole. Tie a number 8 treble hook on the other end of the line. Put a
small piece of bright red nylon cloth or a wind or two of red yarn
on the hook.

Stay back about 6 feet from the water's edge and dance the hook
with red material 6 to 8 inches above the water. Work it through
the grass, around the cattails and over the lily pads. Be sure to be

silent and cautious walking around the pond.

The red bug will attract the frogs which will jump after the bait.
Most of the time the frog will miss on the first pass. They miss the
bait so often I wonder how they ever catch enough bugs to live. In
any event, the jump will signal the poacher to stop and work that
particular area more thoroughlY.

Keep jiggling the fly over the frog till it eventually takes the bait
and is hooked.

That's all there is to it. A very silent, cheap and effective method.
Some times it is more recreational than fishing in the same pond.

Turtles
There are two reasons to collect turtles-to eat them or to

control their population in a duck and muskrat marsh.
On a covert control project, use a quiet rifle to shoot the basking

mud turtles off the logs. The rounds won't kill them instantly but
the turtles will eventually die.

Also put out some barrel traps and set lines as described lator in

the chapter. The traps and lines will take the leathernecks and
snappers plus any mud turtles that remain. Other kinds of turtles
are seldom numerous enough to be a problem.

Turtles can b attracted into a concentrated area by putting
chicken guts, an old dead cat or some other offal in a burlap bag
along with some stones and throwing it into a deep water hole. The
critters will come from hundreds of yards away to the bag, and are
more easily caught as a result of their concentrated number.

The best turtle trap design I know of is a hinged board affair
mounted on a large barrel. To build and set this barrel trap for
turtles, sink a water tight barrel in a pond or open water area up tc
within 3 inches of the barrel top. Be sure there are turtles living in
the vicinity of the intended set. These traps are a lot of work to
build.

Use rocks, iron, orsimilarscrap to weight the barrel. Add water,
but keep the water level inside ofthe barrel at least 2 feet below the
outside level of the pond orswamp. It is possibleto sink the barrels
in the mud, but generally the water will have to be at least 2 or 3
feet deep around the trap.

The only readily available barrels that work are the big clumsy
55 gallon type, so expect some trouble getting it set up. Old
wooden barrels used by farmers for buttermilk are best, but are
awfully hard to find any more. Most poachers will end up using
steel barrels from oil or herbicide.

I weld two hinges on the barrels and mount a light I x 6 inch
board 4 feet long on back. The boards should be positioned so they
will tip into the barrel with the slightest weight transfer. At times it
is necessary to use window weights or lead puddles with holes
drilled in them for counter weights.

Staple a piece of liver or other smelly meat on the cnd of the
board over the open barrel.

Turtles, especially the small-to-medium sized snappers, will
climb out of the water on to the board and work their way up till
they tip into the barrel. As an added attraction, put bait around the
rim of the barrel. This will bring even more turtles, and they will
€ventually climb on to the boards also.

In one day, I have caught as many as three snappers and dozens
of mud turtles in just one barrel trap. The barrel idea also is
effective for sly old leatherbacks that can't be taken any other way.

Barrel traps are also effective for muskrats. By using lots of
rotten meat they can be scared off during the summer. In winter,
use carrots or corn in the same set in the same location. It will catch
rats when they come to the bait.
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The barrel can be filled with water to hide or decommission it.
Other than the fact that steel barrels rust out, the trap is good for a
number of years without much maintenance.

Turtles caught by this or any other method can be stored alive in
a marsh or a creek pool for months at a time. Do this by drilling a
hole in the edge of their shell and tying them to a root with a piece
of heavy wire or dog chain. They seem to get enough to eat, stay in
good healthy condition and are instantly available.

Bank Feeling
Snapping turtles can be caught by a method known as grabbing

or bank feeling. It is a damnable procedure that I am sure would
lead to the early demise of any poacher who used it extensively. I
have tried feeling for turtles and twice was bitten by water snakes.
Next time I figure the snake will be a moccasin, so I make sure
there is no next time.

Feeling consists of wading along the edgg4f creeks and small
rivers, and reaching up under the banks for ttre raspy hard shell of
a turtle. When one is discovered-it is an effective method and
many snapping turtles are usually located-the trick is to find the
tail or a rear leg and pull the turtle out. I have never been chomped
by a snapper while bank feeling, but it definitely is another of the
occupational hazards.

Generally the turtles are under the grassy, muddy banks in two
to four feet ofwater. I have found them undertrees and in roots,
but not as many as in the mud where they can more easily dig into
old muskrat dens, bank cuts and other places. The snappers are
generally found facing into the hole, leaving their tail end out and
making it easier to grab them.

All of the old crony friends I had who caught turtles this way are
dead. Some lived to a ripe old age, but I am sure it was inspite of
grabbing turtles and not as a result of it. Some of my fondest
memories as a kid are of these old geezers working their way along
stream banks on their hands and knees. They reached up under the
banlq arms length at times, and every now and then out plopped a
snapp€r, madder than hell.

Set Lln€s
Most people who have caught turtles have done it with set lines.

For those who don't know, a set line for turtles consists of a 4/0 or
3/0 hook, securely fastened to a one foot piece ofbrass or copper
wire leader. The wire must be soft and malleable, between 14 and
16 gauge. The wire leader keeps the turtle from chewing through
the line and escaping once it is hooked.
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Attach a piece of 60 pound monofilament to the wire. How
much depends on the place where the line will be set, but I
personally don't like anything larger than a 6 to 8 foot line.

Turtle lines should be set in turgid ponds or pools. As a rule,
turtles won't stay in moving water, especially the big old snappers.
Most people tie the line to a heavy root or willow branch, bait with
pork liver and throw in. My suggestion, however, is to use one of
two slightly different plans.

Begin the first by finding an old 8 foot cane pole or a freshly cut
willow branch, and tying the turtle line to it. Shove the pole as far
into the mud and grass as possible in the bottom of the pool where
the set is to be made. Wind the excess line on the end of the pole
which should stick up out of the water no more than 4 feet. Leave
just enough line so the bait is hanging down about 8 inches from
the bottom of the pond.

Turtles will find the food faster if it is suspended. Even more
important, the crayfish won'r work it as quickly and easily as if it
were lying on the bottom.

My experience indicates that significantly greater numbers of
turtles will be hooked from a pole set than if the bait is simply
thrown into the pond to sink in the mud.

When a turtle gets hooked, it will swim around the pole, but will
pull very little. There is nothing for it to lever against to put
pressure on the set, so the turties just hang there in a plaiid,
subdued state till the poacher returns.

If a hard or rocky bottom precludes the use of poles, try one or
two quart plastic bottles. Any tough plastic container will do, as
long as they are neither white or red colored. Green, brown and
clear bottles, once emptied of their contents, will work very well.
Other than obvious colors which are forbidden, the containers
should have air tight lids anci some sort of handle to tie the line to.

Fasten the line on the bottle and loop it so the bait is again g
inches off the bottom, similar to the pole sets. lnstead of being
anchored as with the poles, the bottles are floated in ponds, deep
holes and marshy bogs wherever turtles abound.

It is really interesting to discover all ofthe odd places a hooked
turtle will take the floats trying to get away. Especially if it's a
forty-five pound monster snapper.

Other Methods
At times it is possible to collect a few leatherneck turtles with a

bow and fish arrows. Usually this happens while hunting carp.
Otherwise, unless the turtles are very plintiful, it doesn,t p"V t" 

"1,a bow.
Turtles can also belaken in steel traps. Wire the trap base plate

to a floating log and bait with meat thlt wil rot quickly. ihri, 
"poor method and the poacher will often end up ,ultn tnro*n trup,

and no game. I have never seen a place wheri it wasn,t easier io
collect turtles with other methods.

Crayfish
These little crustaceans are an idear substitute for shrimp. They

are a bit smaller and harder to crean, but if handleo quiclty ina
sanitary manner are otherwise indistinguishabre rror rrrrirnp.
Where they are abundant, there are two ways to get them.

For those who want to actually stand in one place and partici_
pate in the catching process, a dip seine is ideal. I have often used
one-to take five gallons of crawdads per hour.

The disadvantage of the dip seine ii the expense and the diffi_
culty of transporting it without everybody and their brother ask-
ing what it is. On the other hand, most people don,t care if
somebody catches crayfish on their property, so it rnuy U, posriUt.
to drive right up to the target area-and ofiload the net.'
. Build a dip seine as follows: Lay a 6 foot square piece of /2
inch hardware cloth or chicken'wire on the ground. The wire shoulJ
be the lightest gauge possibre but cannot 6e rarger than half inch
mesh. Several smaller pieces can be fastened tgether *itt t og
rings if need be.

Thread or sew 6 foot strands of #12 or l4 wire along each of the
four edges of the wire and tie these together at the corners.

From each corner bring up a 6 foot piece of wire and tie the four
together at the top, leaving a 2 inch ioop.

Use a strong light pole that is as long 
", "an 

be easily acquired
and carried. At one time, I had a2 inch bamboo poli from the
center of a roll of carpeting 12 feet rong that was ideal. Attach the
pole to the four wires for use as a boom to raise and lower the net.
Bait is placed in a wire pocket in the center of the seine. I like a lot
of bait. Something on the order of5 pounds ofchicken gu* o, u
large clump of hog liver works fine.

Lower the net into a quiet open pool in a creek, river, slough or
marsh. wait about five minutes and pull it up. If there 

"r..ru]vnrttaround, they will already be working ttre Uait. feep ,airi'g anJ
lowering every few minures. when thi catch diminishes, it is-time
to move on.
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The catch can be kept in a plastic bucket. If the na won't sink

fast enouglt" use some rocks.
The other method involves building four or five small wire traps

similar to miniature fish traps. They should be made from I / 2 inch

mesh or less, about 16 inches long, 7 inches in diameter with

double cones having a ll5 inch opening.

I put a big solid bait in these and set them one per hole along a

or.i ot river. After about four days I check them, using a long

handled rake to retrieve the trap. This is a very effective way to

maintain a source of ShrimP Louis.

Snakes
The most profitable snake catching expedition I was ever

involved with occurred the time we dumped a 55 gallon barrel of
gasoline through the rocks of a small talus slope onto a den of
rattlesnakes.

They were pouring out of the rocks like water even beforewelit
the gas. After the low grade *harrumpf' explosion, we almost

coulin't catch them fast enough. At that time, rattlesnake skins

were one dollar each. Four of us got almost 100 snakes in a couple

of hours.
The simplest way to catch most snakes is with a copper wire

snare tied to a pole.

Use the pole end to rile and hold the snake. As soon as it coils or

stops, throw the snare over the head and jerk'

Atong creeks, water moccasins and other aquatic snakes can-be

taken with a small red cloth or cotton line similar to those used for
frogs. Dance the line 2 ot 3 inches in front of the basking or

sunning snake, and often they will take it. The bad part comes

getting the damn things off the hook.- 
Another method of collecting snakes is to spear them' Often

when frog spearing we scare up water snakes. Down south it used

to be a rial hazard trying to stay clear of the moccasins'

One night three of us were working a pond about 100 yards from

a farmer's house. I was up on the bank and my two companions

were wading the shore. one was out about 6 feet in the shallows

and the othir out almost waist deep, perhaps twenty feet from
shore.

Suddenly the outside man stepped off into a deep hole' He kept

his balance but the water was almost up to his chest. The problem

was compounded by the fact that he insisted on wearing chest

waders that had now filled with water.
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Usually we wear gym shoes, cotton pants and just plan on

getting wet. This guy didn't want to be cold and now was paying
the penalty.

As a result of our thrashing around, we scared up a granddaddy
water moccasin that raced off the bank into the water where our
friend was anchored in his water-filled boots.

All he could do was throw the beam on his flashlight onto high
and try to shine the snake. His spear was behind him about eight
feet, floating in the water.

The light stopped the moccasin about five feet from the man,
and I started down into the water with my spear to get it before it
got my buddy. However, I wasn't fast enough.

When I was out in the water about ten feet, we heard car doors
slam. Then an engine started. lnstinctively we turned our lights
off. Now it was dark again and the snake could go wherever it
pleased.

I don't know what my buddy was thinking, but I could feel the
damn snake. hear it and at times I even believed I could see it
coming over to nab me. I stood there steady as a rock, which didn't
take one-tenth the courage it did for my buddy. The moccasin was

five feet or less from his face.
The car rolled down the drive, turned at the gate and was on

down the road after what seemed like at least nine hours of
waiting. As soon as the tail lights were out of sight we threw on our
lights again.

That giant moccasin was gone. We never saw it again, which is

probably good because I hate to take moccasins off a spear, or
friends to the hospital, for that matter.

URBAN SURVIVAT

For the poor poacher stuck in the city, there is still a lot of free
game available. This chapter will get him thinking about the
various possibilities.

On two different occasions in my life I have had to live in large
cities. Both times I was so dirt poor it was awful. But both times we
made it without government help. What government assistance I
did get was of the negative kind. The authorities didn't approve of
what I was doing and did everything in their power to stop me. Our
family got the strong impression that anybody who thought they
could be self-reliant was a bad actor to be dealt with severely. The
word was dependence but we didn't want to be somebody else's
ward, and we weren't.

I have a strong and lasting conviction that there is an incredible
amount of wild products going to waste in the average city. The
suburbs and the various city neighborhoods have a lot of grass,
trees, parkways, hedges, parks, ponds and similar game habitat.
The potential harvest from these can be quite impressive.

I have never lived right downtown in the inner city and doubt if
it would be possible to exist by poaching in that type of environ-
ment. But cities are not all core area. Most people don't live onjust
pavement and brick. The following are some suggestions that
worked for me. The wise and prudent person might keep them in
mind.

Squirrels
By far and away the best source of good meat in the cities are

tree squirrels. From east coast to west coast I have only been in a
few cities that didn't have sizeable populations of these animals. As
an added advantage, squirrels can often be lured to the poacher
rather than the other way around.
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City squirrels are probably best taken in a box trap. They are
out of sight, out of mind and easy to handle in a box trap. No one
suspects the little boxes sitting around one's yard in the bushes.
Under some circumstances, box traps can be set in parks.

Ifthe yard is surrounded by brush or there is a window to shoot
out of, try BB caps or other quiet rifles.

Steel traps will also work. They can be set up in a tree, along a
roof line or other place that is out of sight.

Robins And Blackbirds
The British eat both, so some years ago we got a recipe for

Robin Pie and tried it. Not bad, but not all that good either.
On the other hand there are a lot of these birds in many cities.

They are easily taken with various methods so in an emergency
situation it may be worth a try.

The best, in my estimation, is to use a bird snare. Bait with a few
kernels of wheat, some flour or even cherry pits. Anything of that
nature will work.

Another good method is to build a bird trap is described in
Chapter 20. These are handy in the wide range of situations, and it
certainly won't hurt to have one sitting around taking a few birds
now and then.

Shooting robins is too destructive and slow. Better to make up a
batch of bird lime and get them that way.

Pheasants And Quail
The Chicago suburb we lived in had a fair population of pheas-

ants and quail. Over the years these creatures had become incredi-
bly elusive. I first realized they were around when I saw their tracks
in the snow.

The best plan, if these game birds are around, is to use a game
bird trap or some snares. The best trap is probably a net trap or
closure trap. Steel traps tear them up too much. A standard bird
snare also works very well.

During the winter it is often possible to shoot pheasants and
quail from a window or porch as they scratch around for food. At
that time it may also be profitable to bait them in for harvest.

House Cats
Just to set the record straight before I go on, it is important to

note that I never have eaten house cats. Some day, maybe, but up
to now thank God I haven't had to.

All cities have a tremendous population of cats. There are two
very good reasons for collecting as many as possible.
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Although the price may fluctuate, the skins are almost always
worth between $2.00 and $4.00. I stretch them on coonskin
stretchers and sell along with the other hides.

A second reason for doing in cats is to give the natural game
some relief. House cats are incredible predators that will kill a
huge quantity of game in the course of a year.

The easiest method of taking cats is to use snares. They readily
poke their heads in them and won't struggle when caught. Use
sardines for bait, or set the snares in established runs.

Steel traps are effective but ifa little old lady sees a cat in ajaw
trap there is no end to the flak that can result.

Box traps are ineffective. I have never been able to get a cat to
push into one.

Shooting is ineffective unless the poacher uses plenty of frre-
power. When I was I l, my grandpa asked me to thin out the cat
population down at his farm. I took my single shot .22 and
plunked one right in the head from about ten feet. Instead of
running over and grabbing the cat I reloaded my rifle. The old cat
came to life and ran way under the back porch next to the kitchen.

It was summer in the midwest. By the next day the 95o heat
played such havoc with that dead cat that my grandpa was ready to
tear the porch up-using my rifle for a pry bar. Finally it got so
bad grandma moved the kitchen out front.

The smell lingered for at least two weeks and I have never
unlearned my lesson about using enough gun on house cats.

Pigeons
Every city has a large number of pigeons. I have eaten hundreds

of them and they all tasted fine. It's just the idea, I guess, because I
won't eat any more unless things get pretty desperate.

Pigeons in cities are everywhere. For a time I disposed of
pigeons for the police department in three medium sizld cities.
During that time I killed pigeons out of old barns, from the eaves
of houses, under bridges, out ofold cars, out ofthe attic ofa school
and a hundred other weird places.

Pigeons in a city are best taken in a bird trap. Bait with cracked
corn and leave several in the trap at all times to call the others.

Bird snares also work well, but at three or four per trap per week
the pigeons can usually breed faster than the poacher can catch
them.

Bird lime works, as does shooting them.
A very good method is to blind pigeons on their roosts with a
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powerful flashlight. Then either shoot the critters or grab them
live. Most people want to get rid of the damn things, so it generally
isn't hard to find a place to shine and shoot them.

Muskrats
I am constantly amazed at the number of muskrats that live in

the ponds and rivers that flow through our cities. Other than one
killed by a cat or dog every now and then, I don't think they have
any enemies. Don't forget muskrats are vegetarians, and are not
related to rats. They are very good to eat.

Keep watch in the sheltered city parks and you will probably be

as surprised as I was at their numbers.
Most rats in parks have bank dens. Use a box trap or two and

work on through the area till the harvest is made. People who
would recoil in horror over a steel trap never give the square boxes
a second thought.

Bees

People in cities are continually having problems with bees. They
take up residence in the walls of their houses, in old trees, in attics,
and harass passers by.

If the swarm has been there for a while, I usually agree to take it
out if they will let me neatly cut into the side of the building or do
what ever to get the honey and the wax.

Most of the time in cities the colony can't be saved so I use a CO2
fire extinguisher and freeze the bees. lt is the safest, easiest, non-
destructive method of dispatching bees that I know of.

Possums And Coons
These are some fur-bearers that are far more abundant in

many cities than anybody except the police (who get nuisance calls

about them) would ever believe. They are also hard to trap since
they get plenty to eat and won't come to bait well. City coons and
possums are used to living around people. Even dumb old pos-

sums wise up to a ceftain extent, making it difficult to collect them.
If there is both an old large stand of trees and some creeks near

town I can guarantee that at least raccoons live nearby. With only
one or the other there is still an excellent chance that coons will be

there.
About the only set that works for coons and possums is a steel

trap and bait. Place the trap so it is obscured and plan to leave it
for long periods without getting anything. Best bait? Probably
peanut butter.

Rsbbits
I probably don't have to remind readers that there are a lot of

wild rabbits in most towns and cities throughout the U.S. Condi-
tions are generally fairly good for them. There is food and cover
and, other than dogs and cats, few enemies.

Best methods for rabbits are either snares or box traps. One is
about the same as the other so the decision then becomes one of
expedience.

Some poachers learn to set snares and become very good with
them. Others like box traps. At times it is better to set a box trap
than a snare or vice versa, but usually good sets can be found for
either.

Shooting rabbits with a quiet .22 works in town if there is
enough cover.

Mushrooms
Since this is not a text on mushrooms, I won't labor the point.

But good outdoorsmen know their mushrooms and take advan-
tage of any opportunity to collect them.

Puffballs, cauliflower mushrooms and morels grow in cities.
Keep a lookout for them.
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FAMITY

Living off the land is a cooperative venture with each member of
the family expected to do his part. People who rely on poaching
either in part or wholly, for their existence, must adapt to a slightly
different set of family living conditions. Two illustrations cometo
mind.

Folks who visit our home the first time are often puzzled and
surprised to see two large 22 cubic foot freezers in our basement.
No family, they reason, could possible use that much frozen
storage space. That being true in our visitors'eyes, the next logical
question follows quite naturally. "What," they ask, "are you folks
doing with so many freezers?'

A second example involves the kids at school. Poachers' kids are
no different from all the other kids their age. They enjoy telling
about what happened at home and become jealous when other
children tell about their daddy and brothers "getting a big elk last
weekend."

Kids who are coached won't turn into blabbermouths. At times
we were selective about what we told them or how much they saw
when they were very young. Our family was involved. They were
never a problem and often part of the solution.

After more than forty years in the business, some predictable
patterns have emerged. These are all potential problem areas that
the good poacher will have to adequately handle or eventually he
will be forced out of the business.

Talklng In School
As previously mentioned, this can be a problem, cspecially when

no plans are made to handle the situation.
When kids are very youn& most of the tales they bringto school

will be dismissed as fantasies. Young children who are exposed to
hunting and flrshing and the catch that results from these activities
will become so accustomed to this way of life that they believe
everyone lives that way. Early continued exposure to outdoor
activities instills a sense of the ordinary to these activities that goes
a long way toward controlling a loose tongue.

By fourth grade things start to change. Everyone wants to
impress everyone else and the tales will fly. At this point three
thinp will work.

First, don't tell everything you know. If the limit is four salmon
but there are six, don't broadcast the fact. Not every deer need be
counted, or even the origin of the ducks in the freezer. That early
sense of the mundane will have a spillover effect at this age as well.
Kids who have seen bass since they can remember won't start
asking how many or even how, although they may start wantingto
come along and help.

Second, this is the time to start coaching the kids in earnest.
Mom should impress on them the importance of not telling other
people about family business. They should know about keeping
personal things to themselves and not talking to outsiders. "I don't
knod' should be a standard answer to questions about what is
happening at home.

Third, involve the kids. Start taking them out to look at fish
traps, perhaps on easy deer drives or whatever. lmpress them with
the importance of keeping quiet about what they see, and the
truism that they, indeed, are different from the anti'hunting
crowd.

In high school the problems becomeverysevere. American high
schools inspire an invisible informal communications net that can
be very harmful to the poacher. Involve the kids in family activi-
ties, continue to preach the privacy of family activity and be on top
of any gossip that one may pick up either from the kids in high
school or on the street.

Where Is Dad?
It was a beautiful August day. The sun shone down from a

bright blue sky but the temperature was not oppressive. out in the
woods the maple seeds were maturing to the point that the squir-
rels were beginning to work them.

I figured it was a lousy day to work, so I called a neighbor who
had been bugging me about doing some squirrel hunting.

His teenage son answered the phone. "Hello," I said, *is your
dad there?'
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*Nope,' answered the lad, "dad went back to the Jessup woods
with Charley Betts squirrel hunting."

It was a month before the season opened, and the kid had no
idea who I was since I nwergave my name. Needless to say, I was
completely floored.

*How,' I asked, regaining my composurq *does your dad usu-
ally do?'

*O.k.,' the kid responded. *Last week he got seven or eight.
Usually he brings home more like five, though.'

So there it was, a complete stranger had all the information. A
landowner or warden could call just as I did and get the complete
program from the kids.

It may interest the reader to note that I neverwent huntingwith
that fellow. Through the years I did my best to convince him that I
really had little time to hunt.

When someone calls our place, and I am not herq whoever
answers always asks for a number. The response is not "he isn't
herg" but *give me your number and lll have him call." If the
caller is persistent, my wife or girl would always say, "Ragnar
asked me to take the number. I don't know if he is here or not, but
give me your number and he will call."

We did the same for the boys later on. If one of our group called,
they would always know not to talk on the phone and not to expect
an answer. They handled their calls the same way.

People who came to the door were handled the same way. It was
always, *give us your name so Mr. Benson san get ahold of you
later."

Sipals
A problem related to telephone calls and occasional visitors

comes up when friends drop by for a visit. Several times our
pickup person has almost been embarrassed. As a result we have
developed a code.

At night a light on in the porch means *don't come in." During
the day, a wastepaper basket in front of the garage means the same
thing.

We always have an alternate spot to meet. It isn't often that the
alternate is used, but occasionally it has kept our tail out of the fire.

Visitors
If one isn't careful, visitors can get to be a problem. We are

gregarious people who like to have folks over but it obviously can
become a problem.
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For starters, don't have a dozen ofeach kind oftrophy strung
around the house. It is tempting to recommend that no obvious
display be made of game, but most hunters have big egos and want
to put something up. Just keep it to one of a kind, with a set of
horns or hides here and there. Be subtle.

We eat game at every meal. When visitors eat with us they have
moose, deer or elk. It is our custom to always explain how special
this is that we have deer or whatever for our friends. That way it
doesn't look like we always eat game. Depending on the recipe, it
may not be necessary to say anything at all-many times folks
can't tell properly cared for deer or elk from beef.

Helping Wlth The Harvest
My daughter used to say that she was the only girl in the state

who knew how to skin a deer. Perhaps this is true, perhaps not. It
does illustrate the necessity of involving the whole family in living
off the land.

Three of us can put up a deer in forty-five minutes. That's from
rail to bound packages in the freezer. All five of us can do two deer
in one hour.

Living off the land requires total family participation. It is
important that everyone have a job and that they get busy and do it
when time is of the essence.

By the same token, all are lnvolved in some phase of the actual
harvest. Often the girls drive deer with me. They do a good job and
have become aware of the need for knowing the territory and
careful planning.

The Family Freezer
The fact that a freezer full of wild meat can be embarrassing has

already been mentioned. Here are several tips to keep from being
embarrassed.

Bone all the meat on big game. This saves room in the freezer
and makes identification more difficult.

Wrap all the meat in the same kind of paper, using the same tape
year after year.

Never date packages. A color code that changes every year is
much better.

Don't ever allow the hearts or livers to accumulate. These are
dead giveaways. Eat them.

Have every member of the family buy a tag every year. Keep all
the tags in a bundle someplace. There should be enough going
back enough years to support the contention that the season limit
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was never exceeded. "The problem is," says us, "that we haven't
been eating the stuff fast enough. Amazing how it will
accumulate. . . ."

Get rid of excess bones immediately and wisely. Wash away any
blood.

Get the bloody clothes in the washer and clean up any soiled
knives immediately upon completing a project.

Selling Game

I must sternly warn you that serious problems can result from
selling game.

My recommendation is that whole game never be sold. The only
exception occurs when it might be advisable to trade or give a few
pieces of something to a friend on a one-time only basis.

Almost all poachers who are apprehended run aground because
they either sold game or jacklighted deer.

There is good money to be made selling parts of animals. Just be
dead certain to always sell parts. Sell them a few at a time to
diverse different people, and always have a valid explanation as to
where the stuff came from.

SETTING OUTDOOR
PRODUCTS

It is indeed true that various parts of wild game are selling for
astronomical figures. My first real off-the-farm income came
when I was about nine selling muskrat hides, but I am not primar-
ily referring to that kind of market. What I am referring to is the
sale of odds and ends like teeth and hooves that we used to leave in
the woods.

As a practical matter, I am very, very cautious about trafficking
in whole wild game. More people have gotten in trouble because
they sold a few rabbits or some ducks or a deer than I care to
remember. Our rule is that we eat or otherwise use what we collect,
without ever selling or giving any of it away.

At times we have made an exception and given a friend a few
trout or a pheasant, but it is usually with the explanation that we

don't like to eat whatever we are giving them. "lt is fun," we say,

"to hunt or fish, but we don't like to eat the stuff. This is all we got
this fall and you're welcome to it."

Usually that line stops the people trying to secure game from us

dead in their tracks. We never accept money but will occasionally
trade for something. I have traded a landing net and another time a
tank of gas for ten lousy trout, but that's about the extent of it.

Shooting a deer for someone is absolute ly verboten. In the last
forty years, literally scores of people have asked me to shoot *a

really big buck" or *a nice eating doe" for them. Some have
pleaded poverty and some have offered to significantly reduce my
poverty, but I have turned them all down.

I am similarly careful about taking people along hunting with
us. Again, lots of people ask. but I usually tell them I won't have

much time to hunt this year. Sometimes we do take a visitor or two
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during the regular season. If so, we play it strictly straight arrow
and never even violate a trespassing law. Obviously this cramps
our style. so few outsiders ever get to come along.

How to become an insider in our group? Either marry into the
family or be a family friend with an interest in the outdoors.
Unfortunately there are no additional opportunities to marry into
the family, and the friendship route takes at least ten years. I
suggest similar vigilance for other poaching teams.

lf the reader thinks this is a stringent program, I suggest he pick
up a recent copy of Sports A.field or Outdoor trp. Almost every
issue has a feature story about the undercover agent who spent
three years breaking into a ring of duck poachers or deer sellers.
Fish and Game departments are becoming increasingly more wil-
ling to invest that kind of time and effort into making test cases.

My advice is to be cautious, be careful, and don't do anything
stupid-like trust friends to keep their mouths shur.

Tips On Selling
Selling game parts should be done with discretion. If one uses

good common sense there won't be problems. Don't, for instance,
go to the local taxidermist with four beautiful deer capes and try to
peddle them. Stop by first and ask if he needs one. Don't tell him
you have one. Just ask if he could use one and at what price.

Don't even try to sell all the parts of all the animals to one
person. Usually that isn't possible, but nevertheless don't run over
to a mountain man council with two sets of elk horns, eight elk
feet, eight elk ivories and two scrotum bags and not expect some-
one to put two and two together.

Always have a legal explanation as to where the product came
from. A few years back a friend was nailed at a fur auction with an
otter skin. He hadn't thought through the process of how he could
have legally acquired the skin, and it got embarrassing. As it
worked out, he lost the skin but no personal hair.

One last philosophical word before getting down to basics.
I realize full well that it would be immensely helpful to give

specific names and addresses of people who are anxious to pur-
chase the items listed. Hopefully the reader will agree that to do so
in many cases would be the kiss of death for the people listed. The
reader will have to root around himself for discreet buyers, using
the general suggestions offered.

Bears
Any kind of a scruffy old bear is worth at least $300.00 these

days. Certainly a far cry from our experience twenty years ago
when we often shot or trapped sheepkilling bears and-reft the-m
Iay. At the time they weren't even worth carrying home.

Bear claws make excellent jewelry. In the rough, cut back at the
fi rst j oint and dried, they bring abo ut $2.00 eachl There are twenty
on a bear, so we are up to $40.00 for starters.

The poacher can get a dollar more each by soaking the claws and
pulling out rhe inside cartilage. Fill the hole witli dark colored
DuPont silicone bathtub caulk and paint the outside of the
cleaned claw with good clear nail polish.

A string of ten claws mounred on a leather thong will easily
bring $200.00. Should the poacher wanr to go thairoute, it is
probably easier and safer to sell the necklace than it is theseparate
claws.

The best places to selr craws are at the mountain men's rendez-
vous that are becoming so popular, or to people who advertise for
them in The Trapper magazine, Shotgun News or the Buckskin
Report. One very large fur dealer will also buy them. There is a
mountain man rendezous in July or August e4ch year hear Friend-
ship, Indiana' that is the rargest of its kind. Many other smalrer
shows are held all overthe U.S., or one can always go to a local gun
show. Look in the previously mentioned magazines for leads-on
shows.

Necklace jewelry can be sold simply by wearing it, especially
east of the Mississippi, or in large cities like L.A. or San Francisco.
A year ago my daughter refused many offers when she wore her
necklace on a visit to Chicago.

Bear skulls are saleable to taxidermists and at shows. They are
worth about $20.00 to $50.00, depending on size. The canine ieeth
can be pulled and sold for $3.00 each if the skull is damaged.

Taxidermists like to get bear skulls frozen and complet". Fo.
shows it will be necessary to boil the meat off the bonei in an ord
five gallon can. Varnish the skull lightly after it has dried.

A good long bear bacculum is saleable in taverns. Bartenders
impress their guests by stirring drinks with them. These are worth
what one can get, but don't take less than $ 10.00. Many have been
sold for $50.00.

The last item on a bear is the most valuable and probably the
easiest sold. If the reader hasn't heard of this befoie, he wilt be
incredulous, but it is true: bear feet and bear gall bladders have
much value.

Chinese people use them for aphrodisiacs.
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The skinned feet, less claws, fresh or frozen, but clean, are worth
about $5.00 each. The frozen gall bladder is worth no less than
$30.00 to a dealer and much much more to the ultimate consumer.

ln my experience, almost any Chinese running a Chinese restau-
rant will buy or knows someone who will buy bear feet and gall
bladder. If nothing more, trade them for a meal or two for the
family.

All else failing, advertise inthe Chinese Timesnewspaper in San
Francisco. The rates are cheap, and the paper goes to every corner
of the U.S. and Canada.

The last bear part to sell is the skin. Most fur dealers will take
them without claws for about $60.000 to $80.00. They are called
patch bears and will bring about $100.00 from the ultimate consu-
mer at shows. Another way to go is to sell the cape for $60.00 to
$80.00 to a taxidermist and peddle the remainder as a patch bear at
a show.

Squirrel Skins
Some readers may complain that they don't live near bears and

that the previous information has no value. For these folks, I have
some more useful information.

Squirrel tails are worth $.15 apiece to the people who make
Mepps lures. Write Sheldon's, Inc., Antigo, Wisconsin 54409.

Remove the tail bone, and dry thoroughly. It doesn't make
much difference if they receive ten or a thousand tails at once.
They can handle it.

Deer
There are a number of parts of a deer that can be peddled. Over

the years I have made the most money on their capes. Taxidermists
go wild over a well caped dCer head, even if the horns are mediocre.
I usually ask $30.00 for the cape alone. Ifthe critter had big horns,
I hold out for $ 100.00 for the package. Don't get too excited about
selling. See the taxidermist right after hunting season and let him
know there is one for sale.

A deer scrotum, properly skinned and dried over a small block,
is worth $5.00. Try the local taverns or the rendezvous.

Pick-up deer horns or any horns, for that matter, now sell for
$3.00 per pound. Some fur buyers take them, so ask around. Fresh
horns are saleable at shows and to fur dealers, or through the
magazines. The price will vary from $10.00 to $50.00, depending
on size. I always sell my good horns with a cape, or mount them on

a board and wait for a dude to come along. Just don't display a big
collection of deer horns all at once.

Chinese people eat deer feet for the same reason they eat bear
feet, only the medicine isn't quite as powerful, they say. If you want
to fool with them, four feet cut off at the knee and refrigerated are
worth a chinese dinner.

Some taxidermists will also give a dollar or two for feet used to
make gun racks.

The least valuable part of the deer is the skin. Dried and prop-
erly handled, it will bring about $4.00 from a dealer. people
sometimes ask me for a deer skin which I agree to provide for the
cost of tanning. As soon as possible after skinning the deer, I
bundle their skins and ship them to Colorado Tanning in Denver,
Colorado. When the skin gets back I charge $ 10.00 for all leather
skins, and $25.00 for those with the hair still on. There isn't much
profit after tanning charges, but there is little risk either.

Deer tails are, at times, purchased by the fly tying outfits. The
price is usually about $.50 each. I sell mine to a local fur buyer for
$.40 and avoid the hassle of sending them off.

Beaver Castors
These are the large glands found at the base ofthe tail on beaver.

The price fluctuates wildly, but it probably averages about $15.00
a pound, dried. Fur dealers take them along with the beaver hides.

They smell so good around the house or in the barn I often keep
them.

Raccoon And Possum
In the larger cities of some areas it is possible to build a market

for the meat from these animals. They are worth about $3.00
apiece. Don't sell any that don't have the necessary credentials. lt
is illegal to sell the meat in many places anyway, so be sure there is
a legal cover story regarding possession.

Try small variety shops, delicatessens, or ask in service stations.
Possums and coons are readily saleable in small rural communi-

ties, but the risk isn't worth the few dollars. A poacher will quickly
get the reputation for being the guy with all that game.

Don't forget that raccoon bacculums are a popular item with
some people. Pipe smokers use them to clean out pipe bowls.
Some women wear them on a chain around their necks. Going rate
is about $5.00, depending on the size and geographical area. Go to
a rendezvous and sell before taking less.
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Snapping Turtles
Snipping turtles are worth quite a lot of money dressed for

human consumption and are not generally a problem to sell.

Nobody seems to care about them in most places, much less the

Fish and Game Commission.
I generally ask $2.50 per pound for good clean meat. Nice

restaurants in big cities will pay even more.

The shell half is valuable, if it is large. Sell these at rendezvous'

Price is dependent on the market at the time, but is no less than

$8.00. American Indians use the shells to make portions of their

regalia and often are good customers'

Elk lvories
These are the two floating teeth that elk have. Most poacherc

won't have a chance to sell these but who knows? For the last few
years I have lived near elk and have made a few bucks on them'

Members of the Elks Lodge are the usual customers.

There aren't enough ivories in circulation to establish a market.

I hold mine for a $20 bill or don't sell. It doesn't take much room to
keep them, and they don't eat.

Fish
Trout are usually saleable, but I never do. The only fish I sell are

carp which at times bring a fairly good price in larger cities.

Sometimes large quantities of tegally netted carp can be sold to

animal food processors. lnquire around. In some areas there is

quite a business for someone who wants it.

Frogs
Some of the most valuable collectibles are giant American

bullfrog legs. Most restaurants get their frog legs imported from
India and are not intergsted in a domestic supply. However, we

have through the years located a couple ofreally classy places that
want the North American kind. We get $4.00 a pound for good

large legs but only sell to one place once a year.

Usuaily we eat all thefrog legs we get so there aren't many to sell.

Hidcs And Furt
With coyote skins worth from $40.00 to $90.00 I don't have to

remind poachers that must furbearers are again valuable and

worth taking. Even house cats have pretty good value.

Horns
Any horns are valuable. A good moose rack, for instance' can

fetch $150.00 at a rendezvous or from a dude who wants them.
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Deer horns are valuable to make buttons from, if not hing else. A
big item at the shows. Rather than being left in the woods as we did

for so many years, I suggest bringing them home for eventual sale.

Bird Skins
My eldest boy built a nice business for himself selling quail,

pheasant, grouse and hungarian partridge skins.

Whenever he acquired a lightly shot or undamaged trapped

bird, he would put it in a bag to bring it home unruffled. Carefully

he would skin out the wings from the bottom and cut the bone off
at the body. The bird itself was slit neatly down the belly from the

beak to the tail and the skin taken off in one piece. He would pin

the skin onto an old cardboard box and let it dry.
After it was dry he salted it lightly and then glued the entire skin

and wings onto a piece of cardboard. The completed skin was very

showy, and much easier to care for than a mounted bird.
He sold the skins as decorator pieces, at times in groups of two

and three, for $4.00 each.

When he acquired a number of bird skins he would sell them to
fly tyers, but the money wasn't as good. A pheasant brought about

$3.50. Littler birds like huns and quail only brought $1.00'

though.

Herbs And Plants
After years of languishing in the doldrums, this industry has

suddenly come alive again. For twenty years ginseng, for instance'

sold for $17.50 per pound. Now it is up around $150.00 and much

more at times.
The two principal plants that are in demand are ginseng and

Golden Seai. Both are found east of the Mississippi in hardwood

forests. The range is from north ofthe border to the deep south'

Finding, curing and drying medicinal herbs is a field all of its
own about which larger volumes can and have been written. I
believe that a knowledge of wild herbs is important to the poach€r

to get him out in the country at a time when few people are there.

In addition, the roots he collects can have signilicant value.

The following is a very broad brush approach to the subject.

More information can be easily acquired by writing to the U.S.

Government Printing Office in Washinglon, D.C. and asking for
their publications on ginseng. The cost is less than a dollar. After
this the sources of information become tenuous and uncertain.

There is a book called Ginseng and Other Medicinal Plants pub
lished in 1936 by the A.R. Harding Co' of Columbus, Ohio. It may
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be possible to find an old copy of the book by writingthe publisher
or through a book finder.

Ginseng is a perennial plant that grows from six to twelve inches
high. It has a woody, spindly stem with three large tip leaves and
two small ones below. Its root looks something like a dandelion's,
but is firmer and a darker yellow-brown color. Yellow flowers are
produced in July and August that mature to bright red berries in
late fall.

Ginseng is dug from the middle of August on. The roots are best
after the plant is about five years old, so it is good economy to dig
only the more mature plants. Larger roots dried over a screen
make about twenty to the pound.

The root is generally found on gentle, well drained south slopes
in old climax hardwood forests. Ginseng requires fairly dense
shade consisting of a thick canopy of high trees and a sparse
understory.

Golden Seal, the other major medicinal root, is found in about
the same places as ginseng. It thrives on a little more sunlight and
is usually found in open places in the woods, rather than in the
shade.

Golden Seal is not as valuable as ginseng but is worth looking
for. Prices for it in the $5.50 per pound range seem common.

The stem of Golden Seal is very slightly hairy and about twelve
inches tall. There are several layen of yellowish scale at the base of
the stem that look almost like fungus. The stem itself is light purple
green. Golden Seal is very easy to distinguish by the forked stem at
the top of the plant. One stem on the fork has a large crinkly green
leaf shaped much like a maple. The other fork has a tiny leaf and a
red berry that looks much like a raspberry.

The roots are bright yellow, generally with one big bulb and a
number of string5l attachments. To me the fresh root smells
terrible.

Like ginseng, Golden Seal is slowly dried in the open air on a
screen or rock.

Readers who have no idea what these two herbs look like should
find other information and good color pictures. The plants are not
difficult to distinguish, but in places they are few. The root gather-
ers may get the feeling he is overlooking some plants if he isn't
certain what he is looking for.

Selling roots is easy. There are literally thousands of buyers.
Almost every fur dealer will take them. Other dealers who handle
only herbs abound. Their ads are in every publication from Popu-

lar Mechanics to ,tports Afield. And a unique plus forthc poacher
is that both sales and possession are completely lcgal.

Porcupine
This portion of the book is starting to sound like Riple.r'b

Believe It Or Not, but it's true. Porcupine skins do havc a signifi-
cant value. At least one large dealer in the Pacific Northwest will
buy all he can get his hands on (no pun intendcd).

The best way to realize the most money from a porky is to
proceed as follows:

l. Reduce it to possession;

2. Cut the four feet off. Dried, these are worth $1.00;
3. Cut the porky from the tail to the chin and skin

much the same as a beaver;
4. Before tacking the skin up to dry, carefully pull all

the long guard hairs. Put these in orderly one inch bun-
dles secured wtih a rubber band. This hair is worth $3.00
per ounce. An average porky will have one and a half
ounces of guard hair;

5. Tack the skin on a board, flesh side out. When dried,
the skin is worth $3.00.

Snake Skins
Rattlesnake and larger bull snake skins are worth $ 1.00 per foot.

For some people in some places that statement is better than
announcing where the gold is in them thar hills.

Cut the snake down the belly and lightly tack it to a board till
dry. The rattles should be left on the skin in the case of
rattlesnakes.

Almost any fur buyer will take snake skins or direct the seller to
someone who does.
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POSTTOGUE

It was interestin& traumatic and fun writing this book. Many of
the incidents have never been told before this. For instance, it will
be interesting for the old timers to learn how the dynamite really

got on the river in central lllinois more than thirty-five years ago'

By now the reader is certainly aware that a few of the methods

revealed in this book were sworn secrets. ln some regards it was

tough to bring myself to tell about these easy ways of making the

harvest, but on the other hand, it was becoming more and more

likely that I might not be around to pass them on. So it is a good

thing that this permanent record was made' and that these

methods won't pass into oblivion.
After pondering the entire philosophy of this country for too

many years I have reluctantly concluded that the anti-hunters are

going to win. Wardens and wildlife biologists will become guards

ourtlh. vast federal and state land holdings, signaling the demise

of hunting, fishing and trapping as we now know it.
Eventuilly it will be a game of wits dependent on safely getting

into a good area, and not one of outsmarting the animals' Quick
and easy poaching methods will be important, but nowhere near as

important as entrance, evasion and exit techniques.

ijndoubtedly many readers know some good methods of taking
game that they would be willing to pass on. What is needed are

more good techniques not listed in this book. Paladin Press has

agre"d to file any suggestions submitted by readers in anticipation

of putting out a second volume on poaching. Send your sugges-

tions to us as soon as possible. With your help, volume two is a real

possibility.
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Surt i'. al Potttltirtg rs not about destrol"ing
\::e:r.-a's natural resources. Obr iouslr" that
'.'. .. ..,: r: .-..unter-producti\ e to the poacher's
'.\r,. .r: r-le Rather. it is about keeping the
::.1.: l:.l..qs a-l around r ou lor vourself. A
.-.:-: ,-;:: ior ihi: approach ts made in the
Jiirr': l-::i Craptef.

Ga::: uilrc3n: and r-cologists should also
$ e,c.rrit: rris bLr.rk to their libraries. lt will
do con:iderabh more rhan tust lamiliarizethem
utth poaching techniques and tools. Since
mani oi the traps presented here do not harm
game. it *il1 aid their lrre collection efforts
in game manasement situations. \aturalists
will har,e at their disposal a number of ob-
scure yet verl' efficient live traps. such as the
African Bird Snare and the Den Trap.

But most importantly', Survival Poaching
tells the survivalist how to iive off the land
under emergency conditions. These condi-
tions may take form as social upheaval, natu-
ral disaster, or a major war. For revealed are
totally effective secrets used by lndians and
old-timers to collect wild game under any
circumstances.
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"The best of its hind! f4l'l booh giaes an
extraordiniry amount of information on
collecting laige or small numbers qf ortild
g&me ini irtually any circ umsta nce --Be nso't'
ielts hout to bag ushateaer you go after euerj
single tirrre." National News Service
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